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Abstract
Theoretical and practical results of the new modern coding
theory are presented as a search global extremum of the
functionals in discrete spaces. The Optimization Theory (OT) for
error-correcting coding is taken as approach for simple decoding
algorithm under such conditions, when the code rate R is very
close to the channel capacity C : R≲C.
It is shown that the multithreshold decoders (MTD),
different new versions of the Viterbi algorithms (VA) and the very
special codes that are created on the OT basis provide a simple
highly reliable correction of the digital streams at such noise levels,
which correspond to the successful solution at the high
technological level the main problem of information theory,
formulated 70 years ago: - simple and effective decoding in the
close vicinity to the Shannon's bound.
New paradigms of OT and opportunities of divergent
coding, symbolic codes, algorithms for MTD and decoders with
direct metrics control are considered in ensuring such a level of
encoding efficiency which is really identical to the best optimal
exhaustive search methods, but at the really minimum possible
linear with a code length complexity of decoding. It is true even
for a very low signal-to-noise ratio.
The technology of modern developments is described in the
new version of application researches in error-correcting coding
theory. The MTD and OT studies were supported in Russia by the
RFBR with grants: 18-07-00525, 18-47-62000, 14-07-00859, 0807-00078, 05-07-00024.
This book uses widely network portals about OT and MTD
for presentation the real possibilities of many different decoders
created at the new technological basis: www.mtdbest.ru and
www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru.
For specialists in the field of communication systems,
engineers, students, and post-graduate students of mathematics and
radio engineering faculties.
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Foreword to the English Edition
The rapid development of digital technologies in the modern information world required great eﬀorts of the scientiﬁc community in the
ﬁeld of ensuring suﬃciently high reliability of transmission and storage
digital data. 70 years ago, this problem was posed by the great Claude
Shannon in his fundamental paper “Mathematical theory of communication”.
A great contribution to the development theory of noise-resistant
coding, which was supposed to provide a high level of reliability of digital streams, at the ﬁrst stage of the digital world formation an algebraic
theory made. The emergence BCH and Reed – Solomon (RS) codes became the basis for the development of ﬁrst purely theoretical methods,
which gradually began to be used in communications technology. The
Massey’s threshold decoders and concatenated codes of Forney greatly
simpliﬁed the decoding technique. The Viterbi algorithm (VA) appearance allowed to achieve already quite good for that time characteristics
of noise immunity in real satellite and many other channels.
However, the further development of various theories in the ﬁeld of
codes and electronic capabilities could not indicate the real technological
ways to achieve the high noise immunity characteristics that were possible in principle. Algebraic theory has not established in the discrete
ﬁelds codes, which would be in the asymptotic with the length of the
codes good corrective properties and simple methods for their eﬀective
decoding. The world had never seen a simple algorithms of this class,
which would correct the errors with the weight of more than half of the
code distance. And the complexity of these decoders, as it is customary
for theorists evaluation, was slightly less than the square of the code
length, but had not become linear. This deprived the algebraic theory of
any prospects.
And only a few decades later turbo codes were discovered, which
for the ﬁrst time showed that the dream of engineers about almost ideal
decoders, which can work even near the absolutely elastic and never
unattainable Shannon’s bound, becomes to be real. But the created
decoders of this type have become another disappointment: they also
turned out to be quite complicated and non-technological direction of
coding technique.
However, the new decoders for Gallager (LDPC) codes, which appeared later, almost corrected this situation. The development of microelectronics was already aﬀected here. These codes allowed us to create
real decoders for satellite and other important channels. However, de-
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coders of this type also have a number of serious limitations, which are
very diﬃcult to overcome.
Extremely complex problems continue to grow in the theory of nonbinary codes. The real codes of this type are very weak. And their
decoders for long codes are complicated and ineﬃcient too. But nothing
better then codes RS for 60 years after their creation was not invented.
The meaning of continuing publications on diﬀerent sequential algorithms for convolutional codes is not clear for us. They only work in the
area of code rates that are lower than the computational rate, and this is
very far from the channel capacity. They are not serious participants in
any competitions in complexity and eﬃciency.
Polar codes have become a very clear illustration of the general
crisis of the coding theory. We state that there are a huge number of
legends around them, which do not correspond absolutely to their real
capabilities upon the criterions of reliability-complexity-noise immunity.
These and a number of other “new” coding systems have become illustrative examples of the ubiquitous painful and complex search for decoding
algorithms that could really work at extremely high noise, but would
remain very simple. But such methods until recently was not.
We understand that thousands employees of ﬁrms and Universities
need to publish regularly their results with at least some “improvements”, i. e. with the coding problems solutions. Therefore, with a signiﬁcant decrease in the overall level of scientiﬁc researches and results
in the ﬁeld of coding, inaccuracies and even obvious errors in publications on codes which are usually impossible to ﬁnd, now are considered
admissible.
Methods of the list decoding also have arisen because of the crisis
in the technologies of decoding. They have not solved any problems
of digital data reliability and turned out to be very non-technological
decoders.
We are sure that basically such a catastrophic situation in the development of coding was created by the absolute inability of the leading
theorists of a number, so to speak, “scientiﬁc schools” to present their
methods in a certain “soft” program form for computers with small overhead costs. These tools include, for example, programming language
C++, which with a small multiplier easily estimates the actual number
of operations in any program decoders. These same programs should
always be presented as a mandatory means of experimental conﬁrmation
of the declared characteristics of decoding. This is now the only way to
demonstrate and prove the true beneﬁts of decoders created by anyone.
But creation high-quality software models of coding systems that can be
trusted — is a very diﬃcult and long time task. Almost no one knows
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how to do this.
The process of breaking down the coding theory as a complex mathematical science with an important technological component has gone so
far that books, textbooks for students and even doctoral dissertations
on “coding theory” have already begun to appear, where there are absolutely no schemes, eﬃciency graphs and even any assessments of the
decoders complexity. Programs on coding theory in some Universities
are so outdated that they have not even convolutional codes and Viterbi
algorithm (VA) and do not specify any real parameters of code systems.
It is especially regrettable that doctoral dissertations with the evaluation of indicators of exponents of decoding complexity arise continuously. Reduction of this exponent in 2–5 times in comparison with
full searching schemes is declared as the main indulgence on “right” to
dissertation defense with such “achievements”.
All these “workers of science” allow themselves not to notice that
for the last 40 years algorithms of multithreshold decoding (MTD) with
linear complexity are widely developed, reference books on coding problems are written, ∼ 40 patents exist, doctoral dissertations and numerous
monographs are written also. An exponent of decoding complexity for
MTD methods simply equal to zero for a long code block!
According to the publications known to us, it can be unequivocally
stated that some large groups of “researchers” after many decades of
“work” have not show even any single decoding algorithm for a large
level of channel noise, for which one it would make sense to seriously
discuss the levels of their noise immunity, reliability and complexity of
implementation.
A signiﬁcant number of books and hundreds already published articles by our scientiﬁc school are for the correction this truly tragic
situation in the main branch of the information theory.
This monograph presents the next stage results of the Optimization
Theory (OT) noise-resistant coding development and algorithms MTD. It
have solved generally all the problems of eﬃcient decoding in all classical channels with independent distortions near their capacity. For binary
symmetric channel without memory (BSC), binary Gaussian channel
(AWGN), erasing and nonbinary symmetric channels on the basis OT
and multithreshold decoding (MTD) methods we had found simple solutions for a very quick channel errors correction at the arbitrarily high
speeds of decoding. All the basic OT methods have been patented, as
well as block algorithm Viterbi (BVA) with the same complexity of implementation as it is for the its convolution prototype VA, rather than
with a doubled exponent of complexity, which is still reason for proud
of some “theorists”. We have created ﬁve generations of the hardware
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coding systems in leading communication institutes in Russia, which
conﬁrmed the predicted MTD high performance. Many software versions of MTD decoders for high noise levels operate at speeds up to
5–40 Mbits/s and more at the usual PC. We have created a hardware
versions of MTD decoders at FPGA, having theoretically maximum possible speed performance. All these and other results of our researches
are presented in this monograph.
Every specialist can also check parameters of our many soft
coding systems and special soft platforms at our largest in the
world portals on coding theory http://www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru/ and
http://www.mtdbest.ru/, which had been created in SRI RAS and
RSREU, Russia.
But what do really the algorithms we developed on the OT basis
do? The fact is that the founders of the OT and MTD algorithms, who
patented the world’s ﬁrst special iterative algorithms of majoritarian decoding back in 1972, drew attention to an important feature of coding
systems for linear codes. No one has thought about this approach to
coding and subsequent decoding until recently. All patented MTD algorithms of our scientiﬁc school, as it turned out, measure the exact
distance of their decisions to the received message. This is what makes
any optimal decoders, for example, Viterbi algorithm (VA)! But VA remembers absolutely all these distances, which makes the memory size
for all its possible decisions growing exponentially with the increase in
the length of the code it uses. This limits its real possibilities even
now, 50 years after its discovery, the length of the code, expressed in
informational symbols, less than K ∼ 20.
That’s why it turned out that the solution of the greatest problem
of Shannon after the MTD discovery has already been obvious: make
the majoritarian decoder such that it would change its decisions if it
would ﬁnd only strictly more plausible a new decision. This just idea
was ﬁxed by our “ancient” patent of 1972. The complexity of such MTD
increases with growth in code length only linear. So, to use long codes
in the MTD is very natural and easy. After some limited number of
repeated corrections (as it turned out, it is always less than I = 10 − 200
iterations) MTD reaches even at a high noise level the same decision
as the optimal decoder (OD), but, again, with linear complexity. This
is how we solved the great Shannon’s problem for all major types of
channels completely with linear decoding complexity with increasing the
code length.
It is especially surprising that when binary MTD was already known
and in the presence of the only realized in the technique of communication RS codes and the inability to create for nonbinary codes VA decoder,
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no one in the world, except us, has yet thought of the last 40 years the
symbolic codes (nonbinary codes with majoritarian decoding) and MTD
decoders for them. Our symbolic MTD (qMTD), completely realized at
the lowest possible level of complexity (again — with linear complexity
with the code length!) all byte data storage problems. We developed for
them a complete theory and demoprograms for qMTD on our world’s
largest portals on coding theory. MTD decodes symbolic data at a suﬃciently large noise level for a PC at speeds of up to 10–40 Mbit/s with
the threshold elements (TE) patented in Russia in a number of their
modiﬁcations. qMTD is really decoder with the reliability parameters as
for OD, that is true for binary codes also. Note again that creation VA
for nonbinary codes with good parameters is absolutely impossible.
It is important that now everyone can use our new software platforms with simple user instructions that allow you to see and check the
eﬀectiveness of all MTD decoders for codes selected by the readers of
our books.
But surely, the astonished reader may to asks, whether no one
ever tried to redecoding the slightly improved the messages after the
ﬁrst decoding? Yes, of course, many researchers did it, but they did
not receive any improvements at all. And it’s because of our scientiﬁc
school results we have quickly undestood in those early years that a good
convergence to the OD decisions only such decoders will have that use
codes with small error propagation (EP). Having created a complete EP
theory, what has not succeeded any other scientiﬁc school in the world,
we have learned to build such codes. After just that achievements in EP
the capabilities of MTD decoders were manifested in all its brilliance.
Of course, in all of our researches we actively, but at a much more
delicate and high level, apply the old methods of concatenation, and a set
of other ideas and patented technologies that never complicate the MTD
structure or the number of operations, but signiﬁcantly improve MTD
possibilities in terms of eﬃciency at high noise.
All these results has determined a signiﬁcant advantage of our methods in the BSC and AWGN channels, the development of decoders for
which for many years were directed eﬀorts of almost all experts in the
world. All our patented MTD decoders work closer to the Shannon
boundary then other methods with equal complexity. Our decoders do
not require at all the use the operations with real numbers also. They
have a high uniformity of structure and perform a very small number of
calculations and only with small integers. And, in addition, they work in
the hardware at FPGA at the maximum theoretically possible speeds and
they are equally simple in the implementation both as for convolutional
and block codes.
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Methods of correcting the erasures on the our algorithms basis are
also patented by us. They work almost on the Shannon’s bound, and
signiﬁcantly faster than other methods, sometimes up to a hundred or
more times.
Finally, we emphasize that in the absence of any success of classical theory in creating good decoders of nonbinary codes since the 60s
of the last century, our algorithms for symbolic (majoritarian decodable
nonbinary) codes with complexity growing linearly with the length of
codes, provide the achievement of OD decisions for any alphabet and for
very long codes. It should be noted again that it is almost impossible to
create VA for nonbinary codes with a large alphabet. This complicates
the creation of other decoders also. But our symbolic codes can be decoded by corresponding MTD algorithms with software implementations
and the high level of noise optimally at speeds up to tens of Mbits/s.
This sometimes occurs when the probabilities of errors in the channel for
qMTD are in some times greater than that probabilities, when the RS
decoders can work. Like our binary MTD decoders, symbolic codes and
their correction algorithms are the greatest discoveries of coding theory,
which solved all problems of data storage on optical disks, ﬂash memory
and other digital systems due to methods of search global extremum of
the functionals.
Concluding our brief introduction to the “quantum mechanics” of information theory, our new Optimization Theory (OT) of noise-resistant
coding, we must state that about 30 years ago the youth of coding theory ended. This theory became a part of the theories of searching the
global extremum of functional (SGEF) in speciﬁc conditions of discrete
spaces after too long phase of the study error-correcting problems by
algebraic methods. All OT and MTD methods work in close proximity
to the Shannon’s boundary with linear, i. e. minimal possible complexity
of decoding implementation with the code length growth. New theory
changes the technology, aims, methods of researches and all the ideological paradigms of the coding theory. They need to be deeply learned
and move quickly on. Other ways until and there are no.
The results of our studies have shown that in many cases, each
iteration of decoding in MTD can be implemented in software as two
or three operations of small integers addition and comparison. And in
hardware MTD decoders have the theoretically maximum speed, conﬁrmed by the patents and a simple hardware version of MTD algorithm
for working at the information speeds more then 1 Gbps.
It should also draw the attention of readers of this book to the fact
that we have a simple and understandable widely published decades ago
methods solved the main problem of the information theory — reliable
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transmission and holistic data storage for any possible noise levels on the
basis of simplest majoritarian methods. This have been done at the rapid
start of “digitalization” of our information civilization in the conditions
of the highest importance of maintaining the reliability of discrete data.
Dozens of diﬀerent demos at our portals allow to readers “alive”
to double-check claimed highest speed characteristics of our methods at
high noise levels.
That is why the value of our OT and MTD methods is now much
higher than the importance of the ideas of quantum mechanics, which
by the eﬀorts of a large number of great physicists was created 100
years ago. But in those early years of the twentieth century physics was
not the most relevant science for people. However, its new postulates
have received a high estimation of the international community, and the
founders of quantum mechanics deservedly have become Nobel laureates.
Our OT arose just at the time of the rapid start of the digital information community formation, when the achievement of digital data high
reliability refers to the most pressing problems of science and technology. This situation just determines the outstanding importance of our
very timely fundamental and technological theory and its applications.
Thus, our scientiﬁc school in fact alone has solved a great set of the
most diﬃcult and very important tasks, with which for many decades
has not been able to cope the “classical” theory. Our new coding theory — “quantum mechanics” of information theory creates a special new
grandiose intellectual space for researches coding problems as the tasks
of searching global optimization of the functionals. This opens up broad
prospects for code systems development on the basis of the latest OT
paradigms, methods of MTD and various theories of global searching.
We oﬀer readers of this monograph together with us to solve new problems of the theory and technologies of coding and to create on its basis
simple systems of highly reliable digital data processing for future networks and systems of our information civilization.

Предисловие к английскому изданию
Стремительное развитие цифровых технологий в современном информационном мире требует немало усилий научного сообщества в
области обеспечения достаточно высокой надежности передачи и хранения цифровых данных. 70 лет назад эту проблему поставил великий Клод Шеннон в своей фундаментальной работе «Математическая
теория связи».
Большой вклад в развитие теории помехоустойчивого кодирования, которая должна была обеспечить высокий уровень надежности цифровых потоков, на первом этапе становления цифрового мира внесла алгебраическая теория. Появление кодов БЧХ и Рида –
Соломона (РС) стало основой для разработки первых чисто теоретических методов, которые постепенно стали использоваться в коммуникационных технологиях. Пороговые декодеры Месси и каскадные
коды Форни значительно упростили технику декодирования. А появление алгоритма Витерби (AB) позволило добиться уже достаточно
хороших для того времени характеристик помехоустойчивости в реальных спутниковых и многих других каналах.
Однако дальнейшее развитие различных теорий в области кодов
и возможностей электронной техники не смогло указать реальные
технологические пути достижения тех высоких характеристик помехоустойчивости, которые были возможны в принципе. Алгебраическая теория не нашла в дискретных полях кодов, которые имели бы
в асимптотике по длине кодов хорошие корректирующие свойства, и
простых методов их эффективного декодирования. Мир так и не видел простых алгоритмов этого класса, которые бы исправляли ошибки
с весом более половины кодового расстояния. Да и сложность этих
декодеров, как это принято оценивать у теоретиков, была чуть меньше квадрата длины кода, но так и не стала линейной. Это лишило
алгебраическую теорию каких-либо перспектив.
И лишь спустя несколько десятилетий были открыты турбо-коды,
которые впервые показали, что мечта инженеров о почти идеальных
декодерах, способных работать даже вблизи абсолютно упругой и никогда недостижимой границы Шеннона, становится реальностью. Но
созданные декодеры этого типа стали еще одним разочарованием: они
также оказались достаточно сложным и нетехнологичным направлением техники кодирования.
Однако появившиеся позднее новые декодеры для кодов c низкой
плотности проверок Галлагера (LDPC-коды) почти исправили ситуацию. Здесь уже сказалось развитие микроэлектроники. Эти коды позволили создать реальные декодеры для спутниковых и других важных
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каналов. Однако декодеры этого типа также имеют ряд серьезных
ограничений, преодолеть которые очень сложно.
Чрезвычайно большие проблемы продолжают нарастать в теории
недвоичных кодов. Реальные коды этого типа очень слабые. И их
декодеры для длинных кодов сложны и неэффективны. Но ничего
лучше кодов РС за 60 лет после их создания не придумали.
Смысл продолжающихся публикаций по различным последовательным алгоритмам для сверточных кодов нам не ясен. Они работают только в области кодовых скоростей, которые ниже, чем вычислительная скорость, и это очень далеко от пропускной способности
канала. Они не являются серьезными участниками каких-либо конкурсов по сложности и эффективности.
Полярные коды стали очень наглядной иллюстрацией общего
кризиса теории кодирования. Мы констатируем, что вокруг них существует огромное количество легенд, которые не соответствуют их
реальным возможностям по критериям достоверности — сложности —
помехоустойчивости. Эти и ряд других «новых» систем кодирования
стали наглядными примерами повсеместного болезненного и сложного поиска алгоритмов декодирования, которые действительно могли
бы работать при чрезвычайно высоком уровне шума, но остались бы
очень простыми. Но таких методов до недавнего времени не было.
Мы понимаем, что тысячи сотрудников фирм и вузов должны
регулярно публиковать свои результаты хотя бы с некоторыми «улучшениями», т. е. с решениями проблем кодирования. Поэтому при значительном снижении общего уровня научных исследований и результатов в области кодирования допустимыми сейчас считаются неточности и даже серьезные ошибки в публикациях по кодам, которые
обычно невозможно найти.
Методы декодирования списками тоже возникли из-за кризиса
в технологиях декодирования. Они не решили никаких проблем достоверности цифровых данных и оказались очень нетехнологичными
декодерами.
Мы уверены, что в основном такая катастрофическая ситуация в
развитии кодирования была создана абсолютной неспособностью ведущих теоретиков ряда, так сказать, «научных школ» представить
свои методы в виде конкретных программ с небольшими накладными
расходами. К таким инструментам относится, например, язык C++,
который с помощью небольшого множителя легко оценивает фактическое количество операций для любых программных декодеров. Эти же
программы всегда должны быть представлены как обязательное средство экспериментального подтверждения заявленных характеристик
декодирования. Это теперь единственный способ продемонстрировать
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и доказать истинные преимущества декодеров, созданных кем-либо.
Но разработка качественных программных моделей систем кодирования, которым можно доверять, — очень сложная и длительная задача.
Делать это практически никто не умеет.
Процесс разрушения теории кодирования как сложной математической науки с важной технологической составляющей зашел так
далеко, что уже начали появляться книги, учебники для студентов и
даже докторские диссертации по «теории кодирования», где нет абсолютно никаких схем, графиков эффективности и даже каких-либо
оценок сложности декодеров. Программы по теории кодирования в
некоторых вузах настолько устарели, что даже не содержат сверточных кодов и алгоритма Витерби (АВ) и не задают никаких реальных
параметров кодовых систем.
Особенно прискорбно, что непрерывно возникают докторские
диссертации с оценкой показателей в экспоненте сложности декодирования. Снижение этого показателя в 2–5 раз по сравнению с полным
перебором декларируется как главная индульгенция «права» на защиту таких «достижений» диссертации. И все эти «труженики науки»
позволяют себе не замечать, что за последние 40 лет широко развиваются алгоритмы многопорогового декодирования (МТД) с линейной
сложностью, написаны справочники по проблемам МПД кодирования, получены ∼ 40 патентов, давно защищены докторские диссертации и изданы многочисленные монографии. Экспонента сложности
декодирования МПД методов для длинных кодов просто стремится к
нулю!
Согласно известным нам публикациям, можно однозначно утверждать, что некоторые большие группы «исследователей» после многих
десятилетий «работы» не показали ни одного конкретного алгоритма
декодирования для большого уровня канального шума, для которого
имело бы смысл всерьез обсуждать уровни их помехоустойчивости,
надежности и сложности реализации.
Значительное количество книг и сотни уже опубликованных статей нашей научной школы направлены на исправление этой поистине
трагической ситуации в основной отрасли теории информации.
В данной монографии представлены результаты следующего этапа развития Оптимизационной Теории (ОТ) помехоустойчивого кодирования и алгоритмов МПД. В ней решены в целом все проблемы
эффективного декодирования во всех классических каналах с независимыми искажениями вблизи их пропускной способности. Для
двоичного симметричного канала без памяти (ДСК), двоичного Гауссовского канала (АБГШ), стирающего и недвоичного симметричных
каналов на основе методов OT и MTD найдены простые решения для
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очень быстрой коррекции ошибок канала при сколь угодно высоких
скоростях декодирования. Запатентованы все основные методы ОТ,
а также блоковый алгоритм Витерби (БАВ) с той же сложностью
реализации, что и для его сверточного прототипа — АВ, а не с удвоенным показателем сложности, чем до сих пор гордятся некоторые
российские «теоретики». Мы создали пять поколений аппаратных систем кодирования в ведущих институтах связи России, что подтвердило прогнозировавшуюся высокую производительность МПД. Многие
программные версии МПД декодеров для высоких уровней шума работают со скоростью до 5–40 Мбит/с и более даже на обычных ноутбуках. Мы создали аппаратные версии MTD декодеров на ПЛИС,
имеющих теоретически максимально возможное быстродействие. Все
эти и другие результаты наших исследований представлены в данной
монографии.
Каждый специалист может также проверить параметры наших
многочисленных программных систем кодирования и даже специальных программных платформ на языке С++ на наших крупнейших в
мире порталах по теории кодирования http://www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru и
http://www.mtdbest.ru, которые были созданы в ИКИ РАН и РГРТУ,
Россия.
Но что же на самом деле делают алгоритмы, разработанные нами
на основе ОТ? Дело в том, что основатели алгоритмов ОТ и МПД, запатентовавшие первые в мире специальные итерационные алгоритмы
мажоритарного декодирования еще в 1972 году, обратили внимание
на важную особенность систем кодирования линейных кодов. До
недавнего времени никто не задумывался об этом подходе к кодированию и последующему декодированию. Все запатентованные MTD
алгоритмы нашей научной школы, как оказалось, измеряют точное
расстояние своих решений до полученного сообщения. Именно это
делает любой оптимальный декодер (ОД), например, алгоритм Витерби (АВ)! Но АВ, который выполняет только самые простые операции
суммирования и сравнения, запоминает абсолютно все эти расстояния, что делает размер памяти для всех его возможных решений
экспоненциально возрастающим с увеличением длины кода, который
он использует. Это ограничивает его реальные возможности даже
сейчас, через 50 лет после его открытия, длиной кода, выраженной в
информационных символах, меньшей K ∼ 20.
Вот почему оказалось, что решение величайшей проблемы Шеннона после открытия МПД уже очевидно: сделать мажоритарный декодер таким, чтобы он изменял свои решения, если бы находил только
строго более вероятное новое решение. Именно эту идею и закрепил
наш «древний» патент 1972 года. Сложность такого МПД возрастает
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с ростом длины кода только линейно. Таким образом, использовать
длинные коды в МПД очень естественно и легко. После некоторого ограниченного числа повторных исправлений (как оказалось, оно
всегда меньше I = 10...200 итераций) МПД достигает даже при высоком уровне шума того же решения, что и оптимальный декодер (ОД),
но, опять же, с линейной сложностью. Так мы полностью решили
знаменитую проблему Шеннона для всех основных типов каналов с
линейным ростом сложности декодирования при увеличении длины
кода.
Еще более удивительно, что когда двоичный МПД был уже известен, при наличии в технике связи лишь кодов РС и невозможности
создать для недвоичных кодов АВ, кроме нас, за последние 40 лет никто в мире так и не придумал символьные коды (недвоичные коды с
мажоритарным декодированием) и МПД декодеры для них. Наш символьный МПД (QМПД), полностью реализованный на минимально
возможном уровне сложности (опять же — с линейной сложностью
от длины кода!) решает все проблемы хранения байтовых данных.
Для него разработана полная теория и написаны демопрограммы для
QМПД на наших крупнейших в мире порталах по теории кодирования. МПД декодирует данные при достаточно большом уровне шума
для ПК со скоростью до 10–40 Мбит/с на пороговых элементах (ПЭ),
запатентованных в России в ряде их модификаций. QМПД действительно обеспечивает такую же надежность, как и ОД, что верно и для
двоичных кодов. Еще раз отметим, что создание VA для недвоичных
кодов с хорошими параметрами абсолютно невозможно.
Важно, что теперь каждый может пользоваться нашими новыми
программными платформами с простыми инструкциями пользователя, которые позволяют использовать и проверять эффективность всех
МПД декодеров для кодов, выбранных самими читателями наших
книг.
Но, конечно, удивленный читатель может спросить: что, разве
никто и никогда не пытался повторно декодировать сообщение, которое уже немного улучшилось в первом декодере? Да, конечно, многие
исследователи это делали, но никаких улучшений они не получили.
И именно благодаря результатам нашей научной школы мы сразу поняли еще в те далекие годы, что хорошая сходимость к решениям ОД
будет только для декодеров, которые используют коды с малым размножением ошибок (РO). Создав полную теорию РО, чего не удалось
ни одной другой научной школе в мире, мы научились строить такие
коды. Именно тогда благодаря достижениям теории РО возможности
МПД декодеров проявились во всем своем блеске.
Конечно, во всех наших исследованиях мы активно, но на го-
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раздо более тонком и высоком уровне применяем как старые методы
каскадирования, так и множество других идей и запатентованных
технологий, которые никогда не усложняют структуру МПД или количество операций, но значительно улучшают возможности МТД с
точки зрения эффективности при высоком уровне шума.
Все эти результаты определили существенное преимущество наших методов в ДСК и АБГШ каналах, на разработку декодеров для
которых в течение многих лет были направлены усилия практически
всех специалистов мира. Наши запатентованные MTD декодеры работают ближе к границе Шеннона, чем другие методы с одинаковой
сложностью и не требуют использования операций с вещественными
числами. Они имеют высокую однородность структуры и выполняют
очень небольшое количество вычислений и только с небольшими целыми числами. И, кроме того, они работают в аппаратуре на ПЛИС
на максимально теоретически возможных скоростях и одинаково просты как при реализации сверточных, так и блоковых кодов.
Методы исправления стираний на основе наших алгоритмов также запатентованы нами. Они работают почти на границе Шеннона и
значительно быстрее других методов, иногда до ста и более раз.
Наконец, мы подчеркиваем еще раз (!), что на фоне полного отсутствия каких-либо успехов классической теории в создании хороших декодеров недвоичных кодов с 60-х годов прошлого века, наши
алгоритмы для символьных (мажоритарно декодируемых недвоичных)
кодов со сложностью, линейно растущей с длиной кодов, обеспечивают достижение ОД решения для любого алфавита и для очень длинных кодов. Следует отметить, что практически невозможно создать
АВ для недвоичных кодов с большим алфавитом. Это усложняет
создание и других декодеров. Но открытые нами символьные коды могут быть декодированы соответствующими MTD алгоритмами
с программными реализациями и высоким уровнем шума оптимально
на скоростях до десятков Мбит/с. Это иногда происходит, когда вероятность ошибки в канале для QМПД в несколько раз выше, чем
вероятность, при которой могут работать декодеры РС. Как и двоичные MTD-декодеры, символьные коды и алгоритмы их коррекции
являются величайшим открытием теории кодирования, решившей все
проблемы хранения данных на оптических дисках, флэш-памяти и в
других цифровых системах.
Завершая наше краткое Введение в новую «квантовую механику»
теории информации, нашу новую Оптимизационную Теорию (ОТ) помехоустойчивого кодирования, мы должны констатировать, что около
30 лет назад молодость теории кодирования закончилась. Эта теория
стала важной частью теорий поиска глобального экстремума функци-
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онала в конкретных условиях дискретных пространств после слишком
длительной фазы изучения задач коррекции ошибок алгебраическими методами. Все методы OT и MTD работают в непосредственной
близости от границы Шеннона с линейной, т. е. с минимально возможной сложностью реализации декодирования с ростом длины кода.
Новая теория меняет технологию, цели, методы исследований и все
идеологические парадигмы теории кодирования. Их нужно глубоко
изучить и быстро двигаться дальше. Других способов пока и нет.
Результаты наших исследований показали, что во многих случаях каждая итерация декодирования в МПД может быть реализована в программе в виде двух-трех операций сложения и сравнения
небольших целых чисел. А в аппаратной реализации МПД декодеры
на ПЛИС имеют теоретически максимальную скорость, подтвержденную патентами и простыми макетами алгоритма МПД для работы на
информационных скоростях более 1 Гбит/с.
Следует также обратить внимание читателей этой книги на то,
что у нас есть простые и понятные широко опубликованные десятки
лет назад методы, решившие главную задачу теории информации —
надежную передачу и целостное хранение данных при любых возможных уровнях шума на основе простейших мажоритарных методов.
Это было сделано в условиях стремительного начала «цифровизации»
нашей информационной цивилизации при высочайшей важности поддержания надежности дискретных данных.
Десятки различных демоверсий программных декодеров на наших порталах позволяют читателям «вживую» перепроверять заявленные высочайшие скоростные характеристики наших методов при
высоких уровнях шума.
Именно поэтому значение наших ОТ и МПД методов сейчас намного выше, чем роль новых идей квантовой механики, которая усилиями большого числа великих физиков была создана 100 лет назад.
Но в те первые годы XX века физика была не самой актуальной наукой для человечества. Однако ее новые постулаты получили высокую
оценку международного сообщества, а основоположники квантовой
механики заслуженно стали Нобелевскими лауреатами.
Наша ОТ создана как раз в момент быстрого начала формирования цифрового информационного сообщества, когда достижение высокой надежности цифровых данных относится к наиболее актуальным
проблемам науки и техники. Эта ситуация как раз и определяет выдающуюся роль нашей очень своевременной фундаментальной и весьма
технологической теории, а также ее прикладных достижений.
Таким образом, наша научная школа фактически в одиночку решила большой комплекс сложнейших и важнейших задач, с которыми
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на протяжении многих десятилетий не могла справиться классическая
теория кодирования. Новая теория кодирования — «квантовая механика» теории информации — создает особое новое грандиозное интеллектуальное пространство для исследования проблем кодирования
как задач глобальной оптимизации функционала. Это открывает широкие перспективы развития систем кодирования на основе новейших
парадигм ОТ, методов МПД и различных теорий глобального поиска.
Мы предлагаем читателям этой монографии вместе с нами решать
новые проблемы теории и технологий кодирования и создать на ее
основе простые эффективные системы высоконадежной цифровой обработки данных для будущих сетей и систем нашей информационной
цивилизации.

Scientific editor’s foreword
The increasing use of information ﬂow generation and processing
systems, as well as storage, recovery, maintenance and transmission
through various communication channels, is the basis for the accelerated
development of our technological digital civilization.
Like any branch of science and technology, digital informatics develops more and more wide areas of modern technologies, actively introduces in production cycles of the enterprises, in various systems of
monitoring, including systems of remote sensing of the Earth, and also it
becomes a basis of essentially new approaches in scientiﬁc activity. Such
comprehensive penetration of digital ideology in all aspects of modern
society is accompanied by the emergence of a fairly large set diﬃcult
scientiﬁc and technical problems in the information theory itself.
The main problems of informatics, as it may seem strange, lie in
the very foundations of the information theory and in the most complex
and, of course, interesting (!) parts, which are the theory, technology,
methods and algorithms of noise-resistant coding. This is determined by
the fact that the transmission of large amounts of data in digital networks of diﬀerent levels and their use, storage and recovery is possible
only at a high level of these data reliability. But they are useless if the
proportion of errors in the digital data will be too noticeable. In this
case most of the transmission protocols, software modules with errors,
and many other services will not work.
Provision the necessary level of reliability of digital data is engaged
in the theory of noise-resistant coding, the achievements of which over
the passed 70 years of its development are very signiﬁcant. For decades,
coding already has become a must in digital communication systems in
many technologically advanced countries, allowing to increase strongly
the speed of data transmission and reliability, and also reduce the size of
expensive antennas. Powerful codes were used in the last Millennium in
the NASA “Cassini” project for Saturn studies, which was successfully
completed in September 2017. A variety of codes are widely used in
computer memory systems, mobile communications, home appliances,
as well as many other important systems of the digital world and our
technocratic society.
However, until recently, the potential of many very expensive discrete channels and various digital networks have not been used fully
enough because of the still very low eﬃciency of many error correction algorithms, decoders, the creation of which is the most diﬃcult
information theory problem and noiseproof coding theory.
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Of course, concrete advances in coding theory and technology are
vast and undeniable. But the unresolved problems of this essentially
important science of the digital world until recently, were too much. It is
largely determined by the commitment a very large number of scientists
working in this ﬁeld, to the algebraic foundations of this theory.
Nevertheless, as it is well known, the optimal decision, i. e. the best
minimal probability of undetected error after decoding error-correcting
code in many cases can be achieved at the base of the very simple searching the global extremum of the functional (SGEF) in discrete spaces. It
may be done even for exponentially growing number of possible decisions
if the code length increases. And such an optimal decision, but only for
carefully selected codes, can be found even for a very high noise level of
the channel, which one, of course, is especially valuable.
These results were the starting point of ﬁfty years of researches
by this monograph’s author, who received patent of such an unexpected
solution for the problem of noise-resistant coding almost half a century
ago. So algebraic coding theory was an excellent starting point in the
early researches stages for error correction algorithms. It allowed the
scientiﬁc community to undestand the codes at the ﬁrst stage through
multidimensional discrete ﬁelds and other special mathematical structures. This created in the 60s of the last century conditions for solving
some start problems of achieving the required reliability of digital ﬂows
for diﬀerent channels.
The works of the monograph’s author and his scientiﬁc school
showed that the achievements of their Optimization Theory (OT) for
error-correction coding are the basis of particularly simple algorithms
of global searching extremum of functionals that decode correctly the
accepted messages directly near the Shannon boundary, which is the
ultimate goal of coding theory. This monograph is devoted to the presentation of these results on a completely new ideological level.
Let us to remind that the veracity and the reliability of communications and the eﬀectiveness of communication channels usage depend
on the error correcting algorithms, i. e. decoders. But the most of the
known algorithms of this type until recently were still unreasonably slow
or too complex. The problem of simple and highly reliable decoding at
large noise level when the channels are used with maximal eﬃciency,
i. e. when they work in close proximity to the channel capacity was
always implied as existing. But in fact for a long time this task was not
put at the forefront. It was due to the presence of only rather weak or
too slow algorithms. Even signiﬁcant progress in the microelectronics
of recent decades has not accelerate the searching for solution of this
digital communication main problem formulated 70 years ago by Claude
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Shannon. Known achievements of the coding theory based on algebraic
and a number of similar algorithms in recent decades have not improved
the real possibilities of this classical theory applied methods and did
not indicate new ways for the successful technological development of
decoding systems.
Just in these conditions during many decades the Optimization Theory (OT) of noise-resistant decoding is developing in Russia. It successfully solves the problems of optimal decoding, providing the best possible decoding reliability at very high noise levels. Extremely important,
that our researchers do it with theoretically minimal linear increasing
complexity with growth of the code length. This minimum possible theoretical complexity just also allows to do simple and very fast decoders
for very long codes. And only these codes allow to reach the vicinity of
communication channel capacity.
The author and the other undisputed pioneers in this ﬁeld in their, of
course, very unconventional in style and results books and articles over
these decades have shown very special features and long-known methods
such as a wonderful Viterbi algorithm (VA), for which they have received
a patent recently, and new iterative methods of error correction on the
multithreshold decoders (MTD) basis. These methods implement very
eﬀective procedures for global search also.
A key theme that determines the value of this monograph, are a variety of results convincingly demonstrating quite technological solutions
of Shannon’s problem of simple high-precision decoding near the channel
capacity posed 70 years ago. They are based on the Optimization Theory
of noise-resistant coding.
Starting installation of this new coding theory has become the Main
Theorem of multithreshold decoding (MTMTD), which stated that properly organized simple majoritarian iterative algorithms with each change
of decoded symbols is strictly closer to the optimal decoder (OD) decision, for achievements which before usually needed to carry out a
complete exponentially complex search. In various technical systems,
for example, Viterbi algorithm does it.
An exact MTMTD proof has revolutionary changed problems of decoding for all channels with independent distortion. Now it is possible
to use MTD decoders for all classes of majority decodable codes. MTD
algorithms only at linear (!) complexity with the code length of this algorithm usually achieve OD decisions even at high channel noise. But the
author understood clearly, that specially formulated the cornerstones of
his science MTMTD theorem did not promise to achieve always the decision of the OD, i. e., the multithreshold algorithm, alas, is not optimal
decoder (OD). Exactly therefore, the members of the author’s scientiﬁc
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school, who have so far created this full-scale Optimization Theory, all
these years have been searching for the conditions that must be fulﬁlled
in order for the process of successful decoding, i. e. the search for the
global extremum of the functional, would be as long as possible. It is
very important that this search does not stop somewhere at halfway to
the optimal decision, which is the code word closest to the message
received from the channel. And under this it was necessary always to
ensure that the complexity of the corresponding decoder, naturally understood as the number of performed operations, remained theoretically
minimal, only linearly increasing with the code length, even at high
channel noise levels. The author solved this next very diﬃcult problem
with his new theory of error propagation (EP) for majority schemes.
All the obvious and sometimes quite unexpected ways to achieve
the decision of OD based on MTD algorithms and a number of others
methods just set forth in all their diversity in this book. The author
makes it clear that for a large number of channels and codes it is already possible to achieve a very high level of ﬁnal reliability on the
MTD decoders basis and a number of derived methods directly near the
Shannon boundary. As it will be seen from the following material, this
task is really in very many cases has been already quite successfully
solved by the author and for some code clusters (typical combinations
of code parameters and channels) it will be solved by methods already
known in the OT. Therefore, the author is certainly a specialist who has
the right to declare his Shannon’s problem solution for all major types of
the digital channels with independent distortions. The task of expansion
the list of such code clusters will now be permanently resolved and by
already numerous known, and, of course, new methods. The ﬁeld of OT
will rise quickly; all conditions for this the scientiﬁc school OT and the
author have already created.
The level of the author’s achievements in the ﬁeld of technological
accessibility of the algorithms described in this monograph is not less
important also, although he is mainly engaged in the fundamental researches. It turns out that he and his scientiﬁc school got a number of
extremely important results in a variety of technological areas related
to the coding theory and technique. The most signiﬁcant application
achievement OT is extending the scope of the MTMTD to virtually the
entire set of iterative decoding methods for linear codes — both block and
convolutional: concatenating schemes of diﬀerent types, channels with
erasures, ultra-fast hardware and software options decoders, as well as,
which is also quite unusual and even unexpected in general for the whole
coding theory, his re-opened symbolic codes.
Symbolic codes were known as a nonbinary majority decodable
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codes. They were invented, as well as usual threshold algorithms, by the
founder of this direction, the outstanding American scientist J. Massey
in the 60-th of XX century. However, in his analysis of these codes,
he has demanded from them such the exceptionally high characteristics,
which they could not provide at all. And, as a result of his considerable
frustration, he refused further such code structures analysis. And this
refusal became the reason that researchers around the world, in fact,
certainly believed his opinion. Over the next 50 years they actually
did not use the majority algorithms for nonbinary codes. These codes
seemed as if they did not exist. But it happened so that all the other
nonbinary codes and decoders created by classical algebraic theory during this long period, also did not become outstanding achievements of
science, although they were very useful in many technical systems.
But the monograph author and his school were very attentive to
the codes, once rejected by J. Massey, clearly separated them from other
types of nonbinary codes and called them as the symbolic codes. By
now they have created a complete theory for them as well as for especially simple symbolic MTD decoders based on the principles of searching global optimization of functionals, which eﬀectively correct errors
in these code structures for a very high noise. And since the main parameters of symbolic codes, i. e. the size of the alphabet and the length
are completely independent of each other, then the characteristics of all
these symbolic algorithms have become completely and forever unattainable for any other nonbinary code systems that do not use methods of
searching the global extremum. But this is not surprising, because the
classical coding theory for almost 60 years has not created anything
more eﬀective in a variety of nonbinary codes than very weak Reed –
Solomon (RS) codes, because they really still can use only very short
versions of this type of codes.
By the way, it is very useful to draw the attention of this book
readers to the fact that for a truly triumphant procession of symbolic
codes around the world of coding systems, the authors of symbolic algorithms immediately changed and patented the rule of threshold elements
work, which ones are the single active nodes in all MTDs, including
symbolic decoders. This moment decided the fate of the world contest
among nonbinary algorithms. It take place simply, as they say, “due to
obvious advantage” of symbolic codes in all respects of the eﬃciency and
complexity. You can verify this by reading the relevant sections of this
monograph or previously published books and author’s articles on this
subject.
The scientiﬁc school OT has already published several books on the
subject of OT and a reference book on coding. International telecom-
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munication Union (ITU) at its Anniversary 2015, has published a fairly
complete monograph on OT in English language. At the same time, it
is important to emphasize that in general all MTD algorithms options,
despite the inherent not always obvious ideas of eﬀective global search,
are extremely simple devices or programs with well-understood principles of operation, which are extremely useful for training students and
professionals, and also for development and application.
In the monograph the author gave full attention and many others
ideas that emerged in the process of development OT: the principle of divergence, parallel concatenation, codes with selected branches and other
systems and organization principles of a new, very unusual decoding
style that formed its special vast intellectual space of OT paradigms.
All of them really helped in creation, research and implementation of
extremely simple decoding methods at high noise level. Note that earlier none of these listed concepts in coding theory were presented. But
their role in the OT and in the successful solution of decoding problems
proved to be extremely important.
Some of the author’s results are discoveries in coding theory.
We must indicate one of the most important methodological results
of the author’s theory — the selection of decoders with direct metric
control (DDMC) into a special group also. This proved to be particularly useful and even absolutely necessary in solving coding problems in
channels with extremely high noise levels. The scientiﬁc school of the
author includes in the group DDMC all methods using MTD and VA,
which have the most important property of accurate measurement the
distances to be minimized by these algorithms. This approach brings
the researches of decoders based on VA and MTD to a higher level, the
work at which has already made it possible to obtain an extremely important result — the creation and patenting the block version for Viterbi
algorithm (BVA) with a complexity close to that of classical VA for
convolutional codes. This result for one of the most important algorithms of the last century is impressive in itself, because the complexity
of the classical coding theory for others block versions of BVA actually
corresponds to the doubled exponent of complexity in comparison with
convolutional codes. It made them, of course, absolutely unsuitable for
application in real systems. The emergence of eﬀective and relatively
simple block VA, which is similar to convolutional codes, simpliﬁes the
procedures of error correction for all binary block codes and uniﬁes them
on a common basis of DDMC methods.
In previous monographs on OT and MTD in order to illustrate many
of the results about MTD algorithms network portals www.mtdbest.ru
and www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru have been used frequently. They are used by
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the author’s scientiﬁc school. The ﬁrst of them is upgraded frequently.
It repeatedly facilitates the correct understanding of the OT results for
interested readers. Opportunities to use these portal resources in this
monograph are even more diverse and useful.
Members of the scientiﬁc school have received almost 20 patents
for their methods and algorithms, including abroad.
Completing the presentation Professor’s V. V. Zolotarev monograph
to the scientiﬁc and technical community, it is necessary to note some
problems connected with his theory. The development of MTD algorithms during half a century of researching — on majoritarian and
similar methods, as well as their support by leading institutes of the
communications industry has demonstrated a really wide possibilities
in this direction in the technology of decoding and full compliance of
created MTD decoders to theoretical positions of the author. This was
facilitated by a signiﬁcant number of patented by the author technical
solutions, most of which have been tested by hardware, on models and
by other researchers.
Having such a serious and comprehensive support for his work, the
author of the monograph quite reasonably claims that his theory turns
out to be a new section of the theories of the functionals global extremum
searching under speciﬁc conditions of discrete spaces. Thus there are
all primary necessary conditions for such statement of a problem: the
code which increase in length leads to the exponentially rapid growth
of admissible decisions number — code words, etc. At the same time,
the methods invented by the author make it possible, even with a large
channel noise, to ﬁnd optimal decisions for the codes chosen by him,
since in OT there are all necessary criteria of decisions optimality that
meet the global minimum the decision distances to the vector taken from
the channel.
The situation with OT strongly resembles A. Viterbi case, who actually took for its extremely useful decoding method half a century
ago already well known procedure from dynamic programming. His
algorithm became one of the main error correction methods in digital
communication for many decades.
In this regard, one has to wonder why this monograph’s author has
not a clear understanding of whether his methods successfully used by
him for all types channels with independent distortion, to any standard
classes of global optimization procedures. It is possible that successful
the OT paradigms development and technologies will prove the belonging
of this theories to some standard setting of global searching problems.
Then the situation of paradigm shift from one scientiﬁc branch in another, a similar to algorithm Viterbi, will be conﬁrmed. Introduction
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certainty in this matter will contribute to the application of the whole
arsenal of global searching theories to the coding theory problems, which
is of particular interest.
If the author can substantiate his theory as the appearance a new
class of global search tasks, then his separate contribution to global
search theories is also welcome. In any case, the elimination of the
obvious uncertainty in the ownership of the OT will create conditions
for its further successful development. This question solution should be
put as a very actual problem.
I would say that this monograph marks the transition of the applied
coding theory to a new phase of development focused on simple eﬀective
error correction algorithms creation. It becomes quite understandable
and solvable optimization problem in discrete spaces. Many of the algorithms discussed in this book work successfully in close proximity
to the Shannon’s boundary and achievement for the majority of other
algorithms DDMC class neighborhoods of this bound, as follows from
OT, stated in this monograph, already seems simply a matter of time.
The special importance of this monograph publication is determined
by the fact that 2018 is the coding theory anniversary: 70 years ago
Claude Shannon put forward the problem of simple and eﬀective decoding
before science and technology in his remarkable article “Mathematical
theory of communication”. It is gratifying to see its successful solution
this jubilee year in the Russian scientist’s monograph.
Academician of the Russian
Academy of Sciences
USSR State prize laureate

N. A. Kuznetsov

От научного редактора
Всѐ более широкое использование систем формирования
информационных потоков и их обработки, а также хранения,
восстановления, сопровождения и передачи по разнообразным
каналам связи является основой ускоренного развития нашей
технологической цифровой цивилизации.
Как и любая отрасль науки и техники, цифровая информатика
осваивает всѐ более широкие области современных технологий,
активно внедряется в производственные циклы предприятий, в
разнообразные системы мониторинга природы, в том числе и
системы дистанционного зондирования Земли, а также становится
основой принципиально новых подходов в научной деятельности.
Такое всеобъемлющее проникновение цифровой идеологии во все
стороны жизни современного общества сопровождается появлением
довольно большого набора трудных научных и технических проблем
самой теории информации.
Основные проблемы информатики, как это ни покажется
странным, лежат в сфере самых основ теории информации и в той еѐ
сложнейшей и, конечно, интереснейшей (!) части, которую
составляют
теория,
технологии,
методы
и
алгоритмы
помехоустойчивого кодирования. Это определяется тем, что
передача больших объѐмов данных в цифровых сетях различного
уровня и их использование, хранение и восстановление возможны
только при высоком уровне достоверности этих данных, которые
оказываются бесполезными, если доля ошибок в цифровом массиве
будет слишком заметной. В этом случае не будут работать
большинство протоколов обмена, программные модули, переданные
с ошибками, и очень многие другие сервисы. Обеспечением
необходимого уровня достоверности цифровых данных и занимается
теория помехоустойчивого кодирования, достижения которой за
истекшие 70 лет еѐ развития весьма значительны. Уже много
десятилетий кодирование обязательно к использованию в цифровых
системах связи во многих технологически развитых странах, что
позволяет многократно повышать скорость передачи данных и их
достоверность, а также снижать размеры дорогих антенн. Мощные
коды использовались ещѐ в прошлом тысячелетии в проекте NASA
"Кассини" для исследований Сатурна, который был успешно
завершѐн в сентябре 2017 года. Широко применяются различные
коды и в системах компьютерной памяти, мобильной связи, в
бытовой технике, а также во множестве других важных систем
цифрового мира и нашего технократического общества.
Однако до недавнего времени потенциальные возможности
очень дорогих дискретных каналов и различных цифровых сетей
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использовались недостаточно полно из-за всѐ ещѐ весьма малой
эффективности многих алгоритмов коррекции ошибок, создание
которых является наиболее сложной проблемой теории информации
и теории помехоустойчивого кодирования.
Конечно, конкретные успехи теории и технологий кодирования
обширны и несомненны. Однако и нерешѐнных проблем этой по
сути важной науки цифрового мира до недавнего времени было
неоправданно много, что в значительной мере определяется
приверженностью весьма большого числа учѐных, работающих в
этой сфере, алгебраическим основам этой теории. Но, как уже давно
известно, оптимальное решение, т. е. наилучший по вероятности
необнаруженной ошибки результат при декодировании кодов во
многих случаях может быть достигнут и при поиске глобального
экстремума функционала в дискретных пространствах на
экспоненциально растущем с длиной кода массиве возможных
решений. И такое оптимальное решение, но только для тщательно
подобранных кодов можно найти даже при очень высоких уровнях
шума канала, что, конечно, особенно ценно.
Эти результаты и стали отправной точкой пятидесятилетних
исследований автора этой монографии, получившего авторское
свидетельство на такое неожиданное решение проблемы
помехоустойчивого
кодирования
почти
полвека
назад.
Алгебраическая теория кодирования была прекрасной стартовой
площадкой на начальных этапах исследований и поисков алгоритмов
коррекции ошибок. Она позволила на первом этапе изучения кодов
приобщить к ним научное сообщество через многомерные
дискретные поля и другие специальные математические структуры.
Это создало в 60-е годы прошлого века условия для решения многих
проблем достижения требуемой достоверности цифровых потоков в
различных каналах. Работы автора монографии и его научной школы
показали, что достижения созданной ими Оптимизационной Теории
(ОТ) помехоустойчивого кодирования являются основой особенно
простых алгоритмов поиска глобального экстремума функционалов,
которые
правильно
декодируют
принятые
сообщения
непосредственно вблизи границы Шеннона, что и является конечной
целью теории кодирования. Изложению на абсолютно новом
идеологическом уровне результатов ОТ и посвящена данная
монография.
Напомним, что достоверность связи и эффективность
использования каналов связи в решающей степени определяют
именно применяемые алгоритмы коррекции ошибок, т. е.
декодирования. Но большинство известных алгоритмов этого типа
до недавнего времени оказывались всѐ ещѐ неоправданно
медленными или слишком сложными. Проблема простого и
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высокодостоверного декодирования при большом уровне шума,
когда
каналы
используются
с
максимально
возможной
эффективностью, т. е. работа в непосредственной близости от их
пропускной способности, хотя и подразумевалась всегда как
существующая, но фактически она очень долго не ставилась во главу
угла. Это и неудивительно, т. к. для этого просто не было оснований
из-за наличия только довольно слабых или слишком медленных
алгоритмов. Даже значительный прогресс базы микроэлектроники
последних десятилетий не повлиял сколько-нибудь решительно на
поиск путей решения этой главной проблемы цифровой связи,
сформулированной 70 лет назад Клодом Шенноном. Известные
достижения теории кодирования на основе алгебраических и ряда
подобных им алгоритмов за последние десятилетия так и не
улучшили реальных возможностей прикладных методов этой
классической теории и не указали новых путей для успешного
технологического развития систем декодирования.
Именно в этих условиях в течение уже многих десятилетий в
России
развивается
Оптимизационная
Теория
(ОТ)
помехоустойчивого декодирования. Она на совершенно новом
уровне успешно решает проблемы оптимального, наилучшего по
достоверности декодирования при больших уровнях шума и, что
крайне важно, при теоретически минимальной, линейной от длины
кода сложности. А минимальная возможная сложность как раз и
позволяет делать простые и очень быстрые декодеры для весьма
длинных кодов, которые только и могут позволить достичь
максимальной пропускной способности канала связи.
Авторы и безусловные первооткрыватели этого направления в
своих, конечно же, весьма нетрадиционных по стилю и результатам
книгах и статьях за эти десятилетия показали совершенно особые
возможности и давно известных методов типа замечательного
алгоритма Витерби (АВ), на который они недавно получили патент,
и новых итеративных способов коррекции ошибок на основе
многопороговых
декодеров
(МПД),
реализующих
очень
эффективные процедуры глобального поиска.
Это не будет казаться слишком удивительным, если обратить
внимание на то, что за истекшие 50 лет после открытия АВ
увеличение на несколько порядков производительности элементной
базы и развитие средств программирования на самом деле
чрезвычайно сильно изменили ситуацию с соотношением
возможностей почти всех алгоритмов, как открытых недавно, так и
известных уже давно. Грандиозный рост возможностей электроники,
например, сильно изменяет даже доступные инженерам
характеристики экспоненциально сложного АВ. В этой монографии
еѐ автор показывает, что множество давно и теперь уже хорошо
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известных приѐмов использования ряда привычных алгоритмов
позволяет на совершенно новом уровне решать задачи
помехоустойчивого кодирования вполне успешно и, что очень
важно, весьма просто. И весьма часто эти «старые» методы
оказываются лучше «новейших» результатов в области
алгебраических (и других близких к ним) алгоритмов декодирования
и по эффективности, и по сложности.
Ключевой темой, определяющей ценность данной монографии,
являются
разнообразные
результаты,
убедительно
демонстрирующие вполне технологичные решения поставленной 70
лет
назад
Клодом
Шенноном
проблемы
простого
высокодостоверного декодирования вблизи пропускной способности
канала на базе Оптимизационной Теории (ОТ) помехоустойчивого
кодирования.
Стартовой установкой в этой новой теории кодирования, стала
Основная Теорема многопорогового декодирования (ОТМПД),
которая говорит о том, что правильно организованные простейшие
мажоритарные по своей сути итеративные алгоритмы при каждом
изменении декодируемых символов строго приближаются к
решению оптимального декодера (ОД), для достижения которого
раньше обычно требовалось осуществлять полный экспоненциально
сложный перебор, что в различных технических системах делает,
например, алгоритм Витерби (АВ). Строгое доказательство ОТМПД
самым революционным образом поменяло постановки задач
декодирования для всех видов каналов с независимыми
искажениями. Теперь стало возможным использовать МПД
декодеры практически для любых классов мажоритарно
декодируемых кодов и при всего лишь линейной (!) от длины кода
сложности алгоритма достигать решений ОД даже при большом
уровне шума канала.
Автор, однако, указал, что при решении оптимизационной
задачи декодирования сформулированная им особая краеугольная
для его науки ОТМПД теорема вовсе не обещает обязательного
достижения решения ОД, т. е. МПД, увы, - не ОД. Именно поэтому
члены научной школы автора монографии, к настоящему времени
создавшие эту полномасштабную Оптимизационную Теорию, все
эти годы осуществляли поиск таких условий, которые должны
выполняться для того, чтобы процесс успешного декодирования, т. е.
поиска глобального экстремума функционала, был по возможности
более долгим. Очень важно, чтобы этот поиск не прекращался гденибудь на полпути к оптимальному решению, которым является
кодовое слово, ближайшее к принятому из канала сообщению. И при
этом
всегда
требовалось
следить,
чтобы
сложность
соответствующего декодера, естественно понимаемая как число
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выполняемых им простейших операций, оставалась теоретически
минимальной, линейно растущей с длиной кода даже при больших
уровнях шума канала.
Все очевидные, а иногда и довольно неожиданные способы
достижения решения ОД на основе МПД алгоритмов и ряда других
методов как раз и изложены во всѐм своѐм многообразии в данной
книге. Автор доступно и понятно показывает, что для большого
числа каналов и кодов уже возможно достижение очень высокого
уровня итоговой достоверности на основе МПД декодеров и ряда
производных от них методов непосредственно вблизи границы
Шеннона. Как будет видно из последующего материала, эта задача
действительно уже в очень многих случаях вполне успешно решена
автором или для некоторых кодовых кластеров (типичных сочетаний
параметров кодов и каналов) она будет решена уже известными в ОТ
методами. Поэтому автор, безусловно, является специалистом,
который имеет право заявить о решении им проблемы Шеннона для
всех основных типов цифровых каналов с независимыми
искажениями. Задача расширения списка таких кодовых кластеров
будет теперь постоянно решаться и уже многочисленными
известными, и, конечно, новыми методами, а поле ОТ быстро
развиваться, все условия для этого научной школой автора уже
созданы.
Уровень достижений автора ОТ и в области технологической
доступности алгоритмов, изложенных в этой монографии, является
не менее значимым, хотя он в основном занимается
фундаментальными исследованиями. Оказывается, что он и его
научная школа получили целый ряд исключительно важных
результатов в самых различных технологических сферах, связанных
с теорией и техникой кодирования. Наиболее существенным
прикладным достижением ОТ является расширение области
действия ОТМПД фактически на всѐ множество методов
итеративного декодирования линейных кодов, как блоковых, так и
свѐрточных: это каскадные схемы разных типов, каналы со
стираниями, сверхбыстрые аппаратные и программные варианты
декодеров, а также, что тоже совершенно необычно и даже
неожиданно вообще для всей теории кодирования, - вторично
переоткрытые им символьные коды.
Символьные коды относятся к недвоичным мажоритарно
декодируемым кодам. Они были открыты, как и обычные пороговые
алгоритмы, основоположником этого направления выдающимся
американским учѐным Дж. Месси в 60-х годах ХХ века. Однако в
своем анализе таких кодов он потребовал от них таких
исключительно высоких характеристик, которые те в принципе не
могли обеспечить. И в результате немалого вследствие этого
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разочарования он отказался от дальнейшего анализа таких кодовых
структур. А этот отказ стал причиной того, что исследователи всего
мира, фактически безусловно поверив его мнению, в течение
последующих 50 лет очень редко применяли мажоритарные
алгоритмы к недвоичным кодам, которых как бы и не было. Но так
получилось, что и все прочие недвоичные коды и декодеры,
созданные классической алгебраической теорией за этот длительный
период, тоже не стали выдающимися достижениями науки, хотя и
были очень полезными во многих технических системах.
А вот автор монографии и его школа очень внимательно
отнеслись к кодам, когда-то отвергнутым Месси, чѐтко отделили их
от прочих типов недвоичных кодов и назвали символьными. К
настоящему времени они создали полную теорию для них, а также
для особо простых символьных МПД декодеров на принципах
глобального поиска, которые эффективно корректируют ошибки в
этих кодовых структурах. И поскольку основные параметры
символьных кодов, т. е. размер алфавита и длина, абсолютно
независимы друг от друга, то характеристики всех этих символьных
алгоритмов абсолютно и навсегда стали недостижимы для какихлибо иных недвоичных кодовых систем, не использующих методов
поиска глобального экстремума функционала. Но это и
неудивительно, так как классическая теория кодирования почти за
60 лет развития не создала ничего более эффективного во множестве
недвоичных кодов, чем весьма слабые по эффективности коды РидаСоломона, так как реально до сих пор можно использовать только
очень короткие варианты кодов этого типа.
Кстати, очень полезно обратить внимание читателей этой книги
на то, что для действительно триумфального шествия символьных
кодов по миру систем кодирования авторы символьных алгоритмов
сразу же немного поменяли и запатентовали правило работы
пороговых элементов, - главных активных узлов во всех МПД, в том
числе символьных. Именно этот момент и решил судьбу мирового
конкурса среди недвоичных алгоритмов. Он просто не состоялся что
называется «за явным преимуществом» символьных кодов по всем
параметрам эффективности и сложности. В этом можно убедиться,
читая соответствующие разделы этой монографии или ранее
изданные книги и статьи автора по этой тематике.
Научной школой ОТ уже опубликовано несколько книг по
тематике ОТ и справочник по кодированию, а Международный союз
электросвязи (МСЭ/ITU) в свой юбилейный 2015 год издал
достаточно полную монографию по ОТ на английском языке. При
этом важно подчеркнуть, что вообще все варианты МПД
алгоритмов, несмотря на заложенные в них не всегда очевидные
идеи эффективного глобального поиска, являются крайне простыми
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устройствами или программами с хорошо понятными принципами
работы, что крайне полезно для обучения студентов и специалистов,
а также для разработок и применения.
В монографии уделяется глубокое внимание и многим другим
идеям, возникшим в процессе развития ОТ: принципу дивергенции,
параллельному каскадированию, кодам с выделенными ветвями и
другим системам и принципам организации нового очень
необычного стиля декодирования, образовавшим своѐ особое
обширное интеллектуальное пространство парадигм ОТ. Все они
действительно помогают созданию, исследованиям и реализации
исключительно простых методов декодирования при большом
уровне шума. Отметим, что ранее ни одного из этих перечисленных
понятий в теории кодирования не было. Но их роль в ОТ и в
успешном решении проблем декодирования оказалась чрезвычайно
важной. Некоторые из результатов автора являются открытиями в
теории кодирования.
Укажем на ещѐ один из наиболее значимых методологических
результатов теории автора - выделение в особую группу декодеров с
прямым контролем метрики (ДПКМ). Это оказалось особенно
полезным и даже абсолютно необходимым при решении задач
кодирования в каналах с экстремально большим уровнем шума. К
группе ДПКМ научная школа автора относит все методы с
использованием МПД и АВ, которые обладают важнейшим
свойством точного измерения расстояний, минимизируемых этими
алгоритмами. Этот подход выводит исследования декодеров на
основе АВ и МПД на ещѐ более высокий уровень, работа на котором
уже позволила получить чрезвычайно важный результат: - создание
и патентование блоковой версии алгоритма Витерби (БАВ) со
сложностью, близкой к сложности классического АВ для
свѐрточных кодов. Этот результат для одного из самых главных
алгоритмов прошлого века впечатляет и сам по себе, так как оценки
сложности классической теории кодирования для других блоковых
версий АВ фактически соответствуют удвоенному показателю
экспоненты сложности по сравнению со свѐрточными кодами, что,
конечно, делало их совершенно непригодными для применения в
реальных системах. Появление столь же эффективного и
относительно простого метода, который долго и успешно
применялся для свѐрточных кодов, в своѐм блоковом варианте
многократно упрощает процедуры коррекции ошибок для вообще
всех блоковых двоичных кодов и унифицирует их на единой основе
ДПКМ методов.
В монографиях по МПД и ОТ для иллюстрации многих
результатов МПД алгоритмов уже неоднократно использовались
возможности
сетевых
порталов
www.mtdbest.ru
и
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От научного редактора
www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru научной школы автора, первый из которых
достаточно часто обновляется. Это многократно облегчает
правильное понимание результатов ОТ заинтересованными
читателями. Возможности использования ресурсов этих порталов в
данной монографии оказываются ещѐ более разнообразными и
полезными.
Члены научной школы ОТ получили уже более 15 патентов на
свои методы и алгоритмы, в том числе и за рубежом.
Завершая представление научно-техническому сообществу
монографии профессора В.В. Золотарѐва, нельзя не отметить и
некоторые проблемы, связанные с его теорией. Разработка МПД
алгоритмов в течение полувека исследований мажоритарных и
близких к ним методов, а также их поддержка ведущими
институтами отрасли связи продемонстрировала действительно
широкие возможности этого направления в технологиях
декодирования и полное соответствие создаваемых МПД декодеров
теоретическим положениям автора. Этому способствовало и
значительное количество запатентованных автором технических
решений, большинство которых были проверены аппаратно, на
макетах, при моделировании и другими исследователями.
Имея такую серьѐзную и всестороннюю поддержку своим
работам автор монографии вполне резонно претендует на то, что его
теория оказывается новым разделом теорий поиска глобальных
экстремумов функционалов в специфических условиях дискретных
пространств. При этом есть все первичные необходимые условия для
такой постановки задачи: код, увеличение длины которого приводит
к экспоненциально быстрому росту числа допустимых решений кодовых слов и т. д. При этом весьма изобретательно придуманные
автором методы действительно позволяют даже при большом шуме
канала находить именно оптимальные решения для выбранных им
кодов, поскольку в ОТ существуют все необходимые критерии
оптимальности решения, которое соответствует достижению
глобального минимума расстояния этого решения до принятого из
канала вектора.
Ситуация с ОТ сильно напоминает работу А. Витерби, который
полвека тому назад фактически взял для своего крайне полезного
метода декодирования уже хорошо известную процедуру из
динамического программирования. Его алгоритм стал одним из
основных методов коррекции ошибок в цифровой связи на многие
последующие десятилетия.
В связи с этим приходится задаться вопросом, почему у автора
данной монографии на самом нет пока чѐткого понимания того,
принадлежат ли его методы, успешно применяемые им для всех
типов каналов с независимыми искажениями, к каким-либо
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стандартным классам процедур глобальной оптимизации. Возможно,
что успешное развитие парадигм и технологий ОТ докажет
принадлежность этой теории к некоторой стандартной постановке
задач глобального поиска. Тогда ситуация переноса парадигм из
одной научной отрасли в другую, аналогичная алгоритму Витерби,
подтвердится. Внесение определѐнности в этот вопрос будет
способствовать применению всего арсенала теорий глобального
поиска к задачам теории кодирования, что и представляет особый
интерес.
Если же автор сможет обосновать свою теорию ОТ как
появление безусловно нового класса задач глобального поиска, то
его отдельный вклад ещѐ и в проблематику глобального поиска
можно будет только приветствовать. В любом случае устранение
очевидной неопределѐнности в принадлежности ОТ создаст условия
для еѐ дальнейшего успешного развития. Решить этот вопрос
следует полагать весьма актуальной задачей.
Переходя к заключительным замечаниям об этой книге, скажу,
что монография знаменует собой переход прикладной теории
кодирования в новую фазу развития, ориентированную на создание
простых эффективных алгоритмов коррекции ошибок. Она
становится вполне понятной и решаемой оптимизационной
проблемой в дискретных пространствах. Многие из рассмотренных в
этой книге алгоритмов успешно работают в непосредственной
близости от границы Шеннона, а достижение и для абсолютного
большинства других алгоритмов класса ДПКМ окрестностей этой
границы, как следует из ОТ, изложенной в этой монографии, уже
представляется просто вопросом времени.
Особое значение выхода в свет столь важной монографии
определяется тем, что 2018 год является юбилейным для теории
кодирования. 70 лет назад Клод Шеннон выдвинул проблему
простого и эффективного декодирования перед наукой и техникой в
своей замечательной статье "Математическая теория связи". Отрадно
найти еѐ успешное решение в этом юбилейном году в монографии
российского учѐного.

Академик РАН
Лауреат Государственной премии СССР

Н.А. Кузнецов

From the author
The publication in 1963 James L. Massey’s “Threshold decoding”
book marked a new stage in the technique development for an error
correcting coding. A clear description of a very simple methods with
quite satisfactory performance has deﬁned in those years their place in
various real communication systems.
The subsequent appearance in 1967 Viterbi algorithm (VA) stated
the coding technique to a fundamentally new level of communication
quality due to opportunity for signiﬁcantly more eﬀective coding, since
the proposed algorithm provided in the Gaussian channels an optimal
decoding for codes with a short length. This was the reason for attracting a large number of the theory and coding technique experts to
improve just the coding eﬀectiveness, because those years it seemed that
the rapid growth of digital technologies opportunities will allow them to
build a very easy concatenated and other increasingly complex coding
schemes. Following this fact, the problem decoders easy implementation
for a long time has been in the shadows, although the formal requirement of more simple decoding, of course, together with the task of its
greater eﬀectiveness never removed from the agenda.
Let us remind about the coding usage usefulness. The measure of
its eﬃciency, for example, in communications technology for binary data
transmission is usually determined by the coding gain (CG), the parameter which simply characterizes the value of the communication system
transmitter power increase eﬀect, when using good coding methods and,
most importantly, the subsequent high reliable decoding of the received
digital stream. And since this eﬀect can reach values of 3, 5, 10 and
even more times (more then 10 dB), it becomes clear the exceptional
importance of the coding applications that create so large eﬀect of power
reserve in the transmitter for the communication system.
If in 1980 year a well known American scientist, the author of
the classical books on the coding theory E. R. Berlekamp in one of his
reviews claimed that each decibel of reduction in signal energy of the
communication channel due the coding usage in those days was estimated as a million dollars, then today’s scale of digital networks leades
to ﬁnancial increase of proﬁt due to the coding applications in many tens
of times. This very important energy resource creates the possibility for
increase the speed of digital data transmission, signiﬁcantly reducing
the size of very expensive antennas, multiple increase of communication
distance, as well as many other very important advantages of digital
communication systems using noise-resistant encoding. This is particular value for the communications industry works on the creation the
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eﬀective decoders. Many dozens of annual international conferences on
noise-resistant encoding systems are always among the most relevant.
Therefore, the study of the majoritarian type algorithms continued,
although with less intensity, because their eﬀectiveness at ﬁrst was not
very high.
Despite this, in 2018 our scientiﬁc school celebrated 40 anniversary
of the ﬁrst candidate dissertation defense in USSR about a new iterative
eﬀective threshold decoding algorithm. And recently we have celebrated
25 years since the doctorate thesis on the same subject, which have
already been much more fully presented in the new monographs of our
scientiﬁc school on Optimization Theory (OT) of noise-resistant coding [4, 5]. These results have prepared the scientiﬁc community for the
possibility of large-scale consolidating all results for iterative methods of
error correction in a wide variety of very noisy channels with independent errors. Eﬀect of this publication was quite strong and positive so
that it allowed to our several books on multithreshold decoding (MTD)
algorithms and coding reference book publisher in Russia to re-issue
recently a monograph on this subject, the ﬁrst edition of which was
published in 2006.
Let us mark also, that for the ﬁrst time in the publishing house “Science” (Nauka) in Moscow, USSR, results on multithreshold algorithms,
including the Main Theorem about multithreshold decoding (MTMTD)
were published else in 1981 [2].
Thus, we can assume that the Russian readers were enough informed about the state of researches on eﬀective majority decoding, the
most simple in implemen-tations compared to other methods. The results
of such advanced majority algorithms application, called multithreshold
decoders (MTD) now already practically coincide with the optimum decoding (OD), i. e. they are very little diﬀerent in output error probability
from characteristics of total searching algorithms for the same codes
even near the channel capacity. This was shown by the participants
of our research school on Optimization Theory as theoretically, so and
practically when modeling the work of the relevant procedures for special codes satisfying a number of very strict but clearly understandable
requirements, as well as when creating coding systems at the FPGA in
a number of ﬁrms. Decoders built in line with the following in the book
principles have already successfully implemented in numerous communication systems.
In all cases software and hardware implementations of the MTD
methods the author and developers of communication systems had got
expected capabilities. Five generations of MTD decoders were created in
the Institutes of the Ministry of communications in RF. It is essential
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that even that far years MTD characteristics were sometimes completely
not available for other known error correcting algorithms with reasonable complexity of implementation.
Our book oﬀers already well-proven working technologies for creating decoding algorithms for the four main classical channels of the
theory of noise-resistant coding with the minimum possible theoretical
linear complexity with the code length and at the same time (!), with an
eﬃciency which is almost identical to the optimum decoder (OD), i. e.
with a full searching, exponentially complex, error correction method in
almost the entire domain of code rates R, smaller, than channel capacity
C, of course, without the R values, already directly very close to the
absolutely elastic and therefore fundamentally unattainable Shannon’s
boundary. The width of this inaccessible for MTD decoders area has
been gradually reduced in recent years and, apparently, with a reasonable complexity of these algorithms, will be slightly reduced in the near
future. The issues of the current and projected level of OT eﬃciency will
be further comprehensively addressed in the next chapters of our book.
We have long a ﬁrm belief that there are no other decoding methods
comparable to our algorithms with the same complexity of implementation (the number of simple operations performed by the decoder). We
oﬀer our readers to see it for themselves.
Let us remind those basic statements, which in fact allowed us to
have raised the eﬃciency of extremely simple threshold type algorithms
up to the level of the optimal exhaustive searching procedures. They
consist of only two items that provided the solution in principally new
for the coding theory the problem of improving the quality of the majority decoding implementing the procedures for the searching global
extremum of functionals, which have the very large number of variables,
in the speciﬁc discrete spaces.
1. The majority (threshold) algorithms can be extremely eﬀective.
There are very simple MTD algorithms which have the property of strict
approach to the optimal decision at all steps of the decoding until decoder changes the symbols of the received message. Under such an
approach the task of decoding becomes the problem of ﬁnding the global
extremum of the functional with a large number of variables in discrete
spaces that thousandfold pushing the research horizons of development
and application for principles the optimal errors correction.
2. The eﬀect of errors propagation (EP) in the threshold decoders
is really strongly limits the ability of the majority decoding procedures.
But this eﬀect is completely controlled. Its correct interpretation helps
to form requirements and criteria by which other optimization based
procedures can be constructed for a searching codes with a very low
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level of error propagation on the output of the decoders corresponding to
them. It allows extremely improve the eﬃciency of iterative threshold
type procedures.
The ﬁrst property turns out to be essentially completely unexpected.
But, indeed, after a little, but principled modiﬁcation of the usual threshold algorithm that turns it into multithreshold decoder (MTD), the new
algorithm really becomes having unique property of the approaching to
the optimal (with an exhaustive searching!) decision if the very simple conditions have been met. And since in this case the algorithm
for all changes continuously calculates strictly the distance between the
received vector and the current solution-hypothesis about the transmitted vector, then it actually implements the global total search procedure
(speciﬁcally: the minimum of this distance) when they have just linear
growth complexity of the algorithm with the increase the code length.
It seems very plausible, that no other known methods of error correction have similar MTD properties now. A new understanding of
decoding as a search the global extremum of fuctionals connects to coding theory absolutely grandiose number of theories, methods and styles
created by diﬀerent global optimization theories for the fastest possible
searching this extremum in the very diﬃcult conditions of very small
signal/noise ratios of digital communication channels.
And the second of the above statements deserve a long time discussion and serious justiﬁcation, as it is done in one of the chapters of
this book. A successful solutions for this complex problem of EP indeed
allowed to create codes that are particularly eﬀective when they are used
just in MTD.
We hope that for many natural questions about complexity, eﬃciency and adaptability of coding and multithreshold decoding the readers of this book will get enough meaningful answers. In case of interest
they can surely continue a very promising for all communication systems investigations in the MTD decoding procedures, which have already
found their place in a number of developments.
As it will be shown later, when creating new algorithms and the
codes corresponding to them the main task of the researchers becomes
the most accurate and optimized for a lot of parameters simultaneous
design the decoder and code used in it. In other words, the simplicity
of the MTD implementation is achieved by more time-consuming and
carefully organized stages of design code and speciﬁc algorithms for its
decoding. In this case the problem of implementation complexity of the
algorithm purposefully transforms in such a way that the technological tasks of more eﬃcient decoder construction was solved precisely by
those components of complexity, the increase of which is the most avail-
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able or even usefully. For example, in the most cases of minimization
the amount of decoding operations when MTD has comparable eﬃciency
at 2–3 decimal orders less than for other algorithms, precisely due to the
signiﬁcant memory size of the decoder that uses very long codes. It is
clear that this is sometimes absolutely necessary in high-speed communication systems with a high noise level. But with all the complications
of the design procedures of MTD algorithms, the decoders themselves
created by these new methods always remain the simplest majoritarian
methods with the characteristics of practically optimal error correction
algorithms, even for very small signal/noise ratios of the communication
channel.
It is useful to point that when closed to the channel capacity algorithms MTD maintain a real modest complexity, quite aﬀordable for
modern technologies. But other techniques with the same complexity
(number of calculations) in this realm of noise are usually generally
unworkable.
More systematic than before, the presentation of methods and
paradigms OT, as well as new results obtained on their basis, allows,
as the author hopes, to get enough in-depth understanding the OT status and usefulness of its applications. The main scientiﬁc result of OT
presented in this book, is a long-awaited achievement by the MTD algorithms that form the OT basis, the realm in immediate vicinity of
the Shannon’s bound in the most of channel types traditional for coding
theory.
The book describes the whole a number of diﬀerent methods and
approaches to achieve this main target in the information theory. All of
them really allowed us to solve ideologically the most diﬃcult problem
at a quite acceptable level of technological complexity of the proposed
algorithms.
The importance of high quality codes according to the criteria of the
small error propagation (EP) must be emphasized also. They are very
important for MTD algorithms. These codes must be very long. Solved
in this monograph the problem of the maximal approximation to the
bound of Shannon got its practical realization in the real and very simple
schemes of MTD decoding for all types of channels with independent errors just due to the fact that such codes managed to build. The distance
of MTD algorithms workrealm from the Shannon’s bound in Gaussian
channels is equal to only ∼ 1 dB. A very small diﬀerence between the
channel C and code rate R in erasure and non-binary channels shows totally a complete success OT in solving the problem of eﬀective operation
of the simplest algorithms near this absolutely elastic and unattainable
boundary.
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It is especially useful that simple MTD decoder even for extremely
large noise saves ability to achieve with its own linear with the code
length complexity the optimal exhaustive searching decoder decisions,
providing maximal possible reliability of its result. It allows to create
hardware MTD versions of these algorithms with the theoretical maximum speed also. However, decision delays making due to the large number of iterations in the convolutional MTD and signiﬁcant code lengths
are for little EP quite large, reaching in some cases the values of several
Megabits. This is inevitable when there is a large noise level near the
channel capacity and is quite acceptable and even necessary for many
satellite and optical communication lines.
After solving by OT methods the fundamental problem of simple
decoding set by the Shannon, the next stage of OT development, we believe, will be a creation of shorter delays in MTD procedures within the
framework of OT, which will be very useful at smaller decision-making
delays, including block codes, although for these codes in our book already referred many good implementations of the MTD procedures and
our patented block Viterbi algorithm. One of such methods that already
provide a signiﬁcant reduction in delay of MTD decisions are simple and
very easy concatenation work of the MTD with a very short external
codes. There are a lot of corresponding publications already. These
solutions are already described in the third chapter of our monograph.
And the other promising approach to this task is to replace the simplest
threshold function in the MTD by slightly more complicated procedures
that will be also extremely useful for diminishment the number of decoding iterations in all main channel types. The block decoder realizing
convergence may be useful also.
Perhaps a more complicated decision rules for iterative decoders
within the OT will lower the requirements for the used codes, that will
reduce decision delay due to a small (!) increase the complexity of
calculation, which will be especially useful for block codes also. This
task, possibly may be solved by researchers and developers in OT and
MTD in the years that follow. Our block variant of Viterbi algorithm
can help to solve many problems in block codes too.
The attentive reader will certainly note that many of the properties and the possibilities of MTD algorithm presented in this book and
others methods relating to the OT, as in the previously published monographs, repeatedly examined and commented in various sections of the
book from diﬀerent perspectives. The author is agree that it is so. And
in this monograph (as in the previous ones) it is also made for the sole
purpose of the most full, comprehensive and at the same time, the most
understandable evidence or explanation not a very common features of
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multithreshold decoding, various modiﬁcations of the Viterbi algorithm
(VA), Main Theorem of multithreshold decoding (MTMTD) and many
other new OT paradigms. The way of presenting the material is dictated
by the fact that, although all the key results are obtained by rather simple methods, many of them are still not previously used in publications
on theory and technology in coding and are completely new for this
branch of science. It requires a very careful and gradual presentation
of many cases quite not simple and sometimes even unexpected results,
properties and characteristics of our algorithms. This variety of commentary and forms of presentation, as we see it, facilitate the reader’s
task of understanding presented in the book results for learning which
sometimes still require the considerable eﬀorts and time. Additional
information on MTD and OT is proposed in [5, 40].
We hope very much that a large support for readers will give materials of our bilingual and, we believe, the world’s largest network portals
on coding theories, MTD algorithms and OT: www.mtdbest.ru of RSREU
and www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru of SRI RAS. They have presented more than
600 scientiﬁc-reference and research-methodical blocks of data. Now
they have not only demo programs for error-correcting algorithms of
the most known in the world, but also our new software platforms for
our diﬀerent decoders. Our readers are kindly welcome to copy to their
computers these new convenient software, and immediately start study
and research MTD decoders. They will work in the majority algorithms
ﬁeld with changing codes and their studying parameters, as well as
the characteristics of the decoding algorithms and channels within very
wide limits, in accordance with all the traditions of full-ﬂedged scientiﬁc
work. This advantage of approach to the preliminary studies our foreign
colleagues already saw, who praised the new features provided by our
software platforms for a closer acquaintance with OT and its paradigms,
algorithms and technology. Usage ﬂexible software platforms allows
them to expand signiﬁcantly the scope parameters that can be controlled
in the experiments with MTD decoding, including the codes that can be
changed at the request of the experimenter. The usefulness of this type
of joint work is well conﬁrmed by the successful start of the foreign
patenting stage of MTD algorithms. This activity will also develop.
The experience of publishing our Handbook on coding [1] shows
that it was also useful for many readers to study various methods of
error correction, including MTD decoders.
The author considers, ﬁnally, it is useful to emphasize that all the
assumptions of the study, theoretical results, the practical consequences
and conclusions arising after the results of the presenting study continues to be extremely simple. They are associated only with the most
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common notions of the probabilities theory and applied issues of the
error-correcting coding and do not require knowledge in special parts
of other diﬃcult disciplines. This is the opportunity to take a look
on the potential of codes and multithreshold procedures, based only on
the simplest theoretical considerations and common sense. It creates
the conditions for very rapid learning students and experts new opportunities of coding based on MTD algorithms, very simple methods to
achieve optimal solutions based on theories and methods of searching
global extremum of functionals.
The author would like to thank many assistants, members of our
scientiﬁc school, enthusiasts and highly skilled professionals who have
been helping him in his researches for many years and in applying
the results obtained in speciﬁc systems and projects. They gave the
opportunity to write this book.
The author is also grateful to his colleague doctor of technical sciences (Dr. Sci. Tech.), Professor G. V. Ovechkin, which directs many
studies in the ﬁeld MTD and OT.
Key support for the work on MTD has been provided by MIPT,
the Scientiﬁc Council on Cybernetics of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
the Nanotechnology and Information Technologies Department of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, the Scientiﬁc Research Institute QUANT,
the Radio Scientiﬁc Research Institute, the Voronezh Scientiﬁc Research
Institute of Communications, the Bonch-Bruevich Electrotechnical Institute of Communications in Leningrad/St Petersburg, Space Research
Institute of the RAS in Moscow and the Ryazan State Radio Engineering
University (RSREU).
Probably, the ﬁfty years of MTD study could not be presented in its up-to-date form without support of RAS academicians
A. I. Berg, V. K. Levin, N. A. Kuznetsov, L. M. Zeleniy, corresponding
member RAS U. B. Zubarev, professors E. M. Gabidulin, S. I. Samoilenko,
Yu. G. Dadaev, V. I. Korzhik, A. N. Pilkin, V. V. Vityazev and doctors of
technical sciences S. V. Averin and R. R. Nazirov, who praised the submitted research materials, participated in the analysis of MTD algorithms
and greatly contributed to their acknowledgement by scientiﬁc and technological community in Russia.
***
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It is obvious to us that we should translate and edit our book especially carefully. This is determined by the fact that the problems of
our theory and coding techniques have been available to Russian readers
for a long time. But the speciﬁcs of our many assertions and comments
in English, which set out a completely new ideology of decoding, can
create some inconveniences of their understanding. However we believe that the interest of this book readers to OT and algorithms MTD
will be the main feeling and would help them to see the new theory
essence. In this case we will consider that imperfections of our work
in OT transformation from one language into another did not prevent
correct understanding the results. We invite you to learn new “quantum
mechanics” for XXI age in the information theory together with us.
***
To obtain a visual impression about the MTD eﬀectiveness our readers are oﬀered a small demonstration animated cartoon. This demo program designed to run at IBM PC a Win-compatible computer in which
some of the most important features of the MTD procedures are illustrated: multithreshold decoding in the classic binary symmetric channel
(BSC) under high noise conditions. Based on the publishing experience
of our previous books on the OT and MTD subject such a small preliminary psychological preparation with proposed software demo will create
the necessary emotional and epistemological preconditions for fruitful
follow-up working with this book and with our new algorithms. Instructions for work with the demonstration program and the cartoon itself
can be copied from a specialized portal SRI RAS www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru
at the main description page “About method” or at the similar portal
of RSREU www.mtdbest.ru (hyperreference guide and demo program).
Cartoon-ﬁlm clearly shows the process of strict approach of the current
decisions of block MTD distance to the message received from the channel. It illustrates the work of simple, but a very powerful process of
searching global extremum (concrete: minimum distance) of functional
on the MTD basis very well.
You can also ﬁnd there a variety of additional information on MTD
algorithms, educational and methodological materials, a large number of
articles, books and OT presentations, its paradigms and technologies,
as well as on the block Viterbi algorithm (BVA), divergent decoding,
decoders with direct metric control and other issues.
A number of problems related to general ideas of coding and speciﬁc capabilities of MTD algorithms, are considered on our websites as
well in sections of answers to questions which allow you to assess the
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capabilities of coding systems based on MTD algorithms and general OT
principles more accurately.
There is also correspondence with the editors of scientiﬁc journals.
It also helps to understand the conditions for the development of researches in the OT ﬁeld. Some of these issues are submitted in Russian
only.
Signiﬁcant support in the study of decoding methods based on MTD
algorithms, our readers can get in three very useful laboratory works
that could be copied from educational pages (“Education”) of our network
resources speciﬁed above (hyperlink [72]), and oﬀer to radio-technical
departments of Universities for students and profession-in-house retraining for specialists in the ﬁeld of telecommunications. (The ﬁrst laboratory work you can use at once. The next two works should be taken
from Russian part of site and translated. You may be sure that it would
be very useful for good subject understanding.
For more information on the multithreshold decoders and other useful methods of error correction, please, look for our reference book [1]
and the monographs [2–4]. Our monograph [5], published in Geneva,
would also contribute to a rapid and complete understanding the fruitful ideas of majority decoding near the Shannon’s bound. Many of the
MTD and OT problems in [5] are described more speciﬁcally, for example, software ultra-fast version of the algorithm MTD and methods for
assessing the errors propagation (EP) for diﬀerent binary codes.
Your opinion concerning this book and suggestions for its improvement, please, send at the address: Russia, 117997, Moscow, Profsoyuznaya str., 84/32, SRI RAS, Department 71, V. V. Zolotarev, or by e-mail:
zolotasd@yandex.ru.
Sincerely yours, author
April 2019

От автора
Выход в свет в 1963 году книги Дж.Л. Месси «Пороговое декодирование» ознаменовал новый этап в развитии техники помехоустойчивого кодирования. Ясное описание очень простых методов со
вполне удовлетворительными характеристиками определило в те годы
их место в различных реальных системах связи.
Последующее появление в 1967 году алгоритма Витерби вывело технику кодирования на принципиально новый уровень качества
связи благодаря возникшей возможности существенно более эффективного кодирования, поскольку предложенный алгоритм обеспечивал в гауссовском канале оптимальное декодирование кодов небольшой длины. Это стало причиной привлечения большого числа специалистов по теории и технике кодирования к проблеме повышения
именно эффективности кодирования, поскольку в те годы всем казалось, что быстрый рост возможностей цифровых технологий позволит
очень просто строить каскадные и другие все более сложные схемы
кодирования. В связи с этим обстоятельством проблема сохранения
простоты реализации декодеров на длительное время осталась как бы
в тени, хотя формально требование более простого декодирования,
конечно, вместе с задачей большей его эффективности никогда не
снимались с повестки дня.
Напомним, что полезность применения кодирования, мера его
эффективности, например, в технике связи при передаче двоичных
данных обычно определяется параметром энергетического выигрыша
кодирования (ЭВК), который просто характеризует величину кажущегося увеличения мощности передатчика системы связи, использующей хорошие методы кодирования и, главное, последующего высокодостоверного декодирования принятого цифрового потока. А поскольку этот эффект может достигать величины 3, 5, 10 и даже более раз
(свыше 10 дБ), то становится понятной исключительная важность
применения кодирования, которое создает для системы связи столь
большой запас по мощности передатчика.
Если в 1980 году известный американский специалист, автор
классических книг по теории кодирования Э. Берлекэмп в одном из
своих обзоров утверждал, что каждый децибел снижения энергетики канала связи благодаря использованию кодирования в те времена
оценивался в миллион долларов, то при современном масштабе цифровых сетей экономическая ценность применения кодирования возрастает еще во много десятков раз. Этот важнейший энергетический
ресурс создает возможность существенного повышения скорости передачи цифровых данных, значительного снижения размеров очень
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дорогих антенн, многократного увеличения дальности связи, а также
многих других весьма важных достоинств цифровых систем связи,
использующих помехоустойчивое кодирование. Этим и определяется
особая ценность для всей отрасли телекоммуникаций работ по созданию эффективных декодеров, в связи с чем на десятках ежегодных
международных конференций вопросы помехоустойчивого кодирования всегда оказываются среди самых актуальных.
Поэтому исследования алгоритмов мажоритарного типа продолжались, хотя и с меньшей интенсивностью, т. к. их эффективность
сначала была не очень высокой.
Несмотря на это в 2018 году исполняется 40 лет со дня защиты
первой кандидатской диссертации по новым итеративным алгоритмам
декодирования мажоритарного типа. А недавно отмечались 25 лет
со дня защиты докторской диссертации по этой же тематике, которая
недавно была уже гораздо более полно представлена в новой монографии нашей научной школы по Оптимизационной Теории (ОТ) помехоустойчивого кодирования [4]. Ее результаты подготовили научную
общественность к возможности масштабного обобщения всех результатов по итеративным методам коррекции ошибок в самых различных
каналах с независимыми ошибками. Эффект от этой публикации был
достаточно сильным и положительным настолько, что это позволило
издателю ряда книг по многопороговым алгоритмам декодирования
(МПД) и справочника по кодированию недавно повторно выпустить
в свет монографию по этой тематике, первое издание которой было
напечатано еще в 2006 году.
Отметим также, что впервые в издательстве «Наука» результаты
по многопороговым алгоритмам, включая Основную Теорему многопорогового декодирования (ОТМПД), были опубликованы еще в 1981
году [2].
Таким образом, можно считать, что российские читатели были в
течение всего прошедшего времени достаточно хорошо информированы о состоянии исследований по тематике эффективного декодирования на основе мажоритарных процедур, наиболее простых в реализации по сравнению с другими методами. Результаты применения таких
усовершенствованных мажоритарных алгоритмов, названных многопороговыми декодерами (МПД), оказываются к настоящему моменту уже практически совпадающими с оптимальным декодированием
(ОД), т. е. мало отличающимися по выходной вероятности ошибки от
характеристик переборных алгоритмов для этих же кодов даже вблизи пропускной способности канала. Это было показано участниками
нашей научной школы по Оптимизационной Теории помехоустойчивого кодирования как теоретически, так и при моделировании работы
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соответствующих процедур для специальных кодов, удовлетворяющих
ряду весьма строгих, но совершенно понятных требований, а также
при создании аппаратуры кодирования на ПЛИС в ряде организаций.
Декодеры, построенные в соответствии с изложенными далее в этой
книге принципами, уже успешно внедрены в многочисленных системах связи.
Во всех случаях программной и аппаратной реализации предлагаемых далее методов многопорогового декодирования, пять поколений
которой были созданы в НИИ Радио, ведущем институте Минсвязи, и в других организациях, были получены ожидаемые автором и
разработчиками систем связи характеристики. Существенно, что уже
тогда они были иногда совершенно недоступны для других известных
алгоритмов коррекции ошибок с разумной сложностью реализации.
В нашей книге предлагаются уже хорошо проверенные работающие технологии создания алгоритмов декодирования для четырех
главных классических каналов теории помехоустойчивого кодирования с минимальной теоретически возможной линейной от длины кодов сложностью и, одновременно (!), с эффективностью, практически
совпадающей с оптимальным декодированием (ОД), т. е. с полным
переборным, экспоненциально сложным, методом коррекции ошибок
почти во всей области кодовых скоростей R, меньших пропускной
способности каналов C, разумеется, кроме значений R, уже непосредственно близких к абсолютно упругой и поэтому принципиально недостижимой границе Шеннона, т. е. при R . C. Ширина этой
недоступной для работы МПД декодеров области постепенно сокращалась все последние годы и, видимо, при разумной сложности этих
алгоритмов будет в ближайшее время еще несколько уменьшена. Вопросы текущего и прогнозируемого нами уровня эффективности ОТ
будут далее всесторонне рассматриваться в последующих главах нашей книги.
У нас уже давно сложилось вполне твердое убеждение, что сопоставимых с нашими алгоритмами других методов декодирования при
одинаковой сложности реализации (количестве выполняемых декодером простейших операций) сейчас нет. Предлагаем нашим читателям
убедиться в этом самим.
Напомним те основные положения, которые фактически и позволили поднять эффективность исключительно простых алгоритмов
порогового типа до уровня оптимальных переборных процедур. Они
состоят всего из двух пунктов, обеспечивших решение принципиально новой для теории кодирования задачи повышения качества декодеров мажоритарного типа, реализующих процедуры поиска глобального экстремума функционалов от очень большого числа переменных в
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специфических цифровых пространствах.
1. Мажоритарные алгоритмы могут быть чрезвычайно эффективными. Существуют весьма простые алгоритмы МПД, которые обладают свойством строгого приближения к оптимальному решению
на всех шагах декодирования до тех пор, пока продолжается процесс изменения декодером символов принятого сообщения. При таком подходе задача декодирования превращается в проблему поиска
глобального экстремума функционала от большого числа переменных
в дискретных пространствах, что тысячекратно раздвигает горизонты исследований, разработок и применения принципов оптимальной
коррекции ошибок.
2. Эффект размножения ошибок (РО) при пороговом декодировании действительно очень сильно ограничивает возможности мажоритарных процедур декодирования. Но этот эффект вполне управляемый. Его правильная интерпретация помогает сформировать требования и критерии, по которым можно строить на основе особых
оптимизационных процедур коды с очень малым уровнем размножения ошибок на выходе соответствующего им порогового декодера, что
и позволяет, в конечном счете, чрезвычайно улучшить эффективность
итеративных процедур многопорогового декодирования (МПД).
Первое свойство оказывается, по существу, совершенно неожиданным. Но, действительно, после незначительной, но принципиальной модификации обычного порогового декодера (ПД), превращающей его в многопороговый, новый алгоритм на самом деле приобретает уникальное свойство стремления к оптимальному переборному решению, если выполнены весьма простые условия. А поскольку такой
алгоритм при всех изменениях контролируемых символов непрерывно
измеряет расстояние между принятым вектором и текущим решениемгипотезой о переданном векторе, то он на самом деле реализует процедуру поиска глобального экстремума (конкретно: минимума этого
расстояния) при действительно всего лишь линейной от длины кода
сложности самого алгоритма.
Представляется очень правдоподобным, что никакие другие известные в настоящее время методы коррекции ошибок не обладают
подобными свойствами алгоритмов МПД. Новое понимание процесса
декодирования как поиска глобального экстремума подключает к теории кодирования грандиозное число теорий, методов и стилей, созданных различными теориями глобальной оптимизации для максимально
быстрого поиска этого экстремума в сложных условиях предельно малых отношений сигнал/шум цифровых каналов связи.
А второе из приведенных выше утверждений заслуживает длительного обсуждения и серьезного обоснования, что и сделано в од-
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ной из глав этой книги. Успешное решение этой сложной проблемы
РО действительно позволило создавать коды, которые особенно эффективны при их применении именно в МПД. Мы надеемся, что
на многие естественные вопросы по проблеме сложности, эффективности и технологичности кодирования и многопорогового декодирования читатели этой книги получат достаточно содержательные ответы. В случае заинтересованности они, несомненно, смогут сами
продолжить весьма перспективные для всех систем связи исследования МПД процедур, которые уже нашли свое место в целом ряде
разработок.
Как будет показано далее, при создании новых алгоритмов и
соответствующих им кодов основной задачей исследователей становится максимально аккуратное и оптимизированное по очень многим
критериям одновременное проектирование декодера и применяемого в
нем кода. Иначе говоря, простота реализации МПД достигается за
счет более трудоемких и тщательно организованных этапов проектирования кода и конкретных алгоритмов его декодирования. В этом
случае проблема сложности реализации алгоритма целенаправленно
трансформируется таким образом, чтобы технологические задачи построения более эффективного декодера решались именно за счет тех
компонентов сложности, увеличение которых наиболее доступно или
даже полезно. Например, в абсолютном большинстве случаев минимизации вычислительных затрат МПД объем его операций декодирования при сопоставимой эффективности оказывается на 2–3 десятичных порядка меньшим, чем для других алгоритмов, именно за
счет значительного объема памяти декодера, использующего весьма
длинные коды. Понятно, что это иногда совершенно необходимо в
высокоскоростных системах связи при большом уровне шума. Но
при всех усложнениях процедур проектирования алгоритмов МПД
сами декодеры, создаваемые этими новыми методами всегда остаются
простейшими мажоритарными методами с характеристиками практически оптимальных алгоритмов коррекции ошибок даже при весьма
малых отношениях сигнал/шум канала связи.
Нелишне указать и на то, что и вблизи пропускной способности
канала алгоритмы МПД сохраняют реальную умеренную сложность,
вполне доступную современным технологиям, тогда как прочие методы с такой же сложностью (объемом вычислений) в этой области
отношений сигнал/шум канала оказываются вообще неработоспособны. Более системное, чем ранее, изложение методов и парадигм ОТ,
а также новых результатов, полученных на их основе, как надеется
автор и члены его научной школы, позволит нашим читателям составить достаточно глубокое понимание о состоянии исследований по
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ОТ и о полезности ее приложений. Главным научным результатом
ОТ, представленным в данной книге, является давно уже ожидаемое
достижение МПД алгоритмами, составляющими основу ОТ, рабочей
области в непосредственной близости от границы Шеннона для всех
классических типов каналов, традиционных для теории кодирования.
В книге описан целый ряд различных методов и подходов для реального достижения этого главного для теории информации целевого
результата. Все они действительно позволили решить эту сложнейшую в идеологическом плане задачу на вполне приемлемом уровне
технологической сложности предлагаемых алгоритмов.
Следует также подчеркнуть решающую роль высокого качества
используемых в МПД кодов по критериям малой подверженности размножению ошибок (РО). Такие коды определяют все возможности
МПД. Эти коды должны быть весьма длинными. Решаемая в этой
монографии задача максимального приближения к границе Шеннона
получила свое практическое воплощение в реальных и весьма простых схемах МПД декодирования для всех типов каналов с независимыми ошибками именно благодаря тому, что такие коды удалось
построить. Отличие рабочих областей МПД алгоритмов от границы Шеннона в гауссовских каналах лишь на 1 дБ, а также совсем
небольшое расстояние между пропускной способностью канала C и
кодовой скоростью R в стирающих и в недвоичных каналах хорошо
демонстрируют полный успех ОТ в решении проблемы эффективной
работы предлагаемых в монографии простейших алгоритмов около
этой абсолютно упругой и принципиально недостижимой границы.
Особенно важно, что алгоритмы МПД даже при экстремально большом уровне шума при собственной линейной от длины кода сложности обеспечивают такую же достоверность решений, как и
у оптимального переборного декодера, последовательно изменяя контролируемые символы по одному, что и позволяет создавать аппаратные версии этих алгоритмов с теоретически максимально возможным
быстродействием. Однако задержки принятия решений из-за большого числа итераций в сверточных МПД и значительных длин используемых кодов с малым уровнем РО оказываются довольно большими,
достигающими в отдельных случаях величины нескольких мегабитов.
Но это неизбежно вблизи пропускной способности канала и вполне
допустимо или даже необходимо для многих спутниковых и оптических линий связи.
После решения методами ОТ принципиальной проблемы простого декодирования, поставленной Шенноном, следующим этапом развития ОТ, как мы полагаем, будет создание более коротких по задержке итеративных процедур в рамках ОТ, которые будут весьма
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полезными при меньших задержках принятия решения, в том числе и для блоковых кодов, хотя для этих кодов в нашей книге уже
указано большое множество хороших реализаций МПД процедур и
описан вполне простой блоковый алгоритм Витерби (БАВ). Одним из
таких направлений, которые уже обеспечивают значительное уменьшение задержки решений МПД, являются методы простого и весьма
удобного каскадирования работы МПД с очень короткими внешними
кодами, публикаций по которым уже достаточно много. Такие перспективные решения уже описаны и в третьей главе нашей книги.
А другой многообещающий подход к решению этой задачи состоит
в замене простейшей пороговой функции в МПД на несколько более
сложные процедуры, которые будут тоже чрезвычайно полезными для
сокращения числа итераций декодирования для всех основных типов
классических каналов. Возможно, что хорошие результаты обеспечат
методы конвергенции для блоковых кодов.
Возможно, что более сложные решающие правила для итеративных декодеров в рамках ОТ понизят и требования к используемым
кодам, что еще более сократит за счет небольшого (!) усложнения
вычислений задержку решений и будет особенно полезным для блоковых кодов. Эту задачу, видимо, будут решать исследователи и
разработчики ОТ и МПД уже в последующие годы.
Внимательный читатель, конечно, отметит, что многие свойства
и возможности представленного в книге алгоритма МПД и других
методов, относящихся к теории ОТ, как и в ранее изданных монографиях, многократно рассматриваются и комментируются в различных
разделах книги с разных позиций. Автор признает, что это действительно так. В данной монографии (как и в предыдущих) это тоже
сделано с единственной целью наиболее полного, всестороннего и в
то же время максимально понятного доказательства или объяснения
не очень обычных свойств и возможностей многопороговых декодеров, различных модификаций алгоритма Витерби, Основной Теоремы
многопорогового декодирования (ОТМПД) и многих новых парадигм
ОТ. Такой способ изложения материала диктуется тем, что, хотя все
ключевые результаты получены достаточно простыми методами, многие из них все же не использовались ранее в публикациях по теории и
технике кодирования и являются для этой отрасли науки совершенно
новыми. Это требует очень аккуратного и постепенного предъявления
во многих случаях не совсем простых, а иногда даже неожиданных
результатов, свойств и характеристик наших алгоритмов. Разнообразные комментарии и формы изложения материала, как нам представляется, облегчают читателю задачу понимания представленных в
книге результатов, для усвоения которых иногда все-таки требуются
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немалые усилия и время.
Мы очень надеемся, что немалую поддержку усилиям читателей окажут материалы наших двуязычных и, как мы полагаем, крупнейших в мире сетевых порталов по теории кодирования, МПД алгоритмам и ОТ: www.mtdbest.ru от РГРТУ и www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru
от ИКИ РАН. На них представлено в общей сложности более 600
информационно-справочных и научно-методических блоков данных.
Теперь на них не только размещены многие демо-программы по наиболее известным в мире алгоритмам коррекции ошибок, но и специальные новые программные платформы для разных типов наших
алгоритмов. Читатели могут теперь переписать на свои компьютеры эти новые удобные программные средства изучения МПД и сразу
начинать исследовательскую работу по мажоритарным алгоритмам,
меняя коды и их исследуемые параметры, а также характеристики
алгоритмов декодирования и каналов в весьма широких пределах,
вполне соответствующих всем традициям полноценной научной работы. Использование гибких программных платформ позволяет заметно
расширить область параметров, которыми можно управлять в экспериментах по МПД декодированию, в том числе и самими кодами,
которые можно менять по желанию экспериментатора. Достоинства
такого подхода к предварительным исследованиям по ОТ уже смогли
подтвердить и наши зарубежные коллеги, которые высоко оценили
новые возможности, предоставляемые нашими программными платформами для более близкого знакомства с ОТ и ее парадигмами, алгоритмами и технологиями. Полезность совместной работы такого
типа хорошо подтверждается успешным началом этапа зарубежного
патентования алгоритмов МПД. Эта деятельность тоже будет развиваться.
Опыт издания нашего справочника по кодированию [1] показывает, что он также полезен многим читателям при изучении различных
методов коррекции ошибок, в том числе и МПД декодеров.
В качестве последнего замечания автор считает полезным подчеркнуть, что все исходные предпосылки исследования, теоретические результаты, вытекающие из них практические следствия и выводы по результатам представленного исследования по-прежнему чрезвычайно просты. Они связаны только с самыми общепринятыми понятиями теории вероятностей, теории и прикладных вопросов помехоустойчивого кодирования и не требуют знаний специальных разделов
других сложных дисциплин. Именно эта возможность взглянуть на
потенциальные возможности кодов и многопороговых процедур, исходя только из самых простейших теоретических соображений и здравого смысла, создает условия для очень быстрого обучения студентов
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и специалистов новым возможностям техники кодирования на основе
МПД алгоритмов и простых методов достижения оптимальных решений на основе теорий и методов поиска глобального экстремума.
Автор считает своим приятнейшим долгом поблагодарить всех
членов нашей научной школы, многолетняя напряженная работа которых создала возможность написания этой книги, своего надежного и
все понимающего коллегу д.т.н., профессора Г. В. Овечкина и воистину огромное количество наших помощников, энтузиастов и просто высокопрофессиональных специалистов, которые в течение многих лет
участвовали в проведении исследований и применении полученных
результатов в конкретных системах и проектах.
Большую поддержку работам по МПД и ОТ оказывали МФТИ,
Научный совет по комплексной проблеме «Кибернетика» АН СССР,
НИИ «КВАНТ», НИИ Радио, Воронежский НИИ связи, ЛЭИС им.
М. А. Бонч-Бруевича, ИКИ РАН и Рязанский ГРТУ.
Наверное, пятидесятилетние исследования МПД не могли бы
быть представлены в своем нынешнем виде, если бы не поддержка
академиков РАН А. И. Берга, В. К. Левина, Н. А. Кузнецова, Л. М. Зеленого, члена-корреспондента РАН Ю. Б. Зубарева, профессоров
Э. М. Габидулина, С. И. Самойленко, Ю. Г. Дадаева, В. И. Коржика,
А. Н. Пылькина, В. В. Витязева, а также докторов технических наук
С. В. Аверина и Р. Р. Назирова, которые высоко оценили представленные материалы исследований, участвовали в работах по анализу наших алгоритмов и очень способствовали их признанию научно-технической общественностью.
***
Для получения наглядного представления об эффективности работы алгоритмов МПД читателям предлагается небольшой демонстрационный мультфильм-программа, предназначенный для работы на
IBM PC-совместимом компьютере под управлением ОС Windows, в
котором проиллюстрированы некоторые важнейшие особенности процедур декодирования многопорогового типа в классическом ДСК канале при исправлении ошибок в условиях большого уровня шума на
выходе этого двоичного канала. По опыту издания ряда предыдущих
книг по тематике МПД и ОТ именно такая небольшая предварительная подготовка психологического плана с помощью предлагаемой
демо-программы создаст необходимые эмоциональные и гносеологические предпосылки для плодотворной последующей работы с этой
книгой над нашими новыми алгоритмами. Инструкцию по работе с
демонстрационной программой и сам мультфильм можно переписать
со специализированного портала ИКИ РАН www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru на
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главной странице описания методов МПД или с аналогичного портала РГРТУ www.mtdbest.ru [67, 68]. Мультфильм наглядно показывает процесс строгого уменьшения расстояния последовательности
текущих решений блокового многопорогового декодера до принятого из канала сообщения, хорошо иллюстрируя работу простого, но
очень мощного процесса поиска экстремума (конкретно: минимума)
расстояния решения декодера до этого сообщения.
Там же можно найти самую разнообразную дополнительную оперативную информацию по МПД алгоритмам, учебно-методические
материалы, большое количество статей, книг и презентаций по ОТ,
ее парадигмам и технологиям, а также по различным модификациям алгоритма Витерби, дивергентному декодированию, декодерам с
прямым контролем метрик и по другим вопросам.
Целый ряд проблем, относящихся к общим постановкам задач
кодирования и конкретным возможностям МПД алгоритмов, также
рассмотрены на нашем сайте в разделах ответов на вопросы, которые позволяют более точно и образно оценивать возможности систем
кодирования на основе алгоритмов МПД и общих принципов ОТ.
Там же представлена переписка с редакциями научных журналов,
что тоже помогает понять условия развития исследований в сфере ОТ.
Значительную поддержку в изучении методов декодирования на
основе МПД алгоритмов нашим читателям могут оказать три очень
полезные лабораторные работы, которые можно переписать с образовательных страничек («Обучение») наших сетевых ресурсов, указанных выше (гиперссылка [72]), распаковать их и предложить радиотехническим кафедрам ВУЗов для студентов и системы профессиональной переподготовки специалистов в области телекоммуникаций.
Дополнительные сведения по многопороговым декодерам и другим полезным методам коррекции ошибок можно найти в нашем справочнике [1] и в монографиях [2–5], так как многие проблемы МПД
и ОТ там изложены более конкретно, как, например, программная
сверхбыстрая версия алгоритма МПД и методы оценки размножения
ошибок (РО) для различных двоичных кодов.
Ваше мнение о книге и предложения по ее улучшению направляйте по адресу: Россия, 117997, г. Москва, ул. Профсоюзная,
д. 84/32, ИКИ РАН, в.н.с. отдела 71, В. В. Золотареву, а также на
электронную почту zolotasd@yandex.ru.
Автор
Апрель 2019 г.

Introduction
The rapid growth of data processing, the development of digital
broadcast systems and computing networks form very high demands to
minimize errors in the used discrete information. Transformation of
all types of creation, storage, usage and data transmission as well as
broadcasting facilities to digital methods, what is happening now around
the world, further increases the importance of high-quality digital stream
transmission. Successful work of these systems is possible only in the
presence of a special eﬀective equipment that allows you to guarantee
reliable information transmission. The most important contribution in
improvement the reliability of the digital data exchange is introduced by
the theory of noise-resistant coding, which creates new methods of error
protection, based on the usage of error-correcting codes.
The possibility of using certain error correcting algorithms in systems without feedback is determined by highly strict requirements for
these algorithms, for example, the number of operations in the case of
their software implementation or in size, noise immunity, performance,
power consumption and throughput of specialized LSI devises. A large
number of regularly published monographs devoted to various aspects of
the noise-proof coding theory, and dozens of international conferences on
this subject, organized every year around the world, testiﬁes to the great
complexity and extreme urgency of the problem of eﬀective decoding.
This book is devoted to a new stage of noise-resistant coding theory optimization development and created on its based error correction
methods of digital data on the iterative majoritarian algorithms decoding basis, which recently again attracted the attention of specialists in
the ﬁeld of communication systems. The new state of coding theory is
based on Optimization Theory (OT) technologies and ideology as well
as achievement in all major types channels with independent distortions
high noise immunity level in the realm close to the Shannon’s bound,
i. e. simple high-reliable decoding in such channels at code rate R very
close to the channel capacity C, R . C.
We emphasize that for the implementation of high-performance algorithms near the Shannon’s bound, it requires only long codes and the
complexity of decoding, which should increase with the length of the
code no more than linearly. These are MTD decoders and other methods based on them, presented in this book. Algorithms MTD achieve
decisions of optimal (with total searching!) decoder (OD) with linear implementation complexity with their codes length. These decoders deleted
absolutely from further competition of algorithms all procedures based
on methods of algebraic theory codes, i. e. BCH and Reed – Solomon
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(RS) codes, as well as sequential procedures for convolutional codes.
Apparently, it is the same applies to some recent “new” achievements of
the theory encoding — polar and other codes, if they will not present,
ﬁnally, enough meaningful results on real complexity and the eﬀectiveness of their proposed decoding algorithms. It further enhances the
importance of OT achievements.
The majoritarian decoders has been discussed previously both
in the classical monographs of L. F. Borodin [7], J. L. Massey [8],
V. D. Kolesnik and E. T. Mironchikov [9], L. M. Fink [62] and the
books [10–12], published later. A signiﬁcant advantage of threshold
(majority) decoding was the possibility of eﬀective multiple improvement of these decoder’s decisions, which was proved, in particular, in
1981 in the collective monograph published in the “Science” publishing
house [2] on the example of systematic convolutional codes.
This book is devoted to the presentation various new aspects of the
Optimization Theory (OT) of error-correcting coding and summarizing
results of the researches of multithreshold decoders for binary and nonbinary codes used to transmit messages through channels with errors
and erasures. Particular attention is paid to solving the problem of minimizing the volume of calculations while maintaining the highest possible
energetic eﬃciency of encoding and small complexity of decoding.
The main objectives of the undertaken theoretical and experimental
researches presented in this monograph are:
– theoretical justiﬁcation of the methods of multithreshold decoding (MTD) linear codes comparable with the best known algorithms eﬃciency;
– analysis of special coding methods using paradigms OT and
MTD, eﬀectively operating near channel capacity.
The monograph consists of six chapters.
The ﬁrst chapter introduces the basic concepts and deﬁnitions used
in the following sections. In addition, there are basic information about
the usual threshold decoders (TD) for the binary and symbolic codes.
The second chapter formulates the basic principles of multithreshold
decoding for binary symmetric channels, and proves the aspiration of this
decoder decisions to the decisions of the optimal decoder. This property
of the MTD algorithm is a basic mean for implementation searching the
global optimization of the functionals with a large number of variables
for the particular case of discrete mathematical spaces.
Then this principle of increasing the likelihood of the MTD decisions is generalized to Gaussian channels when using “soft” modems,
nonsystematic and nonbinary codes, and also on channels with erasures.
At the end of the chapter, the limiting possibilities of various MTD types
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and the problem of errors propagation in majoritarian decoding, which
solution allowed many times to improve the MTD characteristics and
other related them methods.
In the third chapter on the basis of the recent publications the most
important results on algorithms OT are presented, including the speciﬁc characteristics of these algorithms in direct close proximity to the
Shannon’s bound. The materials of this chapter have a great independent
value, as all sections of this chapter are the ﬁnished published works
and are characterized by very high information density of the stated
material. Therefore, with the deep ideological connection of this chapter with the content of the rest of the monograph all its sections are
completely autonomous as well as separate the lists of used literature
of sections-articles in each of them. We believe that it will be convenient for readers, who would, without reference to its other chapters or
diﬀerent publications, fully understand the content of these articles and
paragraphs. References to literary sources, of course, beyond the third
chapter are end-to-end for the entire book that well corresponds to the
established traditions.
The fourth chapter describes the results obtained by taking into
account the new paradigms of OT, which further improve the eﬃciency
of optimization procedures used for search decisions of the optimum
decoders. Details analyzed of eﬃciency decoding, which deﬁned the
transmission to OT the leading role from the classical theory in the
creation of applied methods in this ﬁeld of information theory.
The ﬁfth chapter is devoted to the description of the main potentially promising methods, tools, systems and techniques that can further
improve the eﬃciency of algorithms OT in the near future. This chapter is very important for understanding the required technological level,
which must be achieved for successful further development in studies
of MTD, VA and BVA, divergent coding and other methods. Only then
further progress can be made in this area. Full inevitable change technological and ideological research basis of the coding theory in the ﬁeld
of global optimization of functionals have already taken place. Now only
this approach is actually the only means of long codes optimal decoding
near the Shannon’s bound, which determines the current possibilities of
applied methods development of the whole coding theory.
The sixth chapter brieﬂy shows the new theory prospects, which,
we expect, will be larger, than it was described by the author.
In Conclusion we formulate general results of our theoretical and
applied researches.
It is assumed that our readers are familiar with the theory of probability, the basics of coding theory and main methods of the simple
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computing in ﬁnite ﬁelds. No unnecessary complicated relations, properties and results from the theory of ﬁnite ﬁelds will not be used in this
book. This will allow everybody to focus the main eﬀort on reading this
monograph and the understanding the properties and opportunities of the
studied multithreshold algorithms and realization of functional optimization various ideas, that, undoubtedly, will help the interested readers to
orient well in modern problems of construction systems of noise immunity coding and with a maximum degree of assurance to choose the path
to further improve the eﬃciency of such systems.
We must note to our readers, that due to the limited volume of the
book, many sections are set out very brieﬂy, and some of the topics that
were put forward in our other publications, are abbreviated or omitted.
At the same time, we tried to make all the necessary links and brief
comments about the missing material. This approach has allowed us to
focus on presentation of only the newest results, some of which, perhaps
not yet published fully enough even in the articles on the subject. Thus,
familiarity with the questions of iterative multithreshold decoding as
an optimization problem speciﬁc for the coding theory of as searching
global extremum of functional we tried to make it as clear and accurate
as possible.
Additional information, scientiﬁc and educational materials on OT
and MTD algorithms can be found at the specialized SRI RAS website www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru and at our RSREU portal www.mtdbest.ru.
We also remind you that for a more in-depth study OT, the MTD decoders, Viterbi algorithms in their various modiﬁcations and concatenated schemes using parity control codes (PCC) we increased in the
book the number of speciﬁc links to the demo programs of these algorithms, which can also be found at our network portals. The graphic
examples that characterize certain theoretical results, help to understand
the optimization nature of absolutely all eﬀective decoding algorithms for
both binary and symbolic codes more quickly and deeply.
In this monograph, as an everybody can it see, there are not very
many references to the works about OT and MTD algorithms, although
the most meaningful ones, of course, are indicated. A huge number of
references, including additional literature on this subject, are in [3–4,
36–38]. Our monograph in English published in ITU [5] in 2015 will be
very useful also.
Members of our scientiﬁc school believe that the release of our
monograph in this 2018, the anniversary of the great Shannon’s publication [14], will serve as a further comprehensive development of coding
theory in our country and in the world.
It is possible that this generalizing monograph on OT, methods for
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searching the global extremum of functional, and multithreshold algorithms successfully working directly near the Shannon’s boundary, using
simple but sometimes completely new for the coding theory paradigms,
technologies and approaches, will cause certain specialists’s questions
and will not be devoid of certain disadvantages. The author believes that
new publications of our scientiﬁc school will smooth out these shortcomings signiﬁcantly.

Введение
Быстрый рост обработки данных, развитие цифровых вещательных систем и вычислительных сетей форма очень высокие требования
к минимизации ошибок в дискретной информации. Преобразование
всех видов создания, хранения, использования и передачи данных, а
также средств вещания в цифровые методы, что происходит сейчас
во всем мире, еще больше повышает важность качественной передачи цифрового потока. Успешная работа этих систем возможна только
при наличии специального эффективного оборудования, что позволяет гарантировать надежную передачу информации. Важнейший вклад
в повышение надежности цифрового обмена данными вносит теория
помехоустойчивого кодирования, которая создает новые методы защиты от ошибок, основанные на использовании кодов, исправляющих
ошибки.
Возможность использования тех или иных алгоритмов коррекции
ошибок в системах без обратной связи определяется весьма жесткими
требованиями к этим алгоритмам, например, количеством операций в
случае их программной реализации или по размерам, помехоустойчивостью, производительностью, энергопотреблением и пропускной
способностью специализированных устройств LSI. Большое количество регулярно публикуемых монографий, посвященных различным
аспектам теории помехоустойчивого кодирования, и десятки международных конференций на эту тему, ежегодно организуемых по всему
миру, свидетельствуют о большой сложности и чрезвычайной актуальности проблемы эффективного декодирования.
Данная книга посвящена новому этапу развития теории оптимизации помехоустойчивого кодирования и создана на ее основе методика коррекции ошибок цифровых данных на основе итерационного большинства алгоритмов декодирования, которая в последнее
время вновь привлекла внимание специалистов в области систем связи. Новое состояние теории кодирования основано на технологиях
и идеологии теории оптимизации (ОТ), а также на достижении во
всех основных типах каналов с независимыми искажениями высокого
уровня помехоустойчивости в области, близкой к границе Шеннона,
т. е. простое высоконадежное декодирование в таких каналах с кодовой скоростью R очень близко к пропускной способности канала C,
R . C.
Подчеркнем, что для реализации высокопроизводительных алгоритмов вблизи границы Шеннона требуются только длинные коды и
сложность декодирования, которая должна увеличиваться с увеличением длины кода не более чем линейно. Это MTD декодеры и другие
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методы на их основе, представленные в данной книге. Алгоритмы
MTD достигают решения оптимального (тотального поиска!) декодер
(OD) с линейной сложностью реализации на длине кодов. Эти декодеры полностью исключают из дальнейшей конкуренции алгоритмов
все процедуры, основанные на методах алгебраической теории кодов,
т. е. кодах БЧ и Рида – Соломона (RS), а также последовательные
процедуры свертки кодов. По-видимому, то же самое относится и
к некоторым недавним «новым» достижениям теории кодирования —
полярным и другим кодам, если в них не будут представлены, наконец, достаточно содержательные результаты по реальной сложности
и эффективности предложенных ими алгоритмов декодирования. Это
еще больше повышает важность достижений в области ОТ.
Большинство декодеров уже обсуждалась ранее, как в классической монографии Л. Ф. Бородина [7], Дж. Месси [8], В. Д. Колесника
и Е. Т. Мирончикова [9], Л. М. Финка [62] и книгах [10–12], опубликованных позже. Существенным преимуществом порогового (мажоритарного) декодирования являлась возможность эффективного многократного совершенствования данного декодирующего решения, что
было доказано, в частности, в 1981 г. в коллективной монографии,
опубликованной в издательстве «Наука» [2] на примере систематических сверточных кодов.
Данная книга посвящена изложению различных новых аспектов
теории оптимизации (ОТ) помехоустойчивого кодирования и обобщению результатов исследований многопороговых декодеров для двоичных и недвоичных кодов, используемых для передачи сообщений
по каналам с ошибками и стираниями. Особое внимание уделено
решению задачи минимизации объема вычислений при сохранении
максимально возможной энергетической эффективности кодирования
и малой сложности декодирования.
Основными целями проведенных теоретических и экспериментальных исследований, представленных в монографии, являются:
– теоретическое обоснование методов многопорогового декодирования (МТД) линейных кодов, сопоставимых по эффективности с наиболее известными алгоритмами;
– анализ специальных методов кодирования с использованием
парадигм OT и MTD, эффективно работающих вблизи пропускной способности канала.
Монография состоит из шести глав.
В первой главе представлены основные понятия и определения,
используемые в следующих разделах. Кроме того, имеются основные сведения об обычных пороговых декодерах (TD) для двоичных и
символьных кодов.
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Во второй главе сформулированы основные принципы многопорогового декодирования для бинарных симметричных каналов и доказано стремление данного декодера к принятию решений оптимального
декодера. Это свойство алгоритма МТД является основным средством реализации поиска глобальной оптимизации функционалов с
большим числом переменных для частного случая дискретных математических пространств.
Затем этот принцип повышения вероятности решений МТД обобщается на гауссовские каналы при использовании «мягких» модемов,
несистематических и недвоичных кодов, а также на каналы со стираниями. В конце главы рассмотрены предельные возможности различных типов МТД и проблема распространения ошибок при мажоритарном декодировании, решение которой позволило многократно улучшить характеристики МТД и других связанных с ними методов.
В третьей главе на основе последних публикаций представлены
наиболее важные результаты по алгоритмам ОТ, в том числе специфические характеристики этих алгоритмов в непосредственной близости от границы Шеннона. Материалы этой главы имеют большое
самостоятельное значение, так как все разделы этой главы являются
законченными опубликованными работами и характеризуются очень
высокой информационной плотностью изложенного материала. Поэтому при глубокой идеологической связи этой главы с содержанием
остальной части монографии все ее разделы полностью автономны,
как и отдельные списки используемой литературы разделов-статей в
каждом из них. Мы считаем, что она будет удобна для читателей, которые бы, не ссылаясь на другие ее главы или различные публикации,
полностью понимали содержание этих статей и параграфов. Ссылки
на литературные источники, разумеется, за пределами третьей главы являются сквозными для всей книги, что вполне соответствует
устоявшимся традициям.
В четвертой главе описаны результаты, полученные с учетом новых парадигм ОТ, которые дополнительно повышают эффективность
оптимизационных процедур, используемых для поиска решений оптимальных декодеров. Подробно проанализирована эффективность
декодирования, которая определила передачу в ОТ ведущую роль из
классической теории в создании прикладных методов в этой области
теории информации.
Пятая глава посвящена описанию основных потенциально перспективных методов, средств, систем и приемов, способных дополнительно повысить эффективность работы алгоритмов ОТ в ближайшем
будущем. Эта глава очень важна для понимания необходимого технологического уровня, который должен быть достигнут для успешного
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дальнейшего развития в исследованиях MTD, VA и BVA, дивергентного кодирования и других методов. Только тогда можно будет добиться дальнейшего прогресса в этой области. Полное неизбежное
изменение технологических и идеологических основ теории кодирования в области глобальной оптимизации функционалов уже произошло. Теперь только этот подход является фактически единственным
средством оптимального декодирования длинных кодов вблизи границы Шеннона, что определяет современные возможности развития
прикладных методов всей теории кодирования.
В шестой главе кратко показаны перспективы новой теории, которые, как мы ожидаем, будут больше, чем было описано автором.
В заключение сформулированы общие результаты теоретических
и прикладных исследований.
Предполагается, что читатели знакомы с теорией вероятностей,
Основы теории кодирования и основные методы простых вычислений в конечных полях. Никакие ненужные сложные соотношения,
свойства и результаты из теории конечных полей в этой книге предложены читателям не будут использованы. Это позволило бы всем
сконцентрировать основные усилия на прочтении данной монографии
и понимании свойств и возможностей исследуемых многопороговых
алгоритмов и реализации различных идей функциональной оптимизации, что, несомненно, поможет заинтересованным читателям хорошо
сориентироваться в современных задачах построения систем помехоустойчивого кодирования и с максимальной степенью уверенности
выбрать путь дальнейшего повышения эффективности таких систем.
Заметим нашим читателям, что из-за ограниченного объема книги многие разделы изложены очень кратко, и некоторые из тем, которые были выдвинуты в других наших публикациях, сокращены или
опущены. При этом мы постарались сделать все необходимые ссылки и краткие комментарии о недостающем материале. Такой подход
позволил нам сосредоточиться на представлении только новейших результатов, некоторые из которых, возможно, еще недостаточно опубликованы даже в статьях на эту тему. Таким образом, знакомство
с вопросами итерационного многопорогового декодирования как оптимизационной задачи, специфичной для теории кодирования поиска
глобального экстремума функционала, мы постарались сделать максимально понятным и точным.
Дополнительную информацию, научные и учебные материалы по
алгоритмам ОТ и МТД можно найти на специализированном сайте ИКИ РАН www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru и на нашем портале RSREU
www.mtdbest.ru. Также напоминаем, что для более глубокого изучения ОТ, МТД-декодеров, алгоритмов Витерби в их различных моди-
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фикациях и сцепленных схем с использованием кодов контроля четности (ПЦК) мы увеличили в книге количество конкретных ссылок на
демонстрационные программы этих алгоритмов, которые также можно найти на наших сетевых порталах. Графические примеры, характеризующие те или иные теоретические результаты, помогают быстрее
и глубже понять оптимизационный характер абсолютно всех эффективных алгоритмов декодирования как двоичных, так и символьных
кодов.
В этой монографии, как все могут видеть, не очень много ссылок на работы об алгоритмах OT и MTD, хотя наиболее значимые
из них, конечно, указаны. Огромное количество ссылок, в том числе
Дополнительная литература по этой теме, есть в [3–4, 36–38]. Очень
полезной будет и наша монография на английском языке, опубликованная в МСЭ [5].
Члены нашей научной школы считают, что выпуск нашей монографии в 2018 году, в годовщину публикации великого Шеннона [14],
послужит дальнейшему всестороннему развитию теории кодирования
в нашей стране и в мире.
Не исключено, что эта обобщающая монография по ОТ, методам
поиска глобального экстремума функционала и многопороговым алгоритмам, успешно работающим непосредственно на границе Шеннона,
с использованием простых, но порой совершенно новых для теории
кодирования парадигм, технологий и подходов, вызовет определенные
вопросы специалистов и не будет лишена определенных недостатков.
Автор считает, что новые публикации нашей научной школы существенно сгладят эти недостатки.

Chapter 1
Fundamentals of coding theory and
the majoritarian algorithms
1.1. Linear codes
The basic concept used to describe an error-correction coding system is the code — a set of possible messages. Suppose it is necessary
to transmit a sequence (vector) consisting of k information symbols
I = (i0 , i1 , i2 , ..., ik−1 ), each of which belongs to the alphabet size q > 2,
whereby these characters belong to a Galois’s ﬁeld consisting of q elements and designated as GF(q). Then the linear block code is given by
a generating matrix G with size k×n, k < n, so that for each information
vector I of length k the code vector A= (a0 , a1 , a2 , ..., an−1 ) is deﬁned as
A = IG.
(1.1)
Note that hereinafter multiplication and addition operations are performed in the ﬁeld GF(q). When q = 2, the code is called binary. If
q > 2, the code is nonbinary.
We have already noted that our very brief introduction to coding
does not touch upon all useful concepts, relations and code properties.
However, we will not use complex, although it may be important properties of the discrete spaces. Many additional features of codes, also
useful for understanding the ideas of majority decoding schemes, can be
found in [3, 4, 8] or in our English monograph [5], published by the
International telecommunications Union (ITU).
An important role in assessing the code’s capabilities is played by
the code rate R = k/n, 0 < R < 1, and the minimum code distance d.
The distance between two vectors of the same length is the number
of symbols in which they diﬀer. A correcting code’s abilities are deﬁned
to a large extent by minimal code distance
d. The value of d is deﬁned

as the minimum at all pairs Ai , Aj , i 6= j, the distance between code
vectors for the given code.
If the ﬁrst k symbols in the code word A coincide with vector I , the
code is called systematic and the last r = n−k of code symbols are check
symbols.
For a given matrix G, a checking matrix H of size r × n can be
constructed so that for a code word generated according to (1.1), the
equality
T

H A = 0.
holds true.

(1.2)
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For the technical implementation of coding systems, the fact that in
a ﬁeld GF(q) the sum of the two code words of a linear code is always
also a code word is very useful. It means we can manage with very
simple coding schemes. In Fig. 1.1,a, a binary systematic code decoder
is presented consisting of k memory cells for input information and
(n − k) at modulo 2 adder (semi-adders). Note that if all memory cells
are considered to be byte-sized or larger, instead half-adders mean, for
example, the use of adders at mod q, q > 2, then the presented scheme
turns into a coder of nonbinary q-ary linear block code. This also applies
to the example code in Fig. 1.1,b.


1 0 0 1 0 1
G = 0 1 0 1 1 0.
(1.3)
0 0 1 0 1 1

This coder has a 3 bits shift register and one two-input semi-adder.
Three informational cells contain the data to be coded. In this position,
the ﬁrst of three check symbols forms at the output of semi-adder. After
a cyclic data shift to the right, the second check symbol forms at the
output of the semi-adder, and then the third. The code created, as can
easily be veriﬁed, has R = 1/2, n = 6, d = 3, and belongs to a class of
quasi-cyclic codes [1, 3, 4, 13]. In a linear code, the minimum distance
d is equal to the minimum weight of a non-zero code word. If we assume
that operations with the matrix G are carried out in the addition group,
for example, mod q, then it becomes the generating matrix for the q-ary
linear code.
Another large class is convolutional codes, deﬁned by semi-inﬁnite
matrices G, consisting of several rectangular sub-matrices Gi,j of size
k0 × n0 , k0 < n0 :


G1,1 G1,2 . . . G1,m
0
0
0 ...
 0
G2,1 G2,2 . . . G2,m
0
0 . . .
,
G=
 0
0
G3,1 G3,2 . . . G3,m 0 . . .
..........................................
0

1

k

k #2 k#1

k +m

Multiinput
adder

n #1

0

1

2

To channel

a)
b)
Fig. 1.1. General view of a binary systematic linear block code coder (a);
systematic quasi-cyclic block code coder with R = 1/2, n = 6, d = 3 (b)
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which, in particular, may be just the separate elements of the ﬁeld
GF(q). In convolutional codes, the equivalent of block code length n
is the constraint length nA, deﬁned as the length of the interval in a
semi-inﬁnite sequence A = (a0 , a1 , a2 , ...)
A = IG,
(1.4)
within the limits of which the values of code symbols aj depend
on the value of a symbol ik of a semi-inﬁnite informational vector
I = (i0 , i1 , i2 , ...).
In a linear convolutional code with R = k0 /n0 , minimum code distance d can be determined as the minimum weight of the initial part of a
code word of length nA on condition that at least one symbol ij from the
ﬁrst information sub-block, i. e. with number j, 0 6 j < k0 , is not zero.
Maximum error correction can be achieved by fully exploiting the
potential of the codes used. In this case, the correcting capabilities of a
convolutional code largely depend not on d, but on the free distance df ,
which corresponds to the minimum distance between code words of
arbitrary length. For the linear codes considered, d and df are both
minimum non-zero code word weights. According to the deﬁnitions, the
inequality d 6 df always holds true.
In systematic block codes, the generating matrix has the form
G = (Ik : P), i. e. presented as the aggregate of unitary submatrix Ik
of order k and rectangular submatrix P of size k × (n − k). Then, the
binary code checking matrix takes the form H = (P T : In−k ). In the case
of convolutional codes with ﬁxed connection, the initial part of the submatrix P T transforms into a set of triangular matrices, fully determining
the code.
In Fig. 1.2,a, an example of a coder for a binary convolutional code
with R = 1/2, d = 5 and nA = 14 is presented, given by a generating
polynomial g(x) = 1 + x + x4 + x6 . At each step of coder’s operation, the
shift register receives one information symbol, which is transmitted to
the channel together with a check symbol from the output of a four-input
semi-adder. This code corresponds to the checking matrix


1
1 1



0 1 1



0 0 1 1

:
I

.
H =
(1.5)

1
0
0
1
1


0 1 0 0 1 1



1 0 1 0 0 1 1

......................
Note that the set of rows 0, 1, 4 and 6 in this matrix have a “1” in
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the ﬁrst column and all the remaining columns have no more than one
“1” in the rows in this set. This property, according to Massey, provides
for such a code minimum distance d = 5 and therefore the ability to
correct any two errors in the initial part of the length of the nA message
encoded convolutional code.
In the case of using nonsystematic codes in the code word you
cannot determine the information part of the message. It is important
that in such convolution codes the correction capacity is signiﬁcantly
higher than in systematic ones.
For decoding the code, its checking matrix can be multiplied by the
received channel vector Q = A+ E (where A is a transmitted code word;
and E = (e0 , e1 , e2 , ...) is the additive noise vector), creating the vector
syndrome

S = HQ = H A+ E = H A+ H E = H E,
which, in a linear code, does not depend on the code vector, but is determined solely by the channel’s error conﬁguration. In the checking
matrix considered (1.5), the set of component sj of a syndrome S containing as a summand an error e0 in the ﬁrst informational symbol i0
will have the form
S0 = e0 + e0v ,
S1 = e0 + e1 + e1v ,

(1.6)

S4 = e0 + e3 + e4 + e4v ,

S6 = e0 + e2 + e5 + e6 + e6v .
This check set, thanks to the property of the matrix H indicated
above, contains, in both the information and checking symbols (marked
. . . i 1i 0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

. . . v 1i 1v 0i 0
To channel

. . . i 1i 0

a)
i k-1 . . .i 1 i 0

B

AC

0

1

2

3

4

5

. . . v 1i 1v 0i 0
To channel

6

k#2 k#1

b)
Fig. 1.2. a — Convolutional self-orthogonal code coder with R = 1/2, d = 5,
nA = 14; b — Conversion of this coder into a quasi-cyclic block coder
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in (1.6) by additional index v), apart from the error e0 , no more than one
error with other non-zero indices. This property of checks containing
one decoded symbol in all checks, and the rest in no more than one
of the considered set checks, is called orthogonality. Codes in which
components of the vector S have this property are called self-orthogonal
(SOC). These codes, basically, will be discussed below.
Note also that it is possible and more compact description of block
and convolutional SOC, used later. From the matrix form (1.5) it follows
that the ﬁrst column in H contains units in rows with numbers that
match those of the encoder cells that are connected to the half-sum.
The subsequent columns of these matrices are formed by shifting the
previous k0 columns downwards by (n0 − k0 ) positions. But then the
indication of the connections in the encoder fully determines the code.
Thus, the generating polynomial given by the enumeration of its powers
with nonzero coeﬃcients P = (0, 1, 4, 6), for the considered the example
deﬁnes both convolutional and block codes. And the length the block
code must be at least 26 (in the general case 2nA −n0 ), what is necessary
to preserve self-orthogonality.
1.2. Unity of block and convolutional codes
The unity of block and convolutional code properties has already
been established quite a long time ago [15, 16] and was further considered in [17].
More in detail for the purposes of this book this issue is considered
in [3–5], and recall that polynomials of known self-orthogonal block
codes [13] can, on the contrary, be used in convolution codes, and the
length of the code constraint of the convolution code nA will not be
greater than the length n of the original block SOC.
Indicate another important feature of the use of convolutional codes,
which we will take into account when discussing decoding methods. If
the convolutional code passes messages with the ﬁnite length, then to
preserve its corrective abilities when passing the last characters of the
message it is necessary at the end of each such message introduction
(nAR − k0 ) of null information characters. This resynchronization procedure turns the code into a block code with a special “diagonal” structure,
when nonzero symbols of the check matrix are concentrated near the diagonal in that part, which is multiplied by the information symbols of
the received message, as shown in Fig. 1.3.
Indicate a signiﬁcant circumstance in this transformation of convolution code in block. As can be seen from the ﬁgure, a systematic
convolutional code with R0 = 1/2 and a generating polynomial (write
only the number values at nonzero degrees) P = (0, 1, 3), when trun-
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Fig. 1.3. The form a block code with rate RW by truncation
a convolutional code with R0 , RW < R0 .

cated, in this particular case turns into a block code with the same as
for the convolution code, the minimum distance d = 4. But its code rate
is already equal to RW = 6/18 = 1/3, which, of course, is very important.
In limit for suﬃciently long random code with good corrective possibilities those close to the optimal ones capabilities of the resulting block
code will correspond to the code with RW < R0 .
When you change the truncation location, the code rate of the block
code can be and bigger, but it will always remain smaller than the
original rate of the convolutional code with R0 = 1/2.
For our further description, it is important that there is enough
high noise level at the right end of the transmission with now already
truncated convolutional code, a good on probability of a decoding error,
the message is encoded and just as good a block code. In this case,
it always turns out that in this case, the length of the convolutional
code nA is signiﬁcantly less than the delay that is necessary for the
best optimal decoder to make the most plausible, the most correct on
error probability solution when using convolutional code. This means
that in the area of high noise level at comparable levels of eﬃciency
of the best decoding methods delays in decision-making, convolution
and block codes will also have the same order, although the length nA
in a convolution code may be quite small relative to the length of the
resulting block code, which will else have a lower code rate R. This
long-known relationship between the main code structures is discussed
in detail in [15, 16] in terms of reliability function of the code exponent
for decoder error probability.
These properties of the codes with random structure can not directly be transferred to the codes with a majoritarian decoding, which
we will then mainly be considered. However, there is no doubt that
as we move into the area of large noises, we will see that the lengths
of block codes using suﬃciently eﬀective majority decoding algorithms
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will be fast grow, and in the implementation of convolutional codes with
increasing the channel noise levels will dramatically increase the decoding delay that for the most of algorithms can be expressed in a very fast
increasing the number of iterations (multiple tries) required for decoding. Thus, a large delay in decoding convolutional codes with a decrease
in the energy of the noisy channel should be seen as a manifestation
of deep fundamental properties of code structures when implementing
global extremum searching procedures based on them.
1.3. The communication channels
There are quite large diﬀerences in patterns of errors in various
communication channels. Therefore, in addressing the problem of reducing the number of incorrectly decoded messages, the channel model
chosen to describe the error ﬂow generation plays an important role.
In the analysis of many algorithms, a random channel error pattern
is assumed, where distortion of the next transmitted symbol occurs independently of the other symbols in the message with a probability p0 .
A model of such a binary symmetric channel without memory (BSC)
(Fig. 1.4) is quite consistent with many large-speed high-frequency channels in satellite and space communication systems [1, 18, 19], that is
abundantly studied from the theoretical angle, which makes the results
obtained in this area particularly valuable.
It can be expected that codes and their decoding algorithms which
yield good results in channels with independent errors will support entirely acceptable performance as components of algorithms for some
channels with a more complex error pattern, too. Therefore, the results presented below relate mainly to channels subject to additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) aﬀecting information being transmitted, for example, via satellite channels.
A channel with AWGN may use not only hard modems, which
form a digital channel without memory (BSC-type) and make decisions
“0” or “1” on received binary symbols. It may be required that the
modem would be soft, i. e. able not only to make binary decisions,
but also to assess their reliability. Thus, the output signal will be
quantized to M = 4, M = 8 or M = 16 levels, and the modem decisions
become, for example, the sequences of two, three or four bits, as shown
in Fig. 1.4 for M = 4. The use soft modem decisions for decoders is
an extremely useful feature, as it increases the communication channel
capacity [1, 19]. This, in turn, allows more eﬃcient decoding of the
received digital ﬂows than with a conventional hard modem, if the errorcorrection algorithms provide a convenient means of accounting for the
reliability of the received bit ﬂow. For example, transition to M = 8
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in a binary channel with AWGN can, using Viterbi algorithm (VA)
decoding [1, 25, 31], yield high coding eﬃciency with a noise level of
about 2 dB higher compared to a hard modem with M = 2. This sharp
increase in power eﬃciency, while in practice maintaining the same VA
complexity, creates the conditions for widespread soft modems usage in
high-performance digital communication systems.
The third type of channels is formed, for example, on the basis
of q orthogonal signals in the channel with AWGN. A model of this
channel for q = 4 is shown in Fig. 1.5. In this case, in the transmission
of each q-ary symbol independently of the others, there is a probability
of (1 − p0 ) that it is correctly determined at the receiving end, and a
probability of p0 /(q − 1) of some incorrect decision on its meaning. All
incorrect decisions in this case are naturally equally probable. We shall
call such channels q-ary symmetric channels (qSC).
In the case of a symmetric channel with independent erasures with
any base q (Fig 1.6), it emerges that the symbol can be either received
correctly with a probability qs = 1 − ps , or erased with a probability ps .
In many real systems, the opportunity to present the channel as erasing
may dramatically simplify the decoding process with very high reliability.
More complex signal systems can be found in the books [1, 3–5].
1.4. Decoding algorithms of error-correcting codes
Among the related tasks of searching for a good correcting codes
and study their properties, building the code bounds, the analysis of the
channels model and other technology useful for communication plans
main problem is highlighted — searching eﬃcient algorithms for decoding various codes. Its solution directly determines both the degree
of eﬃciency of the usage of very expensive channels, and the cost of
creating encoders and decoders that implement these algorithms. Below
a brief description of the current situation in the decoding technique
is shown. We limit ourselves in the analysis only data transmission
systems without feedback from receiver to transmitter, channels with
AWGN and linear codes, which ones greatly facilitate the implementation of decoders.
Development of basic ideas of V. A. Kotelnikov [21] and C. Shannon [14] showed experts in the ﬁeld of communications, which ways
they can improve the quality of transmission. It allowed to pass quickly
a diﬃcult path from the simplest ﬁrst codes to the most important
algebraic code designs such as block codes Bose – Chaudhury – Hocquenghem (BCH) [23, 24]. With them a period of constructive development
of the theory of noise-resistant coding came, in which at ﬁrst only the
most interesting theorems of existence were proved. Only then began
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to appear the results that could be considered to some extent practical,
applied.
The next important stage in the development of the theory and
technique of coding was the emergence of threshold decoders (TD) of
known American specialist J. Massey [8, 25]. Threshold (majoritarian)
methods were then absolutely fairly estimated as the most important
for its time, practical decoding methods. However, for this book approaches it is important to note the fact that the TD appearance was
associated with completely new combinatorial and probabilistic methods
in constructions and characterizations of codes. TD have not used algebraic coding theory based on properties of ﬁnite-dimensional discrete
mathematical spaces. Unfortunately, the correcting possibilities of TD
have not been suﬃciently high. Therefore, experts continued to search
for new approaches to implement eﬀective decoders.
The greatest inﬂuence on the development of the technique of noiseresistant coding at its initial stage was the discovery of Viterbi algorithm
(VA) for convolutional codes decoding [1, 18–20]. It also did not imply
the algebraic coding theory methods usage. Obtained even for short
convolutional codes with lengths coding register K = 5...7 at code rates
R = 1/3...3/4 levels of reliabilities for data transmission via satellite, i. e.
Gaussian channels were once so formidable that VA for many years,
generally speaking, quite rightly was voted the most appropriate procedure for correction of errors in real space and satellite communication
channels [1, 19].
The concatenated codes also became an extremely important stage
in the development of the theory and technique of coding [26]. This
one really revolutionary for that time, the principle of coding for long
years together with VA deﬁned the directions of the decoding technology development. The concatenated codes greatly facilitated the solution
of the problem ensuring high reliability of digital data transmission at
medium noise levels. Further development of this subject showed greater
eﬃciency of concatenated structures when using on the inner steps in
the concatenated convolutional codes decoding with internal Viterbi algorithm, and the external — nonbinary Reed – Solomon (RS) codes. They
became the best achievements of algebraic coding theory of the past
years [1, 19, 27]. Intensive the development of various concatenated
procedures is the basis for the current progress in decoding technique.
Along with the listed methods of error correction, now actively developing multithreshold decoders (MTD) for self-orthogonal codes (SOC)
that are the object of the study in subsequent chapters of our book and
in [1–6]. These algorithms are characterized by very low complexity of
implementation. At the same time MTD have high energy eﬃciency. As
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it will be shown further, MTDs allow to provide high reliability of data
transmission at the high level of noise, right up to close to the Shannon
limit and with virtually unlimited hardware speed. MTD have a unique
ability to transfer only to strictly more plausible decisions throughout
the total error correction process also. In many cases, these patented
MTD algorithms developed since 1972 achieve the optimal (i. e. the most
plausible) decision at a very high noise level with the linear relatively
code length complexity of decoding [28]. These results were obtained
when considering the decoding problem as a problem of searching a
global extremum of functional in discrete spaces for a very large number
of variables.
The general theory of such methods is called Optimization Theory
(OT) noise-resistant coding [4, 5]. For a large number of basic clusters
of encoding parameters (typical combinations for parameters of codes,
decoders and channels) at present, it is possible ensure the eﬀective
operation of the MTD and a number of other related algorithms in the
nearest vicinity to the Shannon’s bound. The rest part of book is devoted
to the presentation OT methods and MTD technologies. The results
presented in it allow to draw a conclusion about the successful solution
by OT means the main scientiﬁc and technological problem of the digital
world formulated by Shannon — simple high-precision decoding in close
proximity to the capacity of the communication channels.
1.5. Decoding efficiency
As it is known, in data transmission over a binary symmetric channel, there is a channel capacity value, equal to [1, 11]
C = 1 + p0 log2 p0 + (1 − p0 ) log2 (1 − p0 )
(1.7)
(where p0 is the error probability in the BSC), such that, when the
condition R < C is fulﬁlled, there is a binary linear block code with
length n such that the probability of block decoding error PB (e) cannot
be worse than
PB (e) = a exp(−αB n),
(1.8)
where αB is a positive parameter depending on R and C, called the
reliability function; and a is a constant.
A similar result holds for convolutional codes with some other dependence of αC versus R and C.
In case of soft reception of binary symbols via a channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), channel capacity is slightly higher
than for hard reception in the BSC-type channel [1, 19]. This phenomenon is very actively used in many communication systems for more
eﬃcient transmission of digital ﬂows using soft modems and good decoders (VA, MTD and so on).
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Thus, there are codes for which, with R < C, decoding error probability, when using suﬃciently eﬀective methods, will exponentially tend
to zero as code length n increases. Unfortunately, the vast majority of
decoding methods available to technology are much less eﬃcient, insofar as they do not fully realize the code potential. In addition, these
codes have much more modest features than the best of the possible
suﬃciently long codes.
Therefore, in comparing the various error-correction methods, it is
important to have practically convenient coding eﬃciency criteria.
Let us consider the ﬁrst criterion of relative signal power. When
designing communication systems, it is always useful to assess the conditions in which any given systems and components of the communication equipment will operate. For example, by varying such an important
parameter as the code rate R, it is possible to choose the degree of
bandwidth expansion b = 1/R in the course of coding that will support implementation of an error-correction coding system with moderate
hardware complexity for decoding messages at the receiving end.
In addition, it is always useful to know the value of speciﬁc signal
bit power to spectral density noise power ratio in the channel, Eb /N0 for
the communication system being designed. This gauges how far the new
system lies, in terms of the selected coding system parameters, from
the potential bounds deﬁned by the main theoretical limitation R < C.
Therefore, when creating a coding system after selecting a particular
level of reliability to be provided by the new coding system, it is useful
to plot the point corresponding to the selected parameters R and Eb /N0
on a graph for the limiting relations of R and Eb /N0 [3–5] (Fig. 1.9).
As an example, a point A is plotted, corresponding to a Viterbi decoder
with K = 7, for which R = 1/2 and Eb /N0 = 4.5 dB at a selected typical
decoding error probability per bit Pb (e) = 10−5 .
As it is seen from graphs of the extreme possible minimal Gaussian
channel power for hard and soft modems shown in Fig. 1.8, the diﬀerence
in this major coding parameter with R = 1/2 is close to 1.5 dB. It is
particularly important for many applications that, as the code rate R
increases, the theoretical boundary for minimal power Eb /N0 goes up.
This is a serious limitation in the choice of coding redundancy level.
Many communication systems have no very stringent requirements to
minimize expansion of the signal spectrum due to introduction of coding.
Therefore, it is usually possible to rely on recommendations that it is
desirable to choose the code rate R no greater than RL = 0.8. The values
R = 3/4 and R = 1/2 can be considered to be suﬃciently typical values of
the code rate R and, if peak low values of Eb /N0 are required, for instance
in long-distance space communications systems, it is often recommended
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Fig. 1.8. Lowest possible bit signal power to noise power spectral density
ratio in the binary Gaussian channel, Eb /N0 , as a function of the choice of
code rate R, for soft and hard modems: 1 — hard modems, M = 2;
2 — soft modems, M = 16

to use R = 1/4 and even lower values.
As is known, in the limit of R → 0 it is theoretically possible to
achieve a power level of the order of Eb /N0 = −1.6 dB [1]. For certain
ﬁnite values of R, it may be speciﬁed that for a soft modem with R = 1/2
the minimum possible level in condition R = C is Eb /N0 = 0.2 dB, and for
R = 4/5 it is Eb /N0 = 2.1 dB.
Thus, the allowable level of signal spectrum expansion and the required level of signal power Eb /N0 when using the coding capabilities
determine the possibilities and speciﬁc choice of the code rate R at
which the designed digital communication systems will operate.
Another widely used coding eﬃciency criterion in communication,
called code gain (CG), determines the decrease in signal power, i. e. the
ratio of transmission power per 1 bit of data transmitted Eb to the noise
power spectral density N0 (a0 = Eb /N0 ), when using coding compared to
conventional transmission without coding [1, 19]. From the deﬁnition
of CG, it follows that this is a diﬀerential criterion conditioned by the
selection of a given transmission reliability without coding and a value
a = Eb /N0 required for this purpose. The theoretical minimum achievable
value of amin , deﬁned, for example, with condition R = C from the graph
in Fig. 1.8, or a value of aeca deﬁned by the speciﬁc error-correction
algorithm is then subtracted from this required initial value a0 = Eb /N0 .
Possible CG values can be assessed with graphs (Fig. 1.9) plotting
CG limits against the required bit error probability Pb (e) in binary phase
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modulation PM2 without any account for decoder complexity and the
delay introduced, i. e. only under the condition R < C. For each curve, a
code rate R and number of quantization levels M are speciﬁed.
Switching from M = 2 (the case of hard modem, simply determining
which the symbol came from the channel) to a soft modem with M = 8,
which assesses the reliability of its decisions, an additional coding gain
of about 2 dB can often be obtained with the same code. As R increases,
on the other hand, the ultimate code power possibilities are considerably
reduced, even with the best decoding.
As reliability requirements rise, the need for coding also becomes
increasingly apparent, since the CG values attainable by using codes and
eﬀective decoding algorithms increase rapidly, as is clearly seen from
the curves shown in Fig. 1.9. This means that the value and necessity of
coding are truly indisputable and the importance of coding can but grow
in the future.
It is also useful to see which CG values speciﬁc codes and algorithms yield. Curve 6 in Fig. 1.10 shows the capabilities of the Viterbi
algorithm for a conventional convolutional code with a coding information register length K = 7 and R = 1/2, which is widely used at the
present time. Using the VA, this code yields a CG of about 5.1 dB
at Pb (e) = 10−5 , which can be deemed a signiﬁcant achievement for the
1970s back in the last century, when these decoders were developed.
Although it should be noted that, as mentioned above, about 2 dB of
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that level of CG were obtained in decoding due to the soft modem.
Curve 7 in Fig. 1.10 represents decoding capabilities based on a very
simple version of multithreshold decoding (MTD) algorithm, created in
accordance which OT, will be the main subject of study, covered in the
following chapters of this book [29]. It is signiﬁcant that this graph
corresponds to MTD operation with a hard modem, i. e. transmission
via BSC at M = 2, and at R = 1/2 yields CG = 5.6 dB for Pb (e) = 10−5 .
This example shows how eﬀective the application of very long codes
used in MTD really is, insofar as even with a hard modem and using
rather simple methods they can yield higher performance than obtained
with a soft VA.
As you can see from comparison of the graphs for the marginal
capabilities and actual characteristics of some codes, the bound R = C,
which is attainable in theory, is still very far away. Ways to achieve
greater levels of CG by possible simpler methods will be discussed in
later chapters of this book.
It also should be noted that coding eﬃciency can also be compared
through third, natural criterion, which can be referred to as performance
or, for convenience, simply “eﬃciency”, because its meaning is entirely
consistent with the standard parameter of eﬃciency in respect of various
physical processes.
The concept of “channel use eﬃciency” is directly related to the
limit values amin = Eb /N0 , which correspond to the equality R = C. In
the calculation of eﬃciency, it is necessary to take the ratio amin for this
equality and determine the speciﬁc operating value aeca for the decoding
algorithm concerned. The diﬀerence between the two is a measure of the
channel eﬃciency in decibels. In addition, if this diﬀerence is converted
into a percentage, it represents the eﬃciency — the exact equivalent of
eﬃciency in respect of many physical processes.
For example, suppose the equality R = C corresponds to a speciﬁc
value amin , and the error-correction algorithm being analysed, with the
same code rate R and a given decoding reliability level, operates at ad ,
exceeding a0 by 3 dB. These 3 dB are the value that directly reﬂects
the diﬀerence between the capabilities of the selected decoder and the
theoretical limit values amin . However, 3 dB is a factor of 2 in power
terms. It is by this factor that the transmission power for this decoder
exceeds the possible minimal theoretical value. It means that the eﬃciency of use of the channel by this decoder in terms of power is 50%.
If a decoder is found that will operate with excess power in relation to
the theoretical limit of only 0.5 dB, i. e. a factor of 1.122, it is easy to
determine that its eﬃciency will be 89%.
Finally, we formulate a fourth criterion for the eﬀectiveness of de-
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coding with respect to the Shannon bound, which takes into account
both the proximity of the working area of the error correction algorithm
to the capacity C of the channel, and the reliability of its decoding. It is
most useful to use it for AWGN channels.
Let’s call it Perfection Criterion (of) Zolotarev (PCZ) for speciﬁc analyzed algorithms. It is extremely convenient in connection with those,
that usually measuring by logarithmic means (strongly curved!) parameters of the energetic eﬀectiveness of the codes are evaluated too rough
and one-sided. This is especially noticeable in the area of large channel noise. Let us consider its application for a soft MTD algorithm in
the AWGN channel and the code rate R = 1/2. At C = 1/2 it is known
that Eb /N0 = 0.2 dB. Let us take one of the best published versions of
the MTD decoder with R = 1/2. It works with at Eb /N0 = 1.2 dB and
provides in this case output bit error probability Pb (e) ∼ 3·10−7 [22, 58].
Turning to the known tabular data [3], we ﬁnd that high reliability
of transmission can be ensured without the use of encoding under normal
binary modulation when Eb /N0 = 11 dB.
Let that decoder works under energy/noise ratio 1.2 − 0.2 = 1 dB
or 26%, i. e. in 1.26 times more than if it was running at R = C = 1/2.
Without coding, the transmission power would be 11 − 0.2 = 10.8 dB
or in 12.1 times higher than in the case of R = C = 1/2. So, if
12.1 − 1 = 11.1 and after dividing 11.1 at 1.26 − 1 = 0.26, then we get
the PCZ = 11.1/0.26 = 42.7. This value indicates how many times the
working energy of the decoder is closer to the Shannon’s limit as compared to the case of non-usage the coding. As you can see, in PCZ
the ﬁnal reliability of decoding results is also taken into account. Obviously, PCZ ≈ 43 is a very large value, emphasizing the eﬃciency of
coding in the example. At reducing the probability of error provided by
the decoder, PCZ naturally grows, because the reliability of the coding
results increases. And when you approximate the working energy of the
decoder in our example to Eb /N0 = 0.2 dB when C = R = 1/2, then PCZ
will tend to inﬁnity, too, of course, as the Shannon’s bound, as, for example, and the speed of light, is unattainable. A very simple substantive
interpretation of the PCZ criterion can be obtained from the following
illustrative considerations Fig. 1.10.
Let’s draw a numerical axis, on which we will mark Es the levels of
ES
0

Edec

Ech

1
W
X
0
1
2 . . . . . . . .43
Fig. 1.10. Graphical interpretation of the PCZ criterion for decoding
algorithms working in Gaussian channels
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transmission energy that we have discussed above, noting of course, by
“0” on the left on the axis its zero level. The energy level corresponding
to the Shannon boundary is denoted as 1, i. e. this level we select as
a conventional scale unit for other energies, which will also be marked
at the energy axis. Further operating energy Edec estimates energy of
the algorithm with some guaranteed level of the decoding reliability let
us denote as W . And ﬁnally, the very large energy Ech of the channel,
which must be provided without coding, in order to achieve the same
reliability of transmission as the decoder evaluated by us, we note as X.
It follows from the meaning of PCZ that it is simply equal to the ratio of
lengths of segments (1, X) and (1,W ). And if you change the reference
point and scale as shown in Fig. 1.10 with small printed numbers below
the energy axis, the point X will correspond exactly to that number PCZ
on an axis that is equal to the ratio of the lengths of these segments,
in our example, PCZ ∼ 43. This is the latest transformation of the scale
of measures along the axis of energies further increases the visibility of
the proposed parameter of PCZ, although not mandatory.
Thus, PCZ is a convenient and informative criterion of proximity
of the decoder work area to the capacity C of the channel, taking into
account and its ﬁnal reliability of decoding.
Using the parameters of the CG, quotient of eﬀectiveness and PCZ
to assess the eﬀectiveness of decoders near the Shannon’s limit allows to
consider possibilities of real codes and algorithms of their decoding from
positions that more fully characterize the methods coding for Gaussian
channels.
For a more accurate understanding of the value of the criterion, let’s
deﬁne its value for another example: the classic version VA decoder at
K = 7 and the same code rate R = 1/2. Let’s analyze the typical variant
of its work, when Pb (e) ∼ 10−5 , that without the use of coding requires
the energy level 9.6 dB. But given through Pb (e) the accuracy of this
VA provides the working energy Eb /N ∼ 4.2 dB. Then we get that the
energy of VA = 4.2 − 0.2 = 4.0 dB or 2.5 times greater then the energy
of Shannon’s bound. And without encoding the diﬀerence in energy
between VA and the boundary of the Shannon it is 9.6 − 0.2 = 9.4 dB,
i. e. 9.1 times more. Then for VA PCZ = (9.1 − 1)/(2.5 − 1) = 5.4 times,
which corresponds well to the usefulness of the classical VA application.
It is very far from the ﬁrst example PCZ with MTD decoder, which can
already be implemented on the existing element base. Thus, the PCZ
is really convenient and it is informative to evaluate the performance of
decoders in the immediate vicinity of the Shannon’s boundary.
When analyzing the characteristics of various decoding algorithms,
it is also useful to know the limiting CG values for low noise cor-
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responding to these methods. It turns out that these values for the
AWGN channel and a binary message are simply equal to the product
Rd in reception as a whole, i. e. for the number of quantization levels
M → ∞, which corresponds to a CG level equal to
G∞ = 10 lg[Rd]
(1.9)
on the traditional logarithmic scale [1, 19], i. e. in dB.
For M = 2, i. e. in a binary symmetric channel,
G2 = 10 lg[R(t0 + 1)]
(1.10)
where t0 is the maximum integer less than d/2; d is minimum code or
free distance of the codes used. From a comparison of (1.9) and (1.10),
it is seen that at the asymptote, as the signal/noise ratio improves,
integrally reception for an AWGN channel generally provides 3 dB more
GG than the use of a simple binary modem if d is also quite large.
However, for real, low signal/noise ratios and moderate values of d, the
diﬀerence is usually close to 2 dB [18, 19].
Let’s make one more important note about the properties of codes
and their eﬃciency. The CG really became one of the main criteria
characterizing the need and beneﬁt of the code applications.
And sometimes it turns out that engineers and students who study
this science, are surprised to notice that in the formule for CG no ratio
d/n at all. But specialists in the ﬁeld of algebraic encoding methods
tried to increase this parameter very long time. Therefore, we draw
your attention to the following, that CG really doesn’t depend on that
ratio. Of course, it must always be remembered that the expressions
(1.9) and (1.10) are enough accurate only in the asymptotic case of very
low noise level. But in many real cases, you can choose the codes
and algorithms of their decoding so that CG would be with acceptable
accuracy close to the real values of the CG and at fairly high noise
levels. In particular, the example of MTD algorithm for BSC and the
convolution code with d = 11 has reached its maximum possible CG
values = 5.6 dB at a relatively low level of channel energy/noise ratio
4 dB, which was obtained thanks to the correct choice of decoder and
code.
1.6. The lengths of the codes used
As it is well known, achievement high levels of error correction is
always associated with the a rather long codes use. This is not surprising, since only with a very large values of minimum code distance d for
block codes or free distance df for convolutional codes it is possible to
spread the allowed code combinations far enough from each other that
they will ultimately be correctly deﬁned by a good decoder at the re-
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ceiver end of a communication link. Fig. 1.11 shows low estimates of
the average decoding error probability of block codes Pb (e) in a BSC
with R = 1/2 and various lengths n of these codes. As it can be seen
from the curves, to obtain really small decoding error probabilities in a
BSC without memory, it is necessary to choose very large values of n.
Otherwise, achieving good transmission reliability for the BSC error
probability p0 . 0.11, as it must be for R . C, will be impossible.
From these graphs, it is clear that even at n ≈ 10 000 bits, the
channel error probability values p0 at which a hypothetical optimum exhaustive search decoder could ensure suﬃciently small decision-making
error probabilities for the type of the transmitted data block are less than
p0 = 0.1. Moreover, this is about a further 0.4 dB below the channel noise
level allowed by the limit of R = C. Thus, even these low estimates for
the decoder error probability, derived from the known sphere-packing
bound, show that very eﬃcient coding systems have to use very long
codes with n ≈ 105 to 107 . This further emphasizes the fact that the
error-correction algorithms used in communication technology need to
be as simple as possible, because only then it will be possible to decode
very long codes quickly and eﬃciently. These “sphere packing curves”
we have written in accordance with Hamming bound, which clearly show
way for developments.
It is very important to focus on the right understanding that high
performance codes near the communication channels capacity, i. e. un10#1
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Fig. 1.11. Low estimates of the average block error probability Pb (e) in a BSC
without memory for codes with various lengths n and R = 1/2:
1 — n = 100; 2 — n = 300; 3 — n = 1000; 4 — n = 3000; 5 — n = 10 000
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der R . C condition, must be very long. Under this condition, even the
seemingly small complexity of decoding ∼ n2 turns out to be an unacceptable luxury, as decoding a single code block may require several
minutes or maybe many years even when used very fast element base
of microelectronics. That is why it is necessary to look for algorithms
with complexity for high channel noise more close to linear with the
code length increase.
This need also follows from the fact that at Fig. 1.11 estimates are
substantially lower (i. e. real codes will always be much less eﬀective),
and, moreover, in neighborhood capacity C even these unreasonably
good characteristics as the diﬀerence (C −R) increases will improve very
slowly. This is due to the fact that the reliability function mentioned
in section 1.2 for block codes the reliability index in exponent for the
decoding error probability varies as (C − R)2 [15, 20]. It is easy to see
that the block error probability itself PW (e) in the area C . R behaves
the same way.
To illustrate this diﬃcult situation, which in many cases (however
far not always automatically!) leads to a higher preference of convolution
codes, in Fig. 1.12 the exact behavior of this lower bound is shown for
the best decoding error probability PW (e) at R = 1/2 in the vicinity of
R ≈ C. It is also known as spherical packing of the idea of complete
separation regions of the decisions of the optimal decoder for long codes,
in fact, impossible.
The ﬁgure shows the lower bound for the decoding error probability of code words PW (e) for R = 1/2 codes with length n = 10 000 and
100
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Fig. 1.12. Lower bounds block error probability PW (e) for optimal decoding
binary block codes in BSC channel
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n = 100 000 in the BSC channel. If the probability of error p0 = 0.11 in
the channel both long code behave exactly the same and commit their
errors in deciding the block with a probability p = 0.5 that it is quite
natural, because it is a point where R = C = 1/2. But also as the probability p0 decreases, the decoding error probability PW (e) for block at
ﬁrst decrease very slowly precisely because of the quadratic dependence
of the reliability index on the diﬀerence (C − R).
Discussed above the dependence of the decoding reliability upon the
noise level is the reason that, at least in some cases, coding systems
prefer to use convolutional codes, because the required lengths of block
codes can in area R . C to be excessive and to make an unacceptable
delay in decoding procedure. This is determined by the fact that for
convolutional codes, the reliability function grows much faster, almost
linearly with the increase of the diﬀerence between (C − R), which allows under comparable conditions to use convolutional codes with much
smaller lengths. However, the decision delay for successful decoding
convolutional code for R . C should be much more than that its length.
This is just the situation with usage MTD for convolutional codes when
the number of decoding iterations at increase in noise level grows manifold times. This property of MTD algorithms reﬂects the fundamental
mathematical and algorithmic diﬀerences between block and convolution
code structures.
1.7. Threshold decoding and re-correction
Before we shall start analyzing issues related to MTD algorithms,
it is necessary to remember what was a prototype of this algorithm i. e.
the majority (threshold) decoder (TD) represents itself, which was once
developed by the famous American scientist J. Massey [8]. This method
can be used to decode both convolutional and block self-orthogonal codes
(SOC). An example of the arrangement of TD for a convolutional code
with code rate R = 1/2 and the code distance d = 5 given by the generating polynomial g(x) = 1 + x + x4 + x6 are shown in Fig. 1.13. Note that
TD is the simplest device consisting only of shift registers, summers
modulo 2 and the threshold element (TE). It provides simple summation
of the checks related to the current decoding information bit, and the
comparison of the sum received with the threshold value, on the basis of
which it makes a decision for the inversion controlled by the TE symbol,
if more than half of the checks came at the TE turn out to be erroneous, i. e. are equal “1”. Unfortunately, the eﬀectiveness of this error
correcting scheme turns out to be quite low.
Among the simplest and most obvious ways to improve the eﬃciency of error correcting methods, which were proposed in the 70’s
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years of the last century, we can note described by many the authors
methods to re-decode the received messages. But almost all of them
were ineﬀective due to the strong grouping of errors at the output of the
corresponding decoders. An example of such a scheme with TD [3–5]
for the above convolution code is shown in Fig. 1.14.
The low eﬃciency of such a decoding scheme was the result of a
strong grouping, i. e. errors propagation (EP) in the threshold decoder.
In fact, if at some level of noise in the BSC channel with independent
errors at some point, the TD made the wrong decision about the next
information symbol, then it is usually on the output of this TD will be
formed a very tight error packet. For example, suppose that at the output
from the ﬁrst TD (see Fig. 1.14) at the input of the second one came
a slightly improved after the ﬁrst decoding sequence. If there are no
errors in some part of the information sequence after the ﬁrst TD, then
no the second decoder needed. But when you see the output of the left
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Fig. 1.13. The threshold decoder of convolutional SOC
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TD ﬁrst error, which is usually the start of a typical long error package
after this TD, it turns out that the second decoder exactly repeating the
scheme of the ﬁrst and conﬁgured to correct only random errors, most
likely, will not correct this packet. Therefore, it is not necessary and in
this case.
Let us emphasize that codes with a low level of error propagation
in TD during those years were absolutely unknown. Therefore, attempts
to solve the problem of the growth eﬃciency of the majority methods
for re-correction the received streams were in the 1970-th terminated.
However later this problem was completely solved by methods, described
in [2–5, 36–38]. Only a successful solution of this most diﬃcult the
problems allowed to realize later all the potential possibilities of the
MTD. It was the beginning of the rapid development of Optimization
Theory ideas and technologies.
The basic idea of building a class of methods to reduce the eﬀect
EP will be described later in the end of chapter 2. More detailed EP
analysis is given in [2, 5].
1.8. The first error probability of the threshold decoder
A very long time the error probability estimations for the threshold
decoders were limited to a single error probability decoding in the ﬁrst
character of the code P1 (e), accurately calculated in [8]. The estimations
the capabilities of majority decoding methods is very useful in itself,
as well as for assessing the potential of MTD algorithms. Let us recall the process of calculating this very important parameter of the TD
eﬀectiveness.
Let’s consider a linear binary block majority decoding self-orthogonal code with code rate R = k0 /n0 = 1/2 and d = 2t0 +1, i. e. correcting t0
errors. We present a method for calculating the probability of an error at
the output of ordinary threshold decoding in the ﬁrst character of such a
block code P1 (e), repeating mainly the material presented in [8]. In the
considering case the number of code checks equals J = d − 1. So we can
assume that for R = 1/2 all of them have dimension J. Under dimension
of checks we will understand, as in [8], the total number of errors in the
check equations without taking into account the error in the decoding
now symbol i0 . For this case the probability that some k-th code check
will be incorrect is equal to


pJ = 0.5 1 − (1 − 2p0 )J ,
where p0 is the probability of errors in BSC.
Then, computing the probability generating functions (PGF) for
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checks in this TD [8]
A(x) = (p0 x + q0 )(pJ x + qJ )J =

d
X

am xm ,

m=0

where q0 = 1 − p0 , qj = 1 − pj , we obtain that the error probability of the
ﬁrst symbol of block code with the threshold decoding is equal to
d
X
P1 (e) =
am .
(1.11)
m=(d+1)/2

In fact, we have found a method to calculate the probability that
more than half of the checks and decoding symbol at the input of TE
in the TD will be incorrect, which will result in a decoding error. In
general for the case when R = k0 /n0 , the check dimensions can diﬀer
quite essentially from the considered example with R = 1/2. This is determined by the diﬀerent weights of generating polynomials of a given
code, using methods of parallel concatenation, codes with varying connections or with the allocated branches (they will be considered in the
subsequent chapters and they are in [3–5]) or other reasons. Also, for
convolution codes the dimension of checks will not be constant, because
they do not contain errors in previously decoded information symbols.
Therefore, the correct determination of the dimensionality of checks and
the management of this parameter is helpful when searching for methods
to improve the eﬀectiveness of the algorithm MTD application.
The importance of the discussed probabilities for diﬀerent codes is
determined by the fact that the initial decrease in the average decoding
errors probability in iterative algorithms are always directly related with
the capabilities of the ﬁrst TD, that must do at least a slight decrease in
the average decoding error probability compared to the error probability
in the channel in which it works. On subsequent iterations of this
work decoder only further decreases the error probability with respect
to correction achieved at the ﬁrst step (iteration) of decoding. As shown
in Fig. 1.15 graphs of dependencies P1 (e) of p0 obtained by usage (1.11)
for codes with a code rate R = 1/2, with majority decoding in the BSC
probability errors in the ﬁrst code symbol P1 (e) for convolutional codes
with the same d and R values are always smaller than those for block
values. This is due to the fact that in block codes the dimension of all
checks is maximal, but in convolutional — dimension of checks increases
from minimum to maximum.
A proper assessment of the probabilities P1 (e) allows better prediction of the usefulness of certain improvements that are planned to reach
in the various versions of MTD.
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Fig. 1.15. Evaluation of the error probability of conventional TD in the ﬁrst
characters of P1 (e) codes with R = 1/2:
1 — convolutional, d = 7; 2 — block, d = 7;
3 — convolutional, d = 11; 4 — block, d = 11

1.9. The threshold procedures for nonbinary codes
In his famous book [8], which initiated the study of majoritarian
decoding methods originally for binary convolutional and a number of
other codes, J. L. Massey described and decoding methods for nonbinary
codes. However, he had not proposed any estimates of the such codes
characteristics. Below we will consider one variant of the decoder (in
our terminology — symbolic TD or QTD) for nonbinary majority decodable codes that J. L. Massey has not appreciated in those early years as a
promising ones. Assume the transmission goes through q-ary symmetric
channel (qSC) with the probability of an error in the accepted character p0 . Let further, similarly to the binary case, a majoritarily decoded
block code is used with minimum code distance d and the dimension of
all checks is J. This is the way how these codes were considered in [8].
We will only add for the certainty of estimates that we’re describing
self-orthogonal codes (SOC).
Then, after calculating the received message syndrome, you need deﬁne the kind of decision rule that the threshold element in the TD should
implement for this symbolic code. The desired result can be obtained by
calculating PGF products for informational symbol and all checks, participating in its decoding. However, the implementation of this approach
is too complicated for nonbinary codes. For q > 2 the resulting relations
will be diﬃcult to estimate. Therefore to obtain a convenient estimate
for the probability of the ﬁrst error, we use a simpler, though slightly
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less accurate, approach based on a direct enumeration of those error
conﬁgurations that will lead to the wrong decision QTD.
Next, we evaluate the corrective capabilities of block symbolic code
with d = 5, the encoder for which was presented in Fig. 1.2,b (see section 1.1). As we evaluate the block self-orthogonal code, as in the binary
case, it is possible to write expressions for J checks of syndrome symbols
related to some selected information symbol ij that contain the error ej
in this information symbol:
s0,j = ej + ei,m0 + . . . − ev,0 ,
(1.12)
...,
sJ−1,j = ej + ei,mJ −1 + . . . − ev,J−1 ,

Here in each of the J lines deﬁning the expressions for the values
of sh,j in syndrome S, h = 0, ..., J −1; ej is an error in information symbol
ij , there is one error in some check of the symbolic code number ev,n ,
n = 0, ..., J − 1, and there is some number of errors in other information
symbols ei,mk , total number of which is determined by the generating
polynomials of the code and by following of their number and type a
value of the code rate R used. The set of all symbols of the syndrome
related to some information character ij , as in the case of binary codes
will call checks for that character. At calculating estimates for the code
we have taken as an example will naturally assume that the number
of other information errors in all checks for all characters equal J. And
because expression (1.12) according to our choice exactly corresponds to
expressions related to self-orthogonal codes, then all J checks in (1.12)
are such that all of the information error, in addition to ej , the checks in
this set are diﬀerent.
But by doing so, we have actually proved that the symbolic code is
built on the basis of a systematic binary SOC with minimal code distance
d = J + 1 (here assumed to be an even J that, obviously, is completely
irrelevant), also has a minimal code distance d.
Recall that in the binary case to determine the probability of errors
in the ﬁrst code symbol of the SOC type just had to determine the
probability that the sum of the distorted checks and possibly, error in
decoding character, greater than d/2. In q-ary case they can for such a
code implement a slightly diﬀerent decision rule according to which the
correction occurs if the number of checks with some of the same value
exceeds the number of any other checks with identical others values.
This determines the possibility of correcting a very large number errors
with weight that are much larger than d/2. This happens always when
the number of good right checks for a decoding symbol is greater than
the number of the same erroneous checks. The usefulness of such a
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heuristic change of the symbolic TE decisive function we will try to
determine from the simple logic that if the probability of a QTD error
will be small enough, then the decisive function we have introduced can
indeed be used.
Next, you should pay attention to the fact that the error values in
symbols in a qSC-type channel can be diﬀerent. Precisely for this reason,
it is suggested to require the value of the error that will be taken as a
decision on the value of the error in ij only a strict relative majority of
its values compared to all other q − 1 possible values of checks. With
this in mind an important observation we get that, for example, with
a minimum code distance d = 9 in the case of the correct reception of
the decoded symbol they can have all incorrect j checks and they would
not change the decoded character, i. e. do not make a mistake in it.
The only condition for realizing this capability is that all the values of
the checks are diﬀerent. Then all possible values of checks appear only
once: m0 = ... = mJ−1 = 1. This ensures that the decoded symbol remains
unchanged. It is clear that this situation is not possible in binary codes.
At the same time, such characterization of this case demonstrates much
higher correction capabilities of the proposed algorithm QTD, because
it almost always save true symbols of message, i. e. does not change
the true characters, if even up to (d − 1) checks relative to them are
erroneous.
Assuming further that there is an error ej = h, h > 0, in the symbol ij ,
we note that for the correct decoding of this symbol it is only necessary
the presence of two true checks of J. In fact, if we again assume that all
the other checks that contain errors in other the characters are diﬀerent,
then the two correct checks have values, the corresponding to error in
the decoding symbol. It will result to its correction. And let us note
at the end of qualitative debate the QTD properties that considered just
conditions of diﬀerent values of all erroneous checks are usually almost
always met, if the size of the alphabet of symbols used is large enough,
i. e. q ≫ 1.
Now let’s deﬁne the most frequent combinations of channel errors,
resulting errors QTD, and their probabilities. Note that in a nonbinary
block SOC with J = d − 1 and R = k0 /n0 the check dimension is equal
to m = Jk0 /(n0 − k0 ). Assuming an estimate of the probability of an
erroneous check
pv = [1 − (1 − p0 )m ](1 − a),
where a = 1/(q −1), since the sum of several errors can give in 1/(q −1)th share of cases the correct check, you can specify the following sought
disjoint events leading to an error in the ﬁrst decoding symbol for QTD
of the block SOC code [3–5, 36, 39].
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1. All checks and the ﬁrst decoded symbol i0 are incorrect:
P1 = p0 pvJ .
2. All checks are wrong, among them there are two the identical
check value, and i0 is correct:

J−2 
i
(1 − p0 )pvJ J(J − 1) Y
P2 =
1−
.
(1.13)
2(q − 1)
q−1
i=1

3. There is one correct check and the others are wrong; i0 is also
received wrong:
P3 = J p0 (1 − pv )pvJ−1 .
4. There is one correct check, i0 is accepted correctly, but among
there are exactly three incorrect checks that match their values:

J−4 
i
(1 − p0 )(1 − pv )pvJ−1 J! Y
1−
.
P4 =
6(q − 1)2 (J − 4)!
q−1
i=1

Thus, the desired estimate P1 (e) of the probability of the ﬁrst error
in QTD is determined by found above sum of the probabilities P1 , P2 ,
P3 and P4 . The probabilities of other types of events have little eﬀect at
the resulting probability. If necessary, more complete the list of events
leading to QTD ﬁrst error can be found in [36, 39].
Fig. 1.16 shows the graphs of the estimated P1 (e) of the probability
of the QTD ﬁrst error for various nonbinary SOC. Curve 1 in the ﬁgure
represents the ﬁrst error probability estimate for the block code with
d = 9, R = 1/2 and q = 256. Curve 2 shows the probability P1 (e) for
block code with d = 5, R = 1/2 and q = 256. It is very important that
the majority decoders in the nonbinary channels are more eﬀective in
the sense that they signiﬁcantly reduce the probability of decoder error
(at least in the ﬁrst character) when much higher noise level p0 in qSC
than in BSC (compare it with Fig. 1.15).
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Fig. 1.16. Estimation of the QTD ﬁrst error probability for block SOC in qSC:
1 — d = 9; 2 — d = 5
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The calculation of QTD characteristics indicates an area in which,
after the ﬁrst decoding attempt, there is noticeable decrease in the share
of remaining errors. It is clear that in this case the subsequent iterations
will further reduce the density of the remaining errors. But here it is
only the guess. The possibility of achieving a level of optimum noise
immunity are determined by the code and the noise level of the channel,
i. e. just like in binary codes. However, the main impact on the probability of subsequent symbols error during the ﬁrst correction attempt
the rest of the characters of the whole accepted block and its repeated
decoding in nonbinary codes has the eﬀect of EP. We will address this
question a little later. Many details on EP are in [3]. Some of them are
discussed in [5].
Just received the ways to evaluate opportunities QTD, showed that
the symbolic TD can operate at higher probabilities of error in the channel than TD for conventional binary codes. This leads to the conclusion
that the “guessed” heuristic algorithm proposed here really deserves attention and analysis of ways to improve its eﬃciency. This topic will be
discussed later also.
To this one can only add that in fact this algorithm originated after
the successful formulation of the idea of MTD for binary codes [38] when
searching for about 5 years its equally powerful analogue in nonbinary
codes. Thus, this paragraph is the consequence of the fact that in the
process of describing the theory it is more useful sequential presentation
of interrelated new results. Real the creative decision inside our research
school about symbolic MTD appeared much earlier any ideas on how to
estimate P1 (e) for a simple one step QTD.
1.10. “Majoritarian” decoding in the erasing channels
In [8], a simple scheme was proposed for recovering symbols transmitted over a noisy channel such that some symbols are accidentally
unknown. Believing that they’re kind of erased, we can put the task of
restoration of such distortions in the erasing channels. For convolutional
code with R = 1/2 it was shown there that the proposed method will be
relatively eﬀective at the probability of independent erasures in such a
channel ps . 0.2.
As always, we will try to simplify the method as much as possible.
And although it will not quite majoritarian, because the problem with
the known positions of distortion becomes quite simple (well, of course,
“almost simple”, if R . C), let’s leave conventionally this algorithm in
the group of majoritarian methods.
Let our algorithm for SOC codes after transmission over the erasing
channel calculates in the usual way the syndrome vector. Let in addition
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to this standard operation, it performs a count of the number of erased
symbols presented in each check before starting and remembers them,
and then passes them for use to decoder. Assume further that the block
SOC has some value d, d = J − 1 and the number of errors in each
check, excluding decoding in this moment character is equal to m. Thus,
the discussion is relatively simple, we think. For the ideas of recovery
erased characters we do not selected, as in the previous examples of
decoders, error-correcting codes, for example, with code rate R = 1/2,
but we immediately discuss a fairly general case of arbitrary code rate.
The reason is simplicity of this task.
Let the proposed decoding algorithm be as follows: for the selected
informational symbol, if it is erased, all J checks related to it are viewed.
And if there is at least one such check that it has only single this
selected unknown symbol as a component, and all others are received
correctly, i. e. they are known, then from a simple equations A = B + X,
where A is the value of the check symbol, B — the sum of correctly
received symbols in this equation, X — erased in the channel symbol to
be restored, symbol X will be, evidently, restored. Of course, you need
to reduce in the decoder memory by 1 the number of erased symbols for
all j checks for this restored symbol. You can then proceed to restore
the following erased symbols.
Let us determine the probability that the ﬁrst erased character will
not be able to restore. If there is a probability of erasure pe in the channel
and there are (m − 1) components in the check, (except erased decoding
symbol) the probability pme that some check is erased, i. e. contains at
least one erased as a component character is equal to
Pme = 1 − (1 − pe )m .
But then the probability that the erased symbol cannot be restored,
because all checks are also erased, is equal
J
Pes = pe Pme
.

This expression deﬁnes the capabilities of our erasures recovery
method with counting the number of erasures in the checks. Fig. 1.17
presents the probability of error in restore for the ﬁrst characters in
block code with R = 1/2 for d = 5 and d = 9. As follows from the
presented data, all methods of erasing recovery are eﬀective at R = 1/2
with the probability of erasure pe < 0.2. At this Massey’s (DM graph)
method for convolutional codes is, as we can see, more eﬃcient than
our method for block codes proposed above. Therefore, we have added
our assessment on the chart for our suggested method for version and
convolutional implementation with d = 5 — curve conv5. As expected,
the convolutional code provides better recovery characteristics than the
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Fig. 1.17. Characteristics of the methods for recovering erased characters
when transmitting data through the erasing channels

block code. And our algorithm in both implementations, of course, turns
out to be very simple, controlling only checks with respect to decoded
symbol to identify the presence of such symbols, which would only be
erased in checks that we are trying to restore at this moment.
Now the amount of information about the codes and majoritarian
decoders presented to the readers is suﬃcient to go to the description
and proof of the new decoding algorithms properties based on the Optimization Theory (OT) noise-resistant coding.

Chapter 2
Main principles of the multithreshold
decoding
Despite signiﬁcant advances in the technology of noise-resistant
coding, in this important area of researches in the ﬁeld of processing of
digital streams under high noise conditions in the list of serious unsolved
problems stays the low eﬃciency of simple error correction techniques
and unreasonably large complexity of those methods which can provide
high values of the code gain (CG).
A good illustration of how high encoding and subsequent decoding
performance can be achieved if they do not pay attention to the complexity of the implemented algorithms are turbo codes [30] and many other
methods of this type [31–35]. They make possible the achievement a
suﬃciently high reliability of decoding at the Eb /N0 ratio, in some cases
only by tenths parts of decibels exceeding the energy level corresponding
to the equality R = C. But these iterative methods appeared at twenty
years later, then multithreshold algorithms and they are often signiﬁcantly more diﬃcult or slower than the MTD decoders. At the same
time, in recent years, their characteristics for the implemented variants
of decoders construction for turbo and LDPC codes have not actually
changed, although the possibilities of microelectronics, including speed,
continue to grow rapidly. This does not include such methods quite
promising in the near future.
The development of highly eﬀective methods of noise-resistant coding involves the use of decoding procedures, little diﬀerent from the optimal or simply optimal, at least, in some of the most important systems.
These include, for example, decoders implementing the Viterbi algorithm
(VA) [19, 20], and also internal decoders of those concatenated coding
schemes [19, 27], which ensure greater eﬃciency.
But the direct use of the optimal method (maximum likelihood,
ML) decoding is very limited due to implementation complexity that is
proportional to qk or, sometimes, qn−k , where q is the basis (alphabet)
of the code, k is the information part of the code words, n is its length.
Therefore, it is necessary to build decoding procedures that are not
optimal, but are much easier than optimal ones and diﬀer a little from
them on eﬃciency.
Chapter 1 indicated that one of the easiest ways to do so would
be realization of error correction methods is the threshold decoding [8].
This method can be used for decoding convolutional and block self-
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orthogonal (and many others [1–5]) codes. An example of the arrangement of the TD for convolutional code with code rate R = 1/2 and code
distance d = 5 given by the generating polynomial g(x) = 1 + x + x4 + x6
was presented in Fig. 1.13.
Let’s name the two most signiﬁcant reasons that majoritarian decoders became the object of many years researches and developments
with the purpose of creation of highly eﬀective and simple error correction methods.
First, it is a very small number of simplest operations on the threshold element (TE) of such a decoder requires a very small amount of calculations of the developed algorithms. In this case, it turns out to be an
additional, that the procedure of these calculations allows to apply a set
of technologically convenient ways for speed increase of the threshold
action for making decisions about decoded symbols. These assumptions
were fully conﬁrmed during the MTD development.
The second most important reason for the choice of the majority
algorithm as the main object of researches was the unique ability of
majoritarian procedures to correct in many cases much more errors
than guaranteed by the minimum code distance d of the code used. We
will discuss this issue at once at the beginning of this chapter.
After discussing the “excessive” corrective ability of the majoritarian methods it will be presented at a qualitative level simple in essence,
but extremely important for philosophy of decoding completely new ideas
that form the basis of iterative algorithms of this type at the platform
of searching the global extremum of functionals. Their main property
is a rigorous approach to the optimal decision (i. e. with criterion the
maximum likelihood, ML) when implementing the error correction by
the multithreshold decoder. They laid the starting conditions for optimization methods of decoding as a way to ﬁnd a global extremum of
functionals. The algorithms of this type for the classical binary symmetric channel (BSC) will then be considered more formally. For systematic
codes it will be strictly proved really unique ability of MTD algorithms
decisions tending to the optimum decoder (OD) results at all correcting
steps controlled by the decoder. After that, some generalizations of this
algorithm, essential for the decoding technique, will be made and extremely possible characteristics will be considered for binary SOC and
optimal decoding.
Then it will be described the discovered more than 30 years ago
a symbolic codes and corresponding q-ary (symbolic) multithreshold decoders qMTD [1, 3–6, 36, 39, 40], then the lower estimates for optimal
decoding of the symbolic codes will be proposed. Further the principles
of the MTD for channels with erasures and lower bounds for optimal de-
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coding error probability for the erasing channels will be presented. The
later we shall propose approaches to the implementation the ideas of the
strict movement of the MTD decisions to the OD decisions for channels
with non-uniform power and codes with unequal symbols protection.
The last important item of this chapter is devoted to error propagation (EP). Results of this investigation deﬁned all possible successes in
MTD decoding.
Other assessments and the bounds of eﬃciency, real possibilities of
MTD decoders and some important practical issues will be discussed in
subsequent chapters of the book.
2.1. About “excessive” correcting abilities of the majoritarian
decoders
One of the most important reasons for choosing a majoritarian algorithms as the main object of researches was identiﬁed by us very
much a long time ago, is the unique ability of majoritarian procedures
to correct in many cases a much larger number of errors than it is
guaranteed by the minimum code distance d of the code used. Recall
that in most cases for codes on an algebraic basis (BCH, RS and others)
more errors correction than d/2, is a very diﬃcult problem [1]. Many
useful technological advantages of the majority (threshold) elements for
diﬀerent variants of threshold decoding implementation are obvious. But
the most useful circumstance was revealed by us, which inﬂuenced our
choice for in-depth studies of majoritarian methods should be discussed
in more detail.
Share of correctly decoded blocks
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Fig. 2.1. The modeling results of repeated threshold decoding SOC with
R = 1/2, d = 11 and n = 1000: 1 — attempt 1; 2 — attempt 2
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So, on Fig. 2.1 experimental results are presented for double decoding in the BSC block self-orthogonal code with R = 1/2, d = 11 and
n = 1000 using conventional TD.
The total number of channel errors is marked on the chart along
the abscissa axis for the code block before decoding and on the ordinate
axis — the share of correctly decoded blocks. Curve 1 corresponds to
the ﬁrst try of the received code block correction, and curve 2 shows the
results of the second correction for the same block. As it can be seen
from the graphs, at 30 channel errors in the block about 3/4 of such
distorted messages in the BSC communication channel are completely
cleared in the threshold decoder from mistakes. Note that the TD is
guaranteed to correct at d = 11 only 5 errors in the block.
Moreover, even with the total number of channel errors 40, the proportion of correctly decoded blocks after howl attempts is more than 1/4.
Further, it is important to note that if the number of errors in the block
is of the order 50 or more, then threshold algorithm almost does not
work. However, even if there are 40 channel errors in the visible portion
of the received blocks, TD restores the true message with eight times as
many errors as guaranteed by the minimum code distance d = 11. But
this is not enough! In the code under consideration after the second attempt to correct errors the number of correctly decoded blocks for initial
40 errors increases twice and approaching the half of the full number
of blocks. Note in this regard that the second error correction attempt
of the threshold decoder again tries to correct errors beyond guaranteed
correcting ability. It means that repeated decoding in TD can also be
useful.
And although it turned out that the third iteration of decoding for
the code in question practically gives nothing in terms of increasing the
proportion of correctly decoded blocks, it is a very signiﬁcant “excessive” eﬃciency of the ﬁrst and second attempts of the usual simplest
threshold decoding indicates the relevance in-depth exploration of the
potential opportunities and researches the speciﬁc characteristics of the
majoritarian algorithms.
Let us emphasize that such a large “additional” correcting ability of
the usual threshold decoder and repeated attempts to correct the block
clearly indicate that in this experiment the very important properties
of majoritarian schemes are revealed, by deep study which until now
almost no one handled. But our scientiﬁc school for a long time carefully
and, in our opinion, very successfully studied this and other interesting
properties of TD. The results of our research will be presented below.
So, based on the need to study high-performance codes at the lowest possible complexity of their decoding, as well as taking into account
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the possibilities of error correction methods, discussed here, let us indicate the main reasons for the choice for deep multi-faceted studies of
majoritarian procedures lying in the basis of multithreshold algorithms:
– the ability of majoritarian methods to correct a large number of
errors beyond the guaranteed corrective ability;
– minor complexity of threshold decoding procedures;
– ability of the developed MTD algorithms to achieve optimal decisions at very high noise levels in the channel communication;
– ease of the MTD implementation even for very long codes, when
only it is real to achieve the maximum possible encoding eﬃciency values.
The following sections of this book are devoted to the description of
the capabilities and characteristics of these advanced algorithms created
on the OT basis.
2.2. The principle of global functional optimization
Surprisingly, but for a long time no link was made between the
development of methods for decoding error-correction codes and methods of solving the problem of functional optimization with many discrete
variables. Yet it would be entirely natural to consider decoding — i. e.
the searching for a single code word among an exponentially large number of possible messages — from this angle. However all decoding
algorithms developed earlier made no use whatsoever of the well-known
variety of powerful iterative optimization procedures in seeking the best
decoder decisions. Such procedures could easily be applied to search for
code words at the minimum possible distance from the received message. Note that the Viterbi algorithm (VA), which is commonly applied
in communication technology and used for maximum-likelihood (ML)
decoding of short convolutional codes, does not fall within the category
of optimization procedures, since it searches for the optimum decision
directly based on a very easy-to-implement exhaustive searching method.
Among other well-known and used in the communication technology
error correction algorithms, apparently, until recently it was impossible
to name any method that could claim to be possible, may be, after some
modiﬁcation, the implementation of such an approach, because we were
not aware of decoding methods that accurately measure the distance
to the received message or at least eﬀectively take this distance into
account when decoding.
Some decoding algorithms, however, and in particular threshold
decoders, already possess almost exactly the properties that are needed
to implement robust, eﬀective and at the same time exceptionally simple
iterative decoding procedures. These procedures can be used to search
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for the global extremum of a functional (SGEF) of a very large number
of variables. To conﬁrm this, let us consider the simplest example of a
convolutional threshold coding/decoding system in BSC with code rate
R = 1/2 and minimum code distance d = 3, shown in Fig. 2.2.
I^
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I output

Enoder

V

Channel

I
K
V^

V output
Decoder
T

Fig. 2.2. A special form of convolutional coding system,
explaining new interpretation of the syndrome vector

It is useful to note that similar pictures were in many books, for
example, in [8]. But only our view at this decoding scheme appeared
to be so original and fruitful. As you can see, in the composition of
the majoritarian decoder, which can correct in this simplest example a
single error, an exact copy of the encoder exists. This decoder copy
generates its own evaluations for check symbols of code, based on the
information symbols received, possibly, erroneously from the channel.
These characters, now containing as component errors in accepted informational characters, appear at the point K of the decoder and then,
after addition on the semi-adder with accepted from the channel check
symbols V̂ (some of which are also distorted) form the symbols of the
syndrome vector S. It depends only on the channel error vector. These
symbols go on to the threshold element (TE) of the decoder from the
syndrome register.
However, before us, during last 50 years no one had paid attention
to the following. The TD view at the encoding and decoding diagram
allows us to specify a simple way of arranging a proper optimization
procedure, i. e. to make the best possible decoding decisions. Let us
turn to the most important for the whole theory of error-correcting
coding the fact that was never discussed for any linear codes previously:
in the syndrome register of the linear code decoder is a diﬀerence on
check symbols between the received from a channel vector Q = (Î , V̂ )
with some errorneous symbols and such a code word AC, information
symbols of which coincide with received from the channel information
part of the vector Q.
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Hence, the total diﬀerence between the current code word
hypothesis-decision of decoder Ai about the transmitted code word and
received vector Q, which is distorted by noise, will be in such a modiﬁed decoder of majoritarian type, where in the TD they would add only
one new vector that should always match the diﬀerence between the
received vector Q and AI , which is the current hypothesis of the decoder for information symbols. Introduction such a diﬀerence vector into
the threshold decoder memory solves the problem of precise calculating the total diﬀerences between the accepted vector and some current
code word. It allows us to formulate immediately the task of building
the correct optimization procedure, which will minimize the distance
between the sequence of the selected in certain way code words and
accepted vector. In such the decoder (still undeﬁned!) will contain the
current value of the total diﬀerence, which will allow the measurement
the total distance between the current decoder decision contained in its
information register, and the accepted vector. Just this distance they
must reduce with the simplest procedures help for movement to decision
of the optimal decoder (OD), which in current coding theory usually
requires exhaustive search the best code word. But we need the simple
decoder.
This approach to the problem of high-performance decoding from
1970 is the basis of developing a special iterative multithreshold decoders [2, 28, 38]. They only slightly diﬀer from the classic TD and as
easy to implement as their prototype. These decoders became the basis
of the Optimization Theory (OT) noise-resistant coding, which to date
has allowed to create decoding algorithms that have become a worthy
solution of the Shannon problem — simple eﬀective decoding for R . C.
For a further presentation of a very simple but somewhat unusual for
the traditional material of coding theory, it is important indicate that,
unlike the situation presented in Fig. 2.2, at the input of the internal
coder in the decoder (right) it is not necessary to introduce exactly
that information (possibly partially distorted) vector, which entered in
the decoder from the communication channel. At the entrance of this
encoder contained in the decoder can be sent any arbitrary information
ﬂow. In this case, the syndrome vector, of course, will be diﬀerence
between already the received from the channel vector and that codeword,
information symbols of which were introduced in the internal encoder of
the decoder. This enhanced understanding of the message syndrome will
be actively used in subsequent reviews MTD properties.
The existence of the possibility of applying any information vector
to the input of the decoder allows us to expand the MTD algorithm
possibilities that we will use to implement a very eﬃcient optimization
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procedure. It will be able to start working and to solve the optimization
problem not only with the hypothesis of the information part that came
to it from the channel, but also with any other the original hypothesis
about the received message. It only has to start the optimization procedure from the correct decoder state, for which simultaneously with the
syndrome calculation in the new introduced in decoder diﬀerence vector
need to mark those positions in an arbitrarily chosen information vector that does not coincide with information symbols received from the
channel.
But the decoder, at ﬁrst, usually has never a more preferable solution than the received information vector. Therefore, it is clear that in a
normal situation any decoder that will ﬁnd the decision of the optimization problem will start decoding from the original hypothesis that the
ﬁrst version of the information ﬂow that needs to be improved, — this
is the vector taken from the channel. It is clear that the initial state of
the diﬀerence vector will be in this case completely zero. However, it
is very useful to understand that the original hypotheses, at least, for
the decoder, which will optimize (minimize!) the distance between vectors, may be diﬀerent! This property of the optimization decoder may be
useful if the optimization decoding procedure starts when the received
message has been decoded ﬁrst by some other algorithm.
Recall that for binary codes in the BSC channel we need measure
the Hemming distance, i. e. the number of symbols in the vector of
the syndrome, which, as we found out above, is the diﬀerence between
those vectors for which we create optimization procedure. And in this
distance, as we now understand, it is necessary to include those “1” that
can be in the diﬀerence vector D as we introduced it in such a way
that the “1” in this diﬀerence vector are putted where the symbols of
the information vectors — accepted and initial ones — for starting the
optimization procedure do not coincide.
So, we have seen changes to be made in normal TD to convert it
in a decoder knowing the diﬀerence between the original (and further
current) hypothesis of its decisions, i. e. the starting information vector,
which must be improved, and the received vector. This decoder composed
just to remember additional diﬀerential register D (originally, perhaps,
zero) of possible discrepancies in the information starting vector and
in the information vector received from the channel. But what does the
threshold decoder (TD) do to implement a usual correction process? And
what is necessary to create an optimization procedure?
To ﬁnd the simplest possible solution, let’s ﬁrst look what the most
common TD makes when decoding. After all, discussed above in Fig. 2.1
extremely powerful correcting the possibilities of TD should be evidence
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of some very important properties of this seemingly very primitive algorithm.
In fact, we already understand that “1” in diﬀerence and syndrome
vectors are a measure of the Hemming distance, its components. Let’s
look further what it happens with the vectors contained in the TD,
when the usual decoding changes this syndrome vector and the decoding
information symbol. Recall that this information symbol will be changed
in TD the decoder in question, if the sum of “1” on the TE received
for all checks of the decoding symbol is more than half of their total
number, i. e. for a particular decoder in Fig. 1.13 is equal to 3 or 4.
But after correction is complete and all checks are inverted, their sum
will be less half of the number of checks, i. e. 1 or 0. And then what
will be the vector of the syndrome? It is easy to verify that it will
become a diﬀerence (of course, only for the check symbols connected
with threshold element (TE)!) between the already new code word, which
is now diﬀerent from the original vector in the only information symbol
that has been inverted with the help of TE. And since the weight of the
syndrome vector as we just appreciated, is decreased by 2 or by 4, we
get that the diﬀerence in the check symbols for this new TD decision is
better, i. e. less by 2 or 4 also.
But the information symbol in the new decision may be farther
from received symbol than its previous value. However, this diﬀerence
can increase the distance in information components only by 1. So, the
new TD decision is always necessarily closer to the received message in
total, taking into account all information and check characters than the
previous one. In this case, after changing the corresponding symbol in
the diﬀerential vector D, this vector and the vector of syndrome will give
the total distance already between the new hypothesis and the accepted
from the channel vector. So, after the ﬁrst correction of the symbol
in the received vector we have gotten such a state of vectors in the
decoder that allows us to do the following correction try. So we can
realize again a required movement to the optimum decision, since the
total weight of the vectors D and S again will decrease strictly. In this
case corresponding symbol in vector D may be connected with TE input.
It is also clear that this symbol must be corrected together with its
corresponded information symbol. Just after these last adjustments TE
starts to control all symbols in both code words, which diﬀer one from
another only in single decoding symbol. If for convenience minimal code
distance d is odd, then TE will correct current symbol only if new its
decision will be closer to received vector then previous one. For even d
we can increase the value of threshold in TE by 1. That’s all.
But now it turns out that there is nothing more to change in the
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decoding procedure at all. TD with correctly ﬁlled in before the ﬁrst
decoding diﬀerence register will always modify the decoded characters
if and only if distance of the new possible code word with this changed
information symbol to the received message will be less than the code
word that was matched by the state of the TD before changing the
controlled character at this step.
Thus, after each correction attempt for the symbols controlled by
the threshold element, the content of all three registers — informational,
diﬀerence and syndrome — in the new modiﬁed threshold decoder always exactly corresponds to the same condition that it was before the
ﬁrst attempt of decoding: the sets of diﬀerence and syndrome registers
correspond to the diﬀerence between the current decision hypothesis of
the decoder and a received vector. But this means, that the decoder
can sum up all the checks again taking into account syndrome and the
corresponding cells of the diﬀerence register, and then it may change
the decoded character if the sum of the checks at the TE is greater than
d/2. And in this case, a new solution-hypothesis of decoder will always
be closer to the accepted message, etc.
So, by relatively simple reasoning, we found that we need to change
the TD so that it performs the optimization functional procedure, which
allows to search for the optimal decoder (OD) decision not by exponentially diﬃcult methods with the growth of the code length, but by
simple methods with minimal possible linear relatively the length of the
code complexity. Let us emphasize that the contents of the corresponding cells from the diﬀerence register should always be connected to the
threshold element too. In this case, the TE will immediately and accurately evaluate the total distance of compared codewords to the received
vector, and if TE changes the decoded symbol and checks in syndrome
vector, it will automatically invert the diﬀerence cell also. So we ﬁnished
the description of the new method for optimizing decoding on the basis
of majoritarian schemes.
Multithreshold decoder (MTD) for convolutional SOC with R = 1/2,
d = 5 and nA = 14, previously considered as an example, is presented at
Fig. 2.3. We would like to note once again that, according to the rules of
operation of the MTD, initially during its normal work with the message
received from the communication channel, only zeros are in its diﬀerence
register D at the left side. Thus, at the ﬁrst iteration of error correction
MTD works just like a normal usual TD. Only on subsequent attempts
of the decoding the MTD actually takes into account the contents of
the corresponding cells in the register D. So we have created property
of improving MTD decisions for all changes of information message
symbols. Other examples of speciﬁc MTD schemes are given in [1].
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The new decoder acquires after fairly simple improvement extremely
useful properties [3–5, 36]. The MTD decisions at every change in the
decoding information characters are strictly approaching the optimum
decoder (OD) decision, that is, they become more plausible, providing in
many cases the implementation of this process even after several dozens
attempts of corrections the code block or the ﬂow of convolution code
symbols. In other words, MTD algorithm each time measures distance
of its decisions to the received vector and reduces it at each the decoding
message correction. It really searches for a global extremum (minimum
distance!) of functional at linear complexity of this procedure realization.
We emphasize that here and below the terms “tend to the OD decision” or “approaching to the OD decision” mean always only that if
we change the decoded symbols then MTD moves on to a new, possibly
interim decision that always strictly closer to the message received from
the channel than the previous decoder decision. This also means that the
new decoder decision is always strictly more plausible than the previous
one. And if the most plausible decision will be reached, then it will be
the optimal decision, i. e. the decision of OD. That is why these terms
are convenient, reﬂect the essence of the processes taking place in a new
MTD decoder, and will be used in the future.
Finishing qualitative visual descriptions of the MTD properties, we
recall that to ensure high eﬃciency of MTD at high channel noise it is
necessary to choose only special codes with a very low level of error
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propagation (EP). This fundamentally important question for eﬃcient
MTD decoding we shall consider later.
2.3. Algorithm of multithreshold decoding
Having considered fully enough at the qualitative level the main
ideas that form the basis of multithreshold algorithms and Optimization
theory (OT), let us turn to a strict formal justiﬁcation of their capabilities.
Let’s consider a given binary linear systematic block or convolution
code with the code rate R = k/n, where k is the number of information
symbols, n is the length of the code word.
When transmitted over BSC without memory, the optimal decoder
(OD) that minimizes the average probability of decoding error, from a
set of possible 2k equal-probable code words {A} selects such vector
e (where Q — received
e for which the Hamming distance r = |Q ⊕ A|
A
message, Q = A⊕ E; A is the transmitted code word; E — a vector of
channel noise, and ⊕ is addition modulo 2; |x| is the Hamming weight
for vector x), it would be minimal over the entire set of codewords {A}.
But such algorithms are usually extremely complex.
For convenience to proof the following statements let any binary
vector X of length n is represented by a pair of vectors X I and XV of
length k and (n − k) respectively relating to information and check parts
of the vector:

X = X I , XV .
Then, assuming that the check matrix of the code is represented in
the systematic form H = (P T : I ), the following Lemma holds.
Lemma 2.1. For any code vector A and received vector Q the
relation is valid

A⊕Q = D, H Q I ⊕ D, QV ,
(2.1)
where the vector D of length k is determined by the ratio
AI = Q I ⊕ D.
(2.2)
Proof. Due to the linearity of the code



S = H Q I ⊕ D, QV = H AI , AV ⊕ AV ⊕QV = H A⊕ H 0I , AV ⊕QV ,

where 0I is the null information word.

Since H A = 0 because A is a code word, and H 0I , AV ⊕ QV =
= AV ⊕QV , as AV ⊕QV is multiplied only by the identity submatrix I of
matrix H , the vector S is equal to
S = AV ⊕QV .
(2.3)

Making in the right part (2.1) replacements taking into account
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(2.2), we ﬁnd that



D, S = D, AV ⊕QV = D ⊕Q I ⊕Q I , AV ⊕QV = A⊕Q.

Thus, the syndrome vector S, as it was presented in Fig. 2.2, is
indeed a diﬀerence in the check symbols between the partially distorted
message coming from the channel and the code word deﬁned above. The
lemma is proved.
word A and
Its content is that the diﬀerence B = Q ⊕ A for any code

the accepted vector Q is deﬁned by a pair vectors D, S . By deﬁnition,
at D = 0, the vector S is the usual syndrome of the received message
is Q: S = HQ. For simplicity we shall call vector S and at D 6= 0 as a
syndrome also, because this generalization is natural and does not lead
to any further contradictions.
e miniSearching all possible code vectors A we can ﬁnd vector A,

mizing |B| and being the decision of OD. Unfortunately, the exhaustive
decoding algorithms are too complicated. Therefore, consider a single decoding algorithm for block and convolutional binary linear codes, which
one is very close to the known threshold method of error correction and
therefore very easy to implement.
1. Let the decoder at the ﬁrst preparatory stage performs calculation a syndrome vector of the received message S. After that, the
decoding procedure is launched.
2. Choose an information symbol ij and calculate for it the usual
sum of the syndrome component sjk , containing as additives the error
ej in the decoding symbol ij (i. e. we need to ﬁnd the sum of checks
sjk ∈ {Sj }, where {Sj } is a set of checks related to the component ej ,
corresponding to a symbol ij ) and the symbol dj (from the vector D),
which is also related to decoding symbol ij :
X
Lj =
sjk + dj .
(2.4)
sjk ∈{Sj }

Let us assume that initially D = 0, since prior to decoding the decoder memory contains only the received vector Q, because the decoder
has not any other preferable hypotheses regarding the received message.
However, we will not use in the proof of the theorem the possibility
thatD = 0.
Let us choose the threshold T as equal to a half of all addends in
(2.4). For SOC, this number is T = d/2 = (J + 1)/2, d is odd.
3. Let ﬁnally all J = d −1 checks, and also ij and dj are inverted for
Lj > T and remain unchanged for Lj 6 T .
4. The decoded information symbol must be chosen, and the decoder will return to step 2, unless the decision is made to terminate the
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decoding procedure.
For the ﬁrst decoding attempt, the proposed procedure, while all
dj = 0, is similar to the usual algorithm for TD. Let us now refer to
the decoder that implements the proposed algorithm as a multithreshold
decoder (MTD). When performing the basic steps 2–4 of the decoding
procedure, all k information symbols of the message can be chosen in
any order and — this which constitutes the essence of the multithreshold
method — multiple times, up to 5, 50 or more times. Of course, some
of the decoder decisions can be incorrect for some symbols, and some
of these errors can be corrected at the next iteration attempts to decode
the same symbols. In this case, the following theorem holds true.
Main Theorem of multithreshold decoding (MTMTD) [2–5, 36–
38]. If at any j-th step of decoding, the MTD changes the information
symbol ij , then:
1) The MTD ﬁnds a new code word closer to the received message
than the code word which corresponded to value ij prior to j-th
decoding step:
|B1 | = |A1 ⊕Q| > |A2 ⊕Q| = |B2 |;
2) After completion of the j-th step it is possible to decode any
subsequent symbol ik , k 6= j, so that its change will result in
further convergence to the received message.
Proof. According to Lemma 2.1, prior to the decoding of symbol ij it
holds that
 

D 1 , S1 = A1I ⊕Q I , H Q I ⊕ D 1 , QV = A1 ⊕Q,

where A1 = A1I , A1V , A1I = Q I ⊕ D 1 .
The weight of vector B1 before this step, equal to |B1 | = |D 1 | + |S1 |,
can be represented as an ordinary sum of weights W1 = L1j + X, where
L1j is deﬁned by (2.4) and is equal to the sum of checks plus symbol dj
at the threshold element, and X is the weight of the other components
S1 and D 1 , not included in L1j .
Consider code vector A2 , diﬀering from A1 only in one information
symbol ij , and the respective diﬀerence B2 = A2 ⊕ Q. Since B1 and B2
diﬀer only in the components coming into the threshold element, then
|B2 | = L2j + X, where L1j + L2j = J + 1, because due to the code linearity
each check and dj are exactly equal to 1 in one of the vectors Bi .
Since MTD changes ij , if L1j > T , for this it is essential that L2 < L1
and, consequently, |B1 | > |B2 |, which proves item (1) of the theorem.
Further, it is obvious that if the symbol ij was not changed, it
is possible to decode any other symbol ik , k 6= j, as the conditions of
the lemma hold. In the case of change in ij , in accordance with the
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rules of MTD functioning, after ij decoding equations A2I = Q I ⊕ D 2 and

S2 = H Q I ⊕D 2 , QV are hold. Here, D 2 diﬀers from D 1 in symbol dj , and
with changes of checks related to ij through feedback from the threshold
element, those components of S1 are inverted in which S2 diﬀers from S1 .
Hence, we ﬁnd that after changing ij for the upper deﬁned vectors D 2 ,
A2 and S2 the following equation is also truth:


D 2 , S2 = A2 ⊕Q ,
similar to the one, occurring prior to the change of ij (according to
Lemma 2.1). Thereby, for subsequent decoding steps and changes of
symbols ik , k 6= j, too, further strictly monotonic convergence to the
message received from the channel Q will take place.
The Main Theorem for MTD (MTMTD) is proved.
It follows from this theorem that it is now formally proved, that the
MTD tends to the received vector Q at each change of decoding symbols,
thus ﬁnding new current, more plausible code vectors-hypothesis Ai . The
MTD scans and compares non-exponentially large number of code words,
and only pairs that diﬀer only in one information symbol, and one of the
compared words is in the decoder. If the second code word is closer to
the received vector Q than that of the information symbols which are in
the appropriate MTD memory registers, decoder goes to it, and further
comparisons will be made with the new intermediate code vector Ai . It
is clear that in principle they can carry out a suﬃciently large number
of attempts to decode all code symbols. Thus it will be implemented
e closest to Q. It
movement, drive to decisions OD, i. e. to the vector A
is fundamentally important that the complexity of the MTD remains the
same as that of the conventional TD, — linear with code length growth,
i. e. theoretically minimum possible.
Thus, the Main Theorem of multithreshold decoding (MTMTD) establishes that the simplest of the known threshold-type procedures each
time when they change the decoded characters, it ensures strict movement to the optimal decision, i. e. a strict increase the likelihood of
each new MTD decision, realizing a simple eﬀective the procedure for
searching a global extremum of the functional (SGEF), in our particular
case — the code word with a minimum distance to the received message.
In this case, the complexity of the procedure for the message of length k
becomes proportional not 2k , but simply k. None for some other decoding algorithms of the reasonable complexity we do not know a similar
proved property of the strict monotone movement their decisions to the
decision of OD.
We note ones more that it follows from the proved MTMTD theorem
that the application of MTD is possible for any starting code vector, for
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example, from the decoding result about the received message, which
was achieved by some other algorithm.
Although this unique theorem on the tending MTD decisions to
the decision of OD has just been proved for the MTD algorithm, we
should not forget, what we were talking about iterative decoding using
a simple threshold function. At high noise level in the channel with
random errors on both the ﬁrst and subsequent iterations decoding wrong
decisions of the threshold elements of the decoder are possible about
some particular decoded bits of the message. On the other hand, with
all changes of decoding characters, according to the proven results, this
MTD decoder only strictly improves their decisions on the criterion of
plausibility growth. But that means after making erroneous decisions
about individual decoding characters at the next steps, the MTD can
correct its own errors made on previous iterations. At high noise level
the proportion of initially incorrect MTD solutions on the ﬁrst error
correction iterations can be quite signiﬁcant. But also with respect to
the entire message received from the channel, each new interim decision
of the MTD, as the Main Theorem says, will always be strictly more
plausible. It is a property of the multidimensional digital spaces.
It is just this behavior of the MTD is well observed in the analysis of
the decoding process in the computer demo-cartoon, which can be rewritten from the specialized website of SRI RAS www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru
or resource RSREU www.mtdbest.ru (hyperlink “description”, [67] and
“demonstration program” [68] on the main portal page “About the
method”). The “Description” contains avery simple instructions on how
to use this demoprogram.
Finally, note that just proved the MTMTD theorem in no way implies that the transition from one code word A to another will continue
as long as |B| = |Q ⊕ A| will not be minimal, i. e. A will be OD decision.
Thus, the MTD is not an optimal decoder. All the next chapters of this
book will be devoted to the search for such codes and decoders for which
the process of decoding even for a large noise level really will almost
e which is
always continue until such decoder would achieve the vector A,
usually the decision of the optimal (with exhaustive searching) decoder
(OD).
Let us further assume that the MTD has reached the OD decision,
i. e. the information register of the MTD contains the symbols of the
e Then it’s fair
vector A.
Corollary: MTD will not change the decision of the OD.
Proof. If the MTD changed at some step at least one information
e vector, it would mean, that there was another code
symbol in the A
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e ∗ , which is closer to Q than A.
e But it is impossible because by
vector A
e
deﬁnition the word closest to Q is the vector A.
The corollary is proved.
Thus, the corollary proves one of the aspects of the stability of
the MTD decision with respect to the optimal decision: MTD, which
has achieved OD will remain in it. This is very important because the
algorithm allows multiple changes of the same decoded characters.
You may also notice that in the proof of MTMTD the uniqueness of
the decoding symbol ij at each step was not used in any signiﬁcant way.
It follows that this decoding procedure can be applied to any group of
several informational symbols. A formal proof of this obvious result is
given in [3, 36].
Among the large number of other proven properties of MTD, for
example, in [3, 36], it can be pointed out that the majority of cases when
the MTD in the decoding process can not correct the remaining a single
error corresponds to the situations when OD will always do mistake in
such a block or convolutional code also. In addition, it is useful to bear
in mind that the MTD has stability property, which allows almost always
to restore rare single erroneous deviations in decisions of such decoder
relatively optimal ones. These and a number of other useful features of
the MTD were previously considered also in [38].
2.4. The Gaussian channels
The most important generalization of the MTD algorithm is its
ability, as well as that for Viterbi algorithm (VA), to work in the binary
Gaussian channels with a soft modem, which allows for optimal characters reception in the channel PM-2 quantization of their bit decisions in
4, 8 or 16 levels. This increases the channel capacity in such a way that
VA and MTD provide with the same codes approximately 2 dB higher
code gain (CG). For digital systems it is a very important improvement
their basic parameters. Graph for value of channel capacity for diﬀerent
values of the code rate R, when M = 2 (hard modem, BSC channel) and
M = 16 (soft modem, AWGN channel) was presented in Fig. 1.8.
What is the essence of MTD transformation for a soft modem? This
is determined by the same, why in the BSC channel the optimal decision
must be diﬀerent from the received message in the minimum number of
symbols. In fact, if there is any code word that diﬀers from the received
message in m0 characters, and the other one will have m1 mismatched
with input vector characters, m0 > m1 , then we thereby assume that
for probability of an error in the BSC p0 transmission probability the
(m −m )
ﬁrst code word will appear p0 /(1 − p0 ) 1 0 times smaller than for
the second one. Therefore, the optimal decision is called “maximum
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likelihood” because it means that for the received through BSC channel
message such a code word corresponds to the most plausible code word,
i. e. the most likely among all an exponentially large set of possible OD
decisions. Thus, the Hemming weight in the diﬀerence and syndrome
vectors in BSC is easy to operate. But when any good decoder actually
searches desired decision it really see for the most likely code word.
So in the Gaussian channel analysis, just the same decision rule
for searching the most probable code word, of course, is needed. In
accordance with [3–5, 36], it is necessary to calculate the weighted
likelihood function
d−1
X
Lj =Wj inf (2dj inf − 1) +
Wjv (2sjv − 1),
(2.5)
jv=1

where Wj inf and Wjv — weights of information symbols and the checks
that are small integers or real numbers. They are values for the reliability estimates of the plosibilities for the soft symbols reception from a
Gaussian channels. Here the dj inf value is 0 or 1 of the corresponding
cell in diﬀerence register D, as it was the case with hard MTD for BSC;
sjv — the usual symbols of the syndrome register S, which are checks
for the decoding character ij and equal to 0 or 1.
The change in the decoded symbol ij occurs if Lj in (2.5) is positive.
In this soft MTD every new decision also appears to be strictly more
plausible than its previous interim decision, i. e. more likely for a given
particular implementations of the received message.
At M = 2 quantization levels in (2.5) transform into normal majority
function for checks in MTD for BSC, all their weights appear to be
Winf =Wjv = 1. Note once again that the use of soft modem decisions are
as eﬀective in MTD as in Viterbi algorithm implementation. It allows for
all typical values R and noise levels in the AWGN channels to provide
CG of MTD decoder increase by about 2 dB.
2.5. The limiting capabilities of MTD algorithms in BSC and
Gaussian channels
Consider again the MTD algorithm performing decoding in a binary
symmetric channel (BSC), which can be technically implemented in a
Gaussian channel when the receiver uses a hard modem with M = 2
quantization levels.
Let we take a linear binary self-orthogonal code (SOC) with code
rate R = k0 /n0 = 1/2 and d = 2t0 + 1, i. e. correcting t0 errors.
Let us ﬁnd the error probability of OD in the message, encoded by
such linear convolution or block SOC code. For these codes, all code
words of weight d have only one information “1”. Then a lower bound
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for transition probabilities of the OD decision from zero code word in
the nearest given code word with a single information “1” PbOD (e) in the
given position for BSC is deﬁned by the channel errors presence more
than in half of the d nonzero symbols of this nearest erroneous code
word:
d
X
Pb (e) = PbOD (e) =
Cdi p0i (1 − p0 )d−i .
(2.6)
i=(d+1)/2

Graphs of Pb (e) bit error probability versus channel noise level for
BSC, which are important for MTD algorithms, are given in [3–5], and
the corresponding digital data in this book — are in the Table A-3.1,
see Appendix 3. These optimal decoding estimates turn out to be signiﬁcantly lower because they have nothing to do with the code rate of
these codes, which account for signiﬁcantly increases the probability of
error at the high noise level. However, for ordinary level of channel
noise and code rates R close to RC , where RC is the computational rate
of the channel, and even at slightly higher the noise level the expression
(2.6) gives a fairly correct values for preliminary MTD estimates of the
error probability per bit Pb (e) for a suﬃciently large number of decoding
iterations I ≈ 10...50 and with codes selection that are resistant to the
EP eﬀect.
For the Gaussian channels and the soft modem when receiving PM-2
signal quantized to 16 levels, we can also ﬁnd the lower estimates of
the error probability at optimal decoding. Let us estimate limiting soft
MTD capabilities by methods which were used to evaluate the lower
characteristics of the OD in the BSC channel. Here we will also calculate
the error probability in determining the value of the decoded symbol
in the AWGN channel only with d symbols, in which there are the
diﬀerences between the two neighboring code words. For this it is
convenient to use probability generating functions similar to PGF for
binary codes and threshold decoder running in BSC.
Suppose there are M = 2m quantization levels of the signal during
transmission binary stream and probability pi , i = 0, ..., M − 1, of soft
modem decisions in the i-th fragment in the domain of these decisions.
In enough general case of performing the required evaluations, we can
deﬁne PGF of separate symbol for the soft modem:
M−1
X
AM (x) =
pj x(2j−M) .
j=0

Then for the considering code with d = J −1 the probability of error
per bit for the correct choice of the areas soft modem decisions will be
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determined by the expression
PbOD (e) =

X

ci ,

(2.7)

i>0

where ci are deﬁned from an expression
Ad (x) = AM (x)J+1 =

X

ci xi

(2.8)

{I }

and where {I } is the set of all possible values of indexes, resulting in
the PGF usual raise to d-th power.
Lower bounds on the error probability per bit PbOD (e) for OD in
the AWGN channel with M = 16 and diﬀerent values of d calculated
according to (2.7)–(2.8), are also presented as graphs in [3–5] and in the
Table A-3.2 in our book in Appendix 3. A comparison of these results
with the results for BSC channel shows that soft OD is actually by
∼ 2 dB more eﬃcient than hard. This an extremely great advantage
of soft reception was crucial in the almost complete transition to soft
decoders in many real systems and communication networks, especially
when they use the Viterbi algorithm (VA).
For soft MTD the above estimates as in the case of BSC are also
somewhat understated. Their reality also stored for a large number of
MTD decoding iterations, if only R ∼ RC , where RC is the computational
rate of the Gaussian channel. In order to achieve high decoding eﬃciency
in the Gaussian channel, the soft MTD also has to perform a suﬃciently
large number of iterations. For eﬀective work directly in the ﬁeld at
R .C, it may be necessary about I ∼ 50...100 soft decoding iterations, for
example, in the convolutional MTD. In some cases, this number may be
signiﬁcantly higher. But it’s actually quite acceptable, because for some
other iterative methods, the number of decoding iterations performed at
high noise levels may be else much higher. Let us note in this case, that
one iteration in the MTD with hard or soft their options, is quite simple.
Sometimes it needs 2 − 4 operations with little integers.
Note that for the BSC the probability of error per bit PbOD (e) for
MTD and OD are at many orders of magnitude smaller than the error
probability in the ﬁrst character of the code P1 (e) in the usual TD with
a suﬃciently large minimum distance d ≫ 1. Therefore, the development
of more eﬀective methods of decoding, including with SOC, continues.
2.6. The symbolic (nonbinary) codes decoding
In real data transmission and storage systems, as we have already
noted earlier, it is often more useful to operate with data having a
byte structure. For example, it is more convenient to work with bytes
and groups of bytes in storage systems of large amounts of information
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(optical disks and other media). In similar systems for data protection
against errors it is advisable to use nonbinary noise-resistant codes.
Consider the qSC channel described in section 1.3, with the alphabet
size q > 2 and the error probability p0 in each character. For such a channel in the ﬁrst chapter we had described absolutely heuristic, “guessed”
a good symbolic threshold decoder that implements for this large alphabet the procedure, which is similar to the usual binary TD. However,
we now need to create an algorithm that would optimize the functional,
i. e., using iterative procedures would ﬁnd the extremum, (speciﬁcally,
minimum) to the received message on the set of all valid code words,
which number is qnR . (It is reason of impossibility to create a good
nonbinary VA for q ≫ 1). To do this, we need to come up with some
iterative procedure that will implement this search global extremum of
the functional. Such task really was never stated for nonbinary codes at
all.
Recall for further considerations also, that the Hamming distance
for nonbinary vectors is called the number of mismatched characters in
the two vectors of equal length.
Let’s consider what properties should have the corresponding decoder, which will be hereinafter referred to as the symbolic MTD
(qMTD) [1, 3–5, 36]. In fact, James Massey considered these codes
and proved Theorems 1 to 4 for these codes in [124]. However, he then
spoke negatively about the potential of these codes in sections 1.2, 6.2,
6.5, 6.6 and 8.2 of the same book, and no longer pursued the topic.
Let according to [8] a linear nonbinary systematic convolution or
block code is taken with alphabet size q based on a self-orthogonal code
SOC with some minimal code distance d. Its generating matrix has the
form G = (I : P), and the check matrix H has the same form as in the
binary case. It consists only of zeros and ones, except that instead of
“1” in the unit submatrix of H will consist of “–1”, i. e. H = (P T : −I ).
Let’s call this code symbolic, because it can be used to encode any byte,
multibyte and many other data used in the digital technique [8].
Let in accordance with the generating matrix of the symbolic code
check symbols of the block or convolutional code in the encoder on
the transmitting side of the communication system are formed as sums
mod q (for example!) of the certain number of information symbols. It
is possible to implement other rules of the q-ary integers addition, thus
creating a group by addition. Next, the resulting information and the
check code symbols are transmitted through the qSC channel with an
average error probability p0 in each character.
After transmission the code vector with length n and k information symbols qSC the decoder receives a vector Q, diﬀerent, generally
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speaking, from the source code vector due to distortions in the channel:
Q = A+ E, where E is noise vector of the channel qSC, “+” and further,
“–” — operations of addition and subtraction, A is a some arbitrary code
word. Here and below we assume that all the operations of addition
and subtractions of matrices and vectors will be made in some group
of integers, for example, with sums modulo q. We will also represent
every vector X of length n as in the binary case, in the form of a pair
of vectors X I and XV of length k and n − k respectively.
Let Q = A+ E, where E is the error vector.
We deﬁne D as q-ary vector of length k equal to D = AI −QI , where
Q I — is information part of the received message Q = Q I , QV . Then
the next Lemma is truth.
Lemma 2.2.

D, H Q I + D, QV = A−Q.
(2.9)
Proof. Due to the linearity of the code, the next chain is fair
equalities



S = H Q I + D, QV = H Q I + D, QV + AV − AV = H A+ H 0I , QV − AV ,

where 0I is the zero vector of length k. Considering that for systematic
code and q > 2 H 0I , XV = −XV we obtain S = AV − QV . And since

D = AI −Q I then D, S = A−Q.
Lemma is proved.
It sets out a simple useful correlation between any code word and
a received message that is similar to the binary case [2–5, 36–38], presented in Lemma 2.1. Lemma 2.2 allows us to prove the main property
of qMTD, the algorithm of which will be described below.
Note due to the great importance once again that since the check
(and hence generating) matrices of the considering systematic code contain only 0, 1 and −1, then the operation of the encoder and decoder to
form the check characters of the code and the syndrome S creation in
the received messages are only additions or subtractions. Thus, for encoding and, as we will see later, decoding it is not required not only the
presence of any nonbinary discrete ﬁelds, but even the rings of integers.
For the organization the addition operations it is suﬃcient only to create
an addition group. It very signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes all coding procedures
and subsequent decoding.
In addition, we emphasize that the result of newly proved Lemma
is that given the notion of Hemming distances for nonbinary characters,
which corresponds to the number of mismatched characters in the corresponding positions in two vectors of equal length, the weight of the syndrome S and diﬀerence vector D deﬁnes the distance between received
from channel vector Q and some intermediate code word-decision A. This
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means that to reduce the distance between the code word and the received message in the nonbinary case, as in the binary also, they need to
increase the total number of zeros in the syndrome S and the diﬀerence
vector D. It is common aim for block and convolutional codes.
Taking into account the properties of symbolic codes and vectors
S and D, let us describe the algorithm of qMTD decoder work. Let
when transmitted the code word A0 over qSC, the decoder received the
vector Q = A0 +E distorted in the communication channel. Similar to the
binary case, the diﬀerence vector D, (it is now q-ary) before beginning
the decoding procedure let’s take as 0.
Suppose that a qMTD decoder works in such a way that, after
the usual calculation of the syndrome vector S = HQ for the received
message, the decoding procedure consists of the following steps:
1. For an arbitrarily chosen q-ary decoding information symbol ij ,
the number of the two most frequently occurring values is counted up
among all J checks related to the symbol ij , and also the symbol dj in
the vector D corresponding to the symbol ij . Let the values of these two
checks are equal to h0 and h1 , and their quantities are equal to m0 and
m1 , respectively, and m0 > m1 . This procedure is similar to calculation
of the sum of checks in the binary MTD threshold element.
2. If m0 −m1 6T , where T = 0, 1, 2, ... is a non-negative integer, any
new im , m 6= j, is selected and further transition to step 1 is carried out.
This procedure is similar to comparison with a threshold in the binary
decoder.
3. If m0 − m1 > T , and h0 6= 0 then the error estimation, equal to h0 ,
is subtracted from ij , dj and all J checks related to ij . Then any new im ,
m 6= j, is selected and transition to step 1 is carried out.
This last decoding step for symbol ij is simply a process of change
and correction of the symbol being decoded through feedback of all the
syndrome symbols, which are checks of the decoded symbol. It is only
necessary to consider that addition and subtraction operations in qMTD
are not identical, as in the binary MTD. An example of qMTD conﬁguration is shown in [1].
Such decoding attempts in accordance with steps 1–3 can be repeated for each information symbol of the received message, for example,
three, ten and more times for block or convolutional codes.
In the implementation of the qMTD algorithm, as in the binary
case, it is convenient to treat all the information symbols sequentially
and to stop the decoding procedure after a ﬁxed number of attempts to
correct the error or if none of the symbols has changed its value at the
next iteration.
For the qMTD algorithm described, the following theorem is true.
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Main Theorem of symbolic multithreshold decoding
(MTQMTD) [3–5, 36].
Suppose that the decoder implements the qMTD algorithm for the
above SOC. Then, at each change in decoding symbols, there is transition
to the new decision with increased likelihood in comparison with the
previous decision of the decoder.
Preliminary discussion.
It is known that, for a qSC channel, the one of two code vectors
closer to the received message and, hence, of greater likelihood, will be
the vector which diﬀers from the received message in a fewer number of
symbols. Therefore, the proof that qMTD decision likelihood increases
at each change of decoding symbols is simply a proof that the number
of new code word symbols that are equal to symbols of the received
message has increased, i. e. the Hamming distance between them has
decreased.
For symbolic codes, this distance just corresponds to the amount of
diﬀerences in two vectors of equal length.
So, according to the properties of a syndrome and diﬀerential vectors in accordance with Lemma 2.3 for qMTD, the distance between the
received vector and the current qMTD decision is equal to the number of
non-zero symbols in the syndrome. Hence, for this reduction in distance
that corresponds to increased decoder decision likelihood, it is necessary
to ﬁnd another code word for which the total number of zero symbols
of the syndrome S and diﬀerential vector D will increase. It will be
remembered that, as in the binary case, we mean the code word whose
information symbols are in the appropriate information registers of the
decoder.
Proof. Let the decoder contain vectors
A0I , D = A0I − Q I and

S = H Q I + D, QV , where A0 = A0I + AoV is any code word Q and
is the received message.
We shall show that, in the case when a qMTD changes in the next
decoded symbol ij in the current information vector-decision A0I of the
decoder results in such a new vector A1I , the Hamming distance between
the received vector Q and the code word A1 is less than for the previous
decoder decision A0 , i. e. A0 −Q > A1 −Q .
Indeed if some symbol ij was changed, there is a unique value h0 ,
h0 6= 0, in the set of check values for the symbol h0 , which occurs strictly
most often, m0 times, and all other values occur no more than m1 times,
m0 > m1 . We note that if h0 = 0, the decoded symbol does not change.
In this case, at change ij , dj and all J checks in the syndrome
register, i. e. after subtracting from them the value h0 , all m0 checks
(and, maybe, the symbol dj ) which were equal to h0 become equal to 0.
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The amount of zero checks in the syndrome vector (certainly, in view
of the symbol dj ) which prior to change of the symbol ij were equal
to zero cannot be more than m1 . But this means that at change of ij
due to these symbols the weight of the syndrome vector cannot increase
on these positions by more than m1 . Then the total change of weight
is equal to m1 − m0 < 0, i. e. the total weight of vectors D and S after
change of the decoded symbol ij will decrease.
It should be noted now that the vector diﬀers from only in those
symbols which are checks for ij , and the new diﬀerential vectors and
diﬀer only in the position dj by the value h0 , as well as checks corresponding to the symbol ij . This means that after the change ij the
qMTD decoder contains vectors and corresponding to the diﬀerence between the received vector and the new decision of the decoder, i. e. the
conditions of (2.3) are met. It then appears that in a new decoder state
the conditions of Lemma 2.2 are again true, so one can pass on to the
next attempt to correct another symbol im , m 6= j, as a result of which
a change in a subsequent decoded symbol guarantees transition to a
decision of greater likelihood, etc. The theorem is proved.
As it can be seen, between binary and symbolic MTD, the style of
the proof of the main theorem has changed quite signiﬁcantly.
We should point out two most essential aspects that characterize the
proposed new algorithm. First, as in the case of binary codes, it cannot
be asserted that decoding attempts decision improvement will occur until
the OD decision is reached. Actually, both block and convolutional codes
allow conﬁguration of errors that cannot be corrected in qMTD, but can
be corrected in OD. Therefore, the main way to improve qMTD eﬃciency
is to ﬁnd codes in which such uncorrectable error conﬁgurations for this
decider are rare even in the case of high noise levels.
Another very important point is that, compared with the traditional
approach to majority schemes [124], in order to change a decoded symbol in qMTD it is suﬃcient to have not an absolute, but only a relatively
strong majority of checks, as follows from the condition m0 −m1 >T . For
example, for a self-orthogonal code with d = 9, the error in the decoding symbol will be corrected, even if among nine checks (including the
symbol dj of the diﬀerential register D) only two will be correct, and the
remaining seven incorrect. This is impossible in the case of binary codes,
but for qMTD such a situation is typical. The only condition for this
individual example is diﬀerent values of erroneous checks corresponding
to the decoding symbol ij . And for a large alphabet size q this condition
is practically always met. These features of qMTD signiﬁcantly expand
the possibilities of the symbolic multithreshold algorithm for operation at
high noise levels, while maintaining very low implementation complexity
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of threshold procedures in q-ary channels.
It is clear again that qMTD has complexity which is linearly increases with code length growth. But we shall see that this decoder
usually achieves OD decisions even in the very noisy channels.
2.7. Lower bounds on the symbolic MTD efficiency
Let us now estimate the OD error probability for qSC in the case of
SOC usage, also. These estimates can be obtained in two ways. On the
one hand, we may imagine a symbolic MTD, which with a good choice
of code parameters with a low EP level will consistently improve its
estimates in the qSC channel. It is clear that the dimensions of checks
in the second, ﬁfth and other iterations decrease somewhat, because the
probability of all information errors in iterations with higher numbers in
checks is much lower than for invariable probabilities in check symbols.
In other words, we can assume that at suﬃciently large iterations all
checks would have a dimension equal to 1 and cannot be less than
this. In this sense, the situation encountered in the discussion of lower
estimates for the probability of OD error for binary codes is exactly the
same for symbolic OD equivalents. This suggests that dimension checks
equal to 1 deﬁne a lower estimate for MTD error probability. Moreover,
as we already know now, its decisions actually converge to an optimum
decision.
On the other hand, we can ﬁnd lower estimates for the optimum
decoder error probability by considering transitions of a zero code word
to the next code words under the inﬂuence of qSC noise. Obviously,
in the case of SOC this boils down to the same approach, whereby all
majority elements work as to compare two code words that diﬀer in only
one information symbol. Hence, the lower estimate for the OD error
probability will be obtained from the probabilities P1 (e) in section 3.6
for symbolic TDs, where probabilities pv are replaced by channel error
probabilities p0 , as if the dimensions of all checks were equal to 1.
But this task has more simple solution. Let us discuss a method to
obtain lower estimates for OD error probabilities. In all cases analyzed,
it is necessary to identify the most common conditions under which the
error vector will have a Hamming distance to the nearest nonzero code
word that is less than its own weight. The linearity of the code is
suﬃcient for causing an incorrect decision even by an optimum linear
exhaustive searching (!) algorithm. Considering an error vector with
these properties, we will take into account that it is necessary to analyze
only those symbols of this vector which correspond to the positions
of checks related to the next decoded symbol i0 . Let us write down
the probabilities of the most frequent events, which always lead to OD
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errors.
Erroneous events at decoding will be as follows [1, 64, 86]:
1. All check symbols and the decoded symbol i0 are incorrect:
P1 = p0J+1 .
(2.10)
where J = d − 1, d is the minimum code distance of a self-orthogonal
code.
2. All check symbols are incorrect, but two of them are identical,
and i0 is received correctly:

J−2 
(1 − p0 )p0J J(J − 1) Y
i
P2 =
1−
.
(2.11)
2(q − 1)
q−1
i=1

3. One check symbol was received correctly, and the others are
incorrect, as is i0 :
P3 = J(1 − p0 )p0J .
(2.12)
4. One check symbol was received correctly, and also i0 , but among
all the others incorrectly received symbols, there are three symbols with
the same error values:

J−4 
(1 − p0 )2 p0J−1 J! Y
i
1−
P3 = J(1 − p0 )p0J .
(2.13)
P4 =
6(q − 1)2 (J − 4)!
q−1
i=1

Note that for code distance d < 7, the last case does not require
consideration, as it implies J = 6 checks in the code, while for selforthogonal codes d = J + 1. Thus, the lower estimate of the optimum
decoding error probability is the sum of the probabilities Pi , i = 1 to 6
found above.
A more complete list of events that lead to symbolic OD errors,
estimates of their probability and the probabilities of errors in the ﬁrst
symbol of a symbolic TD, are given in [3, 4, 39]. Of course, events
(2.10)–(2.13) are also quite suﬃcient to determine the OD error probability with good precision.
Furthermore, since at each step qMTD converges to an OD decision,
we can expect that for a suﬃciently high noise level it will in most cases
also achieve the optimum decision.
2.8. Iterative “majoritarian” procedures in erasing channels
The development of communication technology brings about a signiﬁcant increase in diversity of communication channels, among which
it is necessary to consider erasure channels. According to the model
of a channel with independent erasures, with the transmission of each
symbol its erasure may occur independently with probability ps (the decoder is duly informed, for example by means of an additional erasure
sign bit) or it may be transmitted correctly with a probability qs = 1−ps .
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The capacity of such a channel in the binary case is C = qs . An OD in
this channel has to ﬁnd a code word which would contain the minimum
number of erasures (or at the best, would not contain at all erasures
in information symbol positions), and would coincide absolutely with all
correct, i. e. known, symbols of the received message. In other words,
the OD decision, as a received message, is a code word that may perhaps
contain erasures in some positions.
A decoding algorithm in erasure channels, which can be signiﬁcantly improved, is described in [124]. A very simple our decoder for
erasures was described in section 1.10.
The erasure multithreshold decoding method (EMTD) (or, to be
more precise, multistep decoding in erasure channels) does not require
the same justiﬁcation as, say, in BSC or qSC. Note again that such a decoder knows erasures number in every check equation. If the information
symbol ij is erased, it can clearly be accurately restored if at least one
correctly received symbol of the many checks related to it contains this
precise single erased symbol, and all the other symbols that are included
in this check are received correctly. Then, obviously, the selected symbol
ij will be restored correctly. Here, it is suﬃcient to note only that, after
the ﬁrst correction attempt, it is just possible that part of information
symbols which have been erased were not restored in decoder. This consideration is enough to make EsMTD based at one-step “majoritarian”
decoder, which one controls number of erasures in all checks of this very
simple decoder. In this case, from the standpoint of the algorithm itself,
it does not introduce any new errors or erasures in the received message.
Then a repeated attempt to decode the message, in which the quantity
of erasures has diminished, is certainly justiﬁed, since in this channel
the decoding eﬃciency measure is the number of recovered erasures in
the code word. The decoder’s willingness to repeat erasure correction is
determined simply by the fact that after the ﬁrst successful attempt to
correct one of the erasures for some other erased symbol im , the number
of remaining erasures in some checks will decrease. If the only remaining erasure in these check symbols is the erasure of any symbol im , then
in this case we get a guaranteed opportunity to correct this erasure also,
even if in all other checks containing im the number of unknown symbols
is at least two.
Since the correction of a given erased information symbol requires
only one relevant correctly received check symbol containing no other
erased information symbols, then EsMTD will work in an erasure channel with much higher probabilities of erasure of transmitted bits as compared with channels which contain errors only.
Thus, the new algorithm of course preserves complete identity be-
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tween all code symbols correctly received from the channel and the
restored (perhaps not completely) message.
Let us consider the characteristics in the case of SOC decoding
using EsMTD in channels with random erasures with probability ps .
Suppose that a gradual recovery of erasures in information symbols occurs at various iterations of decoding.
Suppose, by way of illustration, that we analyse SOC with R = 1/2
and some value d. In this case, the dimension of all checks is J = d − 1.
If some of the information symbols are restored, thereby creating new
checks which facilitate the recovery of other symbols, the iterative process will be successful. However, if a check symbol is erased, that check
will never be useful in the recovery of any symbols which are adders
in such check equation. An information symbol will not be restored at
all, if and all J check symbols relating to it are erased. This deﬁnes
the lower estimate for the non-recovery of symbols, even in an optimum
exhaustive search decoder:
PsOD (s) = psd .
100

ps
1

Ps(s)

10#1

10#2
2
3
10#3

10#4

0,6

0,55

0,5

0,45

ps

0,4

0,35

0,3

0,25

Fig. 2.4. Characteristics of the block of MTD decoders for the streams
erasures in channels with random fading at d = 7 and R = 1/2:
1 — MTD, I = 1; 2 — MTD, I = 8; 3 — OD

Fig. 2.4 shows graphs of the probability of non-recovery of erased
symbols P(s) of a code with R = 1/2 and d = 7 for a single-step decoder (curve 1) and in an optimum decoder — PsOD (s) (curve 3) for a
channel with erasure probabilities ps (curve “ps ”). In addition, it shows
experimental results for EsMTD decoder with number of iterations I = 8
(curve 2). As we can see at the graphs, the multistep procedure for re-
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covering erasures works well even in the immediate vicinity of channel
capacity at ps ∼ 0.5.
2.9. Non-systematic codes
The above MTD algorithms make it possible to ﬁnd a decisions
sequence with strictly monotonic increasing likelihood based on simple
calculations carried out over a continuously variable syndrome vector S
and diﬀerence
vector D. It has been shown above that a pair of vectors

D, S is the diﬀerence between the current decoder decision and the
received message. But it should be noted that there is no fundamental
diﬀerence between vectors S and D.
Notations introduced for them and actions performed with them
have just reﬂected the fact that, for example, if we consider the code
with R = 1/2, then of the two code generating polynomials, one was
g1 (x) = 1 + xP1 + ... + xPJ −1 , and the other g2 (x) = 1, i. e. the code was
systematic. The fundamental fact is that the procedure for calculating
the syndrome corresponds to calculating the diﬀerence between some
initial hypothesis of the transmitted code word and the received message. This hypothesis in a systematic code is always a code word whose
information symbols were received from a channel. Of course, the decoder receiving the message from the noisy channel cannot have any
preferable “guesses”.
The problem of constructing MTD algorithms for all of the above as
well as other channels when decoding non-systematic codes is complicated by two factors. The ﬁrst is to select codes which, even for optimum
procedures, should be carefully checked for catastrophic failure [26, 37–
40]. The second consists in knowledge how to ﬁnd some suﬃciently
good initial hypothesis of the transmitted code word A0 for the MTD,
which would then be improved in terms of increasing likelihood of decoder decision. Furthermore, as it has already been emphasized several
times, the codes used in the MTD are subject to very stringent additional
requirements in terms of error propagation with threshold decoding.
Thus, there is no need for formulation and proof of any new assertions on the existence of MTD decoders for non-systematic codes.
For these, after generating any code word of the code used and subtracting from it the sequence received from the channel, a vectors are
also generated, which can conveniently be called the syndrome. So the
Main Theorem of multithreshold decoding of non-systematic linear binary and non-binary codes becomes evident. However, serious problems
in achieving the potential MTD eﬀectiveness, i. e. good convergence to
the maximum-likelihood decision, will also remain in this case.
A successful example of non-systematic code MTD decoding is de-
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scribed in [36, 41].
2.10. Multi-position signal systems
The principles of the MTD use for signal systems on the plane such
as QAM-N and PM-N have also been developed for a long time [3–5,
36, 53]. This makes it possible to assume that the usage MTD with
these broad types of signals are currently already also has become well
obvious. In the transition to multidimensional signals, all approaches to
the application of MTD together with such signaling structures remain
similar to the two-dimensional case that allows us to obtain simultaneously a signiﬁcant energy gain of coding and even more important to
save the bandwidth of the transmitted signal.
Our experience in the development and comparison decoding procedures shows that algorithms that work successfully in channels with
PM-2, always eﬀective in the case of multiposition modulation systems.
Of course, they must very carefully decide the standard problem of the
signal system matching with code and decoding algorithm. The solutions
of many questions of this level were presented in [4, 5, 40, 53].
2.11. Expanding the scope of the MTD principles application
Although this chapter has examined the main classical communication channels in which the successful MTD application is possible, the
needs of communication technology are becoming more diverse. The
scope of coding is rapidly expanding and conditions for their applications
are increasingly changing. Note some these areas of the coding usage.
One of the practically important applications of coding theory for
digital data transmission are codes with unequal protection of symbols
(UNP-codes) [4]. They provide more eﬃcient, than the traditional methods, the protection of the transmitted numerical data in the mean-square
sense, by ensuring a lower probability of the decoding error, for example,
high-order bits of the transmitted integers than the lower ones. This is
achieved in general by the fact that some of the information symbols of
the code are included in a larger number of check ratios, which allows
them to provide more minimum code distance d, than for the characters
corresponding to the lower bits of the transmitted numbers.
Since MTD is a sequential character-by-character decision-making,
when moving from a single-level-of-protection character to a character
with less or more reliability, will not only change the set of corresponding checks {Sjk }, but the size of these sets. Obviously, it doesn’t change
anything in the OT principles.
The principles of the MTD and its main properties do not change
a rule of transition to the most likely words at the decoding symbols
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change.
The other extensive area, in which the MTD can eﬀectively work,
apply the OT paradigms, and use the divergences principle are diﬀerent channels with unequal energy (UEC) [4]. We can switch to such
channels with a usual modulation systems. It is possible to change in
such systems the ratio of energies and, therefore, the distances between
the diﬀerent signal points of many traditional modulation systems, for
example, PM-N or QAM-N. Other variants of the energy transmission
variations between the code symbols are also possible. This leads to a
very noticeable increase in transmission reliability of one group of characters and reduce the reliability of other. Calculation the weights of the
checks in the likelihood functions Lj will be arranged in many cases
somewhat diﬀerently.
The rest of the MTD and OT principles remain fully operational and
in that case.
Finally, it is quite eﬀective and combining methods and approaches
to use coding and decoding with the ideology OT, discussed in this
chapter. Of course, the eﬀectiveness of coding will increase only. Let us
stress that all ideas and principles of convergence for the MTD decisions
to the OD decisions and the search for a global extremum in all such
cases may be quite successfully implemented with absolute minimum
computational cost.
Let pay attention to the fact that, when discussing methods of
MTD, we considered the most important class of optimization procedures, which laid the Foundation for the Optimization Theory of noiseresistant coding, which implements, as it has long been clear, the search
for global extremum in the large digital spaces.
The next section will discuss another ideologically very complex
problem of coding theory — propagation of errors for threshold decoding.
Without its comprehensive solution, the dream of high MTD algorithms
eﬃciency could not even be raised. Error propagation (EP) problem was
overcome by setting and solving another optimization problem, which
together with MTMTD theorem provided a powerful synergistic eﬀect
in achieving high performance of decoding on the MTD algorithms basis
and the correct choice of the codes used.
2.12. Errors propagation in the majority decoding schemes
The results of the previous sections of this chapter demonstrate the
fundamental possibility of a substantial increase in eﬃciency iterative
modiﬁcation of the majoritarian method for linear codes decoding in the
entire main variety of channels without memory with additive noise.
However, the description of the new iterative error correction methods
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have been highlighted many times that for many channels and speciﬁc
codes conﬁgurations of channel errors exist that will not be corrected
by any number of iterations in the MTD. But these error conﬁgurations
will be corrected by the optimal decoder (OD), i. e. maximum likelihood
decoder. Thus, the MTD is not OD nor in any of the above channels.
But OD are usually extremely diﬃcult for implementation.
Nevertheless, the very fact of the MTD tending to OD decision,
i. e. its readiness for search a global extremum, but at linear with
code length complexity stimulated search such solutions of this problem,
which would allow almost always really achieve decisions OD even at a
very high noise level. The most simple and fruitful approach to solving
the problem of the most eﬀective MTD application is optimization MTD
settings for the thresholds, weights of checks and diﬀerential ratios in
generating the polynomials and also the selection of codes with a minimum level of the errors propagation (EP) in the threshold decoder. In
this case, the number and probability of the appearance errors combinations that are corrected in the OD, but not corrected in the MTD, will
be very small. Recall that we have discussed above EP problem as a
problem of reducing the level of error packets appearance at the output
of the TD.
The concept of EP and methods of its analysis are interpreted differently by various authors. The analysis of general properties of codes
aﬀecting EP was carried out in [36, 37, 42–50]. Note also that, as
indicated by some authors, when using nonsystematic codes the task to
remove EP turns out in practice much more diﬃcult, than in the case of
systematic codes, even if it is carried out careful selection of codes.
All the main researches on error propagation at threshold decoding
in the 70s of the last century consisted in the choice a real method for
determining the length of the propagation zone for diﬀerent codes. Its
value determined the maximum errors packet length of TD output under
some restrictions imposed on the channel or decoder after the ﬁrst error
occurred.
In the works [46–49] diﬀerent deﬁnitions of the EP length zone
were introduced and its ﬁniteness for diﬀerent classes of codes was
proved when using TD. In all cases, it was assumed that after the ﬁrst
error decoder channel or TD itself went into another state and remained
in it until the end of generation error decisions in the decoder. These
were very useful results for the initial stage of the EP analysis and the
study of TD properties in those years.
But, on the other hand, such an artiﬁcial approach to the algorithm
and to the channels simply could not provide good analysis of the decoder
behavior in a real channels with a large noise level.
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Therefore, a suﬃciently general method is proposed below for EP
estimations, useful for improving the MTD eﬃciency. As it turned
out, the choice of codes with low EP really much improves the MTD
convergence to the decision of OD. It determines the ability of MTD
algorithms to work in the immediate vicinity to the Shannon’s bound,
that is the main challenge in the design of all algorithms.
The method proposed below is based on of generating probability
functions (GPF) [3–5, 8, 37] usage, which are applied to convolutional
and block codes that allow majoritarian decoding. These estimates are
directly dependent on the noise level of the channel and do not require
changing the parameters of the channel or algorithm decoding, as it was
suggested in earlier EP studies in the 70s of the last century.
This approach allows us to make a real evaluation of performance
and develop actionable recommendations on minimization the investigated EP eﬀect. It is a main way to solve the problem of approximating
the eﬀectiveness of the MTD to the capabilities of the OD. Note that
this approach is also applicable to some other code classes [3, 36].
When solving EP problems, they must, generally speaking, to distinguish between two completely diﬀerent causes of the grouping errors
in the decoder. The ﬁrst reason in the channel without memory is determined by the selected algorithm decoding and its features: the presence
of TD feedback to the register of decoder’s syndrome, the rule about
the need for correction, the method of checks orthogonalization or the
choice of threshold values. For other types of decoders the reasons for
grouping can be quite diﬀerent from the above reasons for the TD.
The second reason is the properties of the code being used. For
example, in short convolutional codes of non-systematic type there are
usually many code words with weight df (free distance). This leads,
in particular, to the errors grouping at the output of the decoder that
implements the Viterbi algorithm (VA), which, however, is certainly
optimal for these codes.
The above circumstances just determine those great diﬃculties in
improving the MTD characteristics when it is necessary to take into
account properties both code, and the majority decision-making procedure to minimize the number and probability of errors that MTD and
OD decode with diﬀerent results. At the same time, it is necessary to
preserve the utmost simplicity and homogeneity of the majoritarian algorithm, ensuring an increase in eﬃciency only through some increase
in the number of completely identical operations and the choice of good
codes.
This approach to the phenomenon of EP ﬁrst turned out to be
enough productive for convolution SOC [2, 37, 38]. Later this tech-
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nique was used to analyze other codes and channels [3–5, 36]. On the
basis multidimensional probability generating functions (PGF) the new
method calculates the conditional probability of a TD erroneous decoding P(ej = 1|e0 = 1) or their estimates in the j-th character, j > 0, if the
wrong decision of the decoder occurred in the ﬁrst symbol i0 . The results, in turn, were useful for the searching special codes with small EP
and the creation the MTD with a low level of aggregation error at the
ﬁrst threshold elements of the decoder. It provides the achievement high
MTD performance, in many cases identical with the possibilities of OD
even at very large noise level.
Below it will be considered the main results relating to EP analysis
in convolutional codes for binary channels. This will allow to formulate the main criteria for the search codes with the most appropriate
properties for MTD and then compare the EP levels in diﬀerent codes.
Next, when obtaining estimates of EP main the SOC property will
be used, according to which every channel error can be included in no
more than one check with respect to any of the decoded symbols. Let
us apply the multidimensional version of producing probability functions
introduced in [2–5, 8, 36–38], which allowed to ﬁnd joint error probability estimates in information symbols i0 and ij , j > 0 for majoritarian
decoding of convolutional codes.
Consider a convolutional SOC with some code rate R values, code
constraint length nA, and minimum code distance d. We introduce the
probability generating function (PGF) of the form Am,k (x, y) = p0 xm yk +q0
for the ij character whose error ej is included in m-th check with respect
to the character i0 and k-th check with respect to il , l = 1, 2, ... . If some
channel error ex is missing in the checks with respect to i0 or il , then
its PGF has the form respectively Ak (y) = p0 yk +q0 or Am (x) = p0 xm +q0 .
Index 0 in x0 and y0 will be used for decoding in this the moment
of i0 and il , l > 0, respectively.
Note that the PGF method has been successfully adapted to calculate the probability of an error in the ﬁrst convolutional code symbol
P1 (e) in the classical J. Massey’s book [8]. But there was used onedimensional variant of this powerful probabilistic tool. Applied in this
section PGF all will be only multidimensional, that will allow to get
necessary results in the ﬁeld of error propagation.
Next, we introduce the PGF calculation rule for two channel errors
e1 and e2 . If there are variables x and y in two PGF related to e1 and
e2 with the same indices, then the PGF for this pair will be created
by multiplying the PGF for e1 and e2 , taking into account that the
exponents of variables with the same indices are summed modulo 2. For
more errors, this rule is also preserved. This type of index operations
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due to the fact that the presence of the same indexes corresponds to
the case when errors are included in the same check relatively any
information error. Herewith the value of the check may not exceed 1,
and the addition of new errors increases the probability that the check
will be erroneous.
Let’s make two more essential remarks.
To estimate the error propagation it is necessary to take into account that if e0 = 1 (that is, if the TD has an error in the ﬁrst character
of the code) via feedback of the decoder gets a packet of errors. Since in
SOC checks are orthogonal and taking into account decoding error [3],
further calculations will be considered conditionally that through feedback we change the check symbols, which are included in appropriate
checks relatively e0 . PGF for such a symbol is Am,k (x, y) = p0 xm + q0 yk .
Further, the PGF for the error e0 of the symbol i0 should be
A0 (x) = p0 x0 + q0 , because this error is not presented in checks with
respect to subsequent characters ij , j > 0.
The proposed PGF, taking into account the above features, allow
to calculate the joint probability P(e0 = 1, e1 = 1). If we write down the
product of all PGF, which related to the characters included in all checks
with respect to e0 and e1 , we obtain
A0,1 (x, y) =

J
Y

2d

Am,k (x, y) =

m,k=0

2
X

ak

k=0

J
Y
i=0

ximi

J
Y

n

yj j ,

(2.14)

j=0

where the exponent indexes mi and nj are 0 or 1.
The total number of nonzero terms in (2.14) does not exceed 22d .
The exponents at xi and yj refer to combinations of channel errors
that with ak probability distort

J
X

mi and

i=0

J
X

mj checks relative to i0 and

j=0

i1 respectively.
Since only the total number of factors is important in (2.14), then,
getting rid of indexes in x and y, we get
d
X
A0,1 (x, y) =
ai,j xi yj ,
i,j=0

where ai,j is the probability that there will be i errors in checks with
respect to i0 , and j errors with respect to i1 . Then we get that
X
P(e0 = 1, e1 = 1) =
ai,j .
(2.15)
i,j>T

We describe now the method of calculating the lower probability
P(e0 = 1, 0), i. e. the probability of occurrence of a single decoding error,
which turns out to be the most signiﬁcant for the future analysis. Let’s
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use the methods of error grouping estimation to SOC with R = 1/2,
nA = 14 and d = 5 with generating polynomial P = (0, 1, 4, 6), decoder for
which was shown in Fig. 1.13.
In accordance with the proposed technology calculation
P(e0 = 1, e1 = 1) for this code should be done using PGF
A0,1 (x, y) =(p0 x0 + q0 )(p0 x1 + q0 )(p0 x2 + q0 y1 )(p0 x2 y0 + q0 )×
×(p0 x3 y4 + q0 )(p0 x3 y3 + q0 )(p0 x3 + q0 )(p0 x4 y2 + q0 )×

×(p0 x4 y3 + q0 )(p0 x4 y4 + q0 )(p0 x4 + q0 )(p0 y2 + q0 )(p0 y3 + q0 )×

15 
d
d
X
Y
Y
nj
mi
m n
×(p0 y4 + q0 )(p0 y4 + q0 ) =
p0 q0
xi ·
yj .
m,n=0

i=0

j=0

Then according to (2.14) at not very big noise of the channel the
problem of calculating P(e0 = 1, e1 = 1) reduces to summation of terms
of the form
Y m Y nj
p03
xi i
yj ,
(2.16)
i

j

where the number of diﬀerent co-factors both xi , and yj is not less 3.
Taking into account only signiﬁcant members, we get that desired the
result is equal to 27p03 .
By performing similar calculations for P(e0 = 1, ej = 1), 2 6 j 6 4,
you can calculate these probabilities. For the case of low noise, they
are equal 8p03 . When j > 4, it turned out that the joint probabilities
under consideration have the order p04 and therefore, at low noise, their
contribution to the assessment of the errors propagation is insigniﬁcant.
Then the upper bound for the probability of error packets of weight 2
or more is
4
X
P(e0 = 1, 1) =
P(e0 = 1, ej = 1) = (27 + 8 + 8 + 8)p03 = 51p3 .
j=1

Since the probability of error in the ﬁrst symbol of the considered
convolutional code calculated in accordance with the method from [8]
equal to P1 (e) = P(e0 = 1) = 85p03 , then the lower bound for the probability
of a single error in the ﬁrst character is
P1H (e0 = 1, 0) = P1 (e) − P(e0 = 1, 1) = 34p03 .

Since the probability P(e0 = 1, e1 = 1) above was calculated precisely,
then the upper estimation of a single error probability is deﬁned as
PB (e0 = 1, 0) = P1 (e) − P(e0 = 1, e1 = 1) = 58p03 .

Therefore, the probability of occurrence of a single TD error lies
between 34p03 and 58p03 . Since the best SOC with d = 5 have the probability of optimal decoding error, which is as it may be checked for small
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10p03 ,

p0 values is
we get that it is possible to correct a single errors in
the reporting TD. Such errors in OD arise 5–8 times more rarely, than
in TD.
Note, however, that with increasing the length of convolutional SOC
with d = 5, we cannot reduce the joint errors probability in the two ﬁrst
characters of the code for low noise below the level of 23p03 . The behavior
of joint probabilities for large d values is similar to the considered case
with d = 5. The length increase of the codes reduces the likelihood of
packets appearance on a very limited scale.
Further error propagation reduction is possible if to go on the timevariable codes. For example, among the codes of length n ≈ 1000 when
R = 1/2 and d = 5 it is possible to ﬁnd codes with 4...8 variants for
the columns of the check matrix such that for them the probability
of two errors appearance within the length of the code constraint in
the convolution code will be of the order p04 . This means that the
conditional probability of the second error appears after the ﬁrst error
within the code constraint length are now the order p0 , that is, falls
with a decrease in the noise level, and the conditional probability of
single errors generally tends to 1. In other words, when such codes are
used in TD, all its errors will be single if the noise is small enough. This
circumstance is very unusual for a simple TD, which errors are usually
strongly grouped. Similar characteristics of the error propagation in the
codes can be obtained for higher d values for any choice of R.
Note that for MTD algorithms codes with variable connections are
equivalent to codes with multiple rates R = mk0 /mn0 , m = 2, 3, 4, ... . Estimates of their characteristics are carried out according to the uniform
technique considered above.
In [3, 36] and partially in [5] EP analysis was carried out for uniform convolutional codes, block codes of maximal length, block SOCs,
symbolic and non-systematical codes, as well as for a number of other
code constructions: decoders with “Ginnee” and deﬁnite algorithms. According to the results of EP investigations in the context of real TD work
in channels with independent errors EP criteria has been formalized,
which then were the basis to built a powerful optimization searching
procedure for codes with a greatly reduced EP eﬀect, i. e., the grouping
of errors at the TD output. The software can be conﬁgured to reduce
the number of such errors, which fall simultaneously in all or some of
the possible pairs of checks. Such codes have lengths of thousands and
hundreds of thousands bits, which, as noted in chapter 1, is absolutely
inevitable in organizing eﬀective decoding near the Shannon’s boundary.
The analysis is evidence of the real complexity of the EP eﬀect. It
demonstrates the need for accurate analysis and correct interpretation of
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the studied phenomena.
Note that the approach to the EP via the multidimensional PGF
is quite common and allows for more complex PGF with even higher
dimensions to estimate the probability of groups occurrence with three,
four or more decoder errors on any particular positions of the block.
Turning over all possible combinations of TD errors, they can also calculate the exact value of the error probability per symbol, for the block
or their mean values at some distance from the start of the convolution code. In some cases, they can reduce the volume of calculations,
if they will use the multidimensional PGF methods to determine, on
the contrary, probabilities of one, two or more consecutive correct TD
solutions.
Several variants of our optimization software means for code building with minimal EP has an order of complexity from d3 to d5 , which in
many cases allowed to solve all the problems of creating codes that best
correspond to MTD algorithms. Complexes of optimization searching for
good codes allow now to build codes up to lengths of the order 106 and
values of code distance d = 41 for a range of code rates R = 0.02...0.98.
Their goal is to reduce greatly the number of the channel errors, which
at the same time fall in the sets of checks for two or more decoded
symbols. The synergy eﬀect of MTMTD ideas and the codes optimization according to the criterion EP provided for a new direction in coding
theory the successful solution of its main task — simple and eﬀective
decoding based on optimization procedures in the realm R . C.
It should be emphasized once again that the above EP estimates
are not for a multithreshold decoder, the study of which was devoted
previous sections of this chapter, but for the usual threshold algorithm
(TD). The suﬃciently complete and accurate EP analysis at the output of
the subsequent — 2-th, 4-th or 30-th threshold elements, — for example,
in convolution MTD is accompanied by the objective diﬃculties, such as
the rapid increase in the dimension of the problem, which does not allow
to obtain simple, but enough accurate and observable estimates.
However, it is extremely important that the entire analysis is performed for the threshold element (TE), which is in the ﬁrst position both
in the block, and convolutional MTD. This TE corrects the most dense
error stream coming directly from the channel and therefore it works in
the most diﬃcult conditions. Consequently, the other threshold elements
of the MTD are working in a lighter mode, correcting the errors, skipped
at the previous iterations. So the performed estimates refer to the most
critical node of the MTD, the eﬀective operation of which determines
the capabilities of the algorithm as a whole.
As it can be seen from the analysis in this chapter, the most im-
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portant result is the creation of MTD algorithms for diﬀerent codes and
channels, as well as clariﬁcation and minimization EP causes in TD.
In order to reduce the EP, the number of intersecting sets of errors in
checks relatively all decoding symbols pairs. They must be reduced to
the maximum extent. The same minimization is useful for all sets of
three decoding errors. The real minimization the number of such errors
is possible only for extremely long codes, possibly, with variable connections. But it is important to remember that even a full account of
all intersecting character groups in checks for diﬀerent characters give,
however, a minor eﬀect if the algorithm works in the areas of high
channel noise. In such cases, you need to check a lot of conditions,
the implementation of which required. In a number cases it may be
quite eﬀective compromise usage of other codes with a long length, but
still signiﬁcantly more short than the best codes according to the EP
criterion.
Other ways to reduce EP are also quite simple: some increase error
decision threshold in TE and formation for diﬀerent stages decoding the
diﬀerent sets of orthogonal checks where it is possible [3, 37]. It is
useful sometimes additional weights for checks that can be assigned to
them at some decoding iterations. However, the searching good codes
for MTD requires a fairly accurate analysis and a very large volume of
calculations.
The modeling of the operation of the found codes also requires a
lot of expenses for MTD decoder parameters optimization. Number of
such parameters can reach many hundreds and thousands positions. But
so long the process of designing the codec (coder/decoder system) at
all does not increase the total number of operations performed by the
decoder already built, which justiﬁes the complexity of the procedure of
creating such a very simple codec.
It is the guarantees provided by the MTMTD and the simple criteria of the EP as the numbers of common errors in pairs and triples of
check sets solve the problem of selecting the best codes and high-quality
decoding, based on optimization procedures. It is enough to be able to
ﬁnd the codes with the probability of occurrence of decoder error packets
weight no more than three. But diﬃculties in obtaining EP estimates
for multiple decoding iterations are virtually nonexistent signiﬁcant obstacles to understanding the principles and important conditions for the
MTD work.
The main result of this chapter is MTMTD theorems for diﬀerent
channels, the lower evaluation of the MTD eﬀectiveness and development methods for the EP evaluation in linear codes that allow them
to compare between the various codes and select those that best meet
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the requirement to minimize this eﬀect when using such codes in the
MTD. The obtained results and the developed criteria for comparison
EP for diﬀerent codes allowed to develop powerful optimization methods for constructing suﬃciently long codes with minimum level of error
propagation eﬀect when decoding by optimization algorithms.
But, apparently, precisely here it needs to point to another, a third
optimization problem, the solution of which proved to be absolutely
necessary in order to give for the MTD algorithms and their related
derivatives, in particular concatenations, ability to demonstrate really
outstanding results and achieve absolutely the best performance in the
coding theory applications. The fact is that in the study MTD almost immediately it was necessary to create and continuously improve the third
group of optimization procedures. It turned out that the additional ﬁne
tuning of thousands of check weights, threshold values in TE and diﬀerence relations between the code generating polynomials used to further
increase the rate of MTD decisions convergence to the OD decisions.
This work to improve such a very laborious, but very useful optimizing
procedures of the third type for the MTD parameters continues now
also.
Successful use of three already considered optimization methods in
search, research and MTD algorithms adjustment, ﬁnally, really solved
all the issues of eﬀective decoding near the Shannon boundary. Further
development of MTD algorithms and corresponding technologies will
signiﬁcantly expand the already formed a completely new vast intellectual space of modern coding theory.

Chapter 3
Main achievements of the Optimization
Theory
This chapter discusses the most signiﬁcant results of the recent
time, which show the main achievements OT in the area of high efﬁciency and technology of decoding at the high noise level, including
work near the bound of Shannon, i. e. when it is R . C. The main
feature of this chapter is to representation the entire material on OT and
MTD algorithms as they have been set out in recent main publications
in leading Russian journals and at the Conferences on this subject. In
fact, the paragraphs of this chapter are the main articles and reports
of the last two years, 2016 and 2017, in which sometimes only individual phrases have been changed and even saved all internal references to
their own numbers and pictures. This does not aﬀect the numbering of
references and ﬁgures for the entire monograph beyond the third chapter
and it does not interfere with the consideration of the individual placed
here paragraphs-articles, each of which is a unique completed scientiﬁc
work of our scientiﬁc school. These articles correspond exactly to the
theme and structure of the book, in which various major OT achievements related to a united plan describing the general state of ideas and
technologies of MTD, as well as its best achievements, are consistently
presented.
Now OT, at least in its main applied algorithmic aspect, has completely replaced the classical algebraic coding theory, which quite slowly,
during several decades passed to Optimization Theory the palm of absolute primacy in all applied issues related to the development decoding
algorithms based at procedures of searching global extremum of the
functionals (SGEF). Now we can already conﬁdently state, that this process of transferring attributes of leadership, which began obviously in
approximately 1985 and ended in quite a whole in the area of 2000,
had showed the inaccessibility of the characteristics of actually optimal
decoding of MTD algorithms based on OT in eﬃciency and small complexity of the implementation, growing only linearly with the length of
the code in the entire range of parameters of coding systems in the
vicinity of the Shannon boundary. An illustration of the of the coding
theory entry into a new phase of OT, which successfully implements the
simplest procedures for ﬁnding the global extreme (minimum distance!)
and without any reservations became a kind of new “quantum mechanics” in the information theory, are just these articles-paragraphs of this
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key section of monograph.
At the end of the Chapter generalizing conclusions are written on
the done researches.
3.1. Divergence coding for convolutional codes*
3.1.1. Introduction

Error correcting coding has become an integral part of the modern
information communication and storage systems. This was made possible
thanks to signiﬁcant breakthroughs achieved coding theory in recent
years. Presented in [1, 2] the main achievements of optimization coding
theory shows that nowadays a multithreshold decoding (MTD), built
on new axioms of this theory, provides a very high eﬃciency level at
the moderate complexity. For the Gaussian channel MTD algorithms
provides the error probability per bit Pb (e) < 10−5 at the bit energy level
Eb /N0 ∼ 1.2 dB. To organize such an eﬀective work of decoders for LowDensity Parity Check (LDPC) codes, which recently remained the unique
competitors for MTD algorithms in the Gaussian channels with this
noise level is already very diﬃcult, and for the high-throughput channels
is even impossible. It is much harder for these algorithms to decode a
convolutional code. On the other hand, the possibility of implementation
of MTD decoders on the basis of technical solutions [3] fully removes
from them the rate problem, because it allows to keep high decoding
characteristics for any channel throughput rate including 1 Gbit/s and
more [4, 5]. And the resources to enhance the performance for MTD
algorithms are not fully exhausted, allowing in the future expect from
them further improvement of working eﬃciency at high noise levels.
It is possible to remind that the MTD eﬃciency used in non-binary
channels with symbol codes or in channels with erasures (in all cases at
a very low complexity) was initially at the creation of these algorithms
so great that for such applications there are no any competing methods
for MTD decoders at the moment and probably in the future as well.
We had analyzed the performance of the currently known demonstration programs of all popular decoding methods (the Viterbi algorithm
(AV), LDPC and Reed – Solomon decoders, MTD, and some others). All
programs are available on our web-sites [6, 7]. In most cases we see
that all modiﬁcations on MTD algorithms provide in a few orders higher
reliability decoding ﬁdelity than other methods, and at the same time
also show in a few decimal orders greater decoding rate than their former potential competitors. The main reason of such a serious advantage
of MTD decoders is always that at very high levels noise they provide
* Published

in MATEC Web of Conferences 125, 05009 (2017)
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the same decoding, as the optimal methods, but our decoders have a
linear complexity. And the last fact allows to MTD algorithms use very
long codes, which determines their advantage on AV [1, 2].
And ﬁnally, most importantly, that for many combinations of codes
and channel the eﬃciency of diﬀerent MTD modiﬁcations at a low level
of Eb /N0 is so great that there are no any other methods that could
be eﬃcient in these conditions. Thus, breaking the level of eﬃciency
of real LDPC codes decoder, MTD algorithms actually declared their
superiority in eﬃciency and complexity of implementation in general
for all major applications in the digital data transmission, storage and
recovery systems.
At increase in code distance of the used convolutional selforthogonal codes in a limit it is possible to receive the big eﬃciency, but
thus the area in which MTD starts optimum them to decode is shifted
aside smaller noise. The given property essentially complicates reduction of decoding BER at the big noise in the channel [8, 9]. It’s known
that for providing the same high reliability, the calculations space will
be increase with decreasing channel energy. But the use of majority
logic only, obviously, will not let to closer signiﬁcantly to the channel
capacity.
It is possible to apply some approaches to the decision of the considered problem, based on MTD using in structure of various concatenated
coding schemes. Analytical calculations and simulation results show,
that application of the concatenated schemes allows reduce the probability of error decoding for 1...4 decimal orders without a signiﬁcant
complication of the decoding scheme [10, 11, 12]. Also it is possible
to use MTD in schemes with the parallel coding [13] which allow to
approach area of its eﬀective work to channel capacity approximately on
0.5 dB. Unfortunately the use of cascade schemes leads to the transmission necessity of the additional check bits, thereby reducing the ﬁnal
code rate of the concatenated codes [1, 2].
In [14] we oﬀers a method to improve convolutional self-orthogonal
codes (CSOC) decoding eﬃciency due to decoding of received data by
several MTDs having diﬀerent settings with consequent forming of decoding result on the basis of majority votes. Such decoder was called
multilevel MTD. New modiﬁcations of the decoder provided coding gain
improving by a few tenths of dB due to better using of the bits soft
information are oﬀered [15].
We propose the new directions of the multithreshold algorithm development that can allow bringing the permissible levels of the code
rates closely to the channel capacity.
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3.1.2. Proposed methods

This section presents the traditional structure of the encoder and
decoder, as well as the proposed new coding and decoding schemes based
on the divergence principle. The description of the traditional decoder
is given for comparison with the new schemes and corresponds to the
description in [12].
MTD decoder for convolutional self-orthogonal codes (CSOC) is
development of the elementary threshold decoder of Massey [16]. For
implementation of operation of encoding CSOC it is possible to use the
elementary diagrams constructed on the basis of shift registers. The
example of the encoder scheme for CSOC, set by an ancestor polynomial
g(x) = 1+x+x4 +x6 , is shown in a Fig. 3.1. This code is characterized by
parameters of code length, length of information sequence, code rate and
the minimum code distance of n = 26, k = 13, R = 1/2, d = 5, respectively.
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Fig. 3.1. Encoder for the CSOC with R = 1/2, k = 13, d = 5 and n = 26 [1]
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Fig. 3.3. Encoder for the divergent code

Consider the a operation principle of the convolutional coding
scheme shown in Fig. 3.1. Actually it consists of the shift register, where
in the left side there are grouped cells, from the outputs of which there
come the value of its contents to the inputs of the half-adder (mod 2 is
an adder), from its output a check symbol vi are sent to the channel. To
simplify the description, we will assume a code to be systematic. Therefore, together with the a check symbol in the channel on each cycle of
the code work the one informational symbol ui from zero shift register
cell is going away.
Check symbol generates in the encoder during operation in accordance with the following algorithm:
1) Before starting to encode code block key K is in state 1.
2) Information vector u = (u0 , u1 , ..., uk−1 ) applied one character input shift register. As a result, information symbol u0 is located
in cell k − 1; u1 in the cell k − 2, etc. There k is a length of
information sequence, k = 13 for encoder shown in Fig. 3.1.
3) Key K is transferred to state 2.
4) For j from 0 to k − 1 to perform cyclic shift register, and then
calculates the j-th checking bit vj :
vj =

4
X

u(j−gk ) mod k

(3.1)

k=1

As a result of the algorithm generated a checking vector
v = (v0 , v1 , ..., vk−1 ), which, together with an information vector deﬁnes
the code word c = (u, v), which is transmitted through the channel.
Let’s describe the principle multithreshold decoding of CSOC. In a
situation, where the decoder after transmission of a binary symmetric channel (BSC) rather than a distorted codeword noises message
y = (u′ , v′ ) of length n. First calculated syndrome s = Hy (here H —
check matrix code) of the received message, and for each information
symbol uj , 1 6 j 6 k, stands set {sp } syndrome elements with numbers
{p}, called checks relative to the character uj and containing error ej in
this symbol.
First, as in the usual threshold decoder is calculated syndrome
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s = Hy (here H — check matrix CSOC) of the received message, and
each information symbol uj , 1 6 j 6 k, ﬁnd the set of elements {sp } syndrome with numbers {p} called checks against symbol uj and containing,
as an error term ej in this symbol.
In addition to the threshold decoder in MTD injected binary vector d
of length k, called the diﬀerence, initially ﬁlled with zeros. The basic step
is to decode that for arbitrarily chosen symbol uj computed likelihood
function Lj , independent of its related inspections and j-th element of
vector d:
X
Sp + dj ,
(3.2)
Lj =
p∈Θj

where dj is a symbol of the diﬀerence vector, related to decoded symbol
uj (0 or 1); Sp is p-th element of the syndrome vector, which is part of
a number of checks regarding decoded symbol uj ; Θj is a set of numbers
of checks, controlling the j-th information symbol. The example of MTD
decoder for encoder from Fig. 3.1 is given in Fig. 3.2.
Let’s consider the new modiﬁcation schemes for the coding and
decoding process. Fig. 3.3 shows a new proposed divergent encoder for
the CSOC with R = 1/2. The important point to describe the work of this
encoder is the presence at far right side of the encoding register another
cell, its content is also comes to the input of the half-adder, where data
goes into the channel from. Of course, the code can be non-systematic,
and there could be a lot of cells in the right side of the register, where
the data go to multi-entranced half-adder from.
Fig. 3.4 shows a new proposed decoder corresponding to the divergent encoder on Fig. 3.3. It is built on the ideas of the MTD (see
Fig. 3.2) but new decoder contains two threshold elements (T) located
in the left and right sides of the decoder. Left T1 and the relevant parts
of the information register and syndrome, which it interacts, are square
marked and called as decoder 1.
Full decoder with second threshold element T2 in the right side
of the registers is similar to the decoder1. Additional code checks are
transferred to an input of the T2 . These checks occur in the decoder
much later than the symbols from the compact checks group related to
the T1 .
At decoding of the symbol stream received from the channel, the
T1 makes decisions about information errors on the basis of their own
group only checks. If the codes are chosen correctly, the density of
such mistakes will be less than before the T1 , and reaching the T2 , these
errors according to the MTD operation principles will be corrected. The
number of checks are transferred to an input of the T2 is one larger
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than for the ﬁrst threshold element. And the second threshold decodes
the code with the code distance one greater than for the T1 . Therefore,
the correction possibility of the T2 will be higher, which will strengthen
the correction process. It is important that this has been achieved
without the involvement of the concatenated methods that decrease the
redundancy of the ﬁrst code (and the ﬁrst threshold element), which
signiﬁcantly reduces the correcting possibilities of the ﬁrst decoder.
It is obvious that the proposed divergent code can be an initial
part of the code with a larger length and same structure. Then at
two such the conditional “concatenated” encoding/decoding schemes the
minimum distance d will be increased on 2, etc. Indeed, such schemes
work successfully, they corresponds to the MTD operation principles and
the Fundamental Theorem of the multithreshold decoding [1] and shows
the satisfactory results.
But actually the received decoding scheme has become much more
complicated, because the eﬀect of growth of code distance, a valuable
resource, can’t be easy achieved. The decoder 1 transfers no corrected
errors to the right, to second threshold element T2 (see Fig. 3.4). Then
the errors from the last cell (with number n in Fig. 3.4) after the two
half-adder are entered into the syndrome register.
So, the ﬁrst T1 work at a bit increased noise level, which degrades
its characteristics. But if T1 can to work with this increased errors and
its performance degrades a little bit, and the second T2 helps to the ﬁrst,
then we could expect that together they can to correct the complex error
ﬂow. That fact allows continuing the analysis of divergent code scheme
to determine its capabilities at high noise level.
3.1.3. Experimental studies

Consider the performance of the divergent schemes (with the growing, “divergent” values of code distance d). Dependences of bit error
rate (BER) for Viterbi decoder (AV) and MTD for SOC with a code distance d and d + 1 shown in Fig. 3.5. The dependence curves are typical
bends in the points where the decoding error probability reaches optimum minimum values (in case when noise level decreases to the right
side) for the used codes. To the left of the bend points algorithms can’t
work due to high channel noise.
Fig. 3.5 shows the ability of the divergent coding scheme, when
MTD for the code with the distance d + 1 provides decoding at level
noise ∼ 1.7 dB, although the traditional MTD works normally only at
the noise level of the order 1.8 dB. Let’s consider the MTD for the
code with the minimum distance d. Its characteristics are close to the
optimum up to Eb /N0 = 1.6 dB. Let’s ﬁx the noise level of 1.7 dB for the
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decoder. This is the point 1 in the Fig. 3.3.
Now we can to include in the encoder and decoder the additional
faraway checks, its inﬂuence we discussed in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4. If
additional noise from this checks is a small value and it can be expressed
as an increase of channel noise in about 0.1 dB, when the D1 (for the
code with the distance d) still copes, then the characteristics of the
decoder will be displaced from the point 1 to the point 2, and its will
remain optimal. But then in the second decoder with T2 really enter the
error ﬂow from the D1 with a lower density than the error probability in
the channel. And this creates the conditions under which the T2 really
also reduces further the error density from the ﬁrst threshold element
(point 3 in Fig. 3.5).
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Note that it will happen at the noise level that is approximately in
0.1 dB greater than that when T2 could work without supporting of T1 .
Thus, it is a really possible to advance towards higher channel noise by
applying this principle for a few times.
Turning now to the curve for AV, shown in Fig. 3.5, we can see that
it has no such bend as the curves for MTD. In addition, for long codes
which are still implemented in terms of the AV decoder’s complexity,
the curves usually lie to the left of the curves for MTD, as it is shown
in Fig. 3.4. It means that if we include the enough eﬀective AV decoder instead of the D1, the divergence principle can reach more eﬀect.
Simulation results show that such schemes are functionally realizable.
3.1.4. Conclusion

Some new important properties of multithreshold decoding (MTD)
algorithm for convolutional code are discussed. The proposed MTD decoders allows bringing the permissible levels of the code rates closely
to the channel capacity. Various comparing the many decoding algorithms eﬀectiveness show that only Viterbi algorithm, MTD and qMTD
(a multithreshold decoding for non binary codes) are in the group of
methods that change the distance of its decisions prior to the accepted
information. We combine them into the class of the codes with direct
check metrics and they have already been successfully applied together,
in the divergence coding schemes as well. Works in this direction are
expanding.
The present work has been executed under ﬁnancial support of the
Russian Foundation For Basic Research (grant 14-07-00859).
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3.2. Modified Viterbi algorithm for decoding of block codes*
3.2.1. Introduction

Fundamental research challenge to increase reliability of the digital
data transmission across noisy channels is solved by methods of error
correction coding. Optimal decoders always ﬁnding a codeword being
the closest to the received sequence are the best ones by decoding efﬁciency. Optimal decoders under decoding received sequence execute
the full search of all possible variants of codewords, so their complexity exponentially depends on a length of the used code. At present the
decoding algorithm for convolutional codes suggested by A. Viterbi in
1967 is mostly widely used among optimal algorithms for decoding [1].
The present algorithm allows executing the full search of all possible
codewords and selecting that one locating at a minimum distance from
the received sequence.
Under developing of communication equipment with coding systems
on the basis of decoders realizing the Viterbi algorithm (VA) or other
error correction methods it has very often to realize re-synchronization
procedures. They consist in the fact that under completing of the transmission of some information sequence that should be sent to the recipient
across the channel, zero information sequence of length equal to the encoder memory size is introduced into the encoder. This procedure called
trellis termination [2] is required so that noise immunity of last information bits does not become worse because of lack of necessary code
bits if code sequence transmission is terminated at the moment of the
last information bit enter into the encoder. Besides, it is inconvenient
that additional zero bits at the tail of information sequence of the ﬁnite length change code rate of the convolutional code. For example,
under the information sequence length being equal to 100 bits, for the
code with rate one half 2(K − 1) bits should be transmitted additionally,
where K is constraint code length. So, for example, in a particular case
for K = 7, 12 code bits additionally are transmitted across the channel.
That means that real code rate is equal not to R = 1/2 that will be very
convenient for formation of the control actions for transmission and receiving equipment using Viterbi decoders but R = 100/212 ≈ 0.47 that
unreasonably complicates development of communication systems.
* Published

in 6th Mediterranean Conference on Embedded Computing MECO’2017, Bar,
Montenegro
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That is why there is a task to develop such method for block encoding and following decoding of sequence when decoder operation is
ensured under the same code rate R with the convolutional code usually
expressed by a ratio of small integer numbers, i. e. block codes with convenient decoding are required. These block codes should have the same
convenient simple values of code rates with the convolutional codes, for
example, R = 1/2, R = 1/3, R = 3/4 etc. That would signiﬁcantly simplify
error correction coding application with usage of VA for block codes.
3.2.2. Method for encoding and decoding

Fig. 3.6 shows a device for encoding information sequence with suggested method transformed convolutional code with generator polynomial
g(x) = 1 + x2 + x4 + x6 into block one with the same code rate. This
method allows applying various methods for decoding, including VA, at
the receiving end of the communication line [3].
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Fig. 3.6. Encoder for the quasicyclic block code

This block code is characterized by parameters: code length n = 26,
information length k = 13, code rate R = 1/2, code distance d = 5. It is
based on a convolutional code with K = 7, d = 5 and the same generator
polynomial. It is important that for this purpose the right part of the
encoder register not containing taps to modulo 2 adders should be of
the same or higher length than the maximum degree of the generator
polynomial. It should be emphasized that such transformation of the convolutional code into the block quasicyclic code is well known and widely
used for the coding technique [2, 4, 5, 6]. Additional information on
these procedures often called as cyclic truncation of convolutional codes
and analyzable by means of cyclic trellis can be found in [7]. References
to other authors interested in the same subject are also presented there.
Above suggested device for encoding information sequence with the
block quasicyclic code operates in the following way. Firstly, information symbols intended for encoding and following transmission across
the channel are entered into the encoder in some way, for example, in
parallel. Then the main procedure for encoding information sequence is
executed. After each shift, several code bits (in the concerned example,
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two code bits) are encoder output. This process for the block code generation terminates when it appears at the initial state after a number of
cyclic shifts of the encoder register. Then it is possible to start encoding
of the next block. Note that the same scheme can be used for encoding
with the non-systematic block code also easily decoding with the VA.
Let’s happen at the receiving end of the communication line so that
a Viterbi decoder immediately starts operating the same way as under
the usual decoding the initial long (maybe, inﬁnite) convolutional code
from a random place, for example, directly from the ﬁrst symbols of
the quasicyclic code entering into the Viterbi decoder. After receipt
and processing of the last code sub-block of the received sequence, the
ﬁrst sub-block, then the second etc. are again cyclically enter into the
Viterbi decoder. Depending on a code length and noise level it is again
possible to enter cyclically all symbols of the received sequence 2...5 and
more times into the VA decoder. But since a quasicyclic code has no
beginning then VA as well as in the convolutional code, will come to
the correct (i. e. having a small number of errors) decision only after
entering of the ﬁrst approximately D ≈ (3...20)K code sub-blocks into the
decoder. But then after receipt of these code sub-blocks, decisions of VA
obligatory repeat also obviously with a period being equal to information
sequence length. That means that a receiver should be provided from the
decoder only with a part of VA decision sequence which, for example,
in the case of the encoder shown in Fig. 3.6 has the length 13 bits. But
it should be taken from the Viterbi decoder outside the ﬁrst D code
sub-blocks entered into the decoder where, as it as mentioned before,
these decisions are generally wrong. From the other side for VA it
is also well known (see [3]) that other condition of enough decision
reliability consists in the fact that such correct decoder decisions are
usually formed not earlier that after receipt of (5...25)K code sub-blocks
which absolute number also depends on a code and noise level in the
channel. So, VA (or other decoder) should accept cyclically several
similar (!) received sequences and then transmit decoded information
bits locating approximately in the middle of this cyclical sequence of the
VA decoder decisions to the receiver because decisions locating close to
the place of the next code sub-block receipt and close to the place of the
ﬁrst code sub-blocks receipt are unreliable in comparison with potential
possibilities of the used code.
It is obvious that correcting ability of the block code keeps almost
the same as well as the convolutional code has if the block code length in
comparison with the convolutional code constraint length appears greater
in 10...30 or more times. Under shortening of the block code and under
keeping the generator polynomial characteristics of the block code, of
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course, should become worse. However, simplicity and habitualness (of
course, conventional) of decoding with usage of VA under keeping of
the code rate for the basic convolutional code allows considering that
optimal block codes decoding based on the VA allows practically solving
all tasks for errors correction more easily.
3.2.3. Characteristics of decoding block codes on the basis of the
Viterbi algorithm

Fig. 3.7 shows simulation results for above mentioned methods for
encoding and decoding block quasicyclic codes with code rate R = 1/2 on
the basis of classic VA. Along the vertical axis bit error rates (BER) are
indicated for described block codes and also word error rates (WER) for
the block codes are shown. Along the horizontal axis signal to noise ratio
per bit Eb /N0 is indicated in the channel with Additive White Gaussian
Noise.
Curve VA7 corresponds with the Viterbi decoder for the standard
convolutional code with K = 7, but analogous curve VA15 — for convolutional code with K = 15. Such decoder has already been easily realized
on the contemporary integrated circuit. It is important to remember that
ﬁrstly so long code was used under small code rate as far back as last
millennium for the NASA project “Cassini”. For other curves designations XK-n are accepted. X is corresponding with a type of error rates
which curve represent: B — BER for the block modiﬁcation of convolutional codes; W — WER for the same codes; K is the constraint length
of the code chosen as a base for the block one (7 or 15); n is the length
of the block quasicyclic code (40, 100 or 200 bits).
Lets discuss characteristics of the suggested method. The BER and
WER curves corresponds with the expected level of error probabilities.
As it was mentioned before, it is necessary that lengths of constructed
quasicyclic block codes signiﬁcantly exceed lengths of basic convolutional codes, besides, with increase of the parameter K this diﬀerence
should raise in order that BER of VA decoder for block codes are close to
BER of VA decoders for basic convolutional codes. For example, curve
VA7 almost coincides with BER of VA for the block code of length
n = 100 with same generating polynomial. So, this curve should not be
drawn separately. And under using of the same convolutional code in the
block code with n = 40 diﬀerence between parameters K and n has been
small. So, characteristics of decoder for this block code with the same
value K = 7 as in the previous case become less: both curves B7-40 and
W7-40 are located signiﬁcantly higher than curve W7-100 of decoder for
the ﬁrst code.
Analogous ratio of characteristics is also seen in the case of the
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Fig. 3.7. The performance of decoders for convolutional and block codes over
the channel with Additive White Gaussian Noise

block codes based on convolutional code with K = 15. For the block
codes BER for their decoders will be insigniﬁcantly diﬀerent from the
performance of VA decoder for the convolutional code only under length
n exceeding evidently 300...400 bits. BER and WER curves of decoders
for the block codes are also shown in Fig. 3.7 for n = 100 and n = 200.
They show that under decreasing of n performance of the block code with
decoding according to VA noticeably decrease as it should be for any
block code comparing with the convolutional one under their comparable
lengths.
Let’s note that block codes with the understandable decoding with
the Viterbi algorithm similarly to its convolutional prototype are easily
decoded under transfer to the VA variant with reduced state research.
However, it is necessary to set its parameters very exactly.
It is also appropriate to remind that all block modiﬁcations of convolutional codes are easily included into various parallel and sequential
concatenated codes. It stops a lot of issues of development and usage of
various block codes which are often declared as revolution in the technique of coding and decoding without any reasons (for now!). Analysis
of some methods of such level is shown in [8]. Comparison of represented polar codes [9] and other codes has a preliminary nature because
of very restricted actual materials regarding these codes declared as perspective. It is shown there that VA and multithreshold decoders (MTD)
even without any adaptations to terms of comparison are close to polar
codes by eﬃciency that in general becomes not a very complicated task.
All declared advantages of polar codes [9] under small lengths of blocks
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and, as a consequence, theoretically their weak performance are easily
achieved by algorithms of the type VA, MTD and concatenated schemes
with their participation under very low complexity [3, 5, 8, 10].
3.2.4. Complexity of block modification for the Viterbi algorithm

Above mentioned principle of the block VA construction has shown
that complexity of represented decoders of the brute-force type, and it
should not be forgotten, becomes rather acceptable for a lot of applications because convolutional VA versions were comprehensively studied
some decades ago, and block VA modiﬁcation is not very diﬀerent from
the basic convolutional one.
Also it is useful to mention some peculiarities of the block VA
modiﬁcation and its possibilities. Necessity for each code block to decode
a repeated sequence of some longer length than the block size does not
complicate the algorithm very much. In the most cases only decoding of
the convolutional code can be enough which length, for example, in the
above represented experiments never exceeds a size of the block code
more than in 5 times. Usually within the experiment it was possible to
be restricted by threefold diﬀerence in code lengths and this value can
be more reduced approximately in 1.5 times.
Under software implementation signiﬁcant computational eﬀorts are
required for support of survivor paths which number, as it is known,
increases exponentially with increase of the convolutional code constraint
length K. Besides, saving of computations for reformation of these paths
at each decoding step is possible due to double growth of the memory
used for storing of references to previous positions of survivor paths.
Also saving of paths memory is possible that gives a possibility to
realize block VA for K ∼ 28 or even greater values. But computational
eﬀorts increase in 2...4 times. Finally, let’s pay attention to the fact that
block VA should only once trace back the best path after termination
of the whole decoding procedure and choose an average part from the
sequence of its decisions as it was indicated in the algorithm description
in details. It also reduces the computational complexity.
Most of mentioned circumstances was considered and analyzed
within the process of simulation for block and convolutional versions
of VA both for the similar and various parameters for constructed codes.
But deep procedures for computations optimization in order to increase
decoding rate have not been executed. It is obvious that this useful task
deserves additional consideration and attention. It appeared that for typical conditions performance of decoders for convolutional and block codes
has not been very diﬀerent. For the block version of VA decoder for
code with K = 7 with using of personal computer with Core-i7 processor
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on clock frequency 3 GHz decoding in the convolutional classical variant
occurred with throughput about 100 Kbps, and in the block version —
60 Kbps. Under using block codes based on the convolutional code with
K = 15 decoder throughput was equal to 1.0 Kbps and in its ordinary
convolutional variant — about 600 bps. These results testify to a good
level of throughput for software block VA version. Main possibilities
to improve the developed version of the block VA have been considered
above.
Finally, let’s indicate that the similar decoder throughput for convolutional versions of VA and their new block modiﬁcations under simulation testify that complexity of the block VA remained being equal
to the order 2K additive equivalent operations per information bit. This
follows from description of the suggested algorithm which actually coincides with the base method. Because of this, it is reasonable to pay
attention that methods of cyclic truncation of tails under transfer from
convolutional to block codes, including methods described in [7], are
characterized by the fact that decoders for suggested block modiﬁcation of codes have complexity very close to 22K . It is obvious that
so impressive complexity of the modiﬁcation for the ideologically (not
algorithmically) simple method is absolutely unacceptable. Authors of
such methods and their evaluations rightly note that signiﬁcant simpliﬁcations are possible. Some of such methods for simpliﬁcation of very
complicated decoder for the block codes have been suggested by them
but there are no evaluations for complexity of such simpliﬁcations in the
convenient form for interpretation.
3.2.5. Conclusion

The suggested in this paper block variant of VA is actually enough
simple and very clear modiﬁcation of the classical VA for convolutional
codes and has complexity as it is shown in the description evidently exceeding complexity of the base algorithm not more than in 2...3 times.
It is possible that some its modiﬁcations will become simpler. It determines all its wide possibilities for usage in multipurpose communication
systems. Note it is likely that at present the highest characteristics in
coding gain and complexity can be provided now only by decoders with
direct control of metrics. Various MTD algorithms, all VA modiﬁcations
and also divergent decoding schemes [11] developed on their basis belong
to them. All these methods are combined by simplicity and uniformity
of computations and also property of exact measurement for distances of
these decoder decisions up to received sequence which other widespread
decoders do not have. We suppose that if a decoder does not take into
consideration and does not measure an exact distance up to the received
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sequence, that such error correction algorithms become inoperative under high noise level and in the case of low channel bit error rate other
very simple methods can be used.
Development of simple modiﬁcation for block VA which, of course,
belongs to methods with direct control of metrics, application of divergent decoding methods, MTD algorithms, classical and parallel methods
of concatenation [5, 10, 11] create conditions for wider application of
various coding methods widely represented in our web-sites [12]. There
also you can ﬁnd some papers mentioned in the present work and other
information, articles, presentations and books regarding the coding theory and its applied issues.
Acknowledgment. The research is carried out due to the support of
the Ryazan State Radio Engineering University and Russian Foundation
of Basic Research (grant 15-07-06348).
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3.3. Usage of divergence within concatenated multithreshold
decoding convolutional codes
3.3.1. Introduction

One of main issues occurred within development of system for transfer and storage of information is an issue to ensure error-free information
transfer over channels with noise. Error-correcting coding is usually
used for solution of the present issue. In recent decades development
of such methods has reached signiﬁcant successes. At present there is
a range of error-correcting codes and their decoders, for example, lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) codes [1], turbo codes [2], polar codes [3]
providing operation close to the channel capacity. One of the most eﬀective algorithms from the point of view of eﬃciency and implementation
complexity are multithreshold decoders (MTD) for self-orthogonal codes
(SOC) being a development of the threshold decoder and allowing decoding both block and convolutional SOC [4–10] with linear complexity.
Base of MTD operation is iterative decoding within which process it
becomes possible to approximate to the solution of optimum decoding
in the enough wide range of code rates and signal to noise ratios. Besides, MTD save simplicity of a usual threshold decoder. SOC decoded
with MTD is a sub-class of codes permitting majority decoding. Simple
schemes based on shift registers can be used for implementation of SOC
encoding and decoding [4].
Main achievements of the Optimization Theory (OT) of errorcorrecting coding represented in [4, 9] in the framework of which MTD
are developed, conﬁrm that MTD constructed according to new postulates of this theory have currently reached a rather high level of eﬃciency
with moderate complexity. Contemporary possibilities of MTD are such
that these algorithms provide an bit error rate (BER) less than 10−5
under the signal to noise ratio Eb /N0 ≈ 1.3 dB in Gaussian channels at
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usage of the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) and 16-level integer decisions of the demodulator. It is enough diﬃcult to arrange such eﬃcient
operation, for example, decoders for LDPC codes under the same conditions. On the other hand, a possibility to implement MTD on the basis
of technical solutions [11] completely removes an issue of the decoder
throughput because it allows remaining high decoding performance at
any channel transmission rates, including ones that are multiply higher
than 1 Gbit/s [4, 6, 9]. In addition, resources for improvement MTD
performance have not fully exhausted that allows expecting from them
further improvement of operation eﬃciency under high levels of noise in
future. The present paper has suggested a new direction for the MTD
development which can help to approximate an area of the MTD eﬃcient
operation to the channel capacity.
The rest part of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 3.3.2
describes a principle of divergence used under construction and decoding
convolutional codes. The performance of new codes and methods for
decoding are considered in Section 3.3.3. Section 3.3.4 is devoted to
usage of the divergence principle within decoding concatenated codes
and discussion of their performance. Section 3.3.5 concludes this paper.
3.3.2. Divergence principle within decoding convolutional codes

Divergence principle within design of codes and algorithms for their
decoding [12] has been created within the process of development the
Optimization Theory (OT) of error-correcting coding [4, 9] allowing implementing a new level of the eﬀective errors correction based on MTD
and other algorithms. Divergent methods for code construction and developing algorithms for their decoding create a new style of the gradual
non-concatenated extension of the code distance in convolutional codes
using the simplest iterative decoders, for example, MTD. This approach
becomes especially important for a low signal to noise ratio. Some complexity of the initial method implementation always remains and higher
resulting eﬃciency of coding is implemented, if, for example, codes permitting multithreshold decoding are used [4]. In this case, such eﬃcient
decoding becomes actually possible which even at high channel noise
coincides by the error probability with optimum decoding for used long
codes which is usually implemented on the basis of complete enumeration, for example, as in the case of Viterbi algorithm [12]. However,
MTD complexity which even under divergent encoding become the simplest schemes with majority decoding, remains theoretically minimally
possible, linear from the code length. It allows using long codes that under optimum decoding provided with MTD leads to the best performance
at a very high noise level today.
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Then we indicate main principles of divergent encoding and decoding. Let’s consider a circuit of the simple encoder for convolutional code
of rate R = 1/2 represented in Fig. 3.8. Figuratively speaking, it consists
of a shift register in the left part of which cells are grouped from outputs
of which content values arrive to inputs of the modulo 2 adder from output of which check symbols of the code pass to the channel. To simplify
the description, we assume the code to be systematic. That is why one
informational symbol from a zero cell of the shift register leaves together
with a current check symbol of the code into the channel. Fundamental
moment for description of the present encoder operation is a presence of
one more cell far in the encoding register right part which content also
arrive to the modulo 2 adder input from which data move to the channel.
Of course, a code can be non-systematic and a number of cells in the
register right part from which data are sent to the multi-input modulo 2
adder can in the general case be enough high. But now let’s conﬁne to
analyzing represented circuits.
channel
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n#1 n

channel

Fig. 3.8. Encoder for the divergent code

Fig. 3.9 shows a decoder for the convolutional code corresponding
to the encoder shown in Fig. 3.8. It was constructed according to the
MTD ideas and contains two threshold elements located in the left (TE1)
and right (TE2) parts of the decoder. TE1 and corresponding parts of
informational and syndrome registers with which it interacts, are marked
by a dotted rectangle and called as decoder 1 (D1). Full decoder with
TE2 in the right part of decoder registers is similar to D1. But also
additional check arrives to the input TE2 which appears in the decoder
much later than symbols of the compact group of checks connected with
TE1.
Under operation in the channel TE1 makes decisions on informational errors based on only its own group of checks. If channel noise
and code are selected correctly then after TE1 density of such errors
will be less than before such threshold and reaching TE2 these errors
will be corrected in most cases according to principles of MTD operation. Since a number of checks arriving to TE2 inputs is one more than
in TE1 then correcting possibilities of TE2 will be higher that allows
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intensifying the correction process because TE2 operates with the code
where a minimal distance d was increased in one unit in comparison
with TE1. It is important that it has been achieved without methods
of concatenation which takes redundancy from the ﬁrst code (and TE1)
that notably reduces correcting possibilities of the ﬁrst decoder.
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Fig. 3.9. Decoder for the divergent code

It is obvious that the suggested code can be the ﬁrst part of the
even longer code with a similar structure itself. Then on two such
conditional “concatenations” of encoding/decoding minimal distance d
has been already increased in 2 etc. In reality, such schemes successfully
operate, they correspond to principles of the MTD operation and main
theorem of the multithreshold decoding [4] showing satisfactory results.
Actually, the obtained scheme of decoding became much more complicated since eﬀect of the code distance (extremely valuable resource)
growth cannot be obtained so easily. The ﬁrst decoder in Fig. 3.9 allows a part of errors which it has not corrected to pass to the right to
TE2. And then these errors enter into the syndrome register from cell
n through modulo 2 adder. It means that TE1 operates at a slightly increased level of noise that worsens its characteristics. But if TE1 copes
with this increased ﬂow of errors and slightly worsens its own characteristics and TE2 helps TE1 then we can expect that they mutually cope
with such more complicated ﬂow of errors that allows continuing an
analysis of this scheme for determination of its capabilities at the high
level of noise.
Signiﬁcant peculiarity of the divergent decoding style is a gradual
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structural complication of the decoder, for example, of majority type, as
well as multiple application of this approach. In this case within construction of the code and its decoder, the already constructed structure of
the decoder is again considered as some initial decoder which is included
itself to the external scheme for divergent decoding of the higher level
in future. Eﬃcient application of the considered divergent principle of
the decoding procedure arrangement is this multiple (three-, ﬁve- and
more-multiple) gradual expansion of the code distance which is further
fully implemented, for example, by MTD. Under correct design of the
decoding procedure according to divergent principles MTD within execution of the error correction process increases reliability of decisions to
the level of optimum decoding for used codes as under usage of usual
codes.
Considered approach to arrangement of the decoding procedure obviously leads to increase of duration and complexity of the design process, research and adjustment of created decoders of such type, notable
growth of the used code length, as well as increase of decision-making
delays since a number of required decoding iterations, including under
usage of MTD, also notably grows. However, as it has been repeatedly
noted in recent literatures devoted to error-correction coding [4, 14, 15],
within increase of the channel noise level all real decoding methods require some complication of the methods themselves, procedures of their
design and, most importantly, signiﬁcant expansion of the used code
length both in block and convolutional variants of implementation.
Regarding the divergent style of decoding, its mostly important
property is that after completion of design and adjustment of the algorithm using this enough eﬃcient approach, actually in most cases the
developed method for decoding remains as simple as the original algorithm taken as a base. In particular, if MTD is accepted as a base of
the design decoder of divergent type then the resulting scheme of the
type being traditional for convolutional algorithms with a lot of threshold
elements practically always remains the same as MTD with rather clear
principles of operation that is also important for training of specialists
who will control and assists operation of such coding systems in future.
Actually the only distinction between the divergent MTD and its standard classical form is usually that threshold elements used at various
decoding iterations use diﬀerent sets of checks executing the same simple operation for change of syndrome symbols and decodable symbols on
the basis of their values for decision making. Number of such various
sets can reach 3...5 variants out of the total number of about 20 checks
that does not complicate the algorithm. Moreover, since at the ﬁrst iterations threshold element as it follows from the description of divergence
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principles, use a small part from the whole set of checks, the MTD developed according to such new principles performs even a less number
of checks summations on the general threshold element collection than if
all threshold elements use all checks. So, divergent MTD remain really
rather simple decoding systems, but as it was assumed under their development, understanding of the divergent decoding essence and proper
design of corresponding decoders have allowed creating algorithms of the
threshold type in reality which successfully operate close to the Shannon
bound, i.e. almost at maximum possible noise level.
3.3.3. Simulation results

Let’s consider the most eﬀective new results of the divergence principle application obtained for Gaussian channels. Fig. 3.10 shows dependencies of bit error rate for various decoding algorithms as a function
of the bit signal to noise ratio Eb /N0 in the Gaussian channel with using BPSK modulation and a demodulator forming 4-bit soft decisions.
Vertical C = 1/2 indicates the signal to noise ratio at which the channel
capacity C is equal to the code rate R = 1/2 of all used codes. Curve 1
reﬂects possibilities of the widely used Viterbi algorithm for convolutional code with the encoder register length K = 7. Curve 2 corresponds
to a concatenated code based on the convolutional code with K = 7 and
Reed – Solomon code. Curve 3 is mentioned for the min-sum decoder for
LDPC code of DVB-S2 standard with length 64 800 bits implemented in
the Comtech modem CDM-710. Curve 4 corresponds to MTD successfully operating under code rate R = 1/2 in the binary Gaussian channel
at Eb /N0 = 1.2 dB, i. e. at a distance of only 1 dB from the Shannon
bound. Let’s note that it is a result of implementation of the threelevel divergent scheme for self-orthogonal systematic code with minimum distance d = 21. Decoder operation requires not more than I = 160
iterations. Value of the decoding delay at convolutional coding is less
than 6 Mbit. In the case if majority-decoded code with the same code
length was constructed not taking into account ideas of the divergent
decoding, then even using methods of parallel concatenations [4] and
other code constructions it would be possible to ensure MTD operability
in the Gaussian channel at noise level more than 2.9 dB. Thus it can
be argued that OT and MTD have become a simple and technological
solution of the Shannon issue — eﬀective and simple decoding at the
maximum allowable noise level.
It is worth noting that performance of MTD decoders for symbol
codes represented in [4, 9, 16] successfully operating at probability of
independent errors in the channel p0 . 0.3 and also the decoder for erasures recovering use the same nested divergence structure as in the
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binary case that allows them providing unique performance on the basis
of the simplest MTD.
3.3.4. Concatenated encoding schemes and simulation results

After consideration of importance and eﬃciency of non-concatenated
divergent code structures, let’s analyze possibilities of traditional sequential concatenated schemes. As within creation of long-used concatenated
codes, such methods can be successfully applied in close to the Shannon
bound for any code rates and channel models with independent errors.
However, there is an important restriction on codes forming part of the
concatenated scheme for such systems which should be used close to the
channel capacity C. It is that an outer code should have a minimum
redundancy, i.e. code rate R2 . 1 since otherwise an inner code with rate
R1 will be unable to operate only because it may turn out that C < R1 .
So, it becomes obvious that the most acceptable outer codes for the
concatenated sequential scheme are parity check codes (PCC) having a
minimum redundancy but doubling the code distance of the concatenated
code since they have this distance d2 = 2. In this case, the coding gain
can be increased up to 3 dB in comparison with the case if only the inner code is used. Such approach is more important because PCC really
interact with a lot of types of inner codes very simply.
However, the most important point within concatenated codes development is that their length N is a product of lengths of two constituent
codes: N = n1 n2 . And as it was mentioned before, redundancy of the
second outer code should be small then it is obviously necessary to fulﬁll the condition n2 ≫ 1. But then length N of the whole concatenated
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code should grow in hundred times in comparison with the original code.
If we choose smaller values n2 , characteristics of coding will obligatory
move away from the Shannon bound simple because of losses due to
increase of the code rate R2 .
Simple circuit of concatenation being easy for implementation is
suggested below. For this purpose let’s ﬁrstly consider a classical twodimensional scheme of concatenation based on PCC and codes with majority decoding [4]. If decoding of the inner code is implemented on
the basis of MTD and considered that MTD decision practically coincides with the optimal one and its bit error probability is Pb (e), then
bit error probability of the whole concatenated scheme will be quite
accurately estimated by expression PKK ≈ 2n2 Pb2 (e). The most signiﬁcant fact for construction of the required concatenated scheme is that
two-dimensionality of concatenated schemes was obligatory because of
algebraic codes within incorrect decoding of which a rate of errors inside
the code block was signiﬁcant. But errors under usage of MTD more
often occur singly that is determined by a structure of used codes. Then
we can apply a one-dimensional scheme of encoding by a low-redundant
code and then the same informational ﬂow with rare insertions of parity
check bits is encoded with the inner code. Since it turns out that MTD
errors are not only single but almost independent then we can expect
that the above represented estimation PKK will be rather accurate for a
new concatenated code of length NKK2 ≈ (n1 + n1 /n2 ).
However, if inner codes for MTD decoding a concatenated code are
not too long then it is possible that inside PCC block we found a lot of
such pairs of informational bits that they are simultaneously summands
while calculation some check bits. For inner SOC with code distance d1
it leads to the fact that payment for the “short” concatenated code is that
distance of the concatenated code being equal to dKK = 2d1 −2 but not to
2d1 . This circumstance sometimes reduces a decoder error probability of
the concatenated code up to 5 times. But since an absolute value of the
decoder error probability, as it was shown above, is rather small then
such payment for decrease of the concatenated code length in 2 orders
is rather applicable.
Taking into account above mentioned peculiarities of concatenation,
the concatenated scheme has been developed showing its high eﬃciency
close to the Shannon bound. SOC with R1 = 1/2 and d1 = 15 was chosen
as an inner code which was decoded sub-optimally at Eb /N0 > 1.5 dB as
curve 5 in Fig. 3.10 shows. Number of decoding iterations is 80 and
total decision delay is less than one million informational bits that is
a very good result for such heavy operational conditions and according
to these parameters. Volume of statistics for three right points on the
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diagram exceeded 5 · 10 bits and all errors were uncorrectable under
optimal decoding.
Concatenated code using PCC with (n2 , k2 , d2 ) = (192, 191, 2) has
been constructed according to above described rules of the “short” code
formation and it had a code distance dKK = 28. According to [4], MTD
ﬁrstly operates in the concatenated code and reduces an error probability
up to the optimum level as in the ﬁrst code. Five decoding iterations
were added to the concatenated code. Decoding delay was less than
1 Mbit. Latest 20 decoding iterations were arranged taking into account
presence of PCC. At the same time, after completion of receipt of regular
192 bits of the outer code after successful parity check the decoder
passed to following symbols decoding and if the check failed, the least
reliable bit of the outer code was changed if it was single. The eﬃciency
of the concatenated code is represented by curve 6 in Fig. 3.10. Volume
of statistics at Pb (e) < 10−6 is more than 2 · 108 bits and all errors of
the decoder corresponded to errors of optimal decoding. As it should be
from description of the present scheme, the absolute majority of errors in
concatenated code was double locating at a distance less than n2 , and a
small rate of errors turned out to be single. Presence of only two types
of errors testiﬁes that even concatenated code is decoded with MTD
practically optimally. Losses of energy due to presence of the outer PCC
are about 0.02 dB. It allows stating about correct arrangement of the
eﬀective decoding close to the Shannon bound.
In conclusion, let’s note that success of the concatenation task solution at a low Eb /N0 on the basis of rather diﬃcult example allows evaluating a possibility of concatenation based on MTD shown in Fig. 3.10 by
curve 4 which eﬀectively operated at Eb /N0 = 1.2 dB that is an excellent
result. Our estimate shows this concatenated MTD would provide BER
signiﬁcantly lower than 10−9 . More accurate estimation for this code
can be obtained using software [17] or hardware [9] prototype which
is easily created based on experience of the successful design of MTD
using FPGA Altera. It is possible that real experiment would provide
BER about 10−11 .
Finally, let’s mention that suggested methods for concatenation of
symbol codes and codes for erasure recovering, as in the case of binary
codes correcting errors, are easily implemented on the basis of MTD
and they increase reliability of decoding by the simplest means in many
decimal orders.
3.3.5. Conclusion

The present paper has represented the suggested divergence principle used under construction and decoding convolutional codes in the
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framework of the Optimization Theory and also application of constructed
codes in concatenated code constructions has been discussed. The paper
has shown that codes and decoders developed on the basis of this principle are capable to ensure error probability about 10−6 and signiﬁcantly
less at signal-to-noise ratio 1.2 dB over the Gaussian channel with using
the Binary Phase Shift Keying. Moreover, computational complexity of
the decoder becomes in ten times less than complexity of other methods
for error correction which can provide similar BER performance.
Acknowledgment. The research is carried out due to the support of
the Ryazan State Radio Engineering University and Russian Foundation
of Basic Research. Large volume of additional information on MTD can
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3.4. Outstanding achievements in applied Optimization Theory
In 2015, 25 years have passed since the defense of the thesis [1],
in which, for very simple by today’s standards codes many basic results
have been proved. They were later systematized and presented in full in
the Optimization Theory of noise proof coding [2–6, 10–13, 16–21]. It
was created on the basis of the majoritarian decoding ideas [8]. Optimization Theory (OT) has created new technologies of iterative errorscorrecting decoding, its basic methods were patented in 1972 [25]. Now
just OT and only its paradigms determine almost all the improvements
in decoding characteristics for classical channel models.
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Currently, all the main stages of the creation, research and design
of multithreshold decoders (MTD) are carried out on the basis of special powerful optimization procedures, the eﬃciency and complexity of
which are growing rapidly. At the same time, the complexity of the
MTD methods themselves, developed on the OT basis, remains minimal, growing only linearly with the code length. But the eﬃciency of
decoding on the MTD basis turns out to coincide with the capabilities
of exhaustive search, which ones are the best possible methods even for
large levels of distortions in the communication channel. Let us also note
that in modern complex scientiﬁc researches it is impossible to overestimate the importance of optimization theories as such. For a long time,
for example, it is stated a well-known truth that the role of optimization
theories in mathematics is just as great as the role of mathematics in
the sciences in general [27].
Due to the use of OT with the increase in the number of errorcorrecting iterations and the appearance codes with less degree of susceptibility to error propagation (EP), MTD capabilities grow substantially under maintaining the very small complexity of the algorithm
itself. By now, the characteristics of multithreshold decoders have become much better than all other algorithms in comparison with other
methods for all the parameters of systems that are practically interesting
for communication technology [2–6]. Below we ﬁrst consider the possibilities of MTD corresponding to the main code clusters (typical sets of
code parameters and channel models) [10–13, 22–26, 28–36], and then
a discussion of the presented results will take place.
3.4.1. Gaussian channels

Let us consider the characteristics of basic decoding algorithms
operating in a Gaussian channel at the code rate R = 1/2 (Fig. 3.11). In
the given case, the dependencies of the bit error rate Pb (e) for diﬀerent
decoding algorithms are traditionally shown in terms of dependencies
of ratio Eb /N0 , i. e., the level of the bit relative energy of a channel to
the spectral density of noise power. The vertical line C = 1/2 designates
the noise level at which channel capacity C is equal to the code rate:
C = R = 1/2. Dashed line P0 shows error probabilities in the analyzed
channel. Border AT indicates the limiting best up-to-date possibilities of
turbo codes. Curve VA:K7 illustrates the possibilities of the widespread
Viterbi algorithm (VA) for short convolutional codes with the constraint
length K = 7. Graph CC:VA*RS corresponds to the concatenated scheme
based on this VA and Reed – Solomon (RS) code [9, 38].
The min-sum decoder of the DVB-S2 low-density parity-check
(LDPC) code, the length of which is 64 800 bits, is characterized
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Fig. 3.11. Characteristics of the basic decoding algorithms in the channel with
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the code rate R = 1/2

by curve LDPC, implemented in the Scientiﬁc Research Institute Radio [46]. Graph TR deﬁnes the real potential of the decoder of
CDMA2000 turbo codes with a length n = 3060 bits.
MTD algorithm in the convolutional implementation in the binary
Gaussian channel with 4-bit signal quantization in the demodulator is
shown in Fig. 3.11 on the MTD1 graph. At the present time, it is almost
as optimal as the exhaustive search algorithms and it decodes long codes
at a very low relative power of the Gaussian channel Eb /N0 = 1.2 dB, that
is more then its throughput C only at 1 dB [3–4, 28]. Thus, MTD1 operates at such a noise level, when the transmitter power is only at ∼ 26%,
that is, only at quarter higher than its level for C = 1/2. The decoder
requires no more than I = 192 iterations. The decoding delay for the
constructed code with a small EP and with a code distance d = 21 is
less than 8 Mbits code symbols. The amount of collected statistics for
all points of this graph exceeds 2.3 · 109 bits. Further, with an insignificant noise level reduction to Eb /N0 = 1.5 dB, only I = 90 iterations are
needed for the MTD and the delay of the convolutional decoder solution
is about 1 Mbit, as shown by the MTD2 graph. And at Eb /N0 = 1.8 dB
an ordinary MTD decoder with 40 iterations appears at the delay of only
three times more than the incomparably more complex sequential concatenated scheme of the Viterbi algorithm (VA) with the Reed – Solomon
(RS) code decoder. We should remember that this concatenated scheme
also has a lower code rate R by ∼ 0.6 dB (by 12.5%) than the considered
MTD algorithms that further demonstrates the advantages of algorithms
created in accordance with OT.
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A detailed comparison of MTD decoders and other basic algorithms
for Gaussian channels, which are relatively successfully developed by
coding researchers in our country and abroad, shows that no algorithms such as LDPC have even approached the MTD characteristics at
Eb /N0 ∼ 1.2 dB for the last decade, no turbo or any other. Their actual
characteristics over the past decade have not overcome yet the conventional energy boundary Eb /N0 ∼ 1.5 dB, even with concatenated schemes,
that at such proximity to Shannon’s boundary is a huge diﬀerence compared to the ﬁrst MTD curve. At present, there is no indication that this
boundary will be overcome at a reasonable level of decoding complexity.
We only note here that the structure of any encoding schemes based on
convolutional MTD decoders in the case of hardware implementation is
always much simpler than other methods both on the transmitting and,
especially, on the receiving side.
Further, MTD algorithms can be implemented in hardware so that
they become as a single-step devices with the instantaneous decision.
And this leads to the fact that, like all the algorithms, MTD decoders
create a delay of its decision, but do not reduce absolutely the speed of
any device they work in. As a result, we see that the above-described
MTD algorithm implementation provides any arbitrarily high performance in the equipment, which is fundamentally impossible for other
methods. It happens according to [16, 21, 28] as if the code sequence
simply enters the decoder and without any processing with the same
extremely high speed of the usual data shift in the chip with which it
was introduced into the decoder exits from it, but already almost without
errors in the information part of the received message. This is because
the structure of connections between cells in the hardware MTD decoder
is much simpler than for other algorithms. It consists of more than 99%
the simplest memory of the shift registers, which further simpliﬁes its
creation and debugging [38]. This property of convolutional MTD can
be called the maximum hardware theoretical speed performance. Therefore, other algorithms of correction even in principle can not reach speed
comparable to the MTD decoders. But at the same time MTD decoders,
as it was mentioned above, still operate at such noise level, when all
other methods are not working. And since this area is already very
close to the capacity of the AWGN channels, the diﬀerence with other
methods, which amounts to several tenths decibel, seems to be principled and in fact very signiﬁcant, insuperable, deﬁning prospects of MTD
algorithms development in the future. Finally, we note that the absolute
diﬀerence in the number of iterations turns out to be in favor of the
MTD in situations, when other algorithms still work. It is also very
signiﬁcant. Moreover, the complexity of each MTD decoder’s iteration,
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when only small integers are summed up, is also much smaller. And
in the case of software implementation of MTD methods by storing the
calculated sums on a threshold element (TE), each iteration generally
turns into a simple check of these sums value that usually requires no
more than 1–2 comparison operations [2–4]. The listed above combination of MTD algorithms advantages in binary channels with AWGN
before other methods is so signiﬁcant, that MTD decoders as a product
of OT to date have become an absolute leaders in the world competition
of applied achievements in one of the main clusters of coding systems development both in terms of complexity parameters, speed and noiseproof
together, and on all of them separately.
The indicated ratio of implementation complexity and eﬀectiveness
between diﬀerent decoders is fully conﬁrmed by the results of software
modeling of various decoders represented on our unique bilingual portals [29], which completely correspond to all the considered property
relations between algorithms. In particular, for example, the MTD algorithm in demo version with a very high noise level corrects all errors
to an exhaustive search level (as for OD) in just 10 iterations on a PC
with a Core-i7 processor at a clock speed of ∼ 3 GHz with speed of
more than 16 Mbps! And now there is no way for any other error correction algorithms that would be able to approach by the simplicity of
implementation, speed and energy eﬃciency to the MTD’s capabilities.
3.4.2. Symbolic codes

Highly valuable for OT, coding theory and various applied digital
systems of data transmission, processing, storage and recovery was the
symbolic codes discovery in 1984, now full studied by our scientiﬁc
school [1–4, 6, 12, 14–15, 18, 21, 22, 38–40, 47]. The symbolic multithreshold decoding (qMTD) implementation is also extremely simple, as
in the case of their binary analogs.
Strictly speaking, J. Massey dealt with these codes belonging to the
class of majoritarian decoded non-binary codes and proved theorems 1–
4 concerning them in [8]. However, he very negatively estimated the
potential of these codes in Sections 1.2, 6.2, 6.5, 6.6 and 8.2 of his book
and has never returned to this subject. Nowadays, there are no any
informative studies into the majoritarian decoding of non-binary codes
and, especially, publications devoted to the iterative algorithms for these
codes.
Let us consider the capabilities of non-binary codes. The Reed –
Solomon code (RS) decoder and qMTD characteristics obtained at the
code rate R = 1/2 are presented in Fig. 3.12. The horizontal axis incorporates the symbol error rate in the channel calculated for diﬀerent
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16

alphabet sizes q (q = 2 = 256 and 2 = 65 536) and, for convenience, the
Eb /N0 ratio that is valid only at q = 256 and R = 1/2. The decoder symbol
error rate Pd (e) are plotted on the vertical axis for all values of q. The
plot P0 shows the error probability in the q-ary non-binary symmetric
channel (qSC).
Curve RS 28 characterizes the possibilities of the algebraic decoders
for RS code with (n, k, d) parameters (255, 128, 128), where the size
of the symbol corresponds to one byte. Next dashed curve RS-Su 28
corresponds to the lower estimate of the complex decoder capabilities for
the same code, proposed by Sudan [37]. The graph qMTD 216 refers to
the RS code of length 65 536, which for a long time will be considered
as very diﬃcult to implement.
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Fig. 3.12. The main basic decoding algorithms characteristics in q-ary
symmetric channel at the code rate R = 1/2

By now, all the basic estimates of the decoding characteristics have
been obtained for the symbolic codes and their general theory has been
worked out in detail for both block and convolutional codes. They can
completely replace Reed – Solomon (RS) codes in all possible applications, since they have already winned at them and other potential competitors all contests for reliability and speed [12, 38–40]. The reason for
this advantage is the ability to select any length of these symbolic codes,
which is completely independent of the alphabet of the selected code q.
And, most importantly, symbolic codes, like binary ones, also provide
really optimal decoding (equivalent to exhaustive searching!) when using the simplest majority methods even at a suﬃciently high noise level.
This was possible due to a very accurate and successful modiﬁcation
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of non-binary threshold element (TE) in comparison with binary [3–6,
12, 18, 19, 22, 28, 29, 38–40, 47]. In this case the complexity of the
symbolic MTD (qMTD), as in the binary case, is theoretically minimal,
linear with the length of the code.
The usefulness of symbolic codes becomes especially important and
impressively signiﬁcant if we recall that for non-binary codes it is absolutely impossible to create any workable Viterbi algorithm (VA), whose
complexity in most cases will be about ∼ qK order, where q is the size
of the alphabet, K is the length of the code expressed in symbols. For
example, for a code with R = 1/2 already at q & 32 and K > 7, the number
of controlled ways in such VA will exceed a billion, and its eﬀectiveness
will be weaker than even for the Reed – Solomon (RS) code.
Let us remember also that for 50 years of non-binary RS codes
development, which ones had a very wide ﬁeld of applications, nothing
really more eﬀective for non-binary alphabets was invented after them.
But really used RS codes for concatenated circuits, optical disks and
other systems are short codes and therefore ineﬀective. Sudan’s methods [37, 47], which allow to reduce the error probability in RS codes,
in comparison with standard algorithms, also did not solve the problem
of these codes low eﬃciency, even at the expense of very signiﬁcant
complication of the error correction process.
On the other hand, a large number of publications, dissertations,
including doctoral ones, as well as demos for symbolic MTDs show that
long symbolic codes with the simplest implementation and speed up to
tens of Mbit/s work eﬃciently with channel error probabilities that are
multiples of the permissible probabilities for RS codes [1–4, 6, 14, 15,
28, 29].
As the most important currently applied result, which has a serious
ideological support from the OT, can be called the recent achievement
of symbolic MTD with a code rate R = 1/2 of particularly high noise
immunity even in the qSC with an error probability of p0 = 0.3, as is
shown in Fig. 3.12 as a graph QMTDconv 216 [47, 50]. This noise level
is unattainable at R = 1/2 even for RS codes in the GF ﬁeld (216 ), it
is extremely diﬃcult to realize the decoder, and because of the low
decoding characteristics it is useless. It can also be pointed out in
this connection that the speed of symbolic MTDs work is really very
high, and thanks to an extremely simple idea of their implementation
they can actually reach very high values of throughput and truth [12,
14, 15, 18, 21, 22]. The QMTD 28 graph for a symbolic code of 8000
bytes in length with q = 256 is more eﬃcient than a short RS code
with a Sudan decoder [37]. The complexity of the software version of
QMTD 28 (for the same processor) is determined by the decoding speed
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equal to ∼ 300 Ks/s (Ks — Kilosymbols), that, of course, is huge. Less
than 1 hour it is real to collect statistics on more than a billion decoded
characters, that can be up to ∼ 2 · 1010 bits. Readers also can take a
qMTD demo for a slightly redundant symbolic code for R = 0.95 with
a simple instruction on setting parameters and usage [29]. It runs on
the same Core-i7 processor with a very high noise level for this R value
at a speed ∼ 40 Mbit/s. Our experiment for another MTD with more
large iteration number I ∼ 185 allowed us to achieve good decoding for
p0 ∼ 0.325.
Symbolic MTD for many years ahead fully solved all the problems
of the digital world in the transmission and, especially, the storage and
recovery of digital data in any information system for the code rate range
R = 0.2...0.98. It is clear that qMTD provides the best decoding results
only for symbolic codes with satisfactory relatively EP properties.
3.4.3. Erasure channels

Let’s address to one more important area of the coding theory that
creates and studies decoders for channels with erasures. However, before
the application of OT methods and MTD algorithms to it, the results for
these channels were extremely low for all methods [1, 2, 4, 8, 30, 31,
47]. The main reason for this was, of course, much more attention
of specialists to channels with errors. Actually, that’s why studies of
decoders for erasure channels were in the shadows, and their characteristics are very far from the limits of these algorithms eﬀective operation
allowed by the theory.
We shall conﬁne ourselves only to a brief examination of the MTD
characteristics, shown in Fig. 3.13. From the latest results in this area
it follows that for the restoration of erasures by MTD [1–4, 30, 53, 54]
at R = 1/2, a convolutional code with a minimum code distance d > 21
is necessary and especially a small grouping of its incorrect decisions in
decoding is required, i. e. minimal exposure to the EP eﬀect. The corresponding MTD algorithm with this code, represented by the MTD05
graph, successfully restores the erased (any q = 2...232 !) symbols with
the probability of independent erasures Pes = 0.48 in the channel to the
probability level of the remaining unrestored symbols Ps (s) ∼ 3 · 10−7 .
Thus, in a channel with a capacity of C = 0.52 MTD algorithm successfully operates at R/C ∼ 0.961, that is an absolutely unique achievement
for erasures recovery procedures without any concatenating. At the same
time, the speed of the corresponding MTD demo program at I = 90 iterations of correction was 95 Ks/s. Other quick methods for recovering
erasures at R = 1/2 for such levels of distortion at the input of the decoder are unknown. The MTD45 graph corresponds to the convolutional
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code with R = 4/5, which MTD at Pes 6 0.19 decoded successfully at
R/C ≈ 0.988 [47]. This result is also extremely diﬃcult to repeat with
any other algorithms for correcting erasures with the same complexity.
MTD05-s and MTD45-s graphs for much more simpler algorithms of
this type also correspond to that area of symbol distortion in the channel, where decoders for RS codes are completely inoperable [47, 53]. Our
recent very interesting successful experiments with MTD for Pes = 0.49
as it is shown at Fig. 3.13 also for I = 196 iterations. The main conclusion in this section is that in the erasing channels MTD algorithms also
have no equal in simplicity of implementation and decoding eﬃciency.
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Fig. 3.13. Characteristics of MTD and RS code decoders in erasure channels
3.4.4. Special OT applications

We note brieﬂy other OT results, which are the most important for
coding theory and its applications.
First, these are wide researches of various high-rate MTD algorithms at R ∼ 0.8 and higher. All the MTD properties and their relationship with the capabilities of other algorithms are preserved in this code
rates area [1–4, 13–15, 22, 28, 38–40] also.
For example, in [3–5, 35, 36] high-speed MTD decoding methods
at R = 4/5 for optical channels in the Gaussian channel model, obtained
by our scientiﬁc school and foreign authors (we helped them), are considered. The results of Russian researchers were signiﬁcantly better
in terms of energetic eﬃciency and simplicity of MTD algorithms implementation. Taking into account the maximum possible theoretically
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MTD decoding speed, our methods have signiﬁcant advantages also.
The application of MTD decoding methods is especially useful in
the transmission and storage of very large data sets, including on-board
satellites of Earth remote sensing (ERS) systems. The probability of
time-related distortions in such memory systems can be very high, and
the necessary transmitting rate of these data from the orbit is often also
very high, that leads to the necessity of using only MTD algorithms
here also. The working model of a simple MTD decoder at the FPGA
Altera for a satellite channel for a speed of more than 1 Gbit/s, created
in the SRI RAS, is shown in Fig. 3.14. Such characteristics of high-speed
decoding for other algorithms, apparently, will still be unattainable for a
very long time.

Fig. 3.14. Actual MTD model at FPGA Altera for Gaussian channel with
informational speed 1 Gb/s. The multithreshold decoder (MDT) for satellite
and space channels raises eﬃciency of their usage in 3–10 times, including
channels up to 1 Gb/s

Further, we can point out the very small complexity of implementing MTD algorithms in the BSC type channel, taking into account that
the MTD research started many years ago just with that channel [51].
As an important example of the high MTD eﬃciency in this area, we
would underline the most important fundamental and at the same time
the most complicated technical problem of decoding for ﬂash memory.
The speciﬁcity of this problem is that the probability of error per bit
for such systems should be no worse than Pb (e) ∼ 10−15 , and soon the
requirements for the reliability of the decisions of the corresponding
decoders will be further strengthened. In the original arrays of such
memory the probability of unreliable symbol storage may be pe ∼ 10−3
and even much higher. The technical solutions found by the specialists
of our scientiﬁc school on the basis of MTD algorithms made it possible
to solve this problem quite simply [4, 21, 32, 47]. At the same time, the
code with MTD decoding at R = 3/4 was used, that is guaranteed to pro-
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vide the required conﬁdence levels even for the probability of unreliable
storage pe ∼ 10−2 . Such a simple and at the same time eﬀective results
for ultra-reliable decoding in conditions of usage non-reliable memory
are unknown in works of other developers.
Further easy strong improvements in reliability of similar systems
may be done with concatenated coding methods, which are specially
simple with MTD decoders [1–4, 38].
3.4.5. The achievements of classic theory

We shall conﬁne ourselves to a brief discussion of those most important theoretical, mathematical and technological resources that form
space, the totality of knowledge, concepts and methods of solving problems, usually called paradigms of this or that branches of science, in our
case — coding theory.
Let us ﬁrst note the main paradigms (results, methods and technologies) of the classical coding theory, which has been associated with
algebraic theory for a long time. Of course, it had a much wider ﬁeld
of development. However, even after the appearance of the Viterbi algorithm (VA) the main directions of the classical theory movement included the development of algebraic decoding methods (in discrete ﬁelds)
as the most important means for theoretical results achievements. But
although the classes of new codes have been multiplied, and the decoders
have gradually become simpler, a long time correction of errors beyond
half of the code distance d was an unsolvable task for algebraic codes.
And distance d for all such codes is relatively little for long values n. So
an error correction become more weak for large n. Therefore, the best
scientiﬁc result of classic theory, widely used in the decoding technique,
has been the concatenated VA scheme with RS codes. They are known
for 40 years already. And that is all!
Good examples of the heuristic approach, grew out of the classical
theory, have become turbo and LDPC codes in recent decades, which
have allowed us to get a little closer to the channel capacity C. However, with the beginning of the new millennium, this movement actually
stopped, although the capabilities of the element base and theory increased. That is why these methods are unnecessarily complicated and,
for example, many questions of their application for convolutional codes
and for very large speeds are still unresolved. Therefore, the search for
new methods within the framework of algebraic theory continues.
But all these decoders do not count distance between received vector
and the current decisions. It is strong reason to consider that just these
circumstances restricts possibilities of similar decoders.
One of the intermediate results of these tries to rescue classic theory
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was the polar codes, which a large number of code specialists immediately appealed in [45]. But until now the real results of the development
of such decoders are very vague, and sometimes very strange. An analysis of this trend on the available issued works was made by us in [7].
More meaningful data on these codes, if they would appear, will make
more accurate forecasts for their prospects. In the meantime, very weak
results for polar codes are compensated by list decoding and creating extremely complex concatenated schemes for these codes, that completely
excludes them from the promising algorithms group for a current moment.
It would be nice to remind, that analogous approaches to “switching interest” were used earlier by specialists in algebraic methods and
sequential algorithms, the possibilities of which were even theoretically
very far from the Shannon’s boundary. However, it was not possible to
improve these methods signiﬁcantly. The very interesting direction of
the 1980s [41] did not receive a good impulse for its development. Perhaps it was due to the fact that this direction was more or less oriented
at the algebraic codes with weak characteristics. Perhaps the last single
successful result of the algebraic theory — is Sudan algorithms [37],
which slightly improved the decoding eﬃciency of RS codes and served
the development of discrete mathematics. Unfortunately, these methods
have also proved to be very complex, and their actual decoding eﬃciency
has increased insigniﬁcantly. By these approaches the real progress of
the classical theory for last 50 years is exhausted, although the comment
proposed here should be much more detailed, of course.
3.4.6. Resources of the Optimization Theory

We should determine the most important Optimization Theory (OT)
paradigms, which allow us to obtain fundamentally new results for practically all groups of code clusters now, some of its main types we considered above.
OT began about 45 years ago with the advent of special iterative
decoding method based on the majoritarian procedures [25, 26] and the
Main Theorem for Multithreshold Decoding (MTMTD), its philosophical
goal-setting role could not be overstated [1–6]. This method allowed in
binary symmetric channels (BSC), when using both block and convolutional codes, to correct immediately the number of errors in a few times
more than half of the code distance [2–4]. At the same time, that was
absolutely unexpected for the specialists, the MTMTD guaranteed with
each change of the decoded symbols a strict convergence to the optimal decision, which is usually achieved only by exhaustive methods, and
such well-known example — is VA for convolutional codes. A further
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OT development was the expansion of the MTD’s capabilities to all other
classic channels with independent distortions.
The second fundamental result of OT was the comprehensive development of error propagation (EP) eﬀect theory, without which the
MTMTD signiﬁcance would be very limited. And the joint synergetic
eﬀect of these two fundamental theoretical results on the MTD eﬃciency turned out to be so huge that, with the MTD complexity linear
with the code length, it was immediately possible to correct practically
all errors in block and convolutional codes of length n = 104 ...105 bits
and more. Let us to remind that the actual length of the code for the
exhaustive searching VA, even in the future, probably will not be more
than ∼ 30 bits, that determines all the MTD advantages, which remained
an algorithm with theoretically minimal complexity.
Further OT progress was supported by the creation of several software generations for the development and research of various MTD decoders and search tools for codes with a small EP level, that gradually
brought the level of practically optimal decoding on the MTD basis with
minimal complexity near the Shannon’s boundary.
The following methods of the MTD characteristics for all channels
improving were discovered by us even in 1986 parallel concatenating
methods and techniques for improving the thresholds values assignment,
weights of checks, code selection, and methods for accelerated calculation of sums at the threshold elements [2–4]. A special inﬂuence on the
OT ideology was the allocation to the special group of decoders with
direct metric control (DDMC) of the MTD and AV methods, that measure the exact distance to the received message, which now allows these
algorithms to work successfully at high noise levels. Other methods
with such important properties are unknown.
In order to preserve the MTD algorithms implementation simplicity,
we also revised the concatenation principles known to us and found very
simple solutions that, without complicating these decoders, signiﬁcantly
improve the eﬃciency of concatenated schemes [1–5, 14, 15]. But this
topic deserves separate publications.
The fundamental value that decisively changes the relationship between the properties of eﬃciency and complexity between diﬀerent algorithms has been discovered by our scientiﬁc school the block VA (BVA)
with the complexity, as in the case of convolutional codes of the order
2K (K is the code length). Until recently our theorists were supposed,
that such methods complexity had the order of complexity more closed
to 22K [48]. BVA also belongs to the DDMC group, which greatly reduces the potential prospects of polar codes, Chase methods and other
algorithms for block codes in both Gaussian channels and BSC [17, 43,
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44, 52]. It is obvious, that the huge amount of problems of block codes
successful decoding can be solved by simple concatenated schemes using
BVA and MTD.
Even greater scope in the decoding methods development based
on OT was opened after the exact formulation of divergent decoding
principles [24, 29, 42, 49, 50]. This approach clearly deﬁned a separate
simple non-concatenated class methods to increase the code distance
of the codes used, which have additionally improved the performance
characteristics of the OT algorithms in the vicinity to channel capacity C.
They were also used in the MTD algorithms shown in Fig. 3.11–3.13,
that has improved greatly the MTD performance at extremely high noise
levels. It is very important that they can use several diﬀerent methods
of error correction at the same time.
OT is successfully used by the world scientiﬁc and technical
community.
Our largest websites on OT and MTD algorithms,
www.mtdbest.ru and www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru, are visited by 100 000 readers from more than 90 countries a year to read and download the information on theory and technology of our scientiﬁc school [50]. Such an
attention of the world science to the Russian scientiﬁc school development is unique and tells about the serious achievements of our coding
theory.
The considered methods, properties and capabilities of codes and algorithms within the OT framework, as it can be seen from their description, all without exception allowing improve decoding characteristics by
the simplest methods, form a very powerful perspective space for the decoding methods development. These new paradigms have already made
it possible to create methods for diﬀerent code clusters that eﬃciently
work directly near the Shannon’s boundary. The development of all these
methods is quickly transferred to new code structures.
The experience of communication between our scientiﬁc school and
colleagues allowed us to look at OT from another point of view. Most
of them rightly indicate that all modiﬁcations of the MTD and our various versions of VA can be identiﬁed as a new special way of thinking
and as a separate completely unexpected discovery of a new the entire
theory of coding. But to the same extent, such discoveries should be
attributed to the same extent: MTMTD, EP theory, symbolic codes,
parallel concatenation, as well as block VA and divergent coding, the
all-round development of which will make it possible in the very near
future to simplify else more the decoding algorithms and ensure their
eﬃciency in new code schemes.
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3.4.7. Conclusion

In this chapter our scientiﬁc school presents an achievement for
the main channel types of the nearest area of the Shannon boundary on
the basis of fairly simple algorithms. As in physics, where the speed
of light is unachievable for material bodies to achieve, and so is the
distance (never an achievement!) workspace of the MTD algorithms to
the channel capacity discussed above, which follows from the graphs in
Fig. 3.11–3.13, is especially clear the evidence of absolute success and
perspectiveness of created OT. And the huge advantage of these methods
in eﬃciency and at the same time in complexity of implementation before
other error correcting algorithms allows us to state that the problem set
up by Shannon 70 years ago is solved at a quite acceptable technological
level, which is conﬁrmed by a large number of patents on OT and MTD
algorithms, partially presented in this article [16–21, 25, 28, 54].
The importance, success and prospects of OT can only be compared
with the advent of quantum mechanics at the very beginning of the
last century. But then physics as a science did not mean so much in
people’s lives. Nevertheless, the results of Planck, Schrodinger and a
whole galaxy of other great physicists were highly appreciated by the
scientiﬁc community and they deservedly became Nobel laureates.
Our scientiﬁc school has achieved actually greater results as well,
since we solved the most important and extremely complex problem
of simple achievement high reliability of digital streams during the explosive development of our information digital civilization, creating all
the possibilities for applying our simple and understandable methods of
coding in digital technology and in the science of the future.
Thus, the data presented in the article testify to the successful solution of the main scientiﬁc and technological problem of our entire digital
information civilization — the creation of extensive classes of simple
methods for achieving arbitrarily high reliability of transmission, storage and retrieval of digital information. Solving this complex problem
allows you to switch the eﬀorts of engineers and scientists to solve new
important problems of our digital world.
Our thanks.OT researches have been supported over the past 50
years by: MIPT, IITP RAS, Sozvezdiye Concern, Cybernetics Council
of the USSR Academy of Sciences, ONIT RAS, RSREU, Radio Research
Institute, MRIT, SRI RAS. MTD methods were tested by URT, Lavochkin Association, as well as a number of organizations and enterprises
in the communications industry. The value of ﬁnancial support for the
MTD methods development from the RAS, RSREU, RFBR and other
sources was also exceptionally high (RFBR grants 18-07-00525, 18-47-
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62000, 14-07-00859, 08-07-00078, 05-07-00024). We believe that the
number of our followers and supporters will continue to grow, as before,
and new areas of research and development using the paradigms of our
“quantum mechanics” in coding, that is, OT, MTD technologies and new
types of VA decoding will expand rapidly.
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3.5. Summary
The results of the latest developments presented in this chapter and
studies of MTD decoding algorithms for various channels with independent distortions (errors and erasures), as well as for a number of special
tasks, ﬁrst of all, ﬂash decoders memory, symbolic codes and ultra-fast
most theoretically fast hardware solutions show that the theory and decoding technology based on the OT in a high noise environment came
out to the practically maximum possible level of reliability, performance
and adaptability, corresponding to the complete successful solution of
the problem posed 70 years ago by C. Shannon: fast eﬃcient decoding
at R - C based on a simple implementation the global optimization of
functional in the discrete spaces.
all the presented methods are characterized by the achievement of
optimal (best, equivalent to total searching methods!) levels of noise immunity of the long codes used, but with the minimum possible complexity of the algorithms, i. e. when the volume of the decoder computation
grows linearly with the length of the codes used.
We must always understand that MTD provide best reliability only
with codes, that were constructed on the base of EP theory results.
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The current situation makes it quite natural conclusion on the completion of the leadership of classical algebraic error-correcting coding
theory in all its applied aspects and about the beginning a new era
of Optimization Theory (OT) with fundamentally new and very broad
prospects for development.
High rate of development of new simple and high-performance the
decoding algorithms based on OT and its paradigms ensures, as we
believe, the emergence of new scientiﬁc and technological achievements
on the codes and decoders research basis that implement algorithms
searching for a global optimum of functional.
In the next chapter we shall consider those main promising technologies to improve the quality of decoding algorithms that should be
attributed to the classical, as well as a number of very useful paradigms
of the new “quantum mechanics” in the ﬁeld of information theory, which
is the overall intellectual OT space.

Chapter 4
Technologies of information theory for OT
Below we will highlight some important methods, techniques and
coding theory technologies that can be eﬀectively used in researches
in the ﬁeld, which now belongs to the Optimization Theory of noiseresistant coding, as a problem of searching for the global extremum of
the functional (SGEF).
We ﬁnd it quite surprising that for many years in many aspects of
the development of applied theory and the microelement base, network
technologies and digital services, pre-established processing methods,
including decoders for diﬀerent codes, in fact, did not change and did not
develop together with the new conditions of research and application, but
conceded their place for completely new developments. In this regard, we
recall the modern capabilities of those coding theory methods, which are
well known. Then we will discuss their features in the new conditions
for the development of algorithms based on OT. Perhaps, readers for all
the issues discussed below can found a suﬃcient number of articles and
books that can conﬁrm or refute our point of view on various topics
discussed below. Therefore, a small number of references to current
and past publications should not be regarded as a lack of awareness
specialists of our school in the coding theory.
4.1. The MTD use in a classic concatenated schemes
The appearance of concatenated codes opened a new chapter in the
development of coding techniques [26]. These codes accelerated the
introduction of the coding theory results in communication technology
and provided a wide scope for new research [3–5, 19, 27, 38, 40, 52].
We remind you that after the third “autonomous” chapter in the aspect
of references, we reverted to the general list of references in the end of
the book.
We describe brieﬂy the advantage of concatenation. Let’s suppose
that at conditional complexity N0 , expressed in some units, for code C0
with parameters (n0 , k0 , d0 ) some chosen algorithm of decoding D0 provides at a given code rate R0 = k0 /n0 decoding error probability determined by the conditional curve 1 in Fig. 4.1.
We will replace the code C0 with some code C1 of the same class
with parameters (n1 , k1 , d1 ), code rate R1 > R0 and algorithm D1 . Next,
you will add another code C2 with rate R2 and the parameters (n2 , k2 , d2 ),
so R1 R2 = R0 . So we have replaced the one-step encoding procedure by
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two independent sequential procedures, and the total code rate R0 will
remain unchanged.
Coding procedure two codes C1 and C2 begins with the usual information encoding external code C2 , leading to increase the total resulting
number of code characters by 1/R2 times compared to the original data.
Next, the entire new data ﬂow provided as the information sequence
is sent not in the channel, but in the internal code encoder C1 , which
leads to even greater message redundancy compared to the ﬁrst stage
of encoding. Only after they performed this procedure a message will
be sent to the channel. Decoders work consistently on the receiving
end the inner code C1 , and then the outer code C2 . This is the scheme
of sequential concatenation. Currently, experts oﬀer and analyze many
diﬀerent types of similar code designs.
To the C1 code, which when properly designed system you can take
a signiﬁcantly shorter procedure decoding D1 of the same class as D0 ,
with its conditional complexity N1 < N0 .
Then the resulting probability of error Pb (e) due to the conditions
R1 > R0 and a choice of more simple code and decoder will match curve 2
in Fig. 4.1. Next, using the information symbols of code C1 the decoding
procedure for C2 code with a complexity of N2 , they can get the resulting
probability of a decoding error represented by curve 3. With some noise,
this curve will be below curve 1 and, importantly, the total decoding
complexity of N1 + N2 at the same time, turns out to be much smaller
than N0 . Thus, the concatenated scheme really provide the best decoding
at lower cost.
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Fig. 4.1. Illustration of concatenated schemes advantages before conventional
algorithms: 1 — R0 ; 2 — R1 > R0 ; 3 — R0 = R1 R2
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It should be borne in mind that there are some narrow areas of
the input values of the probability p0 of BSC in the large channel noise
domain, where, as seen in Fig. 4.1, C0 source code can be more eﬀective
than concatenated one. But that can be the case when there is a high
probability of error in the channel, when the application of coding in
general ineﬀectively.
If both C1 and C2 are binary, the resulting encoding scheme is often
called iterative, and if C2 is non-binary, for example, the RS code PC, in
fact, is a concatenated code with parameters n0 = n1 n2 and d0 = d1 d2 . But
the term “concatenated” is often also used to describe iterative schemes.
We further note that the inner code C1 must satisfy the more simple
requirements on the decoding error probability than it was required from
the C0 code. The diﬀerence between the required code correction abilities
can be several decimal orders of magnitude. Thus, the decoder D2 of
the code C2 is usually successfully decodes the message the probability
of error, for example, about 10−3 ...3 · 10−3 , while the C0 code decoder
should have been wrong with a probability less than ≈ 10−5 at the same
level of input noise, for example, when p0 ≈ 0.05 for R = 1/2. Input
noise diﬀerence between one and the other the same probability Pb (e)
shown in Fig. 4.1 for curves 1 and 3, just demonstrates the advantages
of concatenation.
In [2–5, 53] and other works of our scientiﬁc school a large number
of eﬀective concatenated schemes were considered. Many results on this
topic are presented at our web portals.
4.2. Concatenation with parity check codes
It is advisable to consider such coding systems, where the speed
of the internal code C1 would diﬀer little from the speed R0 , that is,
ratio was performed R0 . R1 , although this requires more eﬃcient use of
external code. Consider this scheme [1, 3–5, 53].
Let’s consider a given binary block code with odd d and R = 1/2.
Let also assume that, with some probability p0 , the result of decoding is
arbitrarily little diﬀerent from the optimal decoding result. Let’s choose
some suﬃciently long (n, k, d) parity check code (PCC) with (n, k, d)
parameters (k2 + 1, k2 , 2), k2 6 500. Form concatenated code so that for
the block code (2k1 , k1 , d1 ), decoded by means of MTD, the information
blocks of length k1 are formed (k2 + 1)-th block of the same length
k1 , by k2 . Bits of these blocks are the bitwise sum modulo 2 of the
corresponding all k2 bits of the original information blocks. Created
k2 + 1 information blocks are encoded by the majority decodable code,
for example, the type of SOC and then they are sent to the channel
Gaussian type, in particular, in BSC.
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Assume further that the receiver decoder type MTD has provided
the probability of error for bit RED PbMTD (e) ≪ 1. We also believe that
to implement concatenated capabilities after the last iteration I ≈ 10...50
MTD remembered the sums of all checks at the TE for all decoded symbol. Let’s say that the parity check code uses the information provided
by the internal MTD decoder on inspections. For all k2 + 1 characters
of the PCC block the reliability ∆i = |mi − d/2| of the decisions is calculated, where mi is the sum of the checks at TE. If parity check detects
an error in the block then the symbol must be changed whose reliability
is minimal. If there are several such symbols, then no symbol change is
made.
Let us estimate the error probability of such a decoding scheme.
First, the decoding error in the PCC is possible in the presence of two
errors in the external code block. The probability of such an event is not
exceeds

2
1
(4.1)
P2e (e) = (k2 + 1)k2 PbMTD (e) .
2

Second, the wrong decision of the concatenated code decoder take
place if decoding error occurred in a single character of the external
block with reliability ∆i , and all other symbols decoded true, but among
them there are one or more characters with the same or even less reliable. In any of these cases occurs concatenated decoding error because
the number of errors in the block of external code, at least, does not
decrease. Probability this group of events is evaluated from the top as
P1e (e) = k2 (k2 + 1)

d
X

i=(d+1)/2

(d−1)/2

Cdi p0i

X

j j

Cd p0 .

j=d−i

We suppose that in the area of noise, where the decisions of MTD
and OD are really no diﬀerent, the probability of other combinations of
channel errors are small and so they can be neglected. In this case, the
probability Pb (e) of the entire concatenated scheme is assessed taking
into account (4.1) as
2[P2e (e) + P1e (e)]
Pb (e) =
.
(4.2)
k2
Note that if the internal code has a code distance d, that the proposed algorithm corrects any combination of d − 2 errors as well as a
signiﬁcant number of errors with greater weight.
At Fig. 4.2 curves 1 and 3 provide graphs of the probability Pb (e)
for two concatenated codes consisting of internal SOC with code rate
R1 = 1/2, d1 = 7 and R1 = 1/2, d1 = 9 with external PCC for length
k2 = 49. These estimates are obtained under the assumption optimal
decoding of internal SOC.
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Fig. 4.2. The characteristics of concatenated codes with codes parity control
in BSC without memory: 1 — OD (d = 7) + CC; 2 — MTD (d = 7) + CC;
3 — OD (d = 9) + CC; 4 — MTD (d = 9) + CC

Note that the use of k2 + 1 parallel code streams of the internal
MTD, at least with low probability p0 is optional. This was done only
so that the probabilities of erroneous characters in the external code
block could be considered strictly independent. Therefore, we can write
a single stream of symbols of the inner decoder, in which every ∼ 50
the symbols of the MTD solution will be a block of external PCC code.
Due to the presence of the error grouping characteristics of this much
shorter concatenated code will get slightly worse.
However, in the case of low noise, the result of the MTD operation
will be only slightly diﬀerent from optimal decoding.
Similar characteristics can be obtained for convolutional codes concatenated with PCC. These questions are considered in [1, 3–5]. Let
us stress once again that the use of PCC is due to the fact that these
codes almost do not cause losses in the code rate because of the added
redundancy. And besides, they are very well matched to considered in
this book variants of code systems, in which the internal code is always
decoded almost optimally. It is clear that it provides a very low probability of error in this case, corresponding to the OD capabilities. And this
leads, in turn, according to (4.2) to high performance and concatenated
code in whole.
Note that other simple concatenated methods are considered in [5]
with good performance: for symbolic codes, including those with Hemming codes, as well as for symbolic SOC in external cascades. All of
them are simply implemented and have high characteristics.
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Let us also remind that concatenated codes for the Gaussian channel
and the PCC were discussed in paragraph 3.3, where they showed high
features near the Shannon boundary. This was possible due to very high
characteristics of optimal decoding of internal codes based on MTD and
good interaction the inner and outer decoders, which successfully solved
the problem of searching the optimal decision for all concatenated code
in general.
4.3. MTD application in the parallel concatenating schemes
As already noted in this chapter, the possibility of using many
simple methods of error correction, including the MTD is restricted
to codes with very not large correction ability.
The speciﬁc manifestations of these restrictions are diﬀerent the algorithms are also very speciﬁc. For example, in VA very severe performance limitations are due to complexity implementation, i. e. the amount
of computations and memory. In MTD, the restriction on the CG growth
with an increase the minimum code distance d manifests itself in the
form of rapid deterioration of used check eﬃciency. This is due to the
fact that with increasing the dimension of the checks, the probability
of error in these checks at a suﬃciently high noise quickly approaches
0.5, devaluing them use in the majority schemes. This explanation of
the limits and properties of the majority schemes from the recognized
authorities [8, 10] for a long period excluded the majoritarian methods
from the list of perspective directions of development of the theory and
technology in coding systems. Although the development of research on
OD and MTD pushed the boundaries of the majority methods eﬀectiveness, with growth d again, as in the usual majoritarian decoder, but
with a signiﬁcantly greater probability p0 in the BSC, the deterioration
in the check eﬀectiveness is also evident in the MTD investigations.
One of the most traditional ways to compensate for this limitations,
as it was shown above, is the MTD use in concatenated coding schemes.
However, the use of sequential concatenated code schemes complicates
the solution of the synchronization problem. But even more importantly,
the need for compensation the CG loss, created by outer code with the
rate R2 < 1, which could amount to almost 1 dB for the overall CG about
7...9 dB, leads to reducing the eﬃciency of these schemes also.
Consider the encoding and decoding scheme, in a few more free of
these properties of the MTD algorithm and the mentioned disadvantages
of the sequential concatenation. Let’s call it a parallel concatenated
system [4, 5, 52]. It is quite possible the ﬁrst known form of the such
type concatenation. Let some SOC with multiple rates (or whatever the
same most variable connections) when R = k0 /n0 = 5/10 and d = 11 is
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set by k0 × (n0 − k0 ) = 25 polynomials of weight 2. Each ﬁve check code
branches contain d − 1 = 10 summands, two of each information branch,
which determine the dimension of the used checks.
Now let’s transform the code by selecting the ﬁrst four tests branch
code for the decoder of the ﬁrst stage with a smaller number of checks,
for example, 6 from each of the information branch. The rest of the
checking ratio, 4 for each information branch, we refer to the ﬁfth check
branch of the code. It will now have a check dimension of 20. Of
course, all generating polynomials should be for the ﬁfth check branch
recalculated by appropriate methods so that all code with generating
polynomials and now very diﬀerent weights would remained in the class
of self-orthogonal codes and had the same value of the code distance
d = 11. In addition, the need to provide small enough level EP when you
use this code in MTD. This will have to spend a few test experiments
with MTD and candidate codes. Let’s say that the ﬁfth check branch
checks will be used together with the ﬁrst four check branches with
smaller check sizes at the second stage of decoding is also based on
MTD-type procedures. And at the ﬁrst stage of work of such MTD let it
make decisions only with checks of the ﬁrst four information branches.
Let’s analyze the resulting circuit for this parallel concatenated
scheme. Note at ﬁrst that at such approach to coding schemes actually two codes are received: the ﬁrst (internal) code C1 with R1 = 5/9,
d1 = 7 and the outer code C2 with R2 = 5/6, and d2 = 5. At both of
these codes belong to the SOC class, and, signiﬁcantly, their collection
also remains SOC due to the principle of its construction. Creation on
the basis of the same information sequence of two codes with diﬀerent
transfer rates and allows call this method parallel concatenation.
Decoding the inner code with R1 = 5/9 has no new fundamental
diﬀerences compared to conventional sequential concatenated schemes.
It is carried out more or less eﬃcient due to the small increase in
R1 compared to R0 = 1/2, as well as, which is the main point, less
code distance d1 = 7 compared to the source code, which had the initial
minimum code distance d0 = 11. Thus, when decoding of the code C1 are
used only ordinary properties and opportunities SOC and MTD.
After the MTD (or any other eﬃcient algorithm) substantially reduces the probability of Pb (e) error in the received message with the C1
code, the transition occurs to the main stage the operation to decode
a complete code with R0 = 1/2. But if at the same time, due to the
use of code with less code distance the ﬁrst decoder will operate at a
higher noise level — a quite often this can be achieved — then and all
this concatenated code will be more eﬃcient at lower energy channel
than its prototype with polynomials of the same weight. It consists of
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all the advantages and originality of parallel concatenation. If in sequential concatenation schemes in the second stage of decoding based on the
external code R2 < 1, in parallel concatenation the rate of the decoded
code of the second stage is R0 , it is in this example, R0 = 1/2. It is a
signiﬁcant increase in code redundancy at the second stage of decoding
that determines the advantage of the parallel concatenated algorithm.
Usually in the concatenated code at R2 ∼ 4/5 of the eﬀectiveness of
the MTD and other algorithms are acceptable, if at the input the probability of error on the symbol Pb (e) after the ﬁrst cascade is substantially
smaller than 10−2 . In the case of a parallel circuit using MTD, the
second stage will be operational at the probability of an input error for
this second stage p0′ = 10−2 or even slightly higher. This diﬀerence in
the boundary operability of the circuit with MTD decoder at lower speed
and, most importantly, less code distance of the ﬁrst code just determines the advantages of parallel concatenation if the parameters of the
ﬁrst C1 code were selected correctly and the MTD for this code managed
to decode it eﬀectively. This advantage appears in the MTD decoder due
to the fact that the ﬁrst four checks of the information branches of small
dimensions are used and the following second stage decoding in general
low code rates schemes R0 = 1/2.
Let’s pay attention to why it is impossible to use everything present
in the SOC check immediately without performing the ﬁrst stage decoding, for example, in BSC. For the considered code, checks of the ﬁfth
branch have a very large dimension in the course of the ﬁrst error correction stage at p0 = 0.05...0.07 absolutely useless, because in R2 = 5/6
they are correct with probability less than 0.54 and erroneous with probability more than 0.46, i. e. they can not carry almost no information
about the decoded character. And only by reducing the error probability
p0′ after the ﬁrst stage of decoding to a value of ∼ 2 · 10−2 or less is that
the probability the truth of the checks from the ﬁfth check branch is
already ∼ 0.7 or more, i. e. these checks are much more useful. MTD
demonstrates just it at the second stage of correction.
At Fig. 4.3 decoding error probability graphs are presented for the
SOC type code with R = 1/2, d = 13, which is achieved when using a
parallel concatenation (PC) based on MTD. Curves 2 and 3 correspond
to limit values Pb (e) for codes d = 7 and d = 13 in BSC without memory.
Dashed curve 1 shows a graph of the probability of a decoding error
with an internal code R1 = 5/9 and d1 = 7 for I1 = 6 iterations of the ﬁrst
and I2 = 4 iterations of the second decoding stages for full code with
R0 = 5/10 and d = 13.
At Fig. 4.4 similar graphs are given for the code working with a
soft modem at M = 4 in the Gaussian channel. As you can see from the
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Fig. 4.3. Features of MTD decoder in mode parallel concatenation for BSC:
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Fig. 4.4. Features of MTD decoder in mode parallel
concatenation for Gaussian channel:
1 — PC, d = 13; 2 — OD, d = 7; 3 — OD, d = 13

results the soft decoding on the basis of MTD, as in the case of other
encoding schemes, increases CG else at the value of the order of 1 dB.
So, parallel concatenation increases CG at a ﬁxed probability of
error Pb (e) = 10−5 for BCS in the region with enough already high initial eﬃciency MTD in the Gaussian type channels. This conﬁrms the
usefulness and prospects of this decoding method applications in real
communication systems.
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It is important to note that this our extremely important and in
general, the new method of concatenation has been successfully used in
practice with us for many years.
In fact, without exception, all MTD algorithms presented in Chapter 3 used parallel concatenation to some extent, at least in those
schemes, which demonstrated successful work in the vicinity of the
Shannon’s bound. It is also useful to note that the parallel concatenation
method refers to divergent coding principles, since the MTD algorithms
moves from decoding code with d = 7 to code with d = 13. Undoubtedly,
three-stage parallel coding schemes are also worthy of study.
Finally, we point out that the parallel concatenated structures described here are the starting points for an even ﬁner setting the weights
of polynomials in the MTD algorithms. We have combined a wide range
of such techniques to improve the performance of our algorithms near
the channel capacity under a common name codes with the allocated
branches which ones could improve eﬃciency of the MTD decoders work
at the big noise level also. They were described in detail in [3–5] and
also successfully applied in codes, described in Chapter 3. In particular,
a symbolic decoder that works in qSC channel with error probability
p0 6 0.30, it was created due to opportunities of codes with the allocated
branches, which signiﬁcantly expanded the area of eﬀective operation of
this algorithm. These codes are used in many OT schemes operating in
the SGEF mode.
4.4. Coding for multi-position modulation systems
The characteristics of MTD type decoders were considered in [3–5]
in their agreement with the system signals PMN and QAMN. Many
schemes of this type were analyzed in [53]. Experience in the development and analysis of coding schemes for complex signal systems
uniquely showed that, as for other code systems, those algorithms that
are proven to BSC and AWGN channel also always work successfully
and with a diﬀerent QAMN and PMN signals. This allows us to recommend conﬁdently the diﬀerent MTD algorithms for all complex signal
systems. Need to remember at the same time on the exact coordination
code and signal systems is equally obvious.
4.5. The use of MTD for codes with unequal symbols protection
The attention of many researchers working in the ﬁeld of coding,
attracted codes with unequal protection of characters (UPCC). These
codes are characterized by the fact that diﬀerent groups of symbols, for
example, in block systematic code is included in a diﬀerent number of
check characters as components. As a result, information symbols in
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such codes even with optimal decoding will be decoded erroneously with
a diﬀerent probability. This probability deﬁned by the code distance
between code words that diﬀer only by the characters in one of the
subgroups.
Application of MTD for decoding codes with R = k0 /n0 , k0 = 2, 3, ...
in passing solves the issues of such UPCC decoding. For example,
if they build a regular SOC with d = 7...11 and R = k0 /(k0 + 1) then
can use such polynomials for block and convolutional SOC that would
have, for example, generating polynomials with weights from 5 to 9. It
is important that in this case the signal-to-noise ratio in the channel
increases, making possible the eﬀective work MTD with the same code
rate. All the design and development technologies created in OT for
successful implementation SGEF when a large noise of the channel, may
be used here.
At Fig. 4.5 the characteristics of the MTD for binary codes with
R = 3/4 and d = 7 in BSC (curve 4), and limits for low noise on the
error probability of codes with d = 5, 7 and 9 (curves 1–3). Charts 5–7
correspond to the results of the use of MTD for decoding convolutional
UPCC type SOC with code distances in the ﬁrst-the third branches,
equal 5, 7 and 9. The number of decoding iterations is I = 6 in all cases.
As you can see, the limit for Pb (e) characteristics are obtained for
a slightly larger error probability of the channel p0 than p0 ≈ 0.017 for
source code with d = 7. The use of the proposed UPCC code to transmit
three-digit numbers (in this case) can substantially reduce root-meansquare error.
4.6. OT: the reception of the leadership from the algebraic
coding theory
Let’s consider from more general positions possibilities of the algorithms created for realization of methods achievement OD decisions as
a problem PGEF and classical methods, which are created within the
framework of algebraic coding theory.
In the third chapter, we have analyzed the symbolic codes and methods of erasing recovery and found out that OT and MTD algorithms have
incomparable advantages over all other methods of error correction in
these application areas. Therefore, in this paragraph, we consider binary
BSC and AWGN channels, which for decades have been considered the
main polygon, which is the best comparison of the decoding methods.
One of the most impressive revolutions in the decoding technique
for channels with additive white Gaussian noise in the 70s years the
last century, at the initial stage of development of coding theory, became
Viterbi algorithm [1, 15, 18–20]. During this period, experts began
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to understand gradually that there are no algebraic methods, for example, BCH and Reed – Solomon (RS) codes will not be able to solve the
problem eﬀective simple decoding at R . C. It was a time of ﬁrst big
disappointment when the chosen interesting and important the direction
of work on the creation of eﬀective decoding algorithms turned out to
be a dead end. At that moment just there was a hope, that exactly
VA and related methods will bring researchers to the right direction of
researches.
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BSC and a Gaussian channel with R = 1/2
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Let’s consider how developments have changed over 50 years the
possibilities of VA and that in general can now to propose a classical
coding theory.
At Fig. 4.6 bit error probabilities are presented Pb (e) for various
decoding algorithms in binary Gaussian and binary symmetric channels,
which are always the same physical channel. On the horizontal axis,
the ratio of the channel bit energy to the spectral power density Eb /N0
expressed in dB are postponed in the ﬁgure. The line “P0 channel”
indicates for the selected code rate R = 1/2 the probability of error per
symbol in the channel at diﬀerent values Eb /N0 . If a demodulator is
used, for example, in a rigid mode that deﬁnes only the sign of accepted
binary characters, the decoder receives the values “0” and “1” of the
demodulated bits that came in this case from the DSC channel. But
if in the modem receiver uses prior to the decoder analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) in the decoder there will be, perhaps, a decision of a
soft modem about the next transmitted bit, quantized, for example, at
16 levels (4 bits).
This will be binary AWGN channel, on the problem of eﬀective
decoding of which during 25 years especially hardly experts work all
over the world since then, how it was discovered turbo codes [30]. The
authors of turbo decoders have given us then quite reasonable the hope
that an acceptable complexity decoders for level the noise of the channel
corresponding to the immediate vicinity of the Shannon boundary, i. e.
when R . C, can be created. However, they were unnecessarily complex
and low-technological.
In addition, Fig. 4.6 there are vertical boundaries marking the energy levels for the DSC and Gaussian channels with 16 quantization
levels, at which the channel capacity is C = 1/2, marked as C2 and C16 ,
respectively. Steep the graph “MTD1” shows the best yet real possibilities of the MTD algorithm based on OT when using SGEF, which
the decision delay is not more than 10 Mbits and less than I ∼ 200
decoding iterations can be designed and created in a way that can be
theoretically as fast as possible in hardware implementations [58, 59].
Ways to achieve such a great performance of MTD decoder has been
patented [28, 54–57]. This particular decoder is working, as other examples of the decoders at this ﬁgure, when R = 1/2. A very simple MTD
with 45 iterations marked with an MS point is better and the boundaries for the sequential decoder in AWGN channel and the concatenated
scheme VA-RS at just ﬁve times longer decision delay compared to this
MTD scheme. The development of soft MTD decoders, their approach
the Shannon limit and reducing the amount delays of their decisions will
be continued. Note that the concatenated scheme VA*RS is actually the
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only one an applied real achievement of classical algebraic theory. But it
occurred only in a concatenated scheme with a convolutional code. It is
possible to mention the methods of the Sudan for the RS codes, actually
which ones developed theory, but they had no practical value.
Further, in Fig. 4.6 graphs for convolutional codes of length K = 7,
15 and 24 are given, where K is the length of the coding register for
which when decoding them, Viterbi algorithm was used. As follows
from the view of these graphs, the very ﬁrst of the AV decoders with
K = 7, created about 50 years ago, is much weaker than the subsequent
ones. But and AV for K = 15 was also made for the ﬁrst time in the last
Millennium for NASA Cassini project, and for a small code rate. Thus,
VA for K = 15 is also quite real device. Of course, VA for K = 24 is
not yet available for implementation simply because of the exponentially
growing complexity of the decoder with K. The characteristics of the
main concatenated scheme are also shown here for VA with K = 7 and
RS code [1, 19]. These are the main successful and few real coding
methods for Gaussian channels.
To see the characteristics of speciﬁc low-density parity check
(LDPC) and turbo code decoders, which now belong to the implemented
systems, can be found in section 3.5 in previous chapter. There are their
main drawbacks also. The most important property of these algorithms,
which limits their capabilities, is that these methods do not measure
the distance of their decisions to the received from the channel vector.
Thus, although these decoders have a very high degree of complexity
and are iterative procedures, they are not optimization procedures, and
this does not include them to advanced coding methods. This is their
main drawback. It has been possible to formulate precisely just now.
But the other restrictions that are peculiar to them do not allow to
make serious bets on their successful development also. And so their
real opportunities are already far behind MTD algorithms, especially at
high noise levels.
For Fig. 4.6 the boundaries of seq2 and seq16 eﬃciency for sequential algorithms that have not been able to overcome the level are also
speciﬁed computational rate R1 in the Gaussian and BSC channels, which
more than 2 dB higher than the energy level of the channel at R . C.
Thus, the serial algorithms have also been very long do not participate in
the competition of eﬀective decoding procedures for large channel noise
level.
We will emphasize further in this regard, that now only all the
modiﬁcations of the MTD, as well as convolutional and block-based VA
are precisely calculate distance of their decisions to a received message.
We collected all these algorithms into a group decoders with direct met-
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ric control (DDMC). Most likely, but they should focus when designing
methods that will allow faster to achieve even closer to the Shannon
boundary of the working noise level values at decoding than it is already
achieved now. Of course, the movement of the working areas of the MTD
algorithms to this boundary will be continued as it is and was all the
last time. In the meantime, for Gaussian channels, BSK, symbolic codes
and erasure channels the highest performance at a very moderate level
of complexity provide only algorithms based on OT and MTD, divergent
principles, simple concatenation methods and SGEF implementation.
As another useful direction of development, we will also indicate
the fact that the concatenation of VA when K ∼ 15 with symbolic codes,
as the graph VA shows, it is possible, could provide for this scheme
good characteristics at Eb /N0 ∼ 1 dB. This question is worth detailed
consideration to re-evaluate the possibilities provided by the theory and
the modern element base. Use with this AB binary codes also need to
be studied.
Let’s consider the possibilities of other algorithms in the DSK channel. Non-competitiveness of sequential procedures, which played into
their time a certain positive role in coding theory, we have seen the
boundary curves for them at Fig. 4.6. The possibilities of BCH codes
turned out to be extremely weak that, when the code length increases,
the ratio of the code distance to the length d/n of the code for these
code structure falls rapidly. And in addition to in contrast to codes with
a majority decoding, the BCH decoders are always wrong if the number
of errors in the received block exceeds d/2. These two major drawbacks,
together with the complexity of their decoding, not brought to the linear
length of the code, result in to the fact that the bound for BCH codes
on energy lies in Fig. 4.6 even further than for sequential algorithms
for BSC. This a long-known property of the BCH codes was discussed
in [1].
Next point Ma in Fig. 4.6 marks the 30-years-old result for a very
simple MTD decoding at Eb /N0 = 4 dB for convolution code with d = 11
and I = 14 decoding iterations for BSC [29]. Thus it is clearly seen
that in those far years all possible achievements for codes BCH were
completely blocked so as all others methods of algebraic theory. This was
unambiguously determined by the achievement by the MTD algorithm
the level of optimal decoding with only I = 14 iterations and in this
case for the code that is quite good in terms of EP. At decrease in bit
energy/noise of BSC at R = 1/2 to ∼ 3 dB, achieving a high level of
decoding reliability is also not a problem if there is a signiﬁcant increase
decision delays in block or convolutional decoding up to 1 Mbits are
recognized as valid. This point, achievable for many types of MTD
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decoders and codes, is marked in Fig. 4.6 as Mh.
If the diﬀerence the working energy level of MTD and Shannon
level for R = 1/2 in BSC is ∼ 1 dB than the complexity and delay of the
MTD will be, as follows from standard estimates, roughly in 1.5 times
less, than have quite not simple already MTD1 that is quite natural for
so a large noise level. Hence, OT, MTD and PGEF methods in the BSC
have no any competitors at all also.
Thus, from a comprehensive overview of information about the decoding algorithms it turns out that in Gaussian channels yet really other
perspective algorithms, except MTD and VA. We discussed why turbo
and LDPC codes fell out of the contest of advanced algorithms. The
history of the last 25 years of the study of the decoders of this type,
when the growth of their eﬀectiveness stopped, unambiguously conﬁrms
our conclusion about weak characteristics of algorithms that do not belong to the DDCM group. In fact, it is enough diﬃcult to expect to
the algorithm that does not measure its distance decisions to a received
vector, successful at least to some extent decoding, especially near the
maximum theoretical noise level.
In the meantime, make the ﬁnal hard conclusions on the channels
BSC and qSC.
In the previous sections, we have repeatedly noted that symbolic
codes are ﬁnally induced in non-binary channels with random errors
full order after 50 years of stagnation, after the most important for the
theory of coding 60-ies the discovery Reed – Solomon codes. But RS
codes are really useful only in their short versions.
Usage a long RS codes is impossible, and not necessary, because
they, too, ineﬀective, symbol sizes increase and their decoders are very
complex. And there was no more anything at all.
Recall that symbolic codes can be of any length and even at a high
noise level are decoded optimally, as would be done by a nonbinary VA,
which creation for any not very short non-binary codes, most likely, is
completely unrealistic. The noise level at which the qMTD decodes the
symbolic codes optimally is several times greater than the channel error
probability can correct decoders for RS codes. Extensive experimental
material has been widely published for a long time [40]. Thus, already
created systems with RS codes should work, while they are necessary,
and all new challenges for nonbinary channels should to solve with the
symbolic codes usage, since competitors have them simply lack.
As an example of high eﬃciency of symbolic MTD at very low
redundancy, when R = 19/20, readers can rewrite the demo program
for MTD (qMTD) block symbolic code on the hyperlink [69] from the
“Education” page to their computer on site www.mtdbest.ru. This de-
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moprogram, like all other software in our portals, is accompanied by
instructions, which allows you to conﬁgure a number of decoder parameters. It is very important that on the most common PC performance
qMTD, as well as algorithms for binary codes reaches tens of Mbit/s,
which perfectly illustrates the advantage of the methods created on the
basis OT, over other decoding methods.
Let us remind you once again that the reason for the high speed of
decoders of this type is the only one: the only active MTD unit is the
threshold element (TE), simple device. In case of hardware implementation in according to the same already patented solutions for BSC and
AWGN channel [28, 54–57] symbolic decoder can also provide theoretically the highest possible performance for any element base that will
simply correspond to the speed data movement in shift registers of the
chip.
Thus, in the presence until recently of a workable coding system
based on only non-binary short codes RS (and in force this and ineﬀective!) qMTD algorithms are now the only real high-performance
decoders for non-binary channels with random errors. They are characterized by the highest performance and the ability to ﬁnd decisions to
OD even in very high noise. This means, that fully resolved the questions are simple and highly reliable decoding in non-binary channels and
today, and on prospect.
Finally, we emphasize that in the erasure channels patented algorithms that are ideologically similar to MTD, at high speed decode data
at R = 1/2 and at the probability of receiving from the channel erased
symbols ∼ 0.49 reduce the probability of non-restored symbols by the
algorithm to the level less than 10−6 [60]. And recently our patented
VA [61] for block codes with complexity ∼ 2K , not 22K as were able
literally until recently our theorists, completely excludes from contests
for Gaussian channels in general all algebraic algorithms.
Thus, the presented results are for all major types of channels
clearly indicate unconditional and very large in all parameters of efﬁciency and complexity advantage technologies and ideologies OT in
solving problems of coding theory, related to correction, restoration,
monitoring and storage digital data in modern digital systems. OT
successfully took the baton in all applied questions from the classical
algebraic coding theory and enters a new boundless intellectual space of
optimization algorithms, at linear complexity decoding with the codes
length solving all the problems of achievement the optimal maximum
likelihood reliability of digital content for our information civilization
even for large noise level.

Chapter 5
Technological means of searching global
extremum of functional
5.1. Software for research in the field of OT
To implement the methods of MTD decoding it is necessary to
use a wide range of methods of creation codes, collection statistics,
conﬁguration parameters of the decoding algorithms and a very special
set of means, which was not in the methods, created by the algebraic
theory. In developing OT methods and technologies created more than
two dozen diﬀerent optimization programs, which can be divided into
three large groups.
The ﬁrst group includes the software used for creation codes with
a low EP level, which had set parameters that allowed to adjust the EP
level, with a not very fast increase the code length, which in the absence
of such control became exceptionally long. When looking for good codes
it was necessary to meet the compromise requirements between the
quality of codes and the time of their searching, the length and delay
of decision-making, which required the creation a line of optimization
programs to search for good codes with diﬀerent complexity of such
process. We recall again that simplest ideas and concrete methods for
such codes creation were described in [2–4, 22, 29, 36–40, 53, 58–59,
64]. EP was described in details in English in [5] also. At refusal to
control the length of codes the problem of building better code on EP
criterion is transformed into a problem of ﬁnding a global extremum
by one or more EP minimization criteria. Among diﬀerent versions of
these programs with an estimated complexity calculations from d3 to
d5 are the most suitable for development methods OT those optimizing
programs that had the order of diﬃculty, more close to ∼ k0 n0 d4 . Here
k0 and n0 are the parameters that determine the code rates R = k0 /n0
of the projected codes, and both can range from 1 to 100. The actual
projected value of the code distance was usually less than the d ∼ 35
and was quite suﬃcient for all real research and OT applications. The
typical time to search for codes by selected simple or complex criteria
was from a few seconds up to tens of hours, which allowed to solve all
the problems of building codes according to the speciﬁed requirements
to them.
The second group of software programs is designed to solve the
main the problems of determining the parameters of the eﬃciency of
various decoding algorithms, which are the main problems of the applied
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coding theory. Programs of this type, solving the problem of searching
(if possible, of course!) the global extremum of functional (SGEF) according MTMTD theorem, were written especially economically for a
faster statistics form, which in many cases is very important because
the requirements to codes and decoding algorithms for the decoding error probability are continuously growing, and already for several options
of creating a fast and eﬃcient decoding algorithms it is necessary to
reduce the bit error probability to Pb (e) < 10−12 ...10−15 . And it requires
a very signiﬁcant amount statistics that should be collected when modeling a decoder work. At this it often turns out to be useful to consider
the structure of decoder errors in the process of collecting statistics,
the activity of diﬀerent threshold elements, as well as the interaction
of various decoding algorithms in concatenated and other schemes. In
most cases when using the MTD algorithms, the basic cost of decoding
have in modelling multiple threshold elements. If necessary, in order to
evaluate the performance of the MTD algorithms they can use the demo
program of super-quick MTD decoder at the page “Education” from the
website www.mtdbest.ru. Like other demo programs, it has instructions
for use. Rewrite the module of the demo program by hyperlink [70] and
by hyperlink [71] simple rules for working with the program. After unpacking you can evaluate the performance of the MTD algorithm in the
Gaussian channel at high noise. At the usual PC with Windows convolutional MTD, which is imitated by this demo program, with enough large
noise level decodes at a speed of 5–20 Mbit/s, if in the decoder each
data symbol passes through 10 threshold elements when it is necessary
to make ∼ 100 summation of little integers. This MTD, along with other
performance data, presented in the book, characterizes the really high
speed algorithms based on MTD.
Finally, the third, particularly complex group of programs, also
implementing algorithms for global extremum searching, form methods
for adjustment various MTD parameters of algorithms, which they use
to signiﬁcantly increase the speed of convergence of MTD decisions and
other related algorithms to the optimal decision, i. e. to the absolute
minimum of the distance of MTD decisions to a received message. The
implementation of these methods requires hundreds and thousands runs
long enough noisy coded sequences. This is one of the most important
and very long stages of designing algorithms such as MTD, as a result
of which is additional reduce decoding delay or improvement decoding
performance at high noise levels. The tuning decoder elements can be
threshold values for TE, weights of those or other checks, diﬀerential
relationships between polynomials and inside them, polynomial weights,
the distance between the TE and other parameters of MTD algorithms.
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Schemes of schedules for MTD parameter variations constitute a
separate class of problems to be solved in designing these algorithms.
Of course, there are diﬀerent ways to iterate through parameters when
these parameters change in a diﬀerent order, taking into account the
goals set in the search. Problem statement implementation SGEF in
itself requires the large the number of search modes that create a huge
scope for creative imagination when creating new codes and types of
MTD algorithms.
The use of optimization procedures at diﬀerent stages of the design
of the MTD allows relatively simple methods to achieve a signiﬁcant
increase in eﬃciency MTD algorithms and related procedures, for example, concatenated decoders without any increase in the number of
operations, performed by such improved created MTD with optimized
parameters.
Of course, the creation of tools for the development and research of
algorithms in the framework of OT is not limited to optimization programs. Crucial correct constantly controlled operation of several classes
of random number generators (RNG), the quality of which largely determines the quality of created decoders and the experimental results
reliability. They are needed to simulate many types of noise channels
of diﬀerent quality, the formation of information ﬂows and solving synchronization problems. It is necessary to control statistical properties of
RNG, their length, if they are not random, as well as their interaction,
if the generation of noise and data is formed on the basis of several
interacting processes. It is very useful to have control test situations,
which all RNG must regularly pass.
It is also very important to have developed tools to control the
operations of simulated algorithms. Availability of test data ﬂows to
which the decoding algorithm should react absolutely correctly, it is
necessary, and there should be a lot of such tests. It is always necessary
to create the possibility of diﬀerent information ﬂows with the same
noise sequences for each algorithm under study. In case obtaining at
such tests the diﬀerent results, the experimenters can learn about their
software and checked algorithm very much interesting.
Finally, in many cases after all the studied processes with a particular decoding algorithm often ﬁnd it useful to automatically disassemble
the decoded block or convolutional code streams for individual information, code, and the noise ﬂow, which after the completion of the process
simulation must match with the original set of symbols and channel
errors, which all must be saved until the end of the experiment.
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5.2. The peculiarities of the gathering statistics procedures and
optimization
In the gathering statistics for the decoding algorithms at the level
of the bits error probabilities Pb (e) ∼ 10−7 or less they have to take into
account additionally a number of speciﬁc conditions. First, when a long
collection of statistics there are accidental deviations in the experiment
probability of error, and with the increase in the collected statistics of
such completely natural statistical deviations, for example, the noise
intensity of the channel, turns out to be greater, and their amplitude is
more noticeable. But the algorithm must be robust to such mandatory
deviations of the input error stream. Then, the correction capability
of the investigated methods of decoding with a very high certainty of
the outcome of their decisions should have a small additional supply of
“strength”. This applies to created decoders additional requirements for
their willingness to successfully overcome short bursts of noise ﬂow.
This requires a high the level of ability to correct errors in the studied
algorithms.
To estimate such a margin of noise immunity it is possible in studies
decoder for some level of probability of channel errors to analyze its
behavior and the probability of error at the entrance, 0.5–2.0% greater
than the level of the nominal probability values. Successful operation of
the algorithm with such a little overstated noise levels allows to assume
that under the nominal probability of error the decoder will work quite
steadily. Of course, it is necessary to make correct statistical estimates
of the ongoing processes.
Further, it is possible to use statistical sets to further assess the
capabilities of decoders on the basis of “skewed distributions”. This is
done, for example, by collecting detailed statistics of decoding for all
code blocks of some code with memorizing the number of such blocks
with diﬀerent number of errors at the input and the number of errors (or
their absence) at the decoder output. After collecting a suﬃcient number
of decoded data blocks you can recalculate the error probabilities per bit
for the same blocks, if these blocks with the same number of input
errors appear when they see lower probability of errors in the channel.
It turns out that the dimensions the experiment, which must be carried
out at a higher probability of input errors, are signiﬁcantly, in some
decimal orders less than the necessary amount of such work for the usual
collection of statistics. In some cases, as shown by test experiments,
they can save on the duration of the experiment and cut it so 100 times
or more. But this very useful approach should be implemented only after
appropriate accuracy estimates the reliability of the results obtained in
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this recalculation. Even more relevant are situations where they need
to estimate the errors probabilities at 3–5 decimal orders of magnitude
smaller than the probabilities in typical statistical experiment can be
produce. This technological direction research is very important, because
the requirements for the reliability of decoding are growing rapidly and
technology recalculation of probabilities decoding errors will soon be in
great demand.
It is useful to solve a similar problem in practice for convolutional
codes. But must carefully migrate this method from block codes to
convolutional codes.
Finally, the implementation of the most time-consuming procedure — the settings of the decoder parameters, when it is necessary
to drive through the decoder the hundreds and thousands of times long
input sequence, tuning huge number of parameters of the decoders faster
convergence to the OD solution, the problem of correct distribution of
computing resources becomes especially actual. A very common case of
setting the parameters of the MTD algorithms is option in which these
parameters are conﬁgured in groups, for example, 10 TE. Then threshold
elements are conﬁgured 10 TE in the decoder of the ﬁrst group, then
the next 10 TE, then the third block and so on. and then it becomes
possible not to generate each time full data ﬂow and do not force those
parts to work multiple times MTD decoder that have already been conﬁgured previously and generate once the stream of input symbols that
enters the new group of custom TE after completion of work with the
previous one.
Such a ﬂow should be remembered once, and then enter it immediately the second group, PE etc. It can reduce up to ten-thirty and more
times the process of sequential conﬁguration of MTD elements in groups,
especially in cases when the total number of custom MTD elements can
reach many hundreds or even thousands. Not forget to remind you again
that despite such a complex system settings, the resulting MTD will perform the same number of operations, like the original algorithm before
performing the required settings. And the advantage of this adaptation
of the decoder to the channel in which it should to work, it will be that
the convergence of the MTD to the OD decisions will occur when using
the PGEF much faster, which will reduce the decoding delay, reduce the
volume decoder or speed it up.
5.3. A brief overview of the guiding OT paradigms
Information theory is now experiencing the completion of the transition of leadership positions in the coding theory from the classical
algebraic to the Optimization Theory of noise-resistant coding based
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on search procedures for the global extremum of functionals in digital
spaces. This book is devoted to the description of this transition together
with the circumstances accompanying it. This situation requires at least
a brief description the conditions in which this scientiﬁc sphere essential
for digital information civilization will develop. Let us emphasize that
the event recorded by us is a natural result of the deep stagnation of
the old direction, which for more than 30 years can not ﬁnd vector of
sustainable development. The contribution of our scientiﬁc school in the
approach of this moment can not be overestimated, because a small the
Russian team of specialists solved all the most diﬃcult theoretical and
applied problems of coding theory and created optimal decoders (OD)
with theoretically minimal possible implementation complexity for all
the main models of data transmission channels and memory systems.
In connection with the fundamental reversal of the whole theory
of information in the direction of optimization as a global search in the
problems of digital stream decoding, we consider the main circumstances
in which, apparently, will now develop the theory of coding.
First of all, we will point to the recent Russian patent for the block
Viterbi algorithm (BVA) [61]. Since it has already been stated above
that it returns block codes to reality rails by decoding complexity, this
version of VA closes in general all the problems of decoding block codes
on an algebraic basis in the AWGN channels, because there is no need
for them now.
The unimaginable perfection of the VA leads into oblivion leave all
attempts at decoding in Gaussian channels block codes using the methods of Chase and other very strange algorithms. We are conﬁdent that
our block VA will be active be used everywhere, as well as its convolution original version, independently or in the simplest concatenated
schemes, which, we have shown in our works, are the most useful.
Of course, at the second position on the priority most important
properties is the selection of a group of diﬀerent decoder with direct
control metrics (DDCM). The unique experience of studying various decoding algorithms, which we programmed and placed as a demo program
on our network portals, showed that only VA and MTD in all their modiﬁcations control the distance of their decisions to the accepted from a
channel vector. It seems that only the decoders of this group and will be
allowed to do more to get closer to quite close already the Shannon limit.
Their diverse capabilities for this purpose have already been presented
in this monograph.
Dedicated group DDCM decoders also allows us to navigate the
selection of codes and algorithms for projects with decoding close to the
bound of Shannon. Hardship in the development of methods that are not
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included in this group, as we think won’t let them stay in the actual
algorithm contest. They are not surmountable. However, this does not
mean that there will be no other algorithms that fall into this important
for the progress of technology decoding group. Undoubtedly, they will
open up new opportunities for the group of DDCM methods.
Next, of course, should be called allocated by us from a huge number
of useful techniques to improve the algorithms of decoding the principle
of divergence. Its principal main property is a non-cascade gradual
increase of the convolutional codes code distance used, which we have
been using for a long time. Formalization and separation this principle
from the general ﬂow of ideas signiﬁcantly accelerated our progress in
the search for simple methods to improve the eﬃciency of OT and MTD
algorithms. This principle creates new directions for the development
of decoding methods and allows to improve already known algorithms.
Great hope we impose this principle also because it allows to use, where
this possibility is specially prepared, decoding simultaneously by several
methods. We believe that this line of work can be extremely successful.
Another important achievement of our scientiﬁc school is parallel
concatenation, which we believe was the ﬁrst opened in 1986 by our
school also. Its most important property, which is always manifests
itself with the best hand, is that decoding at the second stage of error
correction in parallel concatenated code is carried out with the full code
rate of the entire code, whereas in sequential concatenation at the second
stage the low-redundant code stand with weak correcting ability. To this,
we can add that with parallel concatenation, like in no any other code
structures, it is easy and convenient to optimize according to diﬀerent
criteria code distance and weights of component codes that extremely
extends the deep optimization capabilities of codes and MTD algorithms.
Our school actively works with parallel concatenation as a key method
in many cases.
Finally, as a last guide to increase decoder quality we indicate
the concatenation with parity check codes (PCC). At ﬁrst glance, this
paradigm is not carries the strong ideological load as the previous one.
However it acquires a special power together with a decisive increase
in the eﬀectiveness of the internal decoders of concatenated codes (CC)
close to channel capacity when it is possible to decode codes with the
best optimal reliability.
Just in this case, the PCC further reduce the probability of errors in
these CC also to the maximum extent. And it turns out to be especially
important for a large noise level, which is always presents near the
boundary of Shannon. We note else that such CC come almost always
to the decision which is the same as decision of OD for whole this CC.
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Once again, we emphasize that the above mentioned key paradigms
as a means of achieving the goal under all diﬃcult conditions, in which
they are used in the MTD algorithm we lead only to the fact that
the MTD decoder remains the simplest a majority decoder on all its
iterations. Sole its diﬀerence from a simple conventional scheme in this
case is only a diﬀerent number of checks coming on a particular TE, that
sometimes even leads to a small reduction in the number of operations
compared to the maximum use of all checks on each iterations.
Well, ﬁnally, we note that all the key paradigms can to be used
and taken into account in the design and research of MTD algorithms
and other methods in various combinations with their strongly increased
combined synergetic eﬀect.
5.4. Intellectual space for the development of coding methods
Unprepared reader, who is informed that somebody have created a
new great theory, about which the chief theorist explained that it has
almost everything done, can experience a very complex feelings associated with the need to change the profession, to retired or to be a hermit.
In fact, the ﬁeld of theory, the Space of new schemes development, ideas
and approaches through the transition to the world of optimization problems, on the contrary, is expanding with this truly a thousand fold and
even requires the involvement of both new generators original scientiﬁc
ideas and active of highly qualiﬁed professionals for creation new and
complex schemes and standards innovative digital equipment for global
networks.
Consider the Table 5.1 below for codes and algorithms of diﬀerent
classes, which, of course, can not be complete and universal. However,
we will try to specify the main codes and algorithms for which all the
main tasks related to the simple, but optimal decoding, are solved. This
will allow to consider and the front line of work that opens in the ﬁeld
of algorithm development on the basis of OT and SGEF methods.
Table 5.1 is prepared on the basis of a simple principle of codes
dichotomy for various essential parameters in the coding theory. Only
in the second line you are given 3 choices of codes, without which we
couldn’t do it either. If we list all possible combinations of codes in
all nine lines of code attributes, we will get 768 of their variants, as
shown in the table below. But there are marked and other conditions
for the application of codes: multi-position signal systems, divergence
and others ones, to which you can add in fact many dozens of system
types using universal coding accessibility that any highly professional
reader can now make. A mandatory appearance of new, yet unknown
to us problem statements due to the possibility of a simple and eﬀective
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Table 5.1. The amount of coverage of OT: major code clusters
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

block codes — convolutional
base codes — concatenated (class. sequen. + parall.)
modems hard — soft
binary — character codes
erase codes — error codes
high rate — medium rate
Decoders usual — super fast
conventional decoders — ultra-reliable
Decoders of conventional — alternative

Total 768, really are ready 100 types. Additional: APM, PM, nAPM, DDCM,
NEC, divergence, convergence, etc.; totally, apparently, ∼ 3000 clusters

decoding, will make the search space for new results absolutely limitless.
We describe without much details those areas of coding that we
worked well with the help. These are, of course, all the main classical
channels considered in theory, both for medium and high code rates,
R = 3/4 or higher. It is necessary to obtain more results for the ﬁeld
of low rates, which are useful for the space communications. Further,
our speciﬁc hardware and software developments, together with patents,
have shown that OT ideas work at high physical decoding speeds, and
also for binary and non-binary (symbolic) codes and algorithms. In
addition, we have absolutely the best results for channels with erased
symbols, not just in those where only transmission errors occur. Finally,
we have developed several ultra-reliable software total decoder with a
very little error probability for ﬂash memory and for optic channels as
well got very high results in concatenated schemes of various types. This
allows us to recalculate accurately all the speciﬁc achievements of our
school by type of codes and channels, which will give a total of about
one hundred really completed fundamental innovative results, close to
the bound of Shannon. This conﬁrms our pioneer priorities, but, most
importantly, leaves many hundreds of application variants from only the
top nine rows of the table for the processes full development. But,
given the rapid growth of code requirements, future developments await
researchers who will be ready to dive into a new style of work in the
ﬁeld of modern coding theory. Add to this the truly a huge number of
modulation methods, which require new eﬀective codes and algorithms.
In the process of such work, many teams will ﬁnd completely new ways
of OT development. But then with inevitably there will be a problem
for a large number of professionals, which ones we need to train in new
OT technologies and direct them to the development the new coding
schemes for modern digital technology.
So let’s study the MTD and OT to be leaders in this the most
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important area of knowledge about the digital world. Technology for
theories of searching for a global minimum in coding theory, published
by our scientiﬁc school has already created all the conditions for rapid
and successful development of new methods for simple and eﬀective
decoding.

Chapter 6
Recommendations for further researches
Like many other professionals responsible for opportunities for further research on their topic major works, we consider it necessary also
to specify the most important, in our opinion, the direction of research
that may be successful and beneﬁcial for the development at the new
optimization level the theory of noise-resistant coding. The need though
would a small section with recommendations in this area becomes evident and due to the fact that, of course, declare an end to decades of
crisis, many research workers perceive as a big surprise. Proposed the
following areas of research will help many of these professionals less
painfully move to work in the ﬁeld of coding development. This will
allow them to acquire quickly the necessary new experience, knowledge
and conﬁdence in working with decoders as with the tool of searching a
global extremum of the functional.
6.1. The Viterbi algorithms
The appearance of our simple version of block VA is sure to return
and even strengthen the interest of researchers and to the convolution
version of this great algorithm. Given that VA is familiar to all professionals, we can expect a wave of results that will raise the possibilities
this method to a new level, which has always been quite high.
It is impossible even to list all the new topics that can be linked
with VA. Of course, it is necessary to obtain the characteristics of the
block VA (BVA) for the entire range of typical rates R that used in the
convolutional VA. Further it would be useful to choose or create for BVA
some set of codes with “kicking” (with omitted bits), which will allow
faster to implement it in systems with high-rate coding.
A huge amount of work needs to be done to obtain a standard set
of concatenated circuits with BVA. It is important to consider separately
the concatenated codes, in which the external codes actively interact
with the internal algorithm, as it is successfully done in CC with MTD
and PCC.
Another important direction for VA of both types is methods for
partial path support. There are several approaches here, which are still
very poorly developed. This is a diﬃcult area of research, because here
it is necessary to carefully deal with the error propagation which in
the case of VA has another nature than in the case of MTD. However, a
successful solution for this problem will greatly simplify VA and possibly
reduce the complexity of calculations by 1–3 orders of magnitude.
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It seems certain that the return to the solution of coding/decoding
problems with the participation of both types of VA will create conditions and solve other coding problems not mentioned here, especially
concatenated coding systems, which are already very long not interested,
although the possibilities of microelectronics allow now solve all these
problems with VA on another level.
It should be noted that our recommendations on the return to VA
research is not based on our preferences, and at the belonging decoders
of the group with direct control metrics both types VA and all MTD
modiﬁcations. All other methods not included in this group always
solve the problems of eﬃcient decoding due to much more complex
calculations than it is necessary in the case of oriented decoding to
evaluation or, better, the exact calculation the distance of their code
words decisions to a received message. And so perform calculations
only the decoders of the group DDCM. Since other algorithms are not
in this group weakens their ability for conditions of high noise in the
channel and send them into a hopeless decoding algorithm lot.
A very special task is the problem of construction some analog VA
for non-binary codes. As we have repeatedly pointed out the impossibility of creating a complete total searching VA for large alphabets, the
concentration of eﬀorts of developers on its simpliﬁed versions will be a
very useful search option for eﬀective non-binary decoder. Particularly
useful is divergent coupling operation of such VA and qMTD. This will
greatly bring the area of optimal decoding of symbolic codes closer to
the Shannon’s boundary.
6.2. MTD algorithms
Achieved high performance characteristics of MTD decoders in areas close to the Shannon limit, they are unique and universal in terms of
speed, which is ensured by the usage searching global extremum of the
functionals with linear complexity at the code length in these algorithms.
With further development of this subject, we should ﬁnd ways for
accelerated convergence to the maximum likelihood (ML) decisions. It
needs to remain a searching global extremum, namely the possible distance minimum to the received message. But we need to move to it
quickly, rather than a single symbol, that is, instead of the usual threshold element (TE) it is necessary to ﬁnd not very diﬃcult another crucial
function of the transition to a more plausible code word. They exist,
and their number, generally speaking, is great. They must select the
one that there will be better convergence at its minimum complexity
in terms of operations number. This will further increase the allowable
noise level, where decisions of the MTD fairly quickly would converge
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to the solution of OD.
Let us emphasize that this united task is also for symbolic MTD,
and even more urgent, because the symbolic MTD very far surpassed
all other methods in eﬃciency at a large noise, but the distance to
the capacity they have, too, is still large, because all the experts until
there’s more eﬀort spent on binary codes in Gaussian channels. But for
the symbolic codes, the choice is diﬀerent decision functions instead of
threshold functions are much wider than binary ones.
At the same time, it is necessary to carefully select candidates for
the decisive function in respect of computational complexity, because in
non-binary ﬁelds to perform calculations is still somewhat more diﬃcult.
6.3. The principle of divergence — the expansion of applications
Divergence as a means of increasing the MTD eﬃciency and others
decoding algorithms should have come up much earlier. In this case,
the results of its successful application would be much scale. Now it is
necessary to expand the scope of its application and conduct revision in
order to understand where in the MTD algorithms it have been already
applied, but was not seen.
In fact, divergence manifests itself in many speciﬁc algorithms everywhere. For example, it is always in parallel concatenation, because
the decoder of the ﬁrst level always works with subcode of the larger
code and at the beginning it does not use all of the checks If parallel
concatenation is three-layer, i. e. the code sizes increase not once, but
twice, and even three times, then multiple application of this approach
can be obtained.
Even in the simplest case of the implementation of convolutional
MTD they can avoid setting the same threshold elements one after another, but partly to combine them to make “overlapping”. Here it may
be that the ﬁrst threshold element does not fully implement the code distance also, and it is assisted by the second and similar subsequent nodes.
Very powerful synergetic eﬀect form parallel concatenated methods together with the idea of divergence, when both the 2nd and 3rd levels
of divergence are combined and the large jump in code distance growth
under some useful conditions greatly improves the decoding process.
But a particularly large eﬀect of the use of divergence can be obtained from the most useful property of codes, which is that many codes
allow the use of diﬀerent decoding algorithms, such as VA and MTD.
Preliminary experiments have already shown the prospects of this approach. Undoubtedly, it can signiﬁcantly improve the resulting decoding
eﬃciency, perhaps even with some simpliﬁcation of the decoder. But
this thin work requires a lot of preliminary preparation.
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It is possible that after some time the works oﬀered in the previous
paragraph will be on such a high level that the ways will be found to
reach at diﬀerent threshold nodes in groups the same high performance
at a large levels of noise, which were provided earlier by VA only. Of
course, it will require speciﬁc time for selection these special threshold
elements with diﬀerent settings. But if and this work will be successful,
high-speed MTD creation even almost at the bound of Shannon will be
a successfully solved problem.
6.4. Convergence of decisions
If the divergence for convolutional codes is the most useful means
of eﬃciency growth, then it is much easier and more eﬀective to apply
diﬀerent convergent methods in quasi-cyclic block codes.
This simple but well-deserved idea is simply that the block code is
decoded several times, realizing convergence to some intermediate solution at large the noise from a completely diﬀerent initial state settings
of the MTD elements. With high performance microelectronics and not
very high transmission speeds in some channels multiple attempts to
decode the block will be a natural solution. The resulting decisions are
of a very diﬀerent kind, not all coincide in a variety of positions of the
decoded block, revalued, for example, with the majority rule as character
by character and then send again to the ﬁnal processing or implementation of such the next parallel processing, which was done at previous
step. Given that the MTD much more simpler than other methods,
processing of the block a few times may, therefore, increase decoding
eﬃciency, but leave the MTD in the same position of the fastest algorithm known at the moment. Preliminary experiments have shown that
this is a very useful approach.
It solves all those issues that many “new” decoding algorithms cannot solve. Probably, it is clear that the accuracy and ingenuity in this
formulation of the decoding problem are also very necessary.
6.5. Integrated approach
A large number of ways to improve the capabilities of diﬀerent
schemes with VA and MTD allows you to implement them in diﬀerent
combinations or almost all together. Thus and AB, and procedures of
MTD remain as simple and uniform as their original versions.
However, the greatest eﬀect of moving all searches for the best
decoders in the optimization area on the basis of the SGEF expands
the space of these searches simply limitless. It is easy to add here
already proven useful methods of variation of weights of polynomials,
the distance between the TE, change the settings of the algorithms
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and even just their complete replacement. But there is no doubt that
completely unknown yet eﬀective methods will be implemented. It is
always relevant the task of maintaining with all the modiﬁcations of
maximum simplicity and uniformity of VA and MTD.
We are conﬁdent that the vast expanses of opportunities and optimization resources, as shown by the last decades of development OT and
MTD, will ensure the creation of many new and simple error correction
algorithms for the Space, networks and the entire digital world.

Conclusion
Our scientiﬁc school on Optimization Theory have successfully carried out plans and has realized all his intentions to the ﬁftieth anniversary of the publication of amazing in its depth and at the same time for
clarity of presentation of J. Massey’s the book “Threshold decoding” [25].
Published for this anniversary, our monographs [4, 5] have shown wide
opportunities of the majority methods at the OT basis for all main types
of classic channels studying in coding theory.
Very special anniversary of the 2018 linked in information theory
with truly great paper by C. Shannon [14], which was published 70 years
ago and gave rise to large-scale projects worldwide scientiﬁc and technical community to create those very necessary for our digital information
world methods of errors corrections, the existence of which we had precisely and accessibly told in this work. This monograph is devoted to
successful completion of searching such methods which, as suggested
by the supporters of our research areas, ﬁnally completely solved great
problem stated in that anniversary publication.
Our book gives a complete solution of C. Shannon’s task of extremely simple and eﬃcient error correction in digital arrays for all
major types of communication channels. This problem was successfully
solved up to the realms of noise that are directly close to the bound,
known as a channel capacity, which this great American scientist has
clearly deﬁned. This bound is unachievable as the speed of light for material bodies, since it’s absolutely elasticity. At the present time for most
of main channels in coding theory technologies of decoders creation already exist successfully working directly in the nearest energetic domain
to this bound. It means that a fundamental and very complex process
of ﬁnding a solution to the problem of Shannon is completed. That quite
a small remaining distance to his bound, future researches can pass (of
course only partly!) using methods that are already developed or yet
to be created in the process of further research in Optimization Theory
(OT) of error-correcting coding. The inﬁnitely high elasticity of capacity
will continue to be very reluctant to allow the operation of the decoding
algorithms at extremely high noise levels. But the results obtained at
the energy/noise ratio and probabilistic characteristics of decoders for
roughly a hundred code clusters (typical sets of code and channel parameters) are now quite suﬃcient to consider the problem completely
solved and to create thousands of other similar high performance systems with a very reasonable complexity of implementation. Of course,
for many other speciﬁc code clusters they will need to create by methods OT already known or future, new, custom, coding and subsequent
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decoding conﬁgurations. Widely presented set of design tools for research and conﬁgure codecs (coders and decoders) almost always allow
them to create the required coding system acceptable at the complexity,
eﬃciency and reliability to work close to a channel capacity.
Algebraic coding theory was the starting point for the initial researches of error correction algorithms. In the ﬁrst decades of its development, it allowed to attract to the theory of coding highly professional
staﬀ of the scientiﬁc community. And now the relay of leadership from
the “classical” algebraic theory to the Optimization Theory (OT) noiseresistant coding in all applied aspects has been completely ended. The
new stages of researches will include the increasingly broad areas of this
branch of information theory.
The monograph presented powerful technologies of the decoding algorithms development for the four main classical channels of the theory
of noise-tolerant coding with the minimum theoretically possible linear
complexity at the code length and, at the same time (!), with an eﬃciency which is almost identical with the best possible optimal decoding
(OD). Our MTD decoders in fact are as highly reliable as the OD. They
provide the best error probability of error correcting techniques as OD
with the full, exponentially complex with the code length total searching.
Decisions of MTD decoders and other OT methods almost in the entire
area of code rates R, lower than bandwidth of channels C, coincide with
the optimal decoding. And the width of the region not yet available for
the operation of the MTD decoders near the Shannon border is already
quite small. Perhaps the size of this zone can be further slightly reduced
in the future.
The eﬃciency and throughput of all our methods is conﬁrmed by
the interactive mutual work of the monograph with our world’s largest
portals on the coding theory www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru и www.mtdbest.ru.
Dozens of demonstration modules placed at these portals and the best
new software platforms for diﬀerent types of decoders, mainly on the
second one, illustrate high reliability and unique performance of our
decoders, most of which (∼ 40) are patented in Russia, abroad and else
even in the USSR.
The characteristics of our algorithms, due to the current situation
in applied coding theory issues, are not available to any other error correction methods with comparable complexity, and the diﬀerence between
them, as far as we know, is very large.
The importance of balanced development of theoretical and experimental studies has been recognized in many branches of the world
science approximately since 1985 and by the end of the Millennium has
been actively and comprehensively taken into account in various inves-
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tigations. The theory itself is always weak and very limited. But an
experiment realized without theoretical support is almost always inaccurate or even just wrong. Our scientiﬁc school understood this interconnection in science somewhere in 1975. The correct balancing of
the original theory ideas and sophisticated optimized modeling provided
a Grand synergetic acceleration of our researches, which allowed us to
solve the great Shannon problem.
In this regard, we also believe it is extremely important and absolutely necessary, solely for the disposal of the scientiﬁc community from
fraud and falsiﬁcation of scientiﬁc results in applied problems of coding theory in the next few years they should allow for publication and
thesis defenses only those scientiﬁc works in which the authors have
strictly and precisely described and analyzed decoding algorithms and,
necessarily, these algorithms working realizations. They should be implemented in C++ and allow full veriﬁcation by experts on applied coding theory and methods of soft modeling these algorithms at high noise
level. We are ready to agree that our demo program taken at the portal
www.mtdbest.ru should be used to calibrate the throughput of the new
algorithms proposed by the new authors (see hyperlink demo_quick.zip
and a brief description of its user manual directions). This calibration
demo program performs calculations at 8 threshold elements of the MTD
decoder, equivalent to ∼ 50 operations of summation of integers and 8
comparisons for each decoded data bit. Such a decoder at the usual PC
under Windows with a very low relative levels of bit energy to noise
ratio of the channel decodes with a high reliability digital streams at
speeds up to tens Mbit/s. Small overheads of computational costs of
C++ language and its other merits determine its very reasonable in this
case requirements to the abilities of new algorithms authors to create
their software implementation. This approach with the calibration of the
eﬃciency parameters will allow, basically, to correctly assess the real
levels of complexity and noise immunity of the proposed new decoders.
Such a natural level of control the assessment correctness of the decoding methods basic properties will immediately put things in order in
the applied scientiﬁc level of the development of all decoding algorithms.
Only this approach, which is not rigid in any way, will allow to get rid
of the boundless ﬂow of fantasies, errors and outright deception in the
research of applied issues in the ﬁeld of error correcting codes.
We also agree that other algorithms for all types of channels, the
parameters of which are speciﬁed in our monograph and in other publications of the scientiﬁc school OT, can also be used to evaluate various
aspects of the new decoders eﬀectiveness. We are always available and
will be happy to advise the authors of new algorithms that will have
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high real characteristics.
There is no doubt that OT actively developing already ∼ 5 decades
will be sure to ﬁnd else more innovative methods for creating eﬃcient
decoders and means for such projects, where the available technologies
being near the bound of Shannon will not be enough. It should be
clearly understood that the complex of coding systems design will continue to develop only with the progress of complex software systems
optimization, and a powerful methods of searching global extremum of
the functionals, which are actively and widely used in OT. Thus, the further movement of decoding technologies to the Shannon bound will be
more rigidly connected with the development of computer technique and
with special software than before. It’s a natural way of real scientiﬁcintensive technologies development. And this is probably the only constructive way. Our scientiﬁc school OT will continue to work hard to
remain in the leader of theoretical and soft researches and developments
the newest areas of our branch of science.
The crucial point that allows to consider the decoding problem for
a large noise is completely solved, it turns out the complexity of MTD
algorithms which with any complexity of design works on creation of
the code and decoding algorithm is growing with the code length only
linear, i. e. with the theoretically minimum possible rate. In order
to provide high reliability decoding remain available all those powerful
techniques and principles that have built both classical coding theory and
OT paradigms: diﬀerent concatenation styles, divergence, BVA, DDCM
methods and other features. Thus obtained a complete solution of the
Shannon problem corresponds to the best possible levels of complexity,
noise immunity at the input and reliability at the output of code systems.
Of course, these parameters will be reﬁned and improved over time.
And ﬁnally, the key point of the successful solution of complex
problems of the digital world was a deep understanding by many experts that the most important circumstances that the achievement of
seemingly impossible dreams of theorists in digital communication just
methods of search global extremum of the functionals (SGEF) theories
provided in the speciﬁc conditions of discrete mathematical spaces. No
reasons to believe that there will be competitive other methods yet and
most likely it will never be. Exactly theories SGEF allow us to consider
only the methods of such a search with the complexity proportional to
the code length. Other methods with such complexity are unknown.
But this approach to the problem of decoding is operable only when both
correctly solved the task of code selection with low EP level, which in
the end, can be successfully used for ﬁnding the optimal decision with
the best minimum probability of undetected error. Earlier this problem
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was solved in coding theory only the by total searching methods.
If we turn to the best methods of this class, we note with satisfaction that the patented by our team Viterbi algorithm for block codes
(BVA) with the same complexity of decoders as for convolutional codes
also completed the conversion of all applied problems of coding theory
in the tasks of a combined global searching optimal decisions. BVA corresponds to the twice reduced exponent complexity of OD known from
the “theorists” of block codes. Block VA completely eliminated from
any competitions for block codes methods developed by algebraic theory. The grouping all types of VA and various MTD modiﬁcations in set
of DDCM decoders, special algorithms only measuring the distance of
their decisions to the received message, else more accurately indicates a
set of methods, which, apparently, will solve all the problems of creating
good decoders in all the above meanings. Most likely, all the new algorithms of past thirty years, unrelated to the theories of search for global
extremum and precise distance measurement even with the assumption
of further growth of their complexity, have no prospects of movement
to the Shannon bound, nor, moreover, other possibilities of development.
Of course, reality of the future time will strictly check the validity of
such a harsh opinion.
Thus, OT took in the whole volume of development baton of applied
methods from classical algebraic theory. This is not surprising, since
algebraic theory has not solved any main basic problems of its development: it did not found simple ways of error correction above the level
of half the code distance, it did not overcome the diﬃculties of decoding in a Gaussian channel, and it did not ﬁnd linear with code length
complexity of decoding. The classic theory did not found even decoding
methods, with index in the exponent of complexity which decreases with
increasing code length n. Recall that for the MTD algorithms whose
complexity is linear with code length, this index in fact is equal to the
ratio {Ln(n)/n}, i. e., quickly goes to zero. In this group of DDCM
methods solves all these problems of complexity such a naturally that
even an exponentially complex VA, for example, in the schemes of the
concatenated type, are in their short options very simple parts of code
structures. In conventional circuits the characteristics of VA are dramatically better than for algebraic algorithms also. Let’s not forget that
already 20 years the technology allows us to create VA even for codes
with a length of K ∼ 15. So there are no questions about algebraic
methods. A twice decrease in our patented BVA the exponent of its
complexity compared to the estimates of the classical theory ﬁnally sets
all decoding algorithms at their own places.
Thus set by Shannon the problem is solved in OT by making use
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at the diﬀerent steps of decoder creation a powerful optimization procedures, including the search global extremum of functionals (SGEF). Of
course, for the closer a project workspace of coding system to capacity the number of required operations of the decoder will be somewhat
greater, that is understandable. The inevitable signiﬁcant delay increase
of the decision making is reasonable also.
Here are the main optimization procedure of designing OT algorithms. First, of course, it is actually the MTD algorithm conﬁgured
on the approach with every change of the controlled characters to the
optimal (with exhaustive search!) decision with a minimum of its own
complexity. This is a typical task of ﬁnding the global minimum of the
functional in a discrete spaces.
The second optimization mean is a powerful tool used in creating
eﬀective MTD or DDCM algorithms are method for searching codes,
in the greatest extent meting the criteria of errors propagation (EP)
minimum when decoding. Completely unique theory was created for
EP. It is not like 50 years ago very primitive attempts to describe this
extremely complex process for the majority schemes. Optimization of
codes on several criteria of EP improved multifold the MTD methods
convergence to the optimal decisions.
Finally, the third and most diﬃcult for usage global optimization
procedures, there was a whole class of methods for the tuning elements
of MTD decoders. This giant and diﬃcult problem, exceeding in hundreds times the eﬀort and time for both the ﬁrst techniques required to
develop eﬀective ways to accelerate the processes of such tuning, which
had been done quickly also. These works additionally has increased the
rate of convergence of MTD decisions to the optimal ones.
The combination of these three basic approaches just became the
nucleus of those methods that are in synergy brought the eﬀectiveness
of the MTD on complexity, noise immunity and reliability to a level
that has long been inaccessible by any other methods of the classical
algebraic coding theory.
Not superﬂuous in this connection to recall have long formed the
opinion of mathematicians that the role of the optimization theories in
mathematics is as great as the role of mathematics in science generally.
Thus, the transition to the creation of eﬀective decoders only on
the basis of the theories of global optimization of functional, delayed
for many decades due to the usual in the sciences the inﬂuence of the
human factor since the 80s of the last century, is completed. With the
appearance OT the applied coding theory moving from classical algebraic
preliminary stage to the wide application of powerful and fast optimization methods for decoding in all the technical systems providing with
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simple means and high reliability even when transmitted in a very noisy
channels.
It is important to specify that a signiﬁcant contribution to the OT
development and its technologies bring new leading paradigm, which
did not exist in this theory before at all: symbolic codes and decoders,
divergence, parallel concatenation, parity check codes (PCC), BVA, convergent methods, fast erase recovery algorithms and rule DDCM, clearly
recommending for the implementation certain methods of the OT. The
most important role here belongs to the principle of divergence, which
in certain techniques far advanced MTD algorithms in a region of large
noise. This principle of non-concatenated increase the code distance of
the applied codes have become a powerful design tool decoding methods
of all types. It may be also indicated that parallel concatenation was
ﬁrst proposed by our team. Besides, convergent methods are diﬃcult
to implement outside of the MTD algorithms, for which, on the contrary, they are very comfortable. As for parity checks codes (PCC), this
method has become a powerful tool for eﬃciently encoding only when
MTD algorithms become really highly reliable and reaching decisions of
the OD for relatively low signal-to-noise ratio. The decoders included in
a concatenating scheme, implement best mutual work and improve their
decisions for the total concatenated code. Concatenation in accordance
with these principles for all classes DDCM algorithms provides an extremely simple solutions to all issues of high reliability decoding when a
large noise level for the long time. Simpliﬁed 3-D systems of this type
also deserve careful study.
A wide range of potential opportunities and new directions for the
development of decoding algorithms, brieﬂy described in the last sections
of the book also indicates completely limitless perspectives of OT, a new
“quantum mechanics” in information theory.
We believe that it was possible to announce the change of leading ideology in applied coding theory approximately 15–20 years ago
when all important problems of eﬃciency have already been solved for
symbolic codes and erasure restoring algorithms. At the same time
for Gaussian channels MTD algorithms successfully worked with energy exceeding the level of the Shannon’s bound at no more than 2 dB.
However, the level of development of the OT ideology and the available
computing technology did not allow us in those years to ﬁnd optimization methods that would approach the workspace of MTD algorithms in
Gaussian channel to a channel capacity at least to the level of the one
and a half decibels. So we took then the unique right decision to improve further at that time characteristics of MTD decoders in Gaussian
channels and only later to announce the total solving Shannon’s task.
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Now quite feasible MTD algorithms work at the energy-to-noise level,
which is only at 26% higher than the power level of the absolutely elastic
and in principle unattainable Shannon boundary. Such features are unavailable to any other decoding algorithms. This allows us to say right
now about a complete change of leadership in all practical problems in
coding theory to the new “quantum mechanics” of our scientiﬁc school,
called Optimization Theory of error-correcting coding.
There is no doubt that a huge variety of possible schemes for global
searching forms a large intellectual ﬁeld to create a variety of methods
to construct new codes, algorithms and technologies. On their basis
new talented researchers, designers and engineers will write the following pages in the OT and oﬀer for our civilization the best technological
and fast systems to ensure a high level of reliability in the transmission, storage, recovery and veriﬁcation of data for the modern digital
information world.

Заключение
Наша научная школа по Оптимизационной Теории успешно выполнила планы и реализовала все свои намерения к пятидесятилетию
выхода в свет удивительной по своей глубине и одновременно по ясности изложения книги Дж. Месси «Пороговое декодирование» [25].
Изданные к этому юбилею наши монографии [4, 5] показали широкие
возможности мажоритарных методов на основе ОТ во всём множестве
классических каналов, изучаемых в теории кодирования.
Совершенно особый юбилей нового 2018 года связан в теории информации с воистину великой статьёй К. Шеннона [14], которая была
опубликована 70 лет назад и дала начало масштабным исследованиям мирового научно-технического сообщества по созданию тех очень
нужных нашей цифровой информационной цивилизации методов коррекции ошибок в дискретных данных, о существовании которых нам
было точно и доступно сказано в этой работе. Результатам успешного
завершения поисков таких методов и посвящена данная монография,
в которой, как полагают сторонники нашего научного направления,
наконец убедительно решена действительно великая проблема, поставленная в той юбилейной публикации.
В данной книге дано полное решение поставленной К. Шенноном
задачи предельно простого и эффективного исправления ошибок в
цифровых массивах для всех основных типов каналов связи. Эта
проблема успешно решена вплоть до областей шума, непосредственно
близких к границе, известной как пропускная способность канала, которую чётко указал этот великий американский учёный. Эта граница
недостижима, так как она абсолютно упруга, как и скорость света
для материальных тел. Но к настоящему времени для всех главных
в теории кодирования каналов уже существуют технологии создания
декодеров, успешно работающих непосредственно в ближайшей от
этой границы области энергетики, чем и завершён принципиальный и
сложнейший процесс поиска решения проблемы Шеннона. То вполне
небольшое оставшееся расстояние до границы, указанной им, можно
пройти (конечно, только частично!) с помощью методов, которые уже
разработаны или ещё будут созданы в процессе последующих исследований в Оптимизационной Теории (ОТ) помехоустойчивого кодирования. Бесконечно высокая упругост пропускной способности канала
будет и в дальнейшем очень неохотно допускать работу реальных
алгоритмов декодирования при экстремально высоких уровнях шума.
Но и уже полученные результаты по энергетике и вероятностным характеристикам декодеров ориентировочно для ста наиболее значимых
кодовых кластеров (типичных наборов параметров кодов и каналов)
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теперь уже совершенно достаточны, чтобы считать проблему полностью решённой и создавать многие тысячи других столь же высокоэффективных систем с очень умеренной сложностью реализации для
работы вблизи границы Шеннона. Для этого создан и активно используется набор средств проектирования, исследования и настройки
кодеков (кодеров и декодеров), теперь уже практически всегда позволяющий разрабатывать необходимые системы кодирования приемлемой сложности, эффективности и достоверности для работы вблизи
пропускной способности канала связи. Конечно, для многих других
конкретных кодовых кластеров надо будет создавать методами ОТ,
уже известными или будущими, особые новые конфигурации систем
кодирования и последующего декодирования. Широко представленный набор средств проектирования для исследования и настройки
кодеков (кодеров и декодеров) практически всегда позволяет создать
необходимые системы кодирования, эффективности и надежности для
работы в области, близкой к пропускной способности канала.
Алгебраическая теория кодирования была стартовой учебной площадкой на начальных этапах исследований алгоритмов коррекции
ошибок. В первые десятилетия своего развития она позволила приобщить к теории кодирования высокопрофессиональные кадры научного
сообщества. А теперь уже полностью состоялась передача эстафеты
лидерства от «классической» алгебраической теории к Оптимизационной Теории (ОТ) помехоустойчивого кодирования во всех прикладных
аспектах. Новый этап исследований ОТ охватывает всё более широкие области этой отрасли теории информации.
В монографии были представлены мощные технологии разработки алгоритмов декодирования для четырёх главных классических каналов теории помехоустойчивого кодирования с минимальной теоретически возможной линейной от длины кодов сложностью и, одновременно (!), с эффективностью, практически совпадающей с оптимальным декодированием (ОД). Наши МПД декодеры на самом деле
столь же высокодостоверны, как и ОД, т. е. наилучшие по вероятности ошибки методы коррекции ошибок с полным, экспоненциально от
длины кода сложным перебором. Решения МПД декодеров и других
методов ОТ почти во всей области кодовых скоростей R, меньших
пропускной способности каналов C, совпадают с оптимальным декодированием. А ширина недоступной пока для работы МПД декодеров
области вблизи границы Шеннона уже достаточно мала. Возможно,
размер этой зоны можно будет ещё несколько уменьшить в будущем.
Эффективность и быстродействие наших методов подтверждается
интерактивным взаимодействием монографии с нашими крупнейшими в мире порталами по теории кодирования www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru и
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www.mtdbest.ru. Десятки представленных на них демонстрационных
модулей и новейшие программные платформы для декодеров различного типа, в основном на втором из них, особенно наглядно демонстрируют высокую достоверность и уникальное быстродействие наших декодеров, большинство из которых (около 40) запатентовано в
России, за рубежом и даже ещё в СССР.
Характеристики наших алгоритмов, судя по текущей ситуации в
прикладных вопросах теории кодирования, недоступны никаким другим методам коррекции ошибок с сопоставимой сложностью, причём
разница между ними, насколько нам известно, очень велика.
Важность сбалансированного развития теоретических и экспериментальных исследований стала осознаваться во многих отраслях мировой науки ориентировочно с 1985 года и к концу тысячелетия уже
активно и всесторонне учитывалась при различных исследованиях.
Теория сама по себе всегда слаба и очень ограниченна, а эксперимент, поставленный без теоретической поддержки, почти всегда неточен или даже просто ошибочен. Наша научная школа осознала эту
взаимосвязь в науке где-то в 1975 году. Правильная балансировка
идей оригинальной теории и изощрённого оптимизированного моделирования обеспечили грандиозное синергетическое ускорение наших
исследований, позволивших решить великую проблему Шеннона.
В связи с этим мы полагаем также крайне важным и абсолютно
необходимым, что исключительно для избавления научного сообщества от обмана и фальсификации научных результатов в прикладных вопросах теории кодирования в ближайшие годы следует допускать к публикации и защите диссертаций только те научные работы,
вместе с которыми предъявляются точно и строго описанные и проанализированные авторами алгоритмы декодирования и, обязательно, сами работающие алгоритмы. Они должны быть реализованы на
языке C++, который позволяет писать программы с малыми накладными расходами сверх операций декодера, и допускать их полную
проверку экспертами по прикладным вопросам теории кодирования
и методам моделирования этих алгоритмов при большом уровне шума. Мы готовы согласиться с тем, чтобы для калибровки производительности предлагаемых авторами новых алгоритмов использовалась
наша демо-программа на портале www.mtdbest.ru (см. гиперссылку [70] и краткое описание её использования [71]). Эта калибровочная демо-программа проводит вычисления на десяти пороговых
элементах МПД декодера, эквивалентные ста операциям суммирования целых чисел и десяти сравнений для каждого декодируемого
бита данных. Такой декодер на обычных ПК под ОС Windows при
весьма низких относительных уровнях энергетики канала декодиру-
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ет с высокой достоверностью цифровые потоки на скоростях до десятков Мбит/с. Малые накладные вычислительные расходы языка
С++ и его достоинства определяют очень умеренные в этом случае
требования к способностям авторов новых алгоритмов создавать их
программные реализации. Такой подход к оценке новых результатов
в прикладной теории кодирования с калибровкой параметров эффективности позволит, в основном, достаточно правильно оценивать реальные уровни сложности и помехоустойчивости предлагаемых новых
декодеров. Столь естественный уровень контроля правильности оценки основных свойств методов декодирования сразу наведёт порядок в
прикладном научном уровне разработок всех алгоритмов декодирования. Только этот подход, ни в какой мере не являющийся жёстким,
позволит сразу избавиться от безбрежного потока фантазий, ошибок
и откровенного обмана в исследованиях прикладных вопросов в области корректирующих кодов.
Мы также согласны с тем, что и другие алгоритмы для всех
типов каналов, параметры которых указаны в нашей монографии и в
других публикациях школы ОТ, тоже могут использоваться для оценки различных аспектов эффективности новых декодеров. Мы всегда
доступны и с удовольствием будем консультировать авторов новых
алгоритмов, которые будут иметь высокие реальные характеристики.
Нет сомнения, что активно развиваемая уже почти пять десятилетий ОТ и далее будет обязательно находить всё более новые методы разработки декодеров и для таких проектов, когда имеющихся
технологий создания эффективных кодеков вблизи границы Шеннона окажется недостаточно. При этом нужно чётко понимать, что
сложный процесс проектирования систем кодирования в дальнейшем
будет развиваться только вместе с прогрессом сложных программных систем оптимизации и мощных комплексов поиска глобальных
экстремумов функционалов всё более сложной природы, которые активно и повсеместно применяются в ОТ. Таким образом, дальнейший
процесс приближения технологий декодирования к границе Шеннона
будет ещё более жёстко связан с развитием компьютерной техники и со специальным программным обеспечением, чем ранее. Это
вполне естественный ход развития реальных наукоёмких технологий.
И, наверное, это единственный конструктивный путь. Наша научная
школа ОТ и далее будет напряжённо работать, чтобы оставаться в
лидерах теоретических научных исследований и разработок ПО по
самым новым направлениям нашей отрасли знания.
Решающим моментом, позволяющим считать проблему декодирования при большом шуме полностью решённой, оказывается сложность МПД алгоритмов, при любых проектных работах по созданию
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кодов и алгоритмов декодирования растущая с длиной кода всего
лишь линейно, т. е. с теоретически минимально возможным темпом.
При этом для обеспечения ещё и высокой достоверности декодирования остаются доступными все те мощные методы и принципы, которые уже давно наработала и классическая теория кодирования, и
парадигмы ОТ — это различные виды каскадирования, дивергенция,
блоковые АВ, ДПКМ методы и другие возможности. Тем самым
полученное полное решение проблемы Шеннона соответствует наилучшим на данный момент возможным уровням сложности, помехоустойчивости на входе и достоверности на выходе кодовых систем.
Разумеется, эти параметры будут со временем уточняться и улучшаться.
И, наконец, ключевым моментом успешности решения сложнейшей проблемы цифрового мира стало глубокое осознание уже многими специалистами того важнейшего обстоятельства, что достижение
казалось бы несбыточной мечты теоретиков цифровой связи обеспечили именно методы теорий поиска глобального экстремума функционалов (ПГЭФ) в специфических условиях дискретных математических
пространств. Никаких оснований считать, что здесь конкурентоспособными будут и другие методы, пока нет и, скорее всего, никогда
не будет. Именно теории ПГЭФ и позволяют рассматривать только
методы поиска оптимальных решений декодеров типа МПД со сложностью, пропорциональной длине кода. Другие методы с такой сложностью неизвестны. Но этот подход к проблеме декодирования оказывается работоспособным, если одновременно правильно и абсолютно
точно решается и задача выбора кода с низкими уровнем РО, что, в
конечном счёте, и позволяет успешно проводить поиск оптимального
решения, наилучшего по вероятности необнаруженной ошибки. Раньше эта проблема решалась в теории кодирования только переборными
методами.
Если же обратиться к наилучшим методам такого класса, то мы с
удовлетворением отмечаем запатентованный нами алгоритм Витерби
для блоковых кодов (БАВ) со сложностью аналогичных ему декодеров для свёрточных кодов. Это соответствует уменьшенной вдвое
экспоненте сложности ОД от «теоретиков» блоковых кодов, что также
завершает полное преобразование всех прикладных проблем классической теории кодирования в задачи комбинированного поиска глобальных оптимальных решений. БАВ полностью исключил из любых
конкурсов для блоковых кодов методы, наработанные алгебраической
теорией, в частности, Чейза, Велдона и проч. Объединение всех
типов АВ и различных модификаций МПД в группу ДПКМ декодеров, особых алгоритмов, единственных точно измеряющих рассто-
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яние своих решений до принятого сообщения, абсолютно однозначно
указывает множество методов, которые, видимо, и будут решать все
проблемы создания хороших во всех указанных выше смыслах декодеров. Скорее всего, все новые алгоритмы последнего тридцатилетия,
никак не связанные с теориями поиска глобального экстремума и
обязательным точным измерением расстояний даже в предположении
возможности дальнейшего роста их сложности, не имеют ни перспектив движения к границе Шеннона, ни, тем более, других вариантов
развития. Разумеется, реальности уже ближайшего времени строго
проверят правомерность нашего столь жёсткого мнения.
Таким образом, ОТ приняла во всём объёме эстафету развития
прикладных методов от классической алгебраической теории. Это
неудивительно, так как алгебраическая теория за многие годы своего условного лидерства не решила никаких основных проблем своего
развития: не нашла простых способов коррекции ошибок выше уровня половины кодового расстояния, не преодолела сложностей декодирования блоковых кодов в гауссовских каналах, а также не вышла
на линейный от длины кодов уровень сложности декодирования. Не
нашла классическая теория даже методов декодирования, показатель
в экспоненте сложности которых уменьшался бы по мере увеличения длины кода n. Напомним, что у МПД алгоритмов, сложность
которых увеличивается линейно, этот показатель фактически равен
отношению {Ln(n)/n}, т. е. очень быстро стремится к нулю. При
этом группа методов ДПКМ решает все проблемы сложности столь
естественным образом, что даже экспоненциально сложные АВ, например, в схемах каскадного типа, оказываются в своих коротких
вариантах весьма несложными частями любых кодовых структур. Не
забудем и то, что уже 20 лет технологии позволяют создавать АВ
даже для кодов с длиной K ∼ 15. Да и в обычных схемах характеристики АВ столь разительно лучше, чем у алгебраических алгоритмов,
что и тут вопросов о конкурентоспособности вообще не возникает. А
снижение в запатентованном нами блоковом АВ вдвое экспоненты его
сложности по сравнению с оценками классической теории уже окончательно расставило все алгоритмы декодирования по своим местам.
Таким образом, поставленная Шенноном проблема решена в ОТ
путем использования на различных шагах создания систем декодирования мощных оптимизационных процедур, в том числе на основе
поиска глобального экстремума функционалов (ПГЭФ). Конечно, по
мере приближения рабочей области систем кодирования к пропускной способности канала количество необходимых декодеру операций
будет несколько расти, что вполне понятно. Неизбежный при этом
значительный рост задержки принятия решений тоже очевиден и при
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большом шуме просто обязателен.
Перечислим основные оптимизационные процедуры проектирования алгоритмов ОТ. В первую очередь, конечно, это собственно
МПД алгоритм, настраиваемый на приближение при каждом изменении контролируемых символов к оптимальному переборному (!) решению при собственной минимальной линейной сложности. Это типичная задача поиска глобального минимума функционала в дискретных
пространствах.
Вторым мощным оптимизационным средством, используемым
при создании эффективных МПД или ДПКМ алгоритмов, стали методы поиска кодов, в наибольшей степени соответствующих критериям минимума размножения ошибок (РО) при декодировании. Для
этого была создана абсолютно уникальная теория РО, совершенно
не похожая на попытки 50-летней давности крайне примитивно описать этот сложнейший процесс для мажоритарных схем. Оптимизация кодов сразу по нескольким критериям РО многократно улучшила
сходимость МПД методов к оптимальным решениям.
Наконец, третьим и самым сложным вариантом использования
процедур глобальной оптимизации оказался целый класс методов настройки элементов МПД декодеров. Эта гигантская по трудоёмкости
проблема, превышающая в сотни раз затраты сил и времени на обе
первые методики, потребовала и разработки эффективных способов
ускорения процессов такой настройки, что также было сделано в кратчайшие сроки. Эти результаты дополнительно многократно повысили
темпы сходимости решений МПД к оптимальным.
Совокупность этих трёх базовых подходов и стала ядром тех
методов, которые в синергетическом взаимодействии довели эффективность МПД по сложности, помехоустойчивости и достоверности
до уровня, который уже давно недоступен никаким другим методам
классической теории кодирования.
Нелишне в этой связи ещё раз напомнить уже давно сформировавшееся мнение математиков о том, что роль теорий оптимизации в
математике столь же велика, как и роль математики вообще в науке.
Таким образом, затянувшийся на многие десятилетия из-за обычного в науке влияния человеческого фактора с 80-х годов прошлого
века переход к созданию эффективных декодеров только на базе теорий глобальной оптимизации функционалов завершен. С появлением ОТ прикладная теория кодирования переходит от затянувшегося
подготовительного классического алгебраического этапа к широкому
применению мощных и быстрых оптимизационных методов декодирования для всех технических систем, обеспечивающих простыми средствами высокую достоверность при экстремально большом шуме.
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Заключение

Важно указать, что значительный вклад в развитие ОТ и её технологий вносят такие новые руководящие парадигмы, которых вообще
не было до появления этой теории: символьные коды и декодеры, дивергенция, параллельное каскадирование, каскадирование с кодами
контроля по чётности (ККЧ), БАВ, конвергентные методы, быстрые
алгоритмы восстановления стираний и правило ДПКМ, чётко рекомендующие к реализации те или иные методы из большого набора
технологий ОТ. Наиболее важную роль здесь давно уже играет принцип дивергенции, оформление которого в отдельные методики далеко
продвинуло алгоритмы МПД в область большого шума. Этот принцип некаскадного увеличения кодового расстояния применяемых кодов стал мощным средством проектирования методов декодирования
всех типов. Здесь также можно указать на то, что и параллельное
каскадирование впервые предложила наша научная школа. Кроме
того, мы предложили и конвергентные методы, которые трудно реализовать за рамками МПД алгоритмов, для которых они, наоборот,
очень удобны. Что же касается каскадирования с кодами контроля по
чётности (ККЧ), то этот метод стал мощнейшим средством эффективного кодирования только тогда, когда МПД алгоритмы стали реально
высокодостоверными, достигающими решений ОД при больших уровнях шума. При этом декодеры, входящие в каскадную схему, реализуют наилучшее возможное взаимодействие и улучшают свои решения относительно всего каскадного кода в целом. Каскадирование по
этим принципам для всех алгоритмов класса ДПКМ обеспечивает на
редкость простые решения всех вопросов высокой достоверности декодирования при большом уровне шума на длительную перспективу.
Упрощённые 3D-системы такого типа тоже заслуживают внимательного изучения.
Широкий спектр потенциальных возможностей новых направлений развития алгоритмов декодирования, кратко описанный в последних разделах нашей книги, также свидетельствует о совершенно безграничных перспективах ОТ — новой «квантовой механики» в теории
информации.
Мы полагаем, что объявить о смене лидирующей идеологии в
прикладной теории кодирования можно было ориентировочно 15–20
лет назад, когда уже давно были решены все принципиальные вопросы эффективности по алгоритмам для символьных кодов и стирающих
каналов. В это же время для гауссовских каналов МПД алгоритмы успешно работали при энергетике, превышавшей уровень границы
Шеннона примерно на 2 дБ. Однако уровень развития идеологии ОТ
и состояние доступной вычислительной техники не позволяли нам в
те годы найти коды и методы оптимизации, которые приблизили бы
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рабочую область МПД алгоритмов к пропускной способности гауссовского канала хотя бы до уровня полутора децибелов. Поэтому
мы приняли тогда единственно правильное решение сначала дополнительно улучшить достигнутые к тому времени характеристики МПД
декодеров в гауссовских каналах и только после объявить о решении поставленной К. Шенноном задачи. Сейчас вполне реализуемые
МПД алгоритмы работают при относительной энергетике, которая по
мощности лишь на ∼ 26% превышает уровень абсолютно упругой и
в принципе недостижимой границы Шеннона. Такие характеристики
недоступны никаким другим алгоритмам декодирования. Это и позволяет нам заявить именно теперь о полном переходе лидерства во
всех прикладных вопросах в теории кодирования к новой «квантовой
механике» нашей научной школы, названной нами Оптимизационной
Теорией помехоустойчивого кодирования.
Несомненно, что огромное разнообразие возможных схем глобального поиска образует совершенно грандиозное интеллектуальное
поле для создания разнообразных новых кодов, алгоритмов и технологий. На их основе новые талантливые исследователи, проектировщики и инженеры впишут следующие страницы в ОТ и предложат
нашей цивилизации самые лучшие технологичные и быстрые системы
обеспечения высокого уровня достоверности при передаче, хранении,
восстановлении и контроле достоверности данных для современного
цифрового информационного мира.

Quotes from the scientific editor’s
introductory article of the monograph
The author’s works are the basis of especially simple algorithms
for ﬁnding the global extremum of functional, which decode correctly
received messages directly near the Shannon boundary, which is the
ultimate goal of the coding theory.
Recall that the reliability of communication and the eﬃciency of
communication channels to a decisive degree determine the error
correction algorithms used, i. e. decoding.
Algebraic coding theory was the starting point for the initial
stages of error correction algorithms research. It allowed the scientiﬁc
community to join them...
...Optimization Theory (ОТ)... at a completely new level, it successfully solves the problems of optimal, the best decoding reliability at
large noise levels and, what is extremely important, at a theoretically
minimum, linear complexity with the code length growth.
...an extremely important result is the creation and patenting of
the block version of the Viterbi algorithm (BVA)... the complexity
evaluations of classical coding theory for other versions of BVA...
correspond to twice the exponent of the VA complexity...
Starting OT state: ...The Main Theorem of multithreshold
decoding (MTMTD)... Its exact proof has revolutionary changed
decoding tasks for all kinds of channels... Now it is possible to use
MTD decoders... and with only linear (!) with the code length the
complexity to achieve OD decisions even with a large channel noise
level.
...MTMTD not at all promises an achievement the decision of the
OD, i.e. multithreshold decoder, alas, is not the optimal one.
...for a large number of channels and codes it is already possible
to achieve a very high level of ﬁnal reliability... in the vicinity of the
bound of Shannon.
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...Therefore, the author, of course, is a specialist who has the
right to declare his solution of the Shannon problem.
The most signiﬁcant applied achievement of OT is the extension of
the ﬁeld of the MTMTD on... reopened by him symbolic (non-binary)
codes.
...for a truly triumphal procession of symbolic codes in the world of
coding systems, the authors of symbolic MTD algorithms immediately
changed and patented the rule of their threshold elements work...
It was this moment that decided the fate of the world competition
among non-binary algorithms.
The scientiﬁc school OT has already published several monographs on OT and the reference book on coding, and the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) has published a monograph* on OT in
English.
...all versions of MTD algorithms are very simple methods, which
are extremely useful for teaching students and professionals.
In the monograph the author has gave deep attention to many other
ideas... note that previously none of these concepts OT the coding
theory was not. But their role in OT is extremely important.
...Some of the author’s results are discoveries in coding theory.
In monographs on the MTD and OT they repeatedly used interactively network portals www.mtdbest.ru and www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru of
the author’s scientiﬁc school to illustrate many of the results of MTD
algorithms.
Turning to the ﬁnal remarks about this book, I will say that the
monograph marks the transition of the applied theory of coding in a
new phase of development, focused on the creation of simple eﬃcient
algorithms for error correction. Many of the algorithms discussed in
this book work in the close proximity to the Shannon boundary, and the
achievement for others... is already just a matter of time.
* Zolotarev

V. V., Zubarev Y. B., Ovechkin G. V. Optimization Coding Theory and Multithreshold Algorithms. — Geneva, ITU, 2015. — 159 p.
(http://www.itu.int/pub/s-gen-octma-2015).
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Quotes from the scientiﬁc editor’s introductory article of the monograph

The special importance of the publication of such an important
monograph is determined by the fact that 2018 is the anniversary for
the theory of coding: 70 years ago Claude Shannon put forward the
problem of simple and eﬀective decoding to science and technology in
his remarkable article “Mathematical theory of communication”. It is
gratifying to ﬁnd its successful solution in this anniversary year in
the monograph of the Russian scientist.

Academician of the Russian,
Academy of Sciences
USSR State prize laureate

N. A. Kuznetsov

Цитаты из вступительной статьи научного
редактора
Работы автора являются основой особенно простых алгоритмов
поиска глобального экстремума функционалов, которые правильно
декодируют принятые сообщения непосредственно вблизи границы
Шеннона, что и является конечной целью теории кодирования.
Напомним, что достоверность связи и эффективность использования каналов связи в решающей степени определяют именно
применяемые алгоритмы коррекции ошибок, т. е. декодирования.
Алгебраическая теория кодирования была стартовой площадкой на начальных этапах исследований алгоритмов коррекции
ошибок. Она позволила приобщить к ним научное сообщество...
...Оптимизационная Теория (ОТ)... на совершенно новом уровне
успешно решает проблемы оптимального, наилучшего по достоверности декодирования при больших уровнях шума и, что крайне
важно, при теоретически минимальной, линейной от длины кода
сложности.
...чрезвычайно важный результат — создание и патентование
блоковой версии алгоритма Витерби (БАВ)...
...Оценки сложности классической теории кодирования для других блоковых версий АВ... соответствуют удвоенному показателю
экспоненты...
Стартовая установка ОТ: ... Основная Теорема многопорогового декодирования (ОТМПД)... Её строгое доказательство самым
революционным образом поменяло постановки задач декодирования
для всех видов каналов... Теперь стало возможным использовать
МПД декодеры... и при всего лишь линейной (!) от длины кода
сложности достигать решений ОД даже при большом уровне шума
канала.
...ОТМПД вовсе не обещает обязательного достижения решения
ОД, т. е. многопороговый декодер, увы, не оптимален.
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Цитаты из вступительной статьи научного редактора

...для большого числа каналов и кодов уже возможно достижение
очень высокого уровня итоговой достоверности... непосредственно
вблизи границы Шеннона.
...Поэтому автор, безусловно, является специалистом, который
имеет право заявить о решении им проблемы Шеннона.
Наиболее существенным прикладным достижением ОТ является
расширение области действия ОТМПД на... вторично переоткрытые им символьные (недвоичные) коды.
...для действительно триумфального шествия символьных кодов
по миру систем кодирования авторы символьных алгоритмов МПД
сразу же поменяли и запатентовали правило работы их пороговых элементов... Именно этот момент и решил судьбу мирового
конкурса среди недвоичных алгоритмов.
Научной школой ОТ уже опубликовано несколько монографий
по тематике ОТ и справочник по кодированию, а Международный
союз электросвязи (МСЭ/ITU) издал монографию* по ОТ на английском языке.
...все варианты МПД алгоритмов, являются очень простыми
методами, что крайне полезно для обучения студентов и специалистов.
В монографии уделяется глубокое внимание и многим другим
идеям... Отметим, что ранее ни одного из этих понятий ОТ в
теории кодирования не было. Но их роль в ОТ чрезвычайно важна.
...Некоторые из результатов автора являются открытиями в
теории кодирования.
В монографиях по МПД и ОТ для иллюстрации многих результатов МПД алгоритмов уже неоднократно интерактивно использовались сетевые порталы www.mtdbest.ru и www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru
научной школы автора.
* Zolotarev

V. V., Zubarev Y. B., Ovechkin G. V. Optimization Coding Theory and
Multithreshold Algorithms. — Geneva, ITU, 2015. — 159 p.
(http://www.itu.int/pub/s-gen-octma-2015).
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Переходя к заключительным замечаниям об этой книге, скажу,
что монография знаменует собой переход прикладной теории кодирования в новую фазу развития, ориентированную на создание
простых эффективных алгоритмов коррекции ошибок. Многие из
рассмотренных в этой книге алгоритмов работают в непосредственной близости от границы Шеннона, а достижение и для других...
уже представляется просто вопросом времени.
Особое значение выхода в свет столь важной монографии
определяется тем, что 2018 год является юбилейным для теории кодирования: 70 лет назад Клод Шеннон выдвинул проблему простого
и эффективного декодирования перед наукой и техникой в своей замечательной статье «Математическая теория связи». Отрадно найти
её успешное решение в этом юбилейном году в монографии
российского учёного.
Академик РАН,
Лауреат Государственной премии СССР

Н. А. Кузнецов

Appendix 1
An example of Technical Specification for the
development coding system
1. Main parameters.
1.1. Block or convolutional codes.
1.2. Binary or non-binary codes.
1.3. Code length n (number of code characters).
1.4. The decision delay L (number of code symbols).
1.5. The code rate R (the measure of redundancy).
1.6. Code distance d (minimum or free).
1.7. Energetic coding gain (CG) G, dB.
1.8. The output bit error probability (BER) of the decoder Pb (e),
(∼ 10−5 or another.)
1.9. Modulation signal system (binary, circular PM, quadrature
(e. g. APM 4 × 4), etc.
1.10. Control the quality of the channel.
2. Additional and dependent with the basic encoding parameters.
2.1. K — the length of the encoding register when implementing
the selected code.
2.2. Eb /N0 — the ratio of the channel bit energy to the noise
power spectral density.
2.3. p0 — probability of error at decoder input (output of channel.)
2.4. Es /N0 — the ratio of the channel symbol energy to the noise
power spectral density.
2.5. Modem type: hard or soft.
2.6. The applicability or necessity of concatenation.
3. General technical characteristics of the communication system.
3.1. The delay in the transmission block, ms.
3.2. Delay of decision decoding, the IPU.
3.3. Types and methods of interaction of the decoder systems
synchronization (branch, character, block, HR, ...).
3.4. Implementation (software or hardware).
3.5. General characteristics of the channel.
3.6. The ability to parallelize functions in the decoder.
3.7. Processing speed (decoding), Mbit/s.
3.8. Terms of project development.
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3.9. Subject of research in the development process (unclear
points of the project).
3.10. Complexity of development (scope of work, complexity of
the scheme, time, technology, testing methods, types and
volumes of testing, the necessary infrastructure for development, types of interaction with the modem).
3.11. The presence of the test equipment (simulator digital noise
models of components and systems of a modem containing
codec etc.).
3.12. Forms and methods of technical support.
3.13. Volumes of operational documentation.
3.14. Need for certiﬁcation and other documents.
4. The organizational issues.
4.1. Financial arrangements.
4.2. Possible types of contracts.
4.3. The subject of the contract (what is must be done).
4.4. Personnel training.
4.5. The shape of the test procedure.
4.6. Stages of work.
4.7. Responsibility of parties.
4.8. Intellectual results protection.
4.9. Promoting the continuation of scientiﬁc research.

Appendix 2
Number of iterations to searching optimal
decisions with the multithreshold decoder
When discussing the problem of replacing by the Optimization Theory all classical methods of constructing long codes with eﬃcient decoding the question raise about real iterations number for searching the
global minimum of the functional in the conditions of speciﬁc discrete
spaces, in which we need to ﬁnd the code word, the nearest to received
message.
Consider an estimate for the number of iterations based on experience construction of ∼ 100 diﬀerent codes with simultaneous creation
for them MTD procedures of their successful optimum decoding near
the channel capacity.
Let p be the proportion of errors in the information part of the received message encoded, for example, by block binary or symbolic code.
The top score for this part is natural to take equal to p = 0.5. Further,
from the experience of building a successfully operating at the large noise
level of all MTD decoders types can be determined by the approximate
fraction of information characters d, which the threshold element in the
MTD algorithm changes if the channel noise is close to the limit for the
selected code settings. You can put already a lot of experience creating
eﬀective OD on the basis of the MTD, which is approximately d = 0.02.
Because all TE all types of MTD are some simple scheme, deciding on
the majority of checks, such TE has a suﬃciently high probability of
incorrect changes in the controlled symbols. Let’s reﬂect this fact by
the coeﬃcient m = 5, which shows how many times more changes the
TE actually performs in the MTD, compared with the estimation for the
actual percentage p of errors in the received message. This is enough
to estimate the number of decoding iterations in the MTD. We do it in
a such a way: relative the number of corrections p · m for information
symbols of the code wt divided by the proportion of characters to be
changed for each iteration of d:
p·m
.
I1 =
d
For the selected values of estimates we obtain that I1 = 125.
Consider another way of estimation the iterations when decoding on
the MTD basis. The essence of this method is that when the decoded
symbols change, each new decision of the MTD is strictly closer to the
accepted vector than the previous one. This is reﬂected in the fact that
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the total weight of the vectors D and S is strictly decreasing at least
by 1. It is clear that the maximum possible initial weight of these vectors
for the used code of length n again in relative units is equal to w = 1 (all
symbols of these vectors are nonzero). As we have already chosen the
frequency of symbols changes in the ﬁrst estimate, and assign the share
of symbols to be changed in each iteration again equal d = 0.02. And just
as in the ﬁrst estimate, let’s say that because of the choice optimization
parameters (threshold values, check weights, etc.) some TE solutions
will be wrong. The multiplier, taking into account the increase in the
required correction attempts, again take to be equal m = 5. To MTD
reached the decision of the OD, it should signiﬁcantly reduce the overall
weight of the vectors D and S. a lower bound for this value is equal
to 0. But then the total required number of attempts to reduce the total
weight of the vectors D and S does not exceed the estimate w · m, and
for each view of the code block, i. e. for one iteration their share d will
be corrected. Then the second estimate for the number of iterations is
w·m
.
I2 =
d
For the selected parameter values, we obtain an estimate I2 = 250.
It is clear that the same reasoning with the same results are valid
and for convolutional MTD of all types.
Let’s analyze obtained very similar in style and evaluation results.
Let’s start with the fact that for many cases even I = 10...20 iterations
are suﬃcient to reach the OD decisions in the case of a very high
level of noise which is not available for other decoding algorithms with
reasonable complexity. On the other hand, if the level the noise of
the channel signiﬁcantly exceeds such an important parameter of the
channel, as the computational rate, the required number of iterations is
rapidly increasing and, as shown in our publications, with the diﬀerence
of the decoder working energy to the Shannon energy boundary of the
order of 1 dB the required iterations of the MTD algorithm can reach
I = 200. It indicates that both the above estimates for the number of
iterations reﬂect the real complexity of MTD algorithms in diﬀerent
operation condition.
Even more signiﬁcantly, that probably should not in the future to
increase I to values of the order of 300–500 or more. The estimates
correspond to the complexity of the MTD algorithms itself. But the simplest concatenated schemes presented, in particular, in the third chapter,
show that very eﬀective decoders of this type are much simpler than
non-concatenated one and at the same time easier to achieve even more
high levels of reliability. The number of iterations in the MTD, probably, won’t exceed in such schemes of several tens or the maximum
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I = 100 iterations, which are not comparable to the complexity of other
concatenated schemes of the classical type.
The fundamental point that determines the capabilities of the MTD
decoders, it turns out that, unlike many “new” algorithms of last time,
requiring up to tens of thousands of iterations of decoding, MTD is
simple and on this parameter, and the iteration itself in MTD, consisting
in summation of several integers, also is usually simpler than iterations
implemented in other decoders.
Finally, you can specify that, based on the principles of searching
global extremum of the functionals, it is not necessary to be limited to
convenient sequentially iterating over one character in an exponentially
large array of possible decisions as it is fast and simple make MTD of all
types. For these decoders, it is proved that wt can change in the process
of correction messages many diﬀerent groups of controlled characters.
The transfer of this possibility on the idea for searching the extremum
of functionals can change signiﬁcantly again iterative decoding principles
at the large noise and may speed up the convergence of the search to
the OD decisions.
The limitation of the required number of MTD iterations preserves
linear from the length of the code complexity of this type decoders,
that is proved possibilities of practically optimal decoding in the vicinity
of the Shannon’s bound makes algorithms based on the search for the
global extremum of functionals in discrete mathematical spaces one of
the most preferred methods for errors correction in the long term.

Appendix 3
Tables
Table A-3.1. Lower bounds for Pb (e) when optimal decoding SOC in binary
symmetric channel
Es /N0
−4.0
−3.0
−2.0
−1.0
0.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

p0
1.86 · 10−1
1.58 · 10−1
1.31 · 10−1
1.04 · 10−1
7.86 · 10−2
5.63 · 10−2
3.75 · 10−2
2.29 · 10−2
1.25 · 10−2
5.95 · 10−3
2.39 · 10−3
7.73 · 10−4
1.91 · 10−4

d=7
2.60 · 10−2
1.47 · 10−2
7.33 · 10−3
3.13 · 10−3
1.10 · 10−3
3.06 · 10−4
6.32 · 10−5
9.07 · 10−6
8.29 · 10−7
4.33 · 10−8
1.13 · 10−9
1.24 · 10−11
4.64 · 10−14

d = 13
4.61 · 10−3
1.76 · 10−3
5.40 · 10−4
1.26 · 10−4
2.08 · 10−5
2.27 · 10−6
1.47 · 10−7
4.99 · 10−9
7.66 · 10−11
4.41 · 10−13
7.51 · 10−16
2.81 · 10−19
1.58 · 10−23

d = 19
8.80 · 10−4
2.28 · 10−4
4.31 · 10−5
5.49 · 10−6
4.30 · 10−7
1.84 · 10−8
3.72 · 10−10
3.00 · 10−12
7.76 · 10−15
4.92 · 10−18
5.46 · 10−22

d = 25
1.74 · 10−4
3.07 · 10−5
3.58 · 10−6
2.50 · 10−7
9.24 · 10−9
1.55 · 10−10
9.88 · 10−13
1.89 · 10−15
8.22 · 10−19
5.74 · 10−23

Table A-3.2. Lower bounds for Pb (e) when optimal decoding SOC in AWGN
channel, 16 levels of quantization
Es /N0
−4.0
−3.0
−2.0
−1.0
0.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

p0
1.86 · 10−1
1.58 · 10−1
1.31 · 10−1
1.04 · 10−1
7.86 · 10−2
5.63 · 10−2
3.75 · 10−2
2.29 · 10−2
1.25 · 10−2
5.95 · 10−3
2.39 · 10−3
7.73 · 10−4
1.91 · 10−4

d=7
9.82 · 10−3
4.30 · 10−3
1.56 · 10−3
4.52 · 10−4
9.82 · 10−5
1.49 · 10−5
1.45 · 10−6
8.07 · 10−8
2.24 · 10−9
2.63 · 10−11
1.07 · 10−13
1.17 · 10−16
2.59 · 10−20

d = 13
7.50 · 10−4
1.74 · 10−4
2.86 · 10−5
3.09 · 10−6
1.97 · 10−7
6.50 · 10−9
9.39 · 10−11
4.84 · 10−13
6.93 · 10−16
2.03 · 10−19
8.44 · 10−24
3.16 · 10−29

d = 19
6.26 · 10−5
7.72 · 10−6
5.78 · 10−7
2.34 · 10−8
4.39 · 10−10
3.15 · 10−12
6.78 · 10−15
3.24 · 10−18
2.40 · 10−22
1.76 · 10−27

d = 25
5.45 · 10−6
3.58 · 10−7
1.22 · 10−8
1.85 · 10−10
1.02 · 10−12
1.60 · 10−15
5.13 · 10−19
2.28 · 10−23
8.72 · 10−29

Appendix 4
Selected papers
The quick almost optimal multithreshold decoders for noisy
Gaussian channels*
1. Introduction

The advance in technology of decoding of noise proof codes within
many decades surprisingly was not connected in any way to methods
of the solution of a functional optimization problem for many discrete
variables. Nevertheless decoding, i. e. search of the unique code word
among exponentially large number of the possible messages, would be
pure naturally to esteem from such stands. However, the decoding algorithms developed before have not used in any way for a search of the best
decoder solutions of the well-known optimization procedures, which ones
could be applied to search the code words located at minimally possible
distance to the received word. But just threshold decoders (TD) [1],
realizing the elementary error correcting methods, have the useful properties, which ones are indispensable for implementation valuable eﬀective
and simultaneously extremely simple optimization decoding procedures.
2. Optimization idea

Let us consider an example of the simplest encoder/threshold decoding (TD) system with code rate R = 1/2 and minimum code distance
d = 3, as it is shown at Fig. A-1.
As it follows from an appearance of the encoder and elementary
decoder correcting single error, the precise copy of the encoder is created
in the decoder too, which one forms estimations of code check bits with
received from a channel information symbols Î of a code with some
errors. These symbols appear in the decoder’s point K and then, after
addition at the half-adder with check symbols, received from a channel,
V̂ will form characters of a syndrome vector S, which one depends only
on a channel error vector. These characters also move then at threshold
switch of the decoder from the syndrome register, as shown at Fig. A-1.
Even the shape of TD allows to ﬁnd a simple way of correct optimization procedure organization, i. e. search the best possible decoder
solution. Let’s indicate for this purpose the fact, that has never been
marked before: in the syndrome register of the decoder there is a difference on check symbols between received (with channel distortions)
* Published

in RCSGSO International Conference ESA in Moscow, June, 2007
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vector Ǎ and such code word Ai , with information symbols coinciding
with an information part of vector Ǎ received from a channel.
I^

I

Encoder

I output

Encoder

V

Channel

I
K
V^

V output
Decoder
T

Fig. A-1

It means, that the total diﬀerence between the code word — current hypothesis-solution of the decoder Ai about the sent code word and
received noisy vector Ǎ will be in such a decoder, where in TD single
vector will be added else, which one always should correspond to a difference between Ǎ and Ai — current decoder hypothesis on information
characters, which one can change. Such decoder also will contain a current value of a full diﬀerence and, therefore, full distance between the
solution of the decoder and received vector.
3. Principles of decoding

This idea was realized in special multithreshold decoders
(MTD) [2–7]. In accordance with the key MTD algorithm property
all decoding symbols changes always lead strictly to optimum decoder
(OD) decisions if error correction continues [2–4, 7, 9]. Any analogues
of such signiﬁcant properties for other error correcting algorithms till
now are not present.
New classes of majority decodable codes were found for MTD which
are not subjected almost to eﬀect of error propagation (EP), i. e. groupings of errors at the output of the threshold decoder. All earlier used
approaches to studying EP eﬀect could not give anything constructive
for idea of repeated error correction.
MTD decoder actually reaches the OD decisions in many cases
at rather high noise levels. At the same time, though achievement
of optimum decoder decisions usually demands total search methods,
complexity of algorithm MTD grows with code length only linearly.
4. Parallel code concatenation

MTD decoders are especially convenient and eﬀective for parallel
codes. Eﬀective parallel MTD coding schemes perhaps have appeared
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much earlier than all others similar methods at all [4, 8–10]. Well
known now idea of parallel coding applied to MTD decoding becomes
simultaneously simpler in realization and more eﬀective in error correction for large noise level. Let it be any binary self-orthogonal code
(SOC) marked as C0 with code rate R0 . Let they distribute check symbols in such a way that one of two parts of check array is more large
than second part. We may consider this case as appearance two parallel
codes with essentially diﬀerent code rates. Then if at ﬁrst step decoder
works with code C1 and R1 & R0 , then at second step instead second
code C2 with R2 . 1 it is possible to decoding full concatenated code
with rate R0 as a whole code. Just possibility to decode at the second
step code C0 with low rate R0 instead high rate code C2 is a very useful
chance. Decoding code with parallel concatenation has possibility to use
codes C2 and C1 with diﬀerent minimal distances and other parameters.
Another useful convenience appears in fact that MTD during decoding
code with parallel concatenation must only change check sets, which
are used in majority decoding. Such a ﬂexibility MTD algorithms for
parallel concatenation creates possibilities for diﬀerent improvements in
code eﬃciency.
Substantially for this reason MTD for concatenated codes are especially eﬀective, remaining thus almost so simple, as well as usual TD
algorithms.
5. Non-equal energy channels

Let’s consider the two-channel circuit of the Space or satellite channels with large enough level of Gaussian noise. We shall choose for
some signal/noise ratio, originally identical for each of two considered
channels, such a distribution of the general total energy to provide the
best possible subsequent decoding the received information symbols in
binary block or convolution codes [9]. Criterion of the best redistribution
of energy between channels is a minimum level of error propagation effect (EP) at majority decoding. In theory MTD these questions are fully
enough investigated [4]. Decrease in error propagation eﬀect allows to
improve considerably MTD decisions convergence to optimum, that, in
turn, creates conditions for more eﬀective MTD algorithms work at the
large noise levels.
For such simple enough signal-code design various ways of power
balancing may be considered. For example, discussing two channels can
be organized in such a manner that in one of them information code
symbols, and in another one — check bits are transmitted. In this case
analysis EP becomes simpler, that allows to consider easily applicability
of the maximum number of codes and corresponding to them MTD
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algorithms in similar coding circuits. Such models of channels were
named as non-equal power channels (NEC). They can be simply realized
in usual parallel channel groups.
As the detailed analysis of some codes and MTD algorithms for
channels with various parameters and non-equal power has shown, domain of eﬀective MTD decoder work moves to higher channel noise level
in a range of code rates R = 1/4...3/4. The bound of eﬀective MTD work
can was moved to more noisy level up to 1 dB, that is very important,
since initial eﬃciency MTD in channels of usual type appears already
rather high [4, 9]. Necessity of communication equipment working at
higher noise levels demands increase in number of MTD iterations. A
practice and modeling of MTD algorithms for NEC has shown that such
calculation increase usually appears no more than double, that results
in small complexity of MTD realization both in soft, and in hardware
variants.
6. Experimental results

The new received results in this area are illustrated by curves at
Fig. A-2 where opportunities of the suggested algorithms and already
known methods are submitted. The curve MTD-X corresponds to eﬃciency of MTD decoder at PLIS Xilinx, curves MTDmd2 and MTD+CC2
are given for MTD application in the elementary concatenated circuits.
All these algorithms were discussed in details in [4, 11]. They are concatenation of usual SOC and simplest parity check codes (d = 2). Curve
marked as MTD+CC3 uses external code with minimal distance d = 5.
Curves for Viterbi algorithm (VA) with a standard code of length K = 7,
for concatenated circuit VA with Read–Solomon (RS) code (VA-RS), and
for a turbo code [12] also are submitted. Vertical bound C = 1/2 deﬁnes
capacity of Gaussian channel, equal C = 1/2 to which developers aspire
at improvement of decoding characteristics for R = 1/2. Another result
marked as MTD-L corresponds MTD for a long convolutional code with
decision delay ∼ 400 000 bits. It is useful to note that it is eﬀective
decoder without any concatenation and with enormous throughput that
may be realized on the basis PLIS Xilinx or Altera. The new result for
MTD with NEC channel — dotted line MTD-NEC — corresponds to an
opportunity of simple MTD in NEC channel with delay no more than
600 000 bits.
The speciﬁed substantial improvement of eﬃciency of multithreshold algorithms approximately at 1 dB in comparison with usual MTD
decoders. With the account of already achieved MTD throughput in
a communication channels, it is possible to consider that MTD has
good prospects on the further approach of its characteristics to Shannon
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Fig. A-2. Performance MTD, VA and turbo codes for R = 1/2:
1 — C = 1/2; 2 — Turbo; 3 — MTD-NEC; 4 — MTD+CC3; 5 — MTD-L;
6 — MTD+CC2; 7 — VA-RS; 8 — MTD-X; 9 — MTDmd2; 10 — VA K = 7

bound. MTD may be used for development the modern equipment for
the Space and satellite high speed communication channels.
7. Computational complexity

The main MTD’s advantage is the lowest complexity of decoding
consisting, as well as in case of customary TD, in summation of weighted
checks, matching with a threshold and further decoding symbols and
checks change, if this threshold was exceeded. The number of iterations
of decoding I in this case is no more than 50, and general MTD decoding
complexity is estimated for d < 25 as N1 ∼ (d + 2) · (I + 4). If under the
same conditions the performance degradation MTD approximately on
0.1 dB channel energy is possible, that is usually could be admitted, the
calculus in MTD are else more simpliﬁed: N2 ∼ 4d + 3I .
Let’s point out, that formally deﬁned complexity as number of operations for MTD is approximately on 2 decimal order (∼ 100 times!)
less, than for turbo like codes with comparable energetic eﬃciency. It
is essential, that at such estimations the especial diﬃculty of a certain
part of operations, for example, taking the logarithm executed at decoding turbo codes, has not been discussed. Naturally, that by eﬀorts
of large number of the specialists engaging diﬀerent codes, many algorithms were improved and simpliﬁed. But nevertheless they are now
much more slower then MTD decoders.
In the channel with rather large noise level at modeling MTD work
with usual personal computer its throughput is more than 1 Mbit/s per
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1 GHz the processor clock frequency that exceeds extremely productivity
of other soft algorithms at the same signal/noise eﬃciency. This result
was a reason to use soft MTD decoders in a special mobile digital TV
system [4, 9].
For the specialized microprocessors speed of MTD decoding can
be increased considerably. Therefore it is improbable, that any other
eﬀective enough methods can be simpliﬁed in the same degree.
8. MTD for erasure channels

In channels with erasures MTD works almost at the capacity of such
channels, at many decimal exponents reducing a remained number of the
erased symbols in comparison with their initial density in input digital
stream. It seems to be practically unattainable for other methods also.
Restoring erased data for MTD is even easier task, than for decoder
in binary symmetric channel (BSC), though complexity of MTD for
errors is very insigniﬁcant too [4, 9]. For example for erasure channel
probability p0 ∼ 0.4 and short code with rate R = 1/2 a very simple MTD
can diminish resulting part of non-restored symbols to the level ∼ 0.002.
If the code length will be increased and concatenation may be used part
of remaining erasures will be less then 10−6 with minimum calculations.
9. Data compression

MTD is possible to apply for simultaneous error correcting and
data compression, in particular, with binomial source statistics. It is
very important, that for some types of sources compression MTD may
be realized at the eﬃciency level very close to theoretically limiting
possibilities. And, that is very essential, such MTD is not afraid even
high error density in the accepted compressed streams. In this case it
restores the data with required high quality also. There are not ﬁnding
out any attributes of “fragility” of the compressed information in restored
ﬂow at all when distortions in the transmitted data lead usually to the
big packets of error in the received data.
An example of MTD used for channel coding and data compression
may be the next [4, 9]. Let it is code with rate R = k/(k+1), k = 2, 3, ....
If they will consider that information transmitting through channel is
zero, then decoder parameters will not be changed. Next, if errors in
information ﬂows becomes new information and check symbols of code
save there primary sense, then it appears that only check bits transmission is necessary to determine information “ones” in information bits.
Check bits are in this situation in fact syndrome vector also. So after
check bits transmission and subsequent decoding they get information
ﬂow with length, which is in k times more long, than length of check
part of discussing code. So code with R > 1/2 always can be used for
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certain data compression in noisy channels. Such description MTD application with high decoding parameters allow to use this algorithm in
more wide signal processing domain.
10. Non-binary qMTD

Let us consider generalization of multithreshold decoding (MTD) for
the binary data in Gaussian channels [4, 9, 13–15] at non-binary symmetrical channels. The value of this method is a result of the fact, that
the majority algorithms have only linear growth of complexity (decoding
operations number) with code length n increase. As far as usually optimum methods are characterized with exponential rising complexity with
code length, the usage of non-binary MTD, described further as qMTD,
seems specially desirable. It is more important, that in case of large
values of a code basis q, q > 10, it is practically impossible to create
truly eﬀective optimum decoders (OD), since their complexity in most
cases will look like qk , where k is the length of the encoding register. It
also determines the relevance of application qMTD usage, as far as the
capabilities of decoders for Read–Solomon (RS) codes are limited very
much.
Let consider usual q-ary, q > 2, symmetrical channel (qSC) with
an error probability ps > 0. For such a channel the optimum decoder
solution will be such, may be unique code word among qnR possible
ones, which word diﬀers from the received word in a minimum number
of code characters.
Let it be further a linear non-binary code, which check matrix has
the same view, as well as in a binary case, i. e. it consists of zeroes and
ones. Let this matrix corresponds to self-orthogonal systematic block
or convolutional code (SOC) [3, 7–10]. In this case code words with
minimum weight d, where d is a minimum code distance, have an alone
non-zero character ik , with value qi , qi > 0, in its information part. As
check (so, and generating also) matrix contains only zeroes and ones,
the operations of the encoder and decoder with checking characters of
a code formation and calculation of a syndrome S in the received word
are only addings. Thus, coding and decoding do not need processing in
non-binary ﬁelds or in rings for integers. It is only enough to arrange
integer group. It essentially simpliﬁes principally all coding procedures
and subsequent decoding.
Let’s assume, that qMTD decoder is arranged so, that after customary syndrome vector S calculation for received code word the main
decoding procedure is doing. Decoder contains additional diﬀerential
register D also, which one has length k and is equal 0 at start moment.
At main step for an every next controlled information character
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ik decoder scores number and deﬁnes two most often meeting values
of checks, relating it, for example, q1 and q2 , but q1 meets m1 times,
q2 −m2 times, m1 > m2 , and the remaining values of checks for a decoding
character ik meet not more than m2 times. In this case decoder changes
decoding symbol ik , all checks and corresponding symbol dk of vector D
at value q2 .
It is clear, that if for two most often meeting checks values equality
m1 = m2 is true, the character ik does not change and the decoding
attempt for any other information character of a code may be done. Then
we choose a new decoding symbol and so on. Process may by stopped
after N iterations of decoding or if no any symbol changes occurred
during next iteration.
Note that this qMTD does only operations of adding, subtraction and
comparison for example in modulo q group. So the decoder is extremely
simple.
11. Main qMTD properties

For qMTD algorithm main theorem about growth its decision
verisimilar was proved [4, 7] as it was done for BSC [4, 9]. At each
change of a character ik qMTD decisions converges to more verisimilar decisions. The most essential circumstance increasing correcting
abilities of described non-binary qMTD, is the capability to make the
error-free solutions at large values q even with only 2 right checks for ik
among d possible checks. It usually occurs in the case, when incorrect
checks si concerning decoding character ik have all diﬀerent values si ,
si > 0.
If the ﬁrst try to correct received symbols diminishes information
bit error probability, then it is useful to realize next decoding iterations.
Estimations for ﬁrst symbol decoding error probabilities [4, 9, 14] have
shown that qMTD begins really to improve its decisions for more large
input error probabilities in q-ary channel (q ≫ 1) than in a binary case.
For example, for R = 1/2 in binary symmetric channel (BSC) Massey’s
threshold decoder (and binary MTD also) improve their decisions for
channel error probability p0 ∼ 0.06 or less. But in qMTD for q = 256 at
ﬁrst iteration real error probability improvement is possible if channel
error probability is ps ∼ 0.22.
This qMTD properties provide very good potential possibilities if it
will be real to construct conditions for fast successive convergence MTD
decisions to optimal decoder (OD) results [4, 9, 15].
12. Optimal Q-ary decoder effectiveness

Let’s consider, how it is possible to compute the lower estimation of
optimum decoding probability for a code assigned in a described above
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way. In all cases it will be detection of most often met conditions that
the error vector will have its Hamming distance to the nearest minimal
weight code word smaller, than an error vector Hamming weight. Due
to code linearity it is reason for the incorrect symbol decision even
in the case of optimum algorithm with total search. Esteeming such
error vector, we should allow, that it is necessary to analyze only those
positions of error vector, which ones correspond to checks concerning
the current decoding character ik .
Such error vectors are following [4, 14]:
– all check symbols and decoding character is are erroneous;
– all check symbols are erroneous, but two of them are identical,
and decoding symbol i0 is received correctly;
– there are one correctly received check symbol, and all others
ones are erroneous.
Events listed above are quite enough for majority of actual conditions for codes usage to receive preliminary satisfactory estimations of
a potential noise immunity of a code. And as qMTD at each step converges to the OD solution, it is possible to expect, that at some high
noise level this MTD in most cases will reach the optimum result with
minimum decoder error probability.
Additional situations in channel error distribution leading to OD
errors are considered in [9, 15].
13. Simulation results for qMTD

It is especially convenient in technical systems to deal with the
byte data structure. Let’s remember, that except for RS codes there
are no other some eﬀective relatively simple decoding methods for the
non-binary (character) data. But codes RS with simple decoding are too
short. For qMTD there are no any limitations in code length at all,
as it works simply in a group of integers, dealing only with operations
of adding and matching in selected set. So dealing with long codes in
qMTD they can get results similarly binary almost optimum decoding
for very long codes with least complexity.
The performance of decoders for RS codes and qMTD in a nonbinary symmetrical channel with independent errors (QСК, by analogy
with customary binary BSC) are submitted at Fig. A-3. For achievement the solution usually conterminous with optimum or close to the
OD solution, it is necessary 5...20 decoding iterations in qMTD for the
received block. It completely corresponds to MTD method for binary
codes [4, 9].
Fig. A-3 shows simulation results for long codes with R = 1/2. The
symbol error probabilities for Read–Solomon codes are submitted at this

Decoder symbolic error probabilities Ps(e)
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Fig. A-3. Performance long codes RS and qMTD for R = 1/2:
1 — M32b2; 2 — M32b1; 3 — RS65536; 4 — RS4096;
5 — M4000; 6 — RS256; 7 — M400

picture, which are designated as RSn where n is the code length expressed as number of code symbols. Codes RS with 4096 symbols length
and, especially, with n = 65 536 (each symbol — the 16 bits size), in the
foreseeable future will not be subject for realization.
Here dashed lines show opportunities of codes with majority qMTD
decoding at R = 1/2 for a case q = 256 (every symbol — one byte) for different lengths of self-orthogonal codes (SOC). For qMTD it is possible to
build long SOC codes with arbitrary values of code distance d and code
rate R. These codes are marked as М400 and М4000 with the numbers
designating code length n, expressed by number of symbols. Further,
designation М32b1 corresponds qMTD for a code length n = 32 000 and
one-byte symbols too. They can see at Fig. A-3 that qMTD opportunities
in all cases are comparable or they are better, than for rather complex
standard decoders for codes RS. Moreover, very simple for realization
MTD decoder for SOC code with length n = 32 000 appears capable to
provide with the elementary majority methods a noise immunity essentially unattainable even for code RS of length n = 65 536 (with two-byte
symbols), the decoder for which will not be created never.
Performance qMTD for SOC code with n = 32 000 is signed as
М32b2 for two-byte symbols. This qMTD practically is as simple as
one-byte decoder. The usual microprocessors quickly work with onebyte symbols, and with 2 and even sometimes with 8-byte words. So
qMTD will be always very simple decoder.
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At last, at Fig. A-4 for codes with small redundancy for R = 0.95
similar characteristics qMTD and codes RS are submitted. For comparison on Fig. A-4 the curve for code RS with n = 256 and R = 7/8 is
shown also. Dotted lines М80Кb1 and M80Kb2 specify opportunities of
two qMTD for codes length n = 80 000 and symbol sizes 1 and 2 bytes.
From comparison RS codes of length n = 256 at R = 7/8 and
R = 19/20 it is clear, that it is more diﬃcult to provide a good eﬃciency
when the redundancy is reduced strongly. Nevertheless characteristics
of codes with little redundancy majority decoding on qMTD basis appear
very good and can provide a high levels of noise immunity if the chosen
codes have large enough lengths.
Decoder error probabilities
per symbol Ps(e)
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Fig. A-4. Performance long codes RS and qMTD for R = 19/20:
1 — Ps; 2 — R = 7/8; 3 — RS4096; 4 — M80Kb2;
5 — RS1024; 6 — RS256; 7 — M80Kb1
14. Q-ary decoder complexity

Let’s emphasize also, that, according to the general principles of
the coding theory, usage concatenation coding methods will improve
qMTD characteristics even more. Resulting decoder complexity will
increase in comparison with initial algorithm very insigniﬁcantly. In
details complexity qMTD was considered in [4, 9].
Real very little calculations number in qMTD decoder which is carrying out only adding and comparison operations, can be easily proved
by its software realizations. Simulating program of this algorithm for
the personal computer with usual processor speed for sets of typical
parameters of a code and a q-ary channel can decode about one billion
symbols (i. e. ∼ 3 · 1010 bits!) during one hour. Such a demo program
fulﬁlls in the same process total modeling functions of the information
generation, coder, noise channel simulation and actual qMTD decoders,
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considered above.
An example of quick software qMTD decoder for R = 0.95 everybody
can ﬁnd, rewrite to his own computer and test. All demo programs for
binary and symbolic MTD are placed at educational page of SRI RAS
web-site: www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru.
15. New non-binary code applications

In addition to natural using described simple highly eﬀective coding methods in communication networks it is necessary to show new
good opportunities for qMTD applications. This method for information
coding can be used for coding CD and DVD disks and other carriers
with great volumes of the information in accordance with future new
standards. qMTD may be used in the super big bases of audio and video
data, with much higher reliability level, than it was accessible until recently, and at updating, restoration and use the stored data also. Thus it
is easy to provide and the operative constant control over quality of the
stored information, also data updating and arising defects of the memory
carrier correction.
Essentially new level of a noise immunity achievable with qMTD,
allows to solve the listed problems without any new variants of MTD
algorithms or only at their little adaptation to requirements of new scale
digital systems.
16. Conclusion

The binary MTD is very quick in software and hardware form. The
last results submitted above show very high energetic eﬀectiveness also.
MTD is the best decoder for high speed channels. Nevertheless there
possibilities will be further improved. MTD works as one step decision
scheme with extremely high throughput.
The opportunities of very simple error correction in long non-binary
codes at the eﬃciency are close to a level, accessible only for optimum
total searching algorithms. qMTD opened principally new opportunities
for coding the symbolical information. Coding provides high controllable
quality of the stored, transmitted and formed information. Application
of very simple and simultaneously highly eﬀective coding methods can
create new high standards information processing in future civilization
development.
Most of special new algorithms, more eﬀective than standard methods for RS codes, appear too diﬃcult in realization for concrete systems
and long codes. This circumstance allows to consider that qMTD algorithms may easily ﬁnd their applications in wide technical spheres.
Thus, after 30-year’s researches the wide range of multithreshold
algorithms are designed, which ones can be recognized by the main
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simple coding methods for many modern high speed communication
systems with high levels of code gain and extremely large throughput
for the Space, satellite channels and super large data bases.
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Effective multithreshold decoder for optical and other data
transmission systems
1. Introduction

Currently various digital communication systems are applied for the
exchange of information. Such systems are used for data transmission
with wired and wireless communication channels, in which information
can be distorted under the inﬂuence of various kinds of interference. It is
unacceptable for many applications. Therefore, error-correcting coding
tools are used in any digital transmission, and its using reduces the
proportion of uncorrected errors to an acceptable.
Absolute necessity to use error-correcting coding has been elucidated for information channels for many decades ago. Use of codes
reduces the need in signal power per 10 times. This is extremely important in many cases the use of digital radio. This is especially important
on board the spacecraft, when the increase in actual physical transmitter
power is technically impossible. Currently develops optic communication
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lines (OCL) that provide transmission of large amounts of data at high
speed around a hundred Gbit/s. Error-correcting coding is used to improve reliability of data transmission systems, the use of which allows
to increase eﬃciency channel usage. The main requirement is to ensure
for the schemes of coding and subsequent decoding OCL with a very
high reliability (the probability of error of about 10−17 ) extremely fast
decoding. Therefore, OCL can be applied only with the fastest decoders.
Fastest decoders should only consist of a large number of the fastest
microelectronic elements — large blocks of memory or long shift registers. They should not contain long chains of feedbacks, which greatly
reduces the rate of advance data on such registers. Results in [1, 2]
showed that the most suitable for high-speed systems according to these
criteria are multithreshold decoders (MTD) for self-orthogonal codes [3,
4, 5]. For MTD shown that they allow almost optimal (i. e., as well
as then iterative exponentially complex code length methods) to decode
even very long codes with linear complexity of implementation, that
demonstrating good correction capability.
In present paper some new important MTD properties are discussed.
This article reviews operation principles of multithreshold decoders, compares their eﬃciency with eﬃciency of other error correction methods
and presents possibilities of the MTD for high-speed codes, suitable for
use in the OCL.
2. Multithreshold decoding

Let’s describe operating principles of MTD for SOC decoding [3, 4,
5]. For implementation of operation of encoding SOC it is possible to
use the elementary diagrams constructed on the basis of shift registers.
The example of the diagram of the coder block SOC, set by an ancestor
polynomial g(x) = 1 + x + x4 + x6 , is shown in a Fig. A-5. This code
is characterized by parameters of code length, length of information
sequence, code speed and the minimum code distance of n = 26, k = 13,
R = 1/2, d = 5, respectively. The similar diagram is used for encoding
convolution SOC.
Let’s describe the principles of operation of the encoder on the
example provided by scheme. Check bits generates in the encoder during
operation in accordance with the following algorithm.
1. Before starting to encode code block key K is in state 1.
2. Information vector u = (u0 , u1 , ..., u12 ) applied one character input
shift register. As a result, information symbol u0 is located in cell 12,
u1 — in the cell 11, etc.
3. Key K is transferred to state 2.
4. For j from 0 to 12 to perform cyclic shift register, and then
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calculates the j-th checking bit vj :
vj =

4
X

u(j−gk ) mod 13

(1)

k=1

As a result of the algorithm generated a checking vector
v = (v0 , v1 , ..., v12 ), which, together with an information vector deﬁnes
the code word c = (u, v), which is transmitted through the channel.
Let’s describe the principle multithreshold decoding of SOK. In a situation, where the decoder after transmission of a binary symmetric channel (BSC) rather than a distorted codeword noises message y = (u′ , v′ )
of length n. First calculated syndrome s = Hy (here H is check matrix code) of the received message, and for each information symbol uj ,
1 6 j 6 k, stands set {sp } syndrome elements with numbers {p}, called
checks relative to the character uj and containing error ej in this symbol.
First, as in the usual threshold decoder is calculated syndrome
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s = Hy (here H is check matrix CSOC) of the received message, and
each information symbol uj , 1 6 j 6 k, ﬁnd the set of elements {sp } syndrome with numbers {p} called checks against symbol uj and containing,
as an error term ej in this symbol.
In addition to the threshold decoder in MTD injected binary vector d
of length k, called the diﬀerence, initially ﬁlled with zeros. The basic step
is to decode that for arbitrarily chosen symbol uj computed likelihood
function Lj , independent of its related inspections and j-th element of
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vector d:
Lj =

X

Sp + dj ,

(2)

p∈Θj

where dj — symbol received from the channel corresponding to the transmitted information symbols uj (0 or 1); Sp — p-th element of the syndrome vector, which is part of a number of checks regarding decoded
symbol uj ; Θj — a set of numbers of checks, controlling the j-th information symbol.
The example of MTD implementation for encoder from Fig. A-5 is
given in Fig. A-6.
MTD can be easily modiﬁed as the normal threshold decoder for
adding checks in (2) with certain coeﬃcients. Output bits deﬁne reliability for the decision made when dealing with multiple levels quantized
soft modem solutions. Using of soft decisions of the demodulator can
achieve 1.4...1.7 dB better results than using hard decisions of the demodulator. The expression (2) to calculate the likelihood function takes
the form Lj
X
Li =
(2sp − 1)wp + (2dj − 1)wj ,
(3)
p∈Θj

where {wp } — factors reﬂecting the reliability checks {sp }; wj — factor
reﬂecting the reliability of the received symbol uj . Logarithm of the
likelihood ratio can be used as the grade received from the channel
symbols


P(uj = 1|rj )
,
(4)
wj = ln
P(uj = 0|rj )
where rj is a symbol received from the channel corresponding to the
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transmitted information symbols uj . Values wj can be quantized into
several levels to simplify the calculations.
3. Efficiency of the multithreshold decoder

Let’s compare characteristics of MTD and other non-binary error
correction methods in channels the additive white where dj is a symbol
of the diﬀerence vector, related to decoded symbol uj (0 or 1); gaussian
noise (AWGN) and a binary phase modulation (FM2) for the binary
codes with a code rate R = 1/2. Theoretically, decoder can work with
these parameters channel and codes when the signal/noise ratio equal of
0.2 dB (curve “C = 1/2” in Fig. A-7).
Convolutional codes have found most widespread practical use in
actual communication systems. Viterbi algorithm [6] and various concatenated codes is often used to decode them.
These methods emerged and developed in the 70s — 80s of the last
century. Turbo [7, 8] and low density codes [9] are actively developed in
recent times by foreign experts, the eﬀectiveness of which is very high.
For example, methods for decoding turbo codes recommended standard
CDMA2000, provide characteristics represented by a curve 3.
Small probability of error decoding can be achieved by low-density
codes of length a million bits when working less than 0.1 dB capacity
a Gaussian channel (LDPC, n = 1 000 000). Eﬃciency of decoders low
density codes of shorter length is shown in Figure by curved lines 5
and 6. Unfortunately, all of these methods when working in a big noise
still have a very large implementation complexity, making it diﬃcult to
practical use in high-speed data transmission and storage. Eﬃciency of
MTD is presented for code with length of 20 000 bits, a code distance
d = 9 and code rate R = 1/2 in Fig. A-7 (curve 7). MTD perform only
a quick simple addition and comparison of integers, which makes them
very attractive for use in existing and newly developed high-speed digital
data transmission systems.
Developers are constantly looking for ways to increase its eﬃciency,
despite the good correction capability provided by the original MTD
algorithm.
One way to approach the area of eﬀective MTD work up your
bandwidth is code selection, the least prone to error propagation (EP)
decoding [3, 4, 5]. This property is reﬂected in the fact that after the
decoder at work makes a mistake, the error probability in the following
symbols increases signiﬁcantly. In [3, 4, 5] proposed an approach to
assess the susceptibility of code and build EP codes with minimum EP.
Codes are necessary to obtain the best performance, in which there are
multiple branches of information and veriﬁcation. Example encoder such
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code is shown in Fig. A-8 containing two information and two checking
branches.
When using code such a structure can achieve signiﬁcant reduction
in the breeding of errors by reducing the number of common errors
involved in decoding the various bits of information [3, 4, 5]. In [10],
the authors show that only by a proper choice of code and optimization
of its structure without complicating decoding scheme can get additional
energy gain of the order of 1...1.5 dB.
The next area is the work under these extremely eﬃcient and extremely simple algorithms associated with the development of concatenated coding schemes. Cascading should only be with very simple codes
to the overall complexity of the scheme has not increased. Focuses on
this approach concatenated codes used in the MTD, with parity codes,
Hamming codes and short self-orthogonal codes [11]. Analytical calculations and computer simulation results show, that application of such
schemes allows you to bring the eﬀective area of MTD bandwidth channel 1...2 dB and reduce the probability of error decoding for 2...5 orders
of magnitude without a signiﬁcant complication of the decoding scheme.
This scheme allows to provide eﬃcacy comparable with the eﬃciency
of the best methods of error correction. The complexity of the cascade
scheme decoder is very small. As a result of this concatenated MTD easy
to implement as a conventional MTD decoder for speeds of 500 Mbit/s
or even higher.
Additional improvement in decoding performance self-orthogonal
codes possible with non-signiﬁcant complication decoding algorithm [12]. Features presented one such decoder in Fig. A-7 with
curve 9. It illustrates the very high energy eﬃciency of the proposed
algorithm at a distance of only 1.1 dB of channel capacity. The absolute
majority of other error correction algorithms are in such high noise extremely diﬃcult. Provided characteristics comparable or even better than
many well-known characteristics of turbo decoders and LDPC codes.
The analysis of implementation complexity shown that MTD performs decoding ten, ﬁfty or more times fewer operations than other
comparable methods of error correction eﬃciency [3, 4, 5]. MTD algorithm can be recognized as one of the main methods of error correction
for most of today’s high-speed data transmission systems with the maximum possible energy levels and win speed reaches several Gb/s.
MTD is possible for full parallelization of operations in its hardware
implementation [13]. One of the latest implementations of the MTD was
developed in IKI on the base of FPGA (Altera Stratix EP1S20) [13]. This
project has shown that we can always get good energy characteristics
of coding at a high level of noise on the data rate in excess of 1 Gbit/s
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at extremely low hardware complexity. This is extremely valuable for
remote sensing and for all new systems of micro-and nano-satellites.
Example characteristics provided by this FPGA is shown in Fig. A-7
with curve 10.
The major advantage oﬀered by MTD algorithms along with high
eﬃciency is the possibility of extremely high performance hardware implementation. Since these algorithms allow their full parallelization, it
allows decoding MTD in rate that matches the speed of shift registers
(for the high-speed circuit design elements!) in the selected element
base. Currently no known other types of algorithms that would at least
partially possessed similar properties. These features high speed MTD
work you can always save at virtually any modiﬁcations and improvements MTD methods known to date.
MTD methods are truly unique algorithms capable of providing efﬁcient decoding at high noise level. They perform a very small number
of transactions and the highest levels of reliability of storing digital information and its processing speed in very large-scale databases, optical
disks, etc. In all these cases very limited resources are used, such as
simple microprocessors or the cheapest FPGA, which determines the
ease and eﬃciency of the new methods of error-correcting the coding.
4. MTD application to improve the reliability of data transmission in the
OCL

Let’s consider the possibilities MTD used in conjunction with highspeed codes, for example, suitable for applying in the OCL. Fig. A-9
shows the characteristics of various MTD for convolutional codes with a
code rate R = 4/5 in a Gaussian channel. Curve 1J shows the possibilities of the use of fairly complex MTD decoder of Japanese specialists [1,
2]. These schemes present the feedback data transfer, markedly reducing speed of the circuit that these networks would be more high speed.
Curve 2Dec given for MTD decoder using code, the lower bound optimum decoding which corresponds to the curve 2Opt.
Simulation results shown that increasing of the ratio Eb /N0 signal/noise values we seen decrease of error probability Pb (e) for MTD
with such codes. MTD characteristics reached a level of optimum decoder at Eb /N0 = 3.7 dB or less. The results of these experiments suggest
that the code with MTD will reach the optimum decoder level. It is determined by the lower boundary 2Opt with a noise level of 3.7 dB.
Achieving a level of optimum decoding can be taken for granted, at least
when Eb /N0 = 3.8 dB
The curve 3Dec corresponds to the option MTD application when
not required to achieve conventional coding methods noncascade very
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small error probability at the output of the decoding apparatus. Curves
2Dec and 3Dec match MTD work at signiﬁcantly greater level of noise
than the decoder, the characteristics of which are given in the curve 1J.
MTD represented by curve 3Dec, requires about 0.5 million code symbols
delay decision in 25 iterations of decoding convolutional code.
It is understood that the ability to operate at high noise level allows
the use of all the algorithms with diﬀerent modiﬁcations in MTD and
various types of circuits cascaded. All results of the three options MTD
shown in Fig. A-9, in the case of cascade schemes error correction will
be, of course, improved. However, even when the characteristics of the
second code are initially noncascade better than in concatenated coding
schemes obtained in [2, 14]. Improvement of parameters third code will
be particularly noticeable at staging because it operates at a higher noise
level than the two previous. But when cascading all types always have
to take additional measures in order to not greatly reduce the processing
speed, as this violates the principle of instant correction of errors in the
MTD as it moves through shift registers decoder.
5. Conclusions

It is shown that a fundamentally new level of performance and
processing speed compared with absolutely all known methods of error
correction can be achieved by using diﬀerent types of MTD algorithms.
MTD algorithms allow us to solve the problem to ensure high reliability of data transmission without any additional modiﬁcation of these
algorithms. Their use is equally simple and eﬀective at the hardware
and software implementation. Great deal of additional information on
multithreshold decoders can be found on web-sites [14].
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Review of achievements in the optimization coding theory for
satellite channels and Earth remote sensing systems: 25 years
of evolution*
1. History of the subject

In 2015, 25 years were passed from the date of defense of the dissertation [4], where many basic results were proved for the codes that
are simple from the contemporary viewpoint and were later systemized
and represented within the optimization coding theory [23]. Based on
* Published

in Современные проблемы дистанционного зондирования Земли из космоса. — 2017. — Т. 14, № 1. — С. 9–24
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the development of the ideas of majority decoding [18], the optimization
theory enabled us to look in an absolutely diﬀerent way at the iterative error correction problem, the initial multithreshold decoding (MTD)
methods of which were patented as early as 1972 [3].
Nowadays, all main stages of the design and research of MTD algorithms are performed using special powerful optimization procedures
whose eﬀectiveness and complexity grow quickly. At the same time,
the complexity of the MTD technique is a minimum and increases only
linearly with a code length. Owing to an increase in the number of
iterations of error correction, the MTD potential grows at a rather low
complexity of the algorithm itself. At present, as compared to the existing methods, the MTD characteristics have already become better
than those of other algorithms for practically all parameters that are
interesting for communications technology [13]. The MTD algorithm
parameters are optimized during developments and studies according to
many hundreds and thousands of criteria in constructing self-orthogonal
codes (SOC) with a low error propagation (EP) level, adjusting MTD
algorithms (by means of selecting thresholds, weight of checks, diﬀerences in polynomials, etc.), and simulating MTD operation in diﬀerent
channels [7]. This enables us to assume that the OT constitutes the
basis of MTD methods and all algorithms based on them.
Below, the fundamental results concerning the eﬃciency and
throughput of MTD algorithms developed in conformity with OT
paradigms, which are compared to other known error-correction methods
employed in Gaussian, erasure, and non-binary communications channels, are reviewed. At the end of this paper, we draw general conclusions on the situation arisen in the theory and applied investigations of
error-correction coding.
2. Gaussian channels

Let us consider the characteristics of basic decoding algorithms operating in a Gaussian channel at the code rate R = 1/2 (Fig. A-10). In
the given case, the dependencies of the bit-error rate Pb (e) of diﬀerent
decoding algorithms are traditionally shown in terms of function Eb /N0 ,
i. e., the level of the bit energy of a channel. The vertical line C = 1/2
designates the noise level at which channel capacity C is equal to the
code rate: C = R = 1/2. Dashed line P0 shows error probabilities obtained without coding. Border AT indicates the limiting real up-to-date
possibilities of turbo codes. However, their hardware implementation
remains diﬃcult until now because such a class of algorithms is complicated enough [14]. Curve VA:K7 illustrates the possibilities of the
widespread Viterbi algorithm (VA) for short convolutional codes with the
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constraint length K = 7 [10]. Graph CC:VA*RS corresponds to the concatenated scheme based on the short convolutional and Reed – Solomon
(RS) code [10]. The min-sum decoder of the DVB-S2 low-density paritycheck (LDPC) code, the length of which is 64 800 bits, is characterized
by curve LDPC (in 2012, this scheme was implemented at the Radio
Research and Development Institute) [15]. Graph TR deﬁnes the real
potential of the decoder of CDMA2000 turbo codes with a length of
3060 bits.
In what follows, let us consider the capabilities of multithreshold
algorithms [23]. Curve MTD1 illustrates the new advancements of this
algorithm, which optimally decodes a long convolutional code at a very
low signal to noise ratio of 1.3 dB when only 1.1 dB is required to reach
its capacity. The amount of decoder iterations is no more then I = 160.
The decoding delay is less than 6 Mbit. Naturally, the MTD algorithm
is strongly simpliﬁed if the allowable noise level diminishes by only a
few tenths of a decibel. For example, curve MTD2 shows the potential
of this method already at 60 iterations and the decoding delay is less
than 1 Mbit. The last decoder characterized by graph MTD3 has a very
important property: opportunities of MTD for usual non-concatenated
convolutional code turn out to be better than those of the very powerful
(VA*RS) concatenated scheme. This decoder implements 40 iterations,
and its delay is only three times as large as that of the more complex
sequential concatenated scheme.
Let us emphasize the main advantages of all discussed MTD meth100
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Fig. A-10. Characteristics of modern basic error correction methods over
Gaussian channels
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ods over the other algorithms. In the region of such a high channel
noise level, the VA is not competitive with MTD. The concatenated
scheme with the VA and RS codes is almost at the border of Fig. A-10
and, consequently, does not participate in the competition of methods
too. At a high noise level, the decoding eﬀectiveness of the ﬁrst MTD
method is already unachievable for all known existing algorithms operating in Gaussian channels. However, the MTD development experience
is evidence that its characteristics can be improved to some extent. For
further substantial motion toward the Shannon limit R = C = 1/2 or for
attainment of other code rates, a considerable MTD modernization will
be undoubtedly required (such a process is now carried out). In addition,
it should be noted that, at the equal number of iterations, this procedure
is simpler for MTD than, e. g., for the LDPC decoder. Moreover, in
the hardware implementation of the MTD, the structure of connections
between cells is much simpler as compared to other algorithms. More
than 99% of an MTD is the shift-register memory, which additionally
facilitates its creation and tuning. Finally, it should be indicated that,
in accordance with [2], all MTD algorithms could be implemented in
hardware because they become the single-step decision scheme of instantaneous action. This leads to the fact that, by analogy with all
algorithms, MTDs create decision-making delays but do not decrease
the throughput of any device in which they are employed.
Indisputably, in this case, a convolutional code should ﬁnd application. It is reasonable that such a property of the convolutional MTD is
called the maximum theoretical hardware throughput.
The eﬃcient hardware implementation of the multithreshold decoder
based on the ALTERA ﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA), which
was performed at the Space Research Institute of the Russian Academy
of Sciences (SRI RAS), is exempliﬁed by the working prototype depicted
in Fig. A-11 [6]. For a channel throughput of no less than 1 Gbps,
the given prototype exhibits high eﬃciency characteristics at the code
rate R = 1/2. The authors have no information on such eﬃciency levels
and operating rates of fast channels, which are typical of Earth Remote
Sensing (ERS) systems.
The simplicity and high throughput of MTD algorithms are illustrated well by demo programs placed at our websites www.mtdbest.ru
and www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru. For example, the MTD algorithm installed
on the PC with a Core i7 processor decodes the convolutional code with
a throughput of more than 15 Mbps at a high Gaussian channel noise
level. All demo programs created for diﬀerent types of decoders involve detailed instructions. Specialists can familiarize themselves with
the eﬃciency and throughput performance of the given decoder and an-
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Fig. A-11. MTD for space and optical channels and ﬂesh memory

alyze them on the basis of new versions of demo programs with the
opportunities of selecting diﬀerent codes and examining their operation
in MTDs.
3. Symbolic codes

Our scientiﬁc school has discovered symbolic codes that are now
regarded to be already completely investigated [21]. This fact has become highly valuable for the coding theory and diﬀerent applied digital
systems. As in the case of binary codes and their analogs, the MTD implementation of the discovered codes is extremely simple. At present, all
basic estimates of decoding characteristics thereof are obtained, a large
volume of simulation was performed, and the general theory of block and
convolutional variants of construction was worked out in detail.
Strictly speaking, J. Massey dealt with these codes belonging to the
class of majoritarily decoded non-binary codes and proved theorems 1–4
concerning them in [18]. However, he very negatively estimated the
potential of these codes in Sections 1.2, 6.2, 6.5, 6.6 and 8.2 of his book
and has never returned to this subject. Nowadays, there are no any
informative studies into the majority decoding of non-binary codes and,
especially, publications devoted to their iterative algorithms.
Symbolic codes, the characteristics of which has been already completely investigated and developed [21], entirely solved all problems associated with highly reliable transmission and storage of digital data
over many future years. They can fully replace RS codes in all possible
applications, being ahead of them and other potential competitors in all
comparisons of reliabilities and throughput [16]. The reason of such
an advantage is the opportunity of selecting any length of the symbolic
codes, which is independent of alphabet size q. Moreover, the most im-
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portant thing is that symbolic codes permit actually optimal decoding
(equivalent to total search!) with the use of majority methods even at a
quite high noise level. As in the binary case, the symbolic MTD (qMTD)
complexity turns out to be theoretically lowest, depending linearly on a
code length.
Let us consider the capabilities of non-binary codes. The RS decoder
and qMTD characteristics obtained at the code rate R = 1/2 are presented
in Fig. A-12. The horizontal axis incorporates the symbol-error rate
calculated at diﬀerent alphabet sizes q (q = 28 = 256 and 216 = 65 536)
and, for convenience, the Eb /N0 ratio that is valid only at q = 256 and
R = 1/2. The decoder symbol-error rate Pd (e) are plotted on the vertical
axis for all values of q.
The graph P0 shows the error probability in the q-ary nonbinary symmetric channel (qSC). Curve RS 28 characterizes the possibilities of the algebraic decoders for RS code with parameters
(n, k, d) = (255, 128, 128), where the size of the symbol corresponds to
one byte. Next dashed curve RS-Su 28 corresponds to the lower estimate of the complex decoder capabilities for the same code, proposed
by Sudan [19]. This decoder sometime corrects more errors than a half
of minimum code distance d but requires approximately n times greater
the computation volume as compared with the algebraic RS decoding
methods.
Very long RS code with a symbol size of 16 bits and the length
n = 65 535 symbols has the characteristics deﬁned by graph RS 216 . Its
decoder is extremely complicated and, evidently, will not be the object
of implementation in the nearest future. However, the demo programs
for such a RS code can be copied from our websites www.mtdbest.ru
and www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru, launched on your PC, and analyzed in full
measure.
Below, let us consider the possibilities of symbolic MTDs. In the
case where q = 256 and I = 20 iterations, the rather simple decoder of
a symbolic block code with parameters (n, k, d) = (8000, 4000, 15) has
the characteristics designated by QMTD 28 . This algorithm for the
same code with q = 216 ensures the eﬀectiveness illustrated by curve
QMTD 216 . The last graph QMTDconv 216 is constructed for a convolutional code with the minimum code distance d = 17, and the constraint
length nA = 174 000 symbols and qMTD with I < 45 decoding iterations
(decoding delay L 6 420 000 symbols). High capabilities of symbolic
MTDs are deﬁned by the fact that, according to the OT, its decisions,
as in the binary case, tend to the decision of the optimal exhaustive
search algorithm and usually reaches the optimal decoder (OD) decision
even at a very high noise level, although the qMTD is not the OD. At
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Fig. A-12. Characteristics of qMTD and RS code decoders over q-ary
symmetrical channel

Pd (e) < 10−6 , in the lower part of graphs in Fig. A-12, the characteristics
of all qMTDs correspond to the OD level for used codes. It should be
reminded that, for non-binary (and symbolic too!) codes, a Viterbi decoder cannot be constructed due to an extra complexity observed even at
the constraint length K = 4...5 symbols, especially for large values of q.
This additionally increases the highest value of very simple and rather
eﬃcient symbolic MTDs.
In what follows, it should be noted that, at high noise levels, the
good qMTD characteristics are achieved only if very long codes are
employed. In particular, for qMTD, the ﬁrst symbolic block code with
the length n = 8000 symbols cannot be substantially shorter than its
speciﬁed length at q = 256. In going to the larger values of q, as in
the second decoder of the same code, the decoding reliability grows to a
larger extent even if the noise level becomes higher. Upon the fulﬁllment
of these conditions, the qMTD reaches quickly the OD decision, as is
shown by the graphs of all three qMTD decoders. It is pertinent to note
that, at P0 . 0.3, the third decoder ensures practically optimal decoding
for a code with R = 1/2. This is attained using a convolutional code,
which always has the higher characteristics than those of the block code.
However, its decision-making delay is appreciably larger. Moreover,
the code with the very low EP level was chosen, thereby improving
convergence to the optimal decision at a higher noise level. Hence, the
decision-making delay of the third convolutional decoder turns out to be
quite considerable. However, for the selected high noise levels, it value
is rather acceptable. Similar eﬃcient results for the other non-binary
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codes are unknown.
Let us pass to the crucial issue of the decoding complexity. For
the RS code with the length n = 255, decoder simulation demonstrated
that the PC with a Core i7 processor decodes it with a throughput of
about 130 ksps (kilo symbols per second). Since the Sudan algorithm
complexity is approximately n times as high as that of the classical RScode decoder, we ﬁnd that, according to the graph of its lower estimate
of Pd (e), this method provides only an insigniﬁcant improvement in
reliability although its complexity is very high. The second two-byte
RS code (q = 216 ) with n = 65 535 symbols ensures a high reliability
at P0 < 0.24. However, for such a long code, the decoding complexity
growing as n2 turns out to be excessive: 0.4 ksps. Since decoding was
performed using a very productive processor, it could be expected that
such a decoder will be very complicated and too slow.
Let us consider symbolic MTDs. At q = 256, the ﬁrst of them is
more eﬃcient than the RS code with the Sudan decoder [19]. However,
the complexity of the qMTD software version (for the same processor) is
determined by the decoding throughput equal to about 300 ksps, which
is enormous without question. During one hour or even less, it is
possible to accumulate the statistics containing more than a billion of
symbols, i. e., up to 3 · 1010 bits. Thus, MTD algorithms have really
a very low complexity even at high noise levels, as was demonstrated
by many publications on MTDs, including symbolic MTDs [23]. For
qMTDs and RS decoders, demo programs can be copied at our websites.
The complexity of the second MTD with q = 216 is identical to that of the
ﬁrst because the operation algorithms and used codes of both decoders
are closely coincident. They diﬀer only in alphabet size. Therefore, their
throughputs are equal. At the same time, the second decoder operates
at a higher level of channel noise.
Let us consider the third decoder of a convolutional code with a
particularly low EP level. Such a decoder performs the larger number
of decoding iterations (I 6 45) than previous two qMTDs of block codes.
Its model demonstrated that the decoder throughput is 84 ksps. This is a
high throughput itself, which is especially signiﬁcant from the viewpoint
of a high reliability and the largest possible noise level corresponding to
operation of this qMTD. In addition, it may be indicated that, in the
extremely noisy channel of an ordinary PC processing typical four-byte
symbols, the decoder throughput reaches 32 · 84 000 ≈ 2.7 Mbps. Attention should be drawn to the fact that the software model of impracticable long RS decoder operated 200 times slower than the preceding one
(∼ 0.4 ksps) at substantially smaller noise. As compared to the second
block qMTD with approximately the same eﬃciency, the throughput of
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this long RS code decoder diminishes ∼ 750 times. In this case, it is
important that the RS decoder structure is very complex and 99% of any
kind of hardware MTDs is ordinary memory. Hence, as was mentioned
above, they executes only simplest operations.
At present, there are no any algorithms for non-binary codes, the
capabilities of which could at least come closer to those of the given
convolutional qMTD in eﬃciency and throughput. Our websites involves
the demo program for the symbolic MTD at R = 19/20, which operates
at a throughput of more than 50 Mbps. The issues concerning the
further improvement of symbolic MTD operation were discussed and
successfully solved in [20]. This makes it possible to additionally boost
their throughputs 3–5 times.
The symbolic codes are still developed and investigated only in Russia. Papers on symbolic codes were primarily published more than 30
years ago [1]. Nowadays, there are no foreign publications intended
to continue their development. We suppose that among many reasons
hampering its advancement can be the speciﬁc ideology and unordinary
new mathematics of the OT that did not exist in publications of foreign
or Russian specialists in the coding theory. The most important new
results regarding symbolic codes are reported in [23]. These themes are
now being actively developed.
The symbolic-code decoding algorithm can be used for fast recording
of Earth Remote Sensing (ERS) data on various carriers. In this case,
qMTDs provide an especially high reliability of storage.
4. Erasure channels

Let us appeal to the ﬁeld of coding theory that is uniquely simple and convenient for research and achievement of real results. However, before application of MTD methods (erasure channels are kept in
mind), all methods exhibited extremely modest results in this ﬁeld [18].
The basic reason was undoubtedly much more attention of specialists
to channels with errors. Hence, erasing-channel decoders were scarcely
investigated, and their characteristics were far from those allowed by
the theory. We restrict ourselves to a brief consideration of the recently
obtained MTD characteristics presented in Fig. A-13.
For comparison, the capabilities of erasure recovery are illustrated
by the graphs characterizing RS codes with the length n = 256 symbols
at R = 1/2 (RS05) and R = 4/5 (RS45).
Erasures can be recovered by means of MTD methods also [12].
For this purpose, we constructed a convolutional code of rate R = 1/2
with especially small grouping of errors and erasures after decoding with
minimal code distance d = 21. The decision-making delay is about 70 000
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information symbols, the constraint length is nA = 136 000 code symbols,
and the number of erasure-recovery iterations does not exceed I = 90.
As is obvious from eﬀectiveness curve MTD05, this MTD recovers the
erased channel-symbol ﬂow with erasure probability Ps = 0.48 to the
unrecovered symbol probability Ps (s) ≈ 3 · 10−7 . It is known that, for
channels with independent erasures, the capacity is C = 1 − Ps , where
Ps is probability of erasure in the channel. Thus, the MTD algorithm
manifests its successful operation at the ratio R/C ≈ 0.96. This is a
unique achievement for erasure-recovery algorithms. In this case, the
throughput of MTD is 95 ksps. It should be noted that, as can be
seen from curve RS05 at R = 1/2, the RS code with such a high level
of channel distortions, is inoperative. Therefore, there is no need to
discuss the decoder throughput for this RS code. It is worth noting that
even a small improvement in channel quality, as in the case of error
correction, reduces strongly the MTD size and increases its suﬃciently
high throughput. In particular, at Ps . 0.4, the MTD of a convolutional
code, which is marked as MTD05-s in Fig. A-13, turns out to be 7 times
faster than the ﬁrst decoder due to an almost 5-fold smaller number
of required iterations, and its delay diminishes 9 times. It should be
emphasized that, for the second simpler MTD, the residual fraction of
unrecovered symbols is many decimal orders smaller than that of the RS
code.
Let us consider the possibility of erasure recovering techniques for
high-rate codes with R = 4/5, which are shown in the right part of
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Fig. A-13. Curve RS45 corresponds to the RS code, and the vertical line
C = 0.8 characterizes the values of the channel capacity at Ps = 0.2. Let
us consider the potential of the MTD designated by MTD45, which restores the original digital ﬂow with the erased symbol fraction Ps . 0.19
to the level Ps (s) < 5 · 10−7 of the remaining unrecovered symbols at 180
decoding iterations with a delay of 2 million symbols (Ms). The most important thing is that, for this decoder, the ratio R/C = 0.8/0.81 ≈ 0.988 is
valid. This is absolutely unallowable for other algorithms, including the
RS code shown by curve RS45 in Fig. A-13. Obviously, such a closeness
of parameters R and C inevitably leads to its greater length, as was indicated above. In this case, the MTD has a very high throughput of about
300 ksps. Moreover, when the erased-symbol size undergoes changes,
the MTD algorithm does not varies the throughput of the demo program
installed on a usual PC if the alphabet size varies within 4 bytes. As
a result, the decoding throughput increases to 32 · 300 ksps = 9.6 Msps.
In so doing, it is impossible to specify some other methods capable of
operating at such a large level of erasures.
Graph MTD45-s illustrates the opportunities of MTD algorithms at
R = 4/5 and a very small decrease in noise level. As in the case of the
same algorithm with R = 1/2, it turns out that the introduced decoding
delay and the number of erasure-recovering iterations reduce 5–7 times
and the throughput increases at least 3–4 times. From the viewpoint of
the ﬁnal reliability, this is several decimal orders better as compared to
RS codes.
The main conclusion of this section is that, in erasure channels,
MTD algorithms also have no competitors in the implementation simplicity and eﬃciency of decoding processes.
5. High-rate codes

It should be emphasized that, nowadays, MTD developments have
been carried out in the suﬃciently wide range of code rates. In particular, all MTD properties and its advantages over the capabilities of
other algorithms are kept safe at the code rate R ≈ 4/5. This enables
us to recommend a wide application of MTD methods [6]. For example,
at R = 4/5, high-rate MTD methods applied to optical channels were
discussed in [22]. These results were obtained by our scientiﬁc school
and foreign researchers who were consulted by our specialists. The results of Russian researchers were signiﬁcantly better in terms of energy
eﬃciency and the simplicity of MTD algorithm implementation.
The application of MTD methods can turn out to be especially useful
to store large arrays of data aboard satellites and in ERS systems, where
the probability of time-increasing distortions can be very high.
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6. Decoders for flash memory

Finally, we would like to underline that the development of decoding
methods for unreliable ﬂash memory has been ﬁnished. The speciﬁcity
of this problem is that the bit-error probability of the given systems
should be no worse than Pb (e) ∼ 10 while the probability of unreliable
bit storage can achieve the level of 10−3 or be considerably greater.
Technical decisions based on MTD algorithms enabled us to solve this
problem in a quite easy manner [11]. In this case, the code with MTD at
R = 3/4 was used, guaranteeing the necessary levels of error probability
at an unreliable storage probability of 10−2 .
The aforementioned information on symbolic codes and erasing and
Gaussian channels also conﬁrm the high MTD characteristics in diﬀerent
applications at R ≈ 0.75 and more.
7. On the evolution of modern coding theory

The above-described results and a comparison between the basic
methods of decoding of error-correction codes enabled us to conclude
that, in the last few decades, the modern coding theory have been in the
crisis stage analogous to the termination of the main development period
of classical physics at the end of the nineteenth century. By then, the
problems concerning black-body radiation and photoelectron emission,
which could not be solved by means of “old physics” methods, as well
as the peculiarities of description of many other phenomena, had become a serious obstacle in the path of physics development because they
demonstrated the serious inconsistency of scientiﬁc views on physics in
our part of the Universe and its real properties. At the beginning of the
twentieth century, the great physicists introduced the certain number of
postulates and discovered new equations and laws describing our world.
Many of them had become Nobel laureates.
In the last century (about 30 years ago), the coding theory offered the last good concatenated scheme with the VA and RS codes.
However, afterward, even technological revolutions in the electronics
circuitry could not help to indicate stable trends of the further development of coding technology. As was found, turbo codes were complicated
and non-technological, and LDPC codes provide quite good results, but
their implementation is impeded at very high throughput. Moreover,
noticeable diﬃculties of these methods appeared due to their use in
combination with convolutional codes. The greater crisis level characterizes the non-binary code theme, for which nothing better than short RS
codes was created during 50 years of evolution.
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8. Role of the optimization theory in the research and developments of
the coding theory

The OT and its basic MTD theorem [23], as well as symbolic codes,
EP theory, and other key results of our scientiﬁc school, have changed
substantially the whole ideology and technology of decoding for satellite
communications channels, ERS systems, and other projects. These new
approaches decreased the complexity of the discovered theories of iterative majority algorithms as compared to other methods (such a decrease
was several decimal orders) and, simultaneously, increased its energy
eﬃciency to an optimal level, which was previously accessible only via
exhaustive search methods. At all stages of symbol correction, MTD
algorithms strictly converge to the optimal decision, which is guaranteed by the basic MTD theorem and in most cases, number of errors
are corrected with MTD is much more the half of the code distance.
For the coding theory, these factors and other important principles of
development of these algorithms implemented the same functions as the
new postulates of quantum mechanics. Hence, it can be assumed that
the eﬀorts of the Russian scientiﬁc school of coding theory assisted in
overcoming the long crisis period of the theory. The vast ideological
revolution, which changed an appreciable part of the main paradigms of
the “old” coding theory, made it possible to create the conditions of its
development with the help of the absolutely new principles. It can be
said that its own “quantum mechanics” was formed in the coding theory. This ﬁeld is still diﬃcult for comprehension and development but
very productive, as is conﬁrmed by the results partially discussed above.
At present, there are no any other ways of evolution in theory, applied
methods, and decoding technologies.
9. Optimization theory support of new coding technologies

The new development level of the theory of MTD algorithms and the
OT enable us to suppose that the current situation in information theory
characterizes the transition of the error-correction coding theory and its
technologies of the development of new decoding methods to the really
new and more perfect phase of evolutional development based on the OT.
Our experience indicates that this phase ensures even now the achievements of new targets in such a sphere that are diﬃcult for research
and important for communications technique. Owing to its application,
attention of specialists has already been paid to the new possibilities of
coding methods, which provide eﬀective decoders operation in extremely
noisy channels at its quite moderate complexity. First of all, the use of
divergent coding principles is planned to be discussed [8]. This phase
involves a non-concatenated gradual increase in the code distance of used
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codes. Another very useful trend in applied coding theory was created by
joint usage of binary and symbolic MTDs with the VA, which generates
the small but very eﬀective group of methods with direct metric control.
As is known, only these algorithms can measure precisely the distance
between their decisions and the received message. This property deﬁnes the highest eﬃciency of the aforementioned method in channels
with a high noise level. All other known methods do not even estimate
this important decoding parameter (algebraic algorithms) or calculate
only certain relative useful functions of these distances, hampering their
operation and decreasing the eﬃciency (turbo codes, LDPC, etc.). It
is this circumstance that deﬁnes the importance of the group of methods of direct metric control, which have huge prospects of development,
including in joint application.
Some of these new approaches to the development of decoding algorithms have already been used to obtain the results discussed in the
previous sections.
It should be emphasized that OT principles enable us to analyze the
eﬃciency and prospects of application of the diﬀerent decoders claiming
to be on good positions in the competitions of error-correction methods.
In particular, some researchers assume that polar codes [17] known for
nearly 10 years refer to new coding trends. However, a comparison
between these methods and existing algorithms [9] still is evidence that
this “new” direction has not been formed and found its place in terms of
the eﬃciency and complexity of implementation. Probably, short codes
with decoding according to the block VA [5], e. g., with the simplest
concatenated methods, would be such evident approaches, which will
be eﬃcient to the same extent and simpler in decoding than known
numerous variants and modiﬁcations of polar codes. It can be expected
that, in the nearest future, the real potential of the basic types of such
codes manifests itself.
10. On scientific exchange and educational process

We understand our responsibility as world leaders for the creation
of eﬀective coding methods and will continue the development of web
resources www.mtdbest.ru and www.mtdbest.iki.rssi.ru, where there are
more than 400 data sections involving useful scientiﬁc, methodical, and
educational materials. They also contains many demo programs for all
now popular error-correcting algorithms of almost ten types. This hard
educational work has not been done by any scientiﬁc group. Undoubtedly,
our rapidly growing websites will continue to assist in developing the
OT and coding technology in our country and abroad.
The extremely signiﬁcant criterion of OT recognition in the scien-
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tiﬁc world is the amount of visitors at our websites. Every year, they
are visited by about 100 000 people from more than 80 countries.
There are only small number of foreign papers on the subject. We
are trying to help and consult foreign colleagues, but the development of
decoding technology abroad is performed in the deadlock direction of “old
physics”. Hence, the achievements of our foreign colleagues (theoretical
adaptation and the obtainment of practical results based on the OT) are
more slowly implemented as compared to the Russian results (probably,
the retardation can reach 7–15 years), although the majority of our
publications are translated into English or written in English. Moreover,
some of our achievements and results published more than 30 years ago,
including, e. g., those concerning symbolic codes, as was indicated above,
still do not have any response from other countries at all, although they
are related to the fundamental scientiﬁc and applied problems of coding
theory that are solved abroad in very complicated ways.
11. Conclusions

Optimization theory principles have made it possible to create multithreshold decoders that increase the reliability of decoding results by
three or more decimal orders and, simultaneously, provide approximately
the same increase in their throughputs as compared to other errorcorrection algorithms. These results are unique in the history of the
development of digital signal processing system. OT paradigms expand
the possibilities of decoding algorithms and increase the throughput and
eﬃciency of multithreshold decoding methods and other algorithms relying on divergent and other new coding schemes.
A large number of published monographs and Russian and English
manuals on the theoretical and practical questions about the OT and
MTDs also contribute to the study of new promising coding methods.
At present, the OT and MTD methods turn out to be signiﬁcantly
more eﬀective and simpler in comparison with all other types of decoders
in the Gaussian, binary, symbolic, erasing, block, convolutional and other
coding systems. Nowadays, the total number of basic coding clusters
(typical combinations of the groups of parameters that are substantial
for diﬀerent technical applications), where MTDs are much simpler and
more eﬀective, is close to thirty and, presumably, will continue to expand
rapidly.
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Developing the principle of divergent coding for gaussian
channels*
1. Introduction

Modern systems of data transmission and storage use errorcorrecting coding. Among the most eﬃcient error-correcting codes we
should single out turbo, low-density parity-check, polar codes providing high coding gain and having decoding complexity being acceptable
for the majority of applications [1]. Multithreshold decoding (MTD)
for self-orthogonal codes are also considered to be promising for highthroughput systems of data transmission and storage [2–6]. MTDs realize the methods to search global extremum of functionals having linear
from code length decoding complexity [2] and provide decoding being
similar in many cases to the optimum decoding (OD) even near channel
capacity [2, 3]. The compulsory condition to receive such results is to
use codes with low level of error propagation, correct choice of MTD
type algorithm and optimization of all conﬁgurable decoder elements.
One of the most eﬃcient principles used during MTD design is the
principle of divergence [8, 9]. It allows implementing diﬀerent methods
to increase code distance of the codes used by non-concatenated methods
allowing to increase considerably MTD eﬃciency. At the same time in
accordance with coding theory the results received in [8, 9] can be
further improved.
2. Divergence principle within decoding convolutional codes

Divergent methods to construct codes and design decoding algorithms lead to a fundamentally new style of gradual non-concatenated
increase of code distance for convolutional codes while using simplest
iterative, e. g. multithreshold or some other decoding algorithms. In
these circumstances small complexity to implement original methods is
preserved, and higher resulting decoding eﬃciency is implemented in
case of using the codes allowing MTD [8, 9]. In this case such eﬃcient
decoding is actually possible that even at high channel noise it turns
out to provide OD performance for the long codes used which is usually
* Published

in 7th Mediterranean Conference on Embedded Computing MECO’2018, Budva,
Montenegro
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made only on the basis of full search as it is realized. However the complexity of MTD in case of divergent coding remains minimally possible
and linear of code length.
Then we indicate main principles of divergent encoding and decoding [9]. Let’s consider a circuit of the simple encoder for convolutional
code of rate R = 1/2 represented in Fig. A-14. It consists of a shift register in the left part of which cells are grouped and the modulo 2 adder.
To simplify the description, we assume the code to be systematic. Fundamental moment for the encoder is a presence of one more cell far in
the shift register right part which value also enter to the modulo 2 adder
input. Of course, a code can be non-systematic and a number of cells
in the register right part from which data are entered to the modulo 2
adder can in the general case be enough high.
Fig. A-15 shows a decoder for the convolutional code corresponding
to the encoder shown in Fig. A-14. It was constructed according to the
MTD ideas and contains two threshold elements (TE) located in the left
(TE1) and right (TE2) parts of the decoder. TE1 and corresponding
parts of information and syndrome registers with which it interacts, are
marked by a dotted rectangle and called as decoder 1. Full decoder
with TE2 in the right part of decoder registers is similar to decoder 1.
But also additional check enters to the input TE2 which appears in
the decoder much later than symbols of the compact group of checks
connected with TE1.
Under operation TE1 makes decisions on informational errors based
on only its own group of checks. If channel noise and code are selected correctly then after TE1 density of such errors will be less than
before such threshold and these errors will be corrected with TE2 in
most cases. Since a number of checks entering TE2 inputs is one more
than in TE1 then correcting possibilities of TE2 will be higher that allows intensifying the correction process because TE2 operates with the
code where a minimal distance d was increased in one in comparison
with TE1. It is important that it has been achieved without concatenation which takes redundancy from the ﬁrst code (and TE1) that notably
reduces correcting possibilities of the ﬁrst decoder.
Essential peculiarity of divergent decoding style is gradual structural
complexity of the decoder and multiple application of this approach. In
this case while constructing code and its decoder the structure of the
decoder having been built is considered again as some original decoder
which is further entered into the external scheme of divergent decoding with higher level of decoding. This multiple (three-, ﬁve- and more
multiple) gradual increase of code distance which is further totally implemented with MTD algorithm is the outcome of eﬃcient application of
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divergence principle of decoding procedure organization under consideration.
Exceptionally important feature of divergence is the fact that the
decoder constructed remains as simple as the base decoder. In particular,
if MTD is taken as such basis, then the resulting decoder with multiple
threshold elements traditional for convolutional codes always stays the
same simplest MTD decoder. The only diﬀerence of divergent MTD from
its classic type is the fact that TEs used in diﬀerent decoding iterations
take their decisions only based on some subset of checks. The decoder
makes decisions on the basis of their values and performs similar simple
operations to change syndrome and decoded symbols. The number of
these check groups for diﬀerent TE can have 3...5 checks when total
number of checks is about 20 which does not complicate divergent MTD.
Furthermore, as in the ﬁrst iterations TE use only small part of total
check set the divergent decoder performs even less number of operations
than in case if TE used total check sets.
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Fig. A-17. Characteristics of multialgorithmic decoder:
1 — VA for convolutional code with constraint length K = 24, which is still
complex to be implemented; 2 — VA for the code with K = 15; 3 — VA for the
code with K = 7; 4 — the ﬁrst MTD considered above (curve 1 in Fig. A-16);
5 — concatenated scheme consisting of convolutional code with K = 7 and
Reed – Solomon code.

Typical characteristics of divergent codecs over channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with binary phase-shift keying are
represented in [8]. They are shown to provide bit error rate (BER) about
10−6 or smaller for code rate 1/2 at Eb /N0 ≈ 1.2 dB. This is given in
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Fig. A-16, where the characteristics of several MTDs for convolutional
codes of rate R = 1/2 are represented. Curve 1 corresponds to the ﬁrst
MTD for convolutional concatenated code with d = 21 and I = 192 iterations and decision delay about 6 Mbit. The possibilities of simpler
second MTD for the code with d = 9, I = 70 iterations and decision delay
less than 0.5 Mbit are shown by curve 2. In the course of construction
both codec versions we have used the procedure of three-level divergent coding which allowed us to implement simple procedures of error
correction.
3. Multiconcatenated divergent coding

Fig. A-16 shows that the divergent schemes described are characterized by the presence of error ﬂoor region. In this region MTD performs
practically optimum decoding of the codes used, and decoding errors
are mostly single. This fact allows using concatenation with outer code
being simple for decoding to signiﬁcantly reduce decoding BER.
The articles [2, 9] considered methods of MTD concatenation with
parity check codes (PCC). They are characterized their simple using
with majority algorithms. In each symbol correction PCC decoder make
more reliable decisions for the whole concatenated code in general. We
should also mention the fact that PCC have very low redundancy and at
the same time make additional coding gain 1.5...2.0 dB compared to nonconcatenated MTD. As an example curve 3 in Fig. A-16 presents simulation results for operation of the second MTD in concatenated scheme
with PCC (n2 , k2 , d2 ) = (200, 199, 2). For short versions of concatenated
codes with PCC error probability per bit Pb (e) of such concatenated
scheme is estimated with the equation
2
P2b (e) ≈ 3n3 PbMTD (e) ,
(5)
where PbMTD (e) is a bit error probability for MTD which can be estimated
as
√ 
(6)
PbMTD (e) = erfc dE ,
where E — dimensionless signal to noise ratio.
The most important for our further reasoning is the fact that the
errors in the output of concatenated scheme are usually single or paired
within the block of length n2 , which can be easily taken into consideration in further development of this convenient idea of concatenation.
Correspondingly, concatenation with PCC code can be applied one more
time. Nevertheless, in such triple-concatenated scheme in the conditions of analogous length of outer PCC code n3 ≈ 200, the total code
length should increase several times. Bit error probability P3b (e) of
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triple-concatenated scheme will be practically the same:
2
P3b (e) ≈ 3n3 P2b (e) .
(7)
Having correctly chosen the parameters of constituent codes the
error probability in such 3D scheme is proportional to 4-th degree of
MTD error probability, here PbMTD (e) practically always coincides with
OD error probability and, consequently, is really low. It does matter that
the losses in code rate of the whole concatenated code considering above
mentioned parameters make about 1% which is quite acceptable. The
probability P3b (e) for the second MTD and n2 = n3 = 200 is represented by
curve 4 in Fig. A-16, which shows signiﬁcant eﬀect after the introduction
of the third concatenation.
Let us apply similar approach to implement 3D concatenation based
on the ﬁrst MTD. We should reduce code distance of the code used
up to d = 13. It turned out, that to achieve OD performance on the
level Pb (e) ∼ 2 · 10−4 only I = 160 iterations are necessary in case when
the decision delay is about 5 Mbit. BER for such shortened code is
represented by curve 5, for standard concatenated scheme with PCC of
length n2 = 200 — by curve 6, and for 3D concatenation — by curve 7.
Type of curves shows the possibility of much more reliable decoding
based on 3D concatenation at Eb /N0 > 1.2 dB in comparison with the
original ﬁrst MTD.
Note, if PCC length being reduced, the losses in code rate are
increased, but 3D decoder error probabilities are substantially decreased.
Error probabilities of 3D decoding are reduced even during the small
increase of code distance of inner code decoded with MTD.
4. Divergent decoding with Viterbi algorithm

Let us further consider new versions of error correction schemes
where the principles of divergent decoding are used in the process of
their construction. Our attention should be further concentrated on the
joint application of Viterbi algorithm (VA) and MTD methods. The most
important reason for such choice of the algorithms analyzed is their
aﬃliation to the group of decoders with direct metric control.
Let us return to the scheme of divergent decoding given in Fig. A-15
paying attention to the fact that instead of the ﬁrst TE1 such decoding
scheme can contain other decoding algorithm. As an example of such
algorithm VA can be applied.
Fig. A-17 represents the curves corresponding to performance for
VA and several other error correction methods over AWGN channel
with BPSK at R = 1/2.
Let us further pay our attention to the fact that while changing
the ﬁrst TE1 shown in Fig. A-15 into Viterbi decoder having suﬃcient
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information register length with extreme n-th cell of this register the
errors of Viterbi algorithm will enter into parity-check register of such
composite decoder causing additional errors on its output. Because of
this feedback the VA characteristics can worsen leading to the higher
probability of VA error. Nevertheless, at correct choice of Eb /N0 the
inﬂuence of additional errors will be insigniﬁcant.
Further we should estimate the Eb /N0 allowing the operation of the
new decoder in VA scheme and MTD following it which operates with
the code having code distance d one point larger than the code for VA
preceding it. It is natural to suppose that a good starting point here
is such Eb /N0 when in the conditions of some error probability from
n-th cell at VA output such probability will be lower. Given example
is convenient to be used for the eﬃciency estimation of such scheme
as remaining errors after VA enter into input of VA. We should also
consider that in this multialgorithmic decoder VA errors are strongly
grouped. Therefore, an interleaver should precede MTD to allow errors
come randomly into VA input.
Having chosen the estimation scheme let us consider the cases of
VA and MTD interaction for systematic codes. Curve 6 shows VA characteristics for the systematic code with K = 7. Arrow A indicates Eb /N0
below which there is an opportunity to use MTD reducing error probability. Nevertheless, making the code distance one point higher in
comparison with VA will not signiﬁcantly improve the characteristics
of such multialgorithmic decoder. To improve the possibilities of such
scheme we should lengthen decoder registers (as well as encoder ones!)
which read the values from other information cells also being directed
to the input of VA. In other words, by multiple application of divergence
we should signiﬁcantly increase code distance without any concatenation as its considerable increase and the growth in number of additional
TE in MTD will ﬁnally allow to repeatedly reduce error probability of
a oﬀered multialgorithmic decoder. Also we should take into account
that increasing the number of checks the outputs of which produce errors into VA input will also reduce the permissible Eb /N0 allowing this
scheme to operate. The error probabilities from distant cells are rapidly
reduced as larger TE number will successively reduce the number the
errors left after them, the errors entering input of VA. Therefore, ﬁnal
possibilities of the scheme oﬀered should be received in the course of
scheme modeling and selecting the parameters of codes and decoders.
Further we should consider the possibilities of VA for systematic
code with K = 15. Its characteristics are represented by curve 7, the
boundary of operating region in the multialgorithmic decoders found
according to similar criteria is indicated with arrow B. It is natural that
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more complex VA provides operation in the conditions of Eb /N0 being
0.5 dB higher. However, more accurate determination of the boundaries
of the operating region for a new decoder should also be made on the
basis of modeling.
Similar methods to estimate the possibilities of a new method offered for non-systematic codes with K = 7 and K = 15 have shown, that
the boundaries of multialgorithmic decoders eﬃciency are indicated with
arrows D and F. As we can conclude, due to lower level of error grouping in systematic codes their application in the multialgorithmic decoder
is more preferable. However, the formulation of the problem and preliminary estimations of the possibilities of multialgorithmic decoders
should be substantially reﬁned in the process of complete modeling of
this scheme.
It should be noted this task inevitably requires one more step in our
research to receive, perhaps, the most technological version of decoding. The application of VA on the ﬁrst stage of error correction in this
scheme is naturally determined by its optimality. Nevertheless, if even
VA for code of length K = 15 turns out to be quite feasible decoder, it is
suﬃciently complex in comparison with MTD. Therefore, on analyzing
the operation of the oﬀered decoder it is advisable for the ﬁrst decoding stage instead of VA to ﬁnd some algorithm with less complexity
than VA but with suﬃciently high eﬃciency of preliminary decoding.
This will simplify the ﬁnal decoder and increase its throughput having
kept almost the same decoding characteristics as in case of scheme with
Viterbi algorithm.
5. Conclusion

The article presents the main results of developing simple for implementation and eﬃcient divergent methods for error-correcting codes
decoding which can be used in telecommunication systems. The basis
for the methods of error correction developed is multithreshold decoder
for self-orthogonal codes. The application of the methods oﬀered in the
paper allows us to provide eﬃcient decoding at Eb /N0 close channel capacity having low complexity of decoder implementation. The ideas for
binary codes oﬀered in the paper are easily generalized to 3D concatenation of non-binary codes.
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The application of modulo q check codes to increase the
efficiency of non-binary multithreshold decoders over q-ary
symmetric channel
1. Introduction

Nowadays the specialists in the ﬁeld of error-correcting coding are
interested in non-binary codes operating with digital data on the level
of symbols, e. g. with information bytes. Such codes are often applied
in the channels with grouped errors as concatenated code elements,
to protect the information from errors in diﬀerent drivers (CD, DVD,
Blu-ray, etc). Current analysis of known non-binary error-correcting
codes as well as the algorithms of their decoding has shown the wide
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application of Reed – Solomon codes (RS) among all non-binary codes
in real communication and data storage systems [1]. Nevertheless, RS
short code decoders being applied in practice are not capable to provide
high decoding eﬃciency and long RS codes make it impossible to design
a decoder due to their high implementation complexity. Methods based
on Sudan algorithm [2], allowing to slightly decrease error probability
of decoders for RS codes compared to standard decoding algorithms
haven’t solved the problem of their low eﬃciency even after substantial
complication of decoding process. Non-binary turbo codes known [3]
are limited only to small sized symbols. Lately enough interest has
been shown to non-binary low-density parity-check codes (qLDPC) being
capable to provide extra high eﬃciency [4, 5]. At the same time the
complexity of these code decoders in the conditions of large symbol size
is still too high to be practically applied.
Special interest among non-binary error correcting algorithms
should be paid to non-binary (symbolic) self-orthogonal codes (qSOC)
oﬀered by us and to corresponding non-binary multithreshold decoders
(qMTD) [6–9] being the development of binary multithreshold decoders
(MTD) [6, 9–12]. Strictly speaking, these symbolic codes with majority
decoding were ﬁrst considered by J. Massey who proved theorems 1–4
for them in [13]. But later he gave the negative evaluation to the possibilities of these codes and stopped considering them. The results of the
research given in [6–8] show that qMTD suﬃciently exceed practically
implemented RS and qLDPC code decoders in their eﬃciency remaining
as simple in their implementation as their prototypes — binary MTD. A
distinctive feature of qMTD is their lack of necessity to use multiplications in Galois ﬁelds as well as total independency of applied codes from
symbol sizes. In our opinion, this is the reason why such codes will be
widely applied in the sphere of processing, storage and transmission of
large amounts of audio, video and other data types.
The article considers operating principles of qMTD, makes the comparison of their eﬃciency with the eﬃciency of other error correcting
methods and oﬀers a new approach to increase qMTD eﬃciency.
2. Non-binary multithreshold decoding

Let us consider the principles of qMTD operation during qSOC
decoding. The description is given for q-ary symmetric channel (qSC)
with alphabet size q, q > 2, and symbol error probability P0 .
In this case we have linear systematic convolutional or block qSOC.
For this code the parity-check matrix H is the same as in a binary
case [6], i. e. it has zeroes and ones except the fact that instead of 1 an
identity submatrix will have −1, i. e. H = [P : −I ]. Here P is submatrix
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determined by generator polynomial for qSOC; I is an identity submatrix.
Generator polynomial of such code will be as follows: G = [I : P T ]. We
should note that for the qSOC given in such a way the encoding operation
is analogous to the encoding operation by a binary SOC except the fact
that instead of modulo 2 addition we use modulo q addition. In this
case the operations are not performed with single bits but with q-ary
symbols. It should be specially noted that calculations in Galois ﬁelds
are not required.
The example of scheme implementing the operation of encoding by
block qSOC stated by generator polynomial g(x) = 1+x +x4 +x6 is given
in Fig. A-18 [14]. This code is characterized by the following parameters:
code length n = 26 symbols, information part length k = 13 symbols, code
rate R = 1/2, code distance d = 5.
The encoder may generate check symbols vj by the following steps.
1. Initially the key K is in state 1.
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2. Information vector u = (u0 , u1 , ..., u12 ) is fed into shift register
symbol by symbol. As a result of this step let information symbol u0 be
placed in a cell with number 12, u1 be placed in a cell with number 11
and so all.
3. The key K is switched in state 2.
4. For j from 0 to 12 let’s perform circular right shift of the register
and calculate j-th check symbol vj :
vj =

4
X

u(j−gk ) mod 13 mod q.

k=1

As a result the check vector v = (v0 , v1 , ..., v12 ) is generated.
Pair of vectors u and v is transmitted over qSC.
Let the encoder performed information vector u coding and received
code vector a = [u, v], where v = uG mod q. After transmission of code
vector a having the length n with k information symbols over qSC the
decoder receives vector r diﬀering from the initial code vector in general
due to channel errors: r = a + e mod q, where e — error vector in a
channel of qSC type.
Operating algorithm of qMTD during vector r decoding is as follows [6–8].
1. The syndrome vector s = H rT mod q is calculated. Diﬀerence
register d is zeros. This register will mark information symbols changed
by the decoder. We should note that the number of non-zero elements of
vectors d and s always determines the distance between the message r
received from the channel and the code word being the current qMTD
decision. The task of the decoder is to ﬁnd such a code word for which
the number of non-zero elements of vectors d and s is minimal.
2. For the arbitrary taken q-ary decoded information symbol ij in
the message received in a non-binary threshold element we calculate
the number of two most frequently met check values sj in a vector of s
syndrome from the total number of all checks relating to symbol ij as
well as symbol dj in a vector d corresponding to symbol ij . We accept
the values of these two checks equal to h0 and h1 , and their number
equals m0 and m1 correspondingly, and m0 > m1 .
3. If m0 −m1 > T , where T is threshold value (some integer positive
number), then from ij , dj and all checks regarding ij the error evaluation
being equal to h0 is subtracted.
4. The choice of a new im , m 6= j takes place and the transition to
step 2 is made.
Such attempts of decoding according to steps 2–4 can be repeated
for each symbol of the message received for several times [14]. It should
be noted that for the given algorithm the theorem stating that at each
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decoded symbol change the decision of qMTD strictly approaches the
decision of symbolic optimum decoder (qOD) is proved [6–9].
The example of a scheme implementing qMTD for a encoder in
Fig. A-18 is represented in Fig. A-19 [14]. Such scheme is easily implemented both as hardware and software as it basically includes shift
registers and q-ary adders. The most complicated block of qMTD, a
symbol threshold element, in software implementation requires not more
than 4d + d(d − 1)/2 arithmetic operations with integer numbers for the
decoding of one information symbol in one iteration. Here d is code distance. When calculations are optimized and larger amount of memory is
used the number of operations performed to the value of 16d + 4 order
can be decreased without any eﬃciency loss. This is much less than the
number of operations performed during qLDPC and RS codes decoding.
It is also worth mentioning that the number of operations performed
does not depend on symbol size that allows to apply qMTD to decode
the codes with multibyte symbols.
As qMTD continuously tries to solve qOD it is expected to achieve
the optimum decision in the conditions of suﬃciently high noise level.
To estimate qOD error probability the technique given in [6] can be
used. The technique is as follows: most frequent events always leading
to qOD errors are found and the probabilities of these events to appear
are determined.
1. All check symbols and decoded symbol u0 are erroneous:
P1 = P0J+1 ,
(8)
where J = d − 1, d is minimum code distance of qSOC, P0 is error probability in qSC.
2. All check symbols are erroneous but two of them are equal and
u0 is correctly received:

J−2 
(1 − P0 )P0J J(J − 1) Y
i
1−
.
(9)
P2 =
2(q − 1)
q−1
i=1

3. We have only one correctly received check symbol, all the others
are erroneous the same as u0 :
P3 = J(1 − P0 )P0J .
(10)
Lower bound on qOD symbol error probability is determined by the
sum of all probabilities found earlier
3
X
Ps =
Pi .
(11)
i=1

The probabilities of other event types insigniﬁcantly aﬀect the resulting error probability. A more detailed analysis of the various events
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leading to errors of a qOD and estimations for their probabilities are
presented in [6].
3. Concatenated code consisting of qSOC and modulo q check codes

The results of the research given in [6–9] show that qSOC decoded
with the help of qMTD usually have small coding distance d. So symbol
error rate performance of qMTD has error ﬂoor region where the rate of
decoding error probability decrease lessens when the error probability in
a channel becomes small.
We should note that in this area qMTD performs practically optimum qSOC decoding and decoding errors turn out to be single. For
considerable decrease of decoding error probability this fact allows to
apply concatenated code which uses qSOC as inner code and modulo q
check codes as outer code and their decoder successfully corrects single
qMTD errors.
Encoding with the concatenated code based on qSOC and modulo q
check code having the symbol length nq is as follows. First each block of
size nq − 1 symbols is added with such nq -th symbol in such a way that
the sum of all nq q-ary symbols becomes equal to 0. Later the coded
sequence is encoded with qSOC resulting in the formation of code word
for concatenated code.
The decoding of the message received from the channel is performed
in a reverse way, i. e. ﬁrst qMTD is used after which for each block of nq
symbols modulo q check code decoder is used. We should note that the
decoder of a given concatenated code can also work iteratively, i. e. after
modulo q check code decoder corrects all errors the sequence of symbols
received can be decoded again with the help of qMTD performing only
several decoding iterations and later also apply modulo q check code
decoder. The operation of modulo q check code decoder is as follows.
1. Modulo q sum e of all elements in the block of nq symbols is
calculated.
2. If this sum e doesn’t equal 0, then we search from the ﬁrst
nq −1 elements in the block such alone symbol the reliability of which is
less than the reliability of other block symbols. If this symbol is found
it is changed for e value. Symbol reliability is understood here as the
diﬀerence of m0 − me , where m0 is the number of null syndrome symbols
and diﬀerence register of qMTD regarding with a given information
symbol; me is the number of the symbols with e syndrome value as
well as diﬀerence register of qMTD regarding with a given information
symbol.
Let’s note here that for the described operating algorithm of concatenated code decoder we have the theorem stating that at each change
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of decoded symbols by modulo q check code decoder the transition to a
more reliable decision for all concatenated code is made in comparison
with previous decision of the decoder.
For the concatenated code decoder oﬀered we have received the
lower bound on error decoding probability in qSC. It equals the probability of two errors appearance after qMTD in a block having the length nq :
nq (nq − 1)Ps2 2
·
= (nq − 1)Ps2 ,
(12)
P mod q =
2
nq
where Ps is error probability on the output of qMTD which can be estimated by the formula (11). Simulation results of oﬀered concatenated
code in qSC during the application of block qSOC of length 17600 symbols and code distance d = 9 as inner code are represented in Fig. A-20.
Here curve 1 shows the characteristics of a standard qMTD for a
given qSOC, curves 2 and 3 show the characteristics of concatenated
codes based on a given qSOC which use modulo q check code of length
100 and 20 symbols correspondingly as outer code. Dashed curves correspond to the lower bound on decoding error probability for qMTD as
well as these concatenated codes, calculated in accordance with (11) and
(12). The analysis of the curves presented shows that the estimation
received is considered to be suﬃciently accurate to estimate the operating eﬃciency of concatenated code under discussion. It is also seen that
the application of modulo q check code decoder with the block length
nq = 100 after qMTD allows to decrease decoding error probability by
more than two orders, and the application of modulo q check code decoder with the block length nq = 20 allows to decrease error probability
by more than three orders due to the introduction of greater redundancy.
The increase of calculation volume in concatenated code is less than 10%
in comparison with original qMTD algorithm.
4. Simulation results

Let us consider the characteristics of qMTD and other error correction methods in qSC. The dependencies of symbol error rate Ps after the
decoding from the symbol error probability P0 in qSC for the codes with
code rate R = 1/2 are given in Fig. A-21.
Here the curves 1 and 2 show the qMTD characteristics for the
block codes of length n = 4000 and 32 000 one-byte symbols (alphabet
size q = 256). As a comparison this Figure also has curve 3 showing the
characteristics of decoder for (255, 128) RS codes for q = 256. Fig. A-21
shows that qMTD eﬃciency is far better than eﬃciency of decoder
for RS code with symbols of the same size. Increasing qMTD block
length leads to further diﬀerence of eﬃciency. It should be mentioned
that diﬀerent methods to increase correcting ability of decoders for RS
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codes including all variations of Sudan algorithm are characterized by
the complexity of n3 order. For the codes of length 32 000 symbols this
fact leads to the diﬀerence in complexity equal to n2 = 32 0002 ≈ 109 ,
and error-correcting abilities increase turns out to be small. This is
given in Fig. A-21 by the curve 4 which represents the characteristics
of Sudan algorithm for (255, 128) RS code. It is also worth mentioning
that suﬃciently simple for implementation qMTD is capable to correct
up to 26.5% of byte errors in the channel. Applying RS code even in
100
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Fig. A-20. Eﬃciency of concatenated code application containing block qSOC
and q-ary parity-check code
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Fig. A-21. Characteristics of decoders for non-binary codes
with code rate R = 1/2
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concatenated codes (curve 5 represents the characteristics of decoder for
the product code containing two (255, 181) RS codes) it is possible to
provide similar error probability with only 18% byte errors in the channel
at code rate 1/2 and 10 decoding iterations. Similar ratio between the
eﬃciency of given codes remains at high code rates also [6–9].
Additional qMTD advantage over other methods of error correction
is its capability to operate practically with the symbols of any sizes
providing high correcting ability. This fact is conﬁrmed by qMTD characteristics for the code of length 32 000 two-byte symbols (curve 6) and
of length 100 000 four-byte symbols (curve 7) represented in Fig. A-21.
It should be noted that simple for implementation qMTD decoder for
code of length 32 000 two-byte symbols is capable to provide symbol
error rate performance even better than decoder for RS code of length
of 65535 two-byte symbols (curve 8 in Fig. A-21) which cannot be implemented in the nearest future. Furthermore, qMTD for code with
four-byte symbols exceeds for more than three orders in its eﬃciency
a more complicated decoder for qLDPC codes of length 100000 fourbyte symbols the possibilities of which are estimated in Fig. A-21 by the
curve 9 [4].
If we want to achieve such results with the help of qMTD we
should accurately choose the codes applied. The main criteria while
qSOC choosing is the degree of their resistance to error propagation
eﬀect [6] which means that after the ﬁrst decoding error the probability
of further errors suﬃciently increases. The technique to choose such
codes is given in [6]. If the attention is not paid to this eﬀect while code
choosing the results will be surely worse. E. g., qMTD characteristics
for qSOC based on SOC from [12] are given in the Figure by curve 10.
The used qSOC had the code rate R = 6/12, code distance d = 13 and the
length n = 25 000 one-byte symbols.
As the most important current result being applied we can mention
the qMTD for the convolutional code with code rate 1/2 and two-byte
symbols that achieved the possibility of optimum decoding in qSC at
error probability equal to P0 = 0.325 and less which is shown by curve 11
in Fig. A-21. Such result is not achievable for the decoders of other
practically implemented codes with code rate R = 1/2.
The application of concatenated qSOC with modulo q check code
oﬀered in the work allows to reduce signiﬁcantly decoding error probability. In particular, Fig. A-21 by curves 12 and 13 shows the estimations
of concatenated scheme characteristics (which, as it was shown, are considered to be relatively accurate for good codes) built on the basis of
qSOC corresponding to curves 2 and 11 in Fig. A-21 with modulo q
check code of length nq = 200 one-byte symbols (code rate of this code
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is only 199/200). Such concatenation is shown to decrease decoding
error probability for 3 and more orders. In addition we should say that
operating qMTD throughput is high enough and reach tens of Mbps
even when in software implementation. Hardware implementation leads
to higher qMTD throughput.
5. Conclusion

The possibilities of qMTD algorithms in their error probability and
number of operations turn out to be several times higher than decoders
for RS codes that were considered to be the best non-binary codes for
more than 50 years. This is determined by the eﬃcient transfer of
binary MTD ideas to the simply organized non-binary codes of any
length. As a result, inaccessible earlier error-correcting level received
with the help of qMTD algorithms of diﬀerent types allows to solve the
tasks providing high reliability of data transfer and storage without any
additional perfection of these algorithms or in the conditions of their
slight adaptation to possible additional requirements stated in large-scale
digital systems.
It should be additionally noted that qMTD implementation complexity doesn’t depend on the size of the symbols used which allows
to design decoders (including concatenated ones) that eﬃciently correct
errors even in multibyte symbols where the implementation of other decoders seems to be rather complicated. These facts allow us to consider
that in future qSOC decoded with qMTD will be capable to replace
RS codes in various communication and data storage systems providing their operation in signiﬁcantly more complex conditions than it is
possible nowadays.
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the Ryazan State Radio Engineering University and Russian Foundation
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Usage of divergence within concatenated multithreshold
decoding convolutional codes
1. Introduction

One of main issues occurred within development of system for transfer and storage of information is an issue to ensure error-free information
transfer over channels with noise. Error-correcting coding is usually
used for solution of the present issue. In recent decades development
of such methods has reached signiﬁcant successes. At present there is
a range of error-correcting codes and their decoders, for example, lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) codes [1], turbo codes [2], polar codes [3]
providing operation close to the channel capacity. One of the most eﬀective algorithms from the point of view of eﬃciency and implementation
complexity are multithreshold decoders (MTD) for self-orthogonal codes
(SOC) being a development of the threshold decoder and allowing decoding both block and convolutional SOC [4–10] with linear complexity.
Base of MTD operation is iterative decoding within which process it
becomes possible to approximate to the solution of optimum decoding
in the enough wide range of code rates and signal to noise ratios. Besides, MTD save simplicity of a usual threshold decoder. SOC decoded
with MTD is a sub-class of codes permitting majority decoding. Simple schemes based on shift registers can be used for implementation of
SOC encoding and decoding [4]. Main achievements of the Optimization Theory (OT) of error-correcting coding represented in [4, 9] in the
framework of which MTD are developed, conﬁrm that MTD constructed
according to new postulates of this theory have currently reached a
rather high level of eﬃciency with moderate complexity. Contemporary
possibilities of MTD are such that these algorithms provide an bit error
rate (BER) less than 10−5 under the signal to noise ratio Eb /N0 ≈ 1.3 dB
in Gaussian channels at usage of the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)
and 16-level integer decisions of the demodulator. It is enough diﬃcult to
arrange such eﬃcient operation, for example, decoders for LDPC codes
under the same conditions. On the other hand, a possibility to implement MTD on the basis of technical solutions [11] completely removes
an issue of the decoder throughput because it allows remaining high
decoding performance at any channel transmission rates, including ones
that are multiply higher than 1 Gbit/s [4, 6, 9]. In addition, resources
for improvement MTD performance have not fully exhausted that allows
expecting from them further improvement of operation eﬃciency under
high levels of noise in future. The present paper has suggested a new
direction for the MTD development which can help to approximate an
area of the MTD eﬃcient operation to the channel capacity.
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2. Divergence principle within decoding convolutional codes

Divergence principle within design of codes and algorithms for their
decoding [12] has been created within the process of development the
Optimization Theory (OT) of error-correcting coding [4, 9] allowing implementing a new level of the eﬀective errors correction based on MTD
and other algorithms. Divergent methods for code construction and developing algorithms for their decoding create a new style of the gradual
non-concatenated extension of the code distance in convolutional codes
using the simplest iterative decoders, for example, MTD. This approach
becomes especially important for a low signal to noise ratio. Some complexity of the initial method implementation always remains and higher
resulting eﬃciency of coding is implemented, if, for example, codes permitting multithreshold decoding are used [4]. In this case, such eﬃcient
decoding becomes actually possible which even at high channel noise
coincides by the error probability with optimum decoding for used long
codes which is usually implemented on the basis of complete enumeration, for example, as in the case of Viterbi algorithm [12]. However,
MTD complexity which even under divergent encoding become the simplest schemes with majority decoding, remains theoretically minimally
possible, linear from the code length. It allows using long codes that under optimum decoding provided with MTD leads to the best performance
at a very high noise level today.
Then we indicate main principles of divergent encoding and decoding. Let’s consider a circuit of the simple encoder for convolutional code
of rate R = 1/2 represented in Fig. A-22. Figuratively speaking, it consists of a shift register in the left part of which cells are grouped from
outputs of which content values arrive to inputs of the modulo 2 adder
from output of which check symbols of the code pass to the channel. To
simplify the description, we assume the code to be systematic. That is
why one informational symbol from a zero cell of the shift register leaves
together with a current check symbol of the code into the channel. Fundamental moment for description of the present encoder operation is a
presence of one more cell far in the encoding register right part which
content also arrive to the modulo 2 adder input from which data move
to the channel. Of course, a code can be non-systematic and a number
of cells in the register right part from which data are sent to the multiinput modulo 2 adder can in the general case be enough high. But now
let’s conﬁne to analyzing represented circuits.
Fig. A-23 shows a decoder for the convolutional code corresponding
to the encoder shown in Fig. A-22. It was constructed according to the
MTD ideas and contains two threshold elements located in the left (TE1)
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and right (TE2) parts of the decoder. TE1 and corresponding parts of
informational and syndrome registers with which it interacts, are marked
by a dotted rectangle and called as decoder 1 (D1).
Full decoder with TE2 in the right part of decoder registers is
similar to D1. But also additional check arrives to the input TE2 which
appears in the decoder much later than symbols of the compact group of
checks connected with TE1.
Under operation in the channel TE1 makes decisions on informational errors based on only its own group of checks. If channel noise
and code are selected correctly then after TE1 density of such errors
will be less than before such threshold and reaching TE2 these errors
will be corrected in most cases according to principles of MTD operation. Since a number of checks arriving to TE2 inputs is one more than
in TE1 then correcting possibilities of TE2 will be higher that allows
intensifying the correction process because TE2 operates with the code
where a minimal distance d was increased in one unit in comparison
with TE1. It is important that it has been achieved without methods
of concatenation which takes redundancy from the ﬁrst code (and TE1)
that notably reduces correcting possibilities of the ﬁrst decoder.
It is obvious that the suggested code can be the ﬁrst part of the
even longer code with a similar structure itself. Then on two such
conditional concatenations of encoding/decoding minimal distance d has
been already increased in 2 etc. In reality, such schemes successfully
operate, they correspond to principles of the MTD operation and main
theorem of the multithreshold decoding [4] showing satisfactory results.
Actually, the obtained scheme of decoding became much more complicated since eﬀect of the code distance (extremely valuable resource)
growth cannot be obtained so easily. The ﬁrst decoder in Fig. A-23 allows a part of errors which it has not corrected to pass to the right to
TE2. And then these errors enter into the syndrome register from cell
n through modulo 2 adder. It means that TE1 operates at a slightly increased level of noise that worsens its characteristics. But if TE1 copes
with this increased ﬂow of errors and slightly worsens its own characteristics and TE2 helps TE1 then we can expect that they mutually cope
with such more complicated ﬂow of errors that allows continuing an
analysis of this scheme for determination of its capabilities at the high
level of noise.
Signiﬁcant peculiarity of the divergent decoding style is a gradual
structural complication of the decoder, for example, of majority type, as
well as multiple application of this approach. In this case within construction of the code and its decoder, the already constructed structure of
the decoder is again considered as some initial decoder which is included
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itself to the external scheme for divergent decoding of the higher level
in future. Eﬃcient application of the considered divergent principle of
the decoding procedure arrangement is this multiple (three-, ﬁve- and
more-multiple) gradual expansion of the code distance which is further
fully implemented, for example, by MTD. Under correct design of the
decoding procedure according to divergent principles MTD within execution of the error correction process increases reliability of decisions to
the level of optimum decoding for used codes as under usage of usual
codes.
Considered approach to arrangement of the decoding procedure obviously leads to increase of duration and complexity of the design process, research and adjustment of created decoders of such type, notable
growth of the used code length, as well as increase of decision-making
delays since a number of required decoding iterations, including under
usage of MTD, also notably grows. However, as it has been repeatedly
noted in recent literatures devoted to error-correction coding [4, 14, 15],
within increase of the channel noise level all real decoding methods require some complication of the methods themselves, procedures of their
design and, most importantly, signiﬁcant expansion of the used code
length both in block and convolutional variants of implementation.
Regarding the divergent style of decoding, its mostly important
property is that after completion of design and adjustment of the algorithm using this enough eﬃcient approach, actually in most cases the
developed method for decoding remains as simple as the original algorithm taken as a base. In particular, if MTD is accepted as a base of
the design decoder of divergent type then the resulting scheme of the
type being traditional for convolutional algorithms with a lot of threshold
elements practically always remains the same as MTD with rather clear
principles of operation that is also important for training of specialists
who will control and assists operation of such coding systems in future.
Actually the only distinction between the divergent MTD and its standard classical form is usually that threshold elements used at various
decoding iterations use diﬀerent sets of checks executing the same simple operation for change of syndrome symbols and decodable symbols on
the basis of their values for decision making. Number of such various
sets can reach 3...5 variants out of the total number of about 20 checks
that does not complicate the algorithm. Moreover, since at the ﬁrst iterations threshold element as it follows from the description of divergence
principles, use a small part from the whole set of checks, the MTD developed according to such new principles performs even a less number
of checks summations on the general threshold element collection than if
all threshold elements use all checks. So, divergent MTD remain really
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rather simple decoding systems, but as it was assumed under their development, understanding of the divergent decoding essence and proper
design of corresponding decoders have allowed creating algorithms of the
threshold type in reality which successfully operate close to the Shannon
bound, i. e. almost at maximum possible noise level.
3. Simulation results

Let’s consider the most eﬀective new results of the divergence principle application obtained for Gaussian channels. Fig. A-24 shows dependencies of bit error rate for various decoding algorithms as a function
of the bit signal to noise ratio Eb /N0 in the Gaussian channel with using BPSK modulation and a demodulator forming 4-bit soft decisions.
Vertical C = 1/2 indicates the signal to noise ratio at which the channel
capacity C is equal to the code rate R = 1/2 of all used codes. Curve 1
reﬂects possibilities of the widely used Viterbi algorithm for convolutional code with the encoder register length K = 7. Curve 2 corresponds
to a concatenated code based on the convolutional code with K = 7 and
Reed – Solomon code. Curve 3 is mentioned for the min-sum decoder for
LDPC code of DVB-S2 standard with length 64 800 bits implemented in
the Comtech modem CDM-710. Curve 4 corresponds to MTD successfully operating under code rate R = 1/2 in the binary Gaussian channel
at Eb /N0 = 1.2 dB, i. e. at a distance of only 1 dB from the Shannon
bound. Let’s note that it is a result of implementation of the threelevel divergent scheme for self-orthogonal systematic code with minimum distance d = 21. Decoder operation requires not more than I = 160
iterations. Value of the decoding delay at convolutional coding is less
than 6 Mbit. In the case if majority-decoded code with the same code
length was constructed not taking into account ideas of the divergent
decoding, then even using methods of parallel concatenations [4] and
other code constructions it would be possible to ensure MTD operability
in the Gaussian channel at noise level more than 2.9 dB. Thus it can
be argued that OT and MTD have become a simple and technological
solution of the Shannon issue — eﬀective and simple decoding at the
maximum allowable noise level.
It is worth noting that performance of MTD decoders for symbol
codes represented in [4, 9, 16] successfully operating at probability of
independent errors in the channel p0 . 0.3 and also the decoder for erasures recovering use the same nested divergence structure as in the
binary case that allows them providing unique performance on the basis
of the simplest MTD.
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4. Concatenated encoding schemes and simulation results

After consideration of importance and eﬃciency of non-concatenated
divergent code structures, let’s analyze possibilities of traditional sequential concatenated schemes. As within creation of long-used concatenated
codes, such methods can be successfully applied in close to the Shannon
bound for any code rates and channel models with independent errors.
However, there is an important restriction on codes forming part of the
concatenated scheme for such systems which should be used close to the
channel capacity C. It is that an outer code should have a minimum
redundancy, i. e. code rate R2 . 1 since otherwise an inner code with
rate R1 will be unable to operate only because it may turn out that
C < R1 . So, it becomes obvious that the most acceptable outer codes for
the concatenated sequential scheme are parity check codes (PCC) having
a minimum redundancy but doubling the code distance of the concatenated code since they have this distance d2 = 2. In this case, the coding
gain can be increased up to 3 dB in comparison with the case if only
the inner code is used. Such approach is more important because PCC
really interact with a lot of types of inner codes very simply.
However, the most important point within concatenated codes development is that their length N is a product of lengths of two constituent
codes: N = n1 n2 . And as it was mentioned before, redundancy of the
second outer code should be small then it is obviously necessary to fulﬁll the condition n2 ≫ 1. But then length N of the whole concatenated
code should grow in hundred times in comparison with the original code.
If we choose smaller values n2 , characteristics of coding will obligatory
move away from the Shannon bound simple because of losses due to
increase of the code rate R2 .
Simple circuit of concatenation being easy for implementation is
suggested below. For this purpose let’s ﬁrstly consider a classical twodimensional scheme of concatenation based on PCC and codes with majority decoding [4]. If decoding of the inner code is implemented on
the basis of MTD and considered that MTD decision practically coincides with the optimal one and its bit error probability is Pb (e), then
bit error probability of the whole concatenated scheme will be quite
accurately estimated by expression PKK ≈ 2n2 Pb2 (e). The most signiﬁcant fact for construction of the required concatenated scheme is that
two-dimensionality of concatenated schemes was obligatory because of
algebraic codes within incorrect decoding of which a rate of errors inside
the code block was signiﬁcant. But errors under usage of MTD more
often occur singly that is determined by a structure of used codes. Then
we can apply a one-dimensional scheme of encoding by a low-redundant
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code and then the same informational ﬂow with rare insertions of parity
check bits is encoded with the inner code. Since it turns out that MTD
errors are not only single but almost independent then we can expect
that the above represented estimation PKK will be rather accurate for a
new concatenated code of length NKK2 ≈ (n1 + n1 /n2 ).
However, if inner codes for MTD decoding a concatenated code are
not too long then it is possible that inside PCC block we found a lot of
such pairs of informational bits that they are simultaneously summands
while calculation some check bits. For inner SOC with code distance d1
it leads to the fact that payment for the short concatenated code is that
distance of the concatenated code being equal to dKK = 2d1 − 2 but not
to 2d1 . This circumstance sometimes reduces a decoder error probability
of the concatenated code up to 5 times. But since an absolute value of
the decoder error probability, as it was shown above, is rather small then
such payment for decrease of the concatenated code length in 2 orders
is rather applicable.
Taking into account above mentioned peculiarities of concatenation,
the concatenated scheme has been developed showing its high eﬃciency
close to the Shannon bound. SOC with R1 = 1/2 and d1 = 15 was chosen
as an inner code which was decoded sub-optimally at Eb /N0 > 1.5 dB as
curve 5 in Fig. A-24 shows. Number of decoding iterations is 80 and total
decision delay is less than one million informational bits that is a very
good result for such heavy operational conditions and according to these
parameters. Volume of statistics for three right points on the diagram
exceeded 5 · 107 bits and all errors were uncorrectable under optimal
decoding. Concatenated code using PCC with (n2 , k2 , d2 ) = (192, 191, 2)
has been constructed according to above described rules of the short
code formation and it had a code distance dKK = 28. According to [4],
MTD ﬁrstly operates in the concatenated code and reduces an error
probability up to the optimum level as in the ﬁrst code. Five decoding
iterations were added to the concatenated code. Decoding delay was less
than 1 Mbit. Latest 20 decoding iterations were arranged taking into
account presence of PCC. At the same time, after completion of receipt
of regular 192 bits of the outer code after successful parity check the
decoder passed to following symbols decoding and if the check failed,
the least reliable bit of the outer code was changed if it was single. The
eﬃciency of the concatenated code is represented by curve 6 in Fig. A-24.
Volume of statistics at Pb (e) < 10−6 is more than 2·108 bits and all errors
of the decoder corresponded to errors of optimal decoding. As it should
be from description of the present scheme, the absolute majority of errors
in concatenated code was double locating at a distance less than n2 , and a
small rate of errors turned out to be single. Presence of only two types
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of errors testiﬁes that even concatenated code is decoded with MTD
practically optimally. Losses of energy due to presence of the outer PCC
are about 0.02 dB. It allows stating about correct arrangement of the
eﬀective decoding close to the Shannon bound.
In conclusion, let’s note that success of the concatenation task solution at a low Eb /N0 on the basis of rather diﬃcult example allows evaluating a possibility of concatenation based on MTD shown in Fig. A-24 by
curve 4 which eﬀectively operated at Eb /N0 = 1.2 dB that is an excellent
result. Our estimate shows this concatenated MTD would provide BER
signiﬁcantly lower than 10−9 . More accurate estimation for this code
can be obtained using software [17] or hardware [9] prototype which
is easily created based on experience of the successful design of MTD
using FPGA Altera. It is possible that real experiment would provide
BER about 10−11 .
Finally, let’s mention that suggested methods for concatenation of
symbol codes and codes for erasure recovering, as in the case of binary
codes correcting errors, are easily implemented on the basis of MTD
and they increase reliability of decoding by the simplest means in many
decimal orders.
5. Conclusion

The present paper has represented the suggested divergence principle used under construction and decoding convolutional codes in the
framework of the Optimization Theory and also application of constructed
codes in concatenated code constructions has been discussed. The paper
has shown that codes and decoders developed on the basis of this principle are capable to ensure error probability about 10−6 and signiﬁcantly
less at signal-to-noise ratio 1.2 dB over the Gaussian channel with using
the Binary Phase Shift Keying. Moreover, computational complexity of
the decoder becomes in ten times less than complexity of other methods
for error correction which can provide similar BER performance.
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PM
CG
qMTD
QTD
qSC

additive white Gaussian noise
Viterbi algorithm
amplitude-phase modulation
analog-to-digital converter
block Viterbi algorithm
code Bose – Chowdhury – Hoquinghem
decoder with direct metric control
Binary Symmetric Channel
random number generator
concatenated code
parity check code
unequal protection (code)
Perfection Criterion (of) Zolotarev
multithreshold decoder
non-equal power channel
optimal maximum likelihood (decoder)
Optimization Theory (OT) for error-correction coding
Main Theorem of multithreshold decoding
Main Theorem of symbolic multithreshold decoding
search for global extremum of the functionals
threshold decoder
parallel concatenation (or personal computer)
probability generating function
threshold element
error propagation
(code) Reed – Solomon
self-orthogonal code
erasing multithreshold decoding
erasing symmetric channel
phase modulation
coding gain
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symbolic threshold decoder
q-ary symmetric channel
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